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Dear Mr. Hettich,

The Provitler Reimbursement Review Board ("Board") has reviewed the jurisdictional documents in the
above referenced appeal and finds that it does not have jurisdiction over the Uncompensated Care
Payment issue. The jurisdictional decision ofthe Board is set forth below.

Pertinent Facts:

The Provider in this appeal is represented before the Board by King & Spalding LLp.

The Provider filed their appeal request on January 30,2015, challenging the Final Rule in the Federal
Register issued on August 22,2014.t The Provider's appeal focuses on whether its DSH payment
contained a calculation error related to the third factor ("Factor 3") used to determine the payment for its
proportion of uncompensated care. Specifically, the Provider has framed two issues as follows:

1ss¿¿¿ .1.' Whether CMS's failure to use a full 12-month cost repoÍing period to determine the number of
the Provider's Medicaid eligible days in calculating factor 3 ofthe Provider's uncompensated care
C'UCC") payment was lawful?

Issue 2: Whefher CMS erred and acted beyond its authority, i.e., ultra vires, by failing to effectuate the
D.C. circuit's,4/i ira decision when it calculated factor 3 in the Provider's UCC payment.2

For Issue 1, the Provider notes that it is a new hospital and, as such, CMS used its Medicaid days from a
ten month cost reporting period ("stub-period") to calculate its UCC adjustment amount. It claims that
CMS is statutorily required to calculate the UCC payment for each hospital "for a period selected by the
Secretary," and that comparing the days in a stub-period for Provider to a full twelve-month period for
other providers employs different "periods" in violation ofthat statutory requirement.3 The Provider
also argues that the use of a stub-period violates the statutory requirement that any "estimate" used by
the Secretary be "based on appropriate data."4 They claim that this practice arbitrarily penalizes certain

I Individual Appeal Request, Tab 3, I (Jan. 30, 2015); 79 Fed. Reg. 49853 (Aug.22,2014\.
2 lndividual Appeal Request. Tab 3 at l-2.
1 Id. a.t l.
4 Id. ar t-2.
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providers with "stub-periods."5 Finally, the Provider argues that it is not being provided the same
protection afforded to Indian Health Service ("IHS") hospitals. They note that, originally, because cost
reports for IHS hospitals are not uploaded to HCRIS, the UCC payments calculated by CMS understated
the amount of uncompensated care that IHS hospitals provide. CMS later revised its policy to consider
supplemental cost report data in determining Factor 3 to allow the Medicaid days for HIS hospitals to be
included.6

For Issue 2, the Provider discusses Allina Health Servs. V. Sebelius,746 F.3d 1 102 (D.C. Cir. 2014)
("Allina") with regard to the calculation ofFactor 3 ofthe UCC payment, reiterating the argument that
SSI days should exclude Medicare Advantage ("M4") days, and MA dual eligible days should be
included as Medicaid days in the FY 2015 Factor 3 calculation. They point out CMS' position that it
does not believe Allinahas any bearing on the estimate ofFactor 3 for FY 2015 since it had readopted
the policy of counting MA says in the SSI ration for FY 2014 and beyond. The Provider argues that this
policy still relies on SSI and Medicaid data from a period predating this re-adopted policy, and that CMS
was obligated to correct those numbers to confirm \4/ith the Court's ruling in Allina. The Provider
contends that this approach results in CMS acting beyond its authority by continuing to treat Part C days
as "days entitled to benefits under Part A" for periods pre-dating their re-adopted policy.T

The Medicare Contractor ("MAC") filed a Jurisdictional Challenge in this case on June 8,2018, arguing
that both issues are precluded from administrative and judicial review pursuant to 42 U.S.C.
$ 1395ww(rX3).8 The Provider has not filed a response to the challenge.

Board's Decision:

The Board finds that it does not have jurisdiction over the Uncompensated Care DSH payment issue
because jurisdiction is precluded by 42 U.S.C. $ 1395ww(r)(3) and 42 C.F.R. g 412.106(9)(2). Based on
these provisions, judicial and administrative review is not available under 42 U.S.C. $$ 1395ffand
1395oo for:

(A) Any estimate of the Secretary for purposes of determining the factors described in
paragraph (2).e

(B) Any period selected by the Secretary for such purposes.

5 ld. at2,
6 Id. See also'78Fed. Ree. 61191, 61195 (Oct. 3, 2013).
? Individual Appeal Request,Tab3 at2-3. See alsoTgFed. Reg.49853.
3 M€dicare Administrative Contractor's Motion to Dismiss lssue for Lack of Subject Matter Jurisdiction, 3 (June 8, 2018)
(hereinaíÌer "MAC's Jurisdictional Challenge").
e Paragraph (2) is a refe.ence to the three factors that make up the uncompensated care payment: (l) 75 p€rcent ofestimated
DSH payments that would be paid in absence of$ l395ww(r); (2) I minus the percentage ofindividuals under age 65 who
are uninsured in 2013 for th€ FY 2014 calculation; and (3) the hospital specific value that expresses the propoñion ofthe
estimated uncompensated care amount for each subsection (d) hospital with potential to rcceive DSH payments, to the
amount ofuncompensated care for all subsection (d) hospitals that receive payment under 42 U.S.C. $ 1395ww(r)(2xc). 78
Fed. Reg. 50496, 50627,50631 and 50634.
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Futher, the D.C. Circuit Courtlo upheld the D.C. District Court's decisionrr that there is no judicial or
administrative review ofuncompensated care DSH payments. lnTampa General, the provider
challenged the calculation ofthe amount it would receive for uncompensated care for fiscal year2014.
The provider claimed that the Secretary used inappropriate data when she selected the.hospital cost data
updated in March 2013, instead ofdata updated in August 2013, when calculating its uncompensated
care payments. The provider argued that it was not challenging the estimate of its uncompensated care,
but rather the underlying data on which the Secretary relied, judicial review of which is not baled.

The District Court found that there was specific language in the statute that precluded administrative or
judicial review ofTampa General's claims because in challenging the use of the March 2013 update
data, the hospital was seeking review of an "estimate" used by the Secretary to determine the fäctors
used to calculate additional pa)4nents. The D.C. Circuit Court went on to hold that, "the bar on judicial
review ofthe Secretary's estimates precludes review ofthe underlying data as well."l2 The Court also
rejected'Tampa General's argument that it could challenge tlte underlying data, finding that there cannot
bejudicial review ofthe underlying data because they are "indispensable,, and ,.integral,, to, and
"inextricably intertwined" with, the Secretary's estimate of uncompensated care.r3

The Boa¡d finds that the same findings are applicable to the Provider's challenge to their 2015
Uncompensated Care payments. As in Tampa General, fhe Provider here is challenging the calculation
of the amount they received for uncompensated care for FY 2015. The Board finds that in challenging
the Medicare Contractor's calculation oftheir uncompensated care final payment amounts, the Provider
is seeking review of an "estimate" used by the Secretary to determine the factors used to calculate their
final payment amounts. The Board therefore finds that the Provider is challenging the underlying data
relied on by the Secretary to obtain those final payment amounts. The D.c. circuit court in Tumpa
General held, the bar on judicial review ofthe Secretary's estimates precludes review ofthe undeìlying
data as well. Furthermore, in challenging the Medicare Contractor's use ofa stub-period cost report
covering one time period, rather than a twelve-month cost report covering a different period, the
Provider is challenging the "þeriod selected by the Secretary" used in creating those estimates, which is
also barred from review-

It should be noted that CMS did, in fact, state that it would "use the 2012 çost report, unle,\s Íhaî co,sî
report is unavailable or reflects less than a full l2-month year. In the event the 2012 cost report is for
less than 12 months, [CMS] would use the cost report from 2012 or 201 I that is closest to being a full
l2-month cost report. In the case where a less than l2-month cost report was used to calculate a
hospital's Factor 3, this would indicate that both the 2012 and 2011cost reports were less than l2
months. In such a case [CMS] would use the longer ofthe two cost reports to calculate a hospital,s
Factor 3."r4 In this case, the Provider's Individual Appeal Request doãs not allege that there;as, in
fact, a longer cost report available to use. The Provider seems to simply be challenging the fact that they
were forced to use a stub-period cost report, which is the time period selected by the Secretary for this
scenario, which is barred from review.

to Fla. Healrh sc¡ences ctr., Inc. dba Tampa Gen. Hosp. v. sec'y of Health & Human servs]o(,.Tampa General'), 830 F.3d
515 (D.C. Cir.2016).
rI 89 F. Supp. 3d l2l (D.D.C.2015).
ìr 830 F.3d 515,517.
t3 |d. at 519.
ì4 79 Fed. Reg. at 50019 (emphas¡s added).
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The Board concludes that it does not have jurisdiction over the Uncompensated Care DSH issue in this
group appeal becausejudicial and administrative review of the calculation is barred by statute and
regulation. As the uncompensated care DSH issue is the only issue in the appeal, the Board hereby
closes the referenced group appeal and removes it from its docket.

Review of this determination may be available under the provisions of42 u.s.c. g l395oo(f) and 42
C.F.R. $$ 405.1875 and,405.1877 .

Board Mernbers Participatirig: For the Board:

Clayton J. Nix, Esq.
Charlotte F. Benson, CPA
Gregory H. Ziegler, CPA, CPC-A
Robert A. Evârts, Esq.
Susan A. Turner, Esq.

cc:

X clayton.l. trtix

4/1/2019

Clðyton J. Nix, Esq.

Chair
Signed by Cla).ton J. Nix,A

Wilson C. Leong, Esq., Federal Specialized Services
Bill Tisdale, Novitas Solutions, Inc. (J-H)
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Dear Mr. Hettich,

The Provider Reimbursement Review Board ('tsoard') has reviewed the jurisdictional documents in the
above referenced appeal and finds that it does not have jurisdiction over the Uncompensated Care
Payment issue. The jurisdictional decision ofthe Board is set forth below.

Pertinent Facts:

The Providcr filcd thcir appeal request on February 2,2015, challenging the Final Rule in the Fedcr¿l
Register issued on August 22,2014.1 The Provider's appeal focuses on whether its DSH payment
contained a calculation effor related to the third factor ("Factor 3") used to determine the payment for its
proportion of uncompensated care. Specifically, the Provider has framed two issues as follows:

1ssø¿ 1: Whether CMS's failure to use a full 12-month cost reporting period to determine the number of
the Provider's Medicaid eligible days in calculating factor 3 ofthe Provider's uncompensated care
('UCC') payment was lawful?

Issue 2: Whether CMS ened and acted beyond its authority, i.e., ultra vires, by failing to effectuate the
D.C. circuit's l/ii¡ra decision when it calculated factor 3 in the Provider's UCC payment.2

For Issue l, the Provider notes that it unden¡/ent a change in ownership and, as such, CMS used its
Medicaid days from a 7.5 month3 cost reporting period ("stub-period") to calculate its UCC a justment
amount. It claims that CMS is statutorily required to calculate the UCC payment for each hospital "for a
period selected by the Secretary," and that comparing the days in a stub-period for the Provider to a full
twelve-month period for other providers employs different "periods" in violation ofthat statutory
requirement.a The Provider also argues that the use ofa stub-period violates th€ statutory requirement
that any "estimate" used by the Secretary be "based on appropriate data."5 They claim that this practice

I Individual Appeal Request, Tab I (Feb.2,2015); 79 Fed. Reg.49853 (A\8.22,2014).
'?lndividual Appeal Request, Tab 3 at l-2,
3 In ProvÌder's Jurisdictional Response, they note that CMS actually used a 9-month stub period. Provider's Ju¡isdictional
Response, I (.luly 2,2018).
4 Id. at l.
t Id. a:¡. l-2.



arbitrarily penalizes ceftain providers with "stub-periods."6 Finally, the provider argues that it is not
being provided the same protection afforded to Indian Health Service ("IHS") hospitals. They note that,
originally, because cost reports for IHS hospitals are not uploaded to HCRIS, the ùcc paymånts
calculated by CMS unde¡stated the amount of uncompensated care that IHS hospitals piovide. CMS
later revised its policy to consider supplemental cost report data in determining Èactoi3 to allow the
Medicaid days for HIS hospitals to be included.T

For Issue 2, the Provider di scusses Allina Health servs. v. sebelius, T 46 F.3d I 102 (D.c. cir.2014)
("Allina") with regard to the calculation of Factor 3 of the UCC payment, reiterating the argument that
SSI days should exclude Medicare Advantage ("M4") days, and MA dual eligible days should be
included as Medicaid days in the FY 2015 Factor 3 calculation. 'lhey point out CMS; position that it
does not believel llinahas any bearing on the estimate ofFactor 3 for FY 2015 since ii had readopted
the policy of counting MA says in the SSI ration for FY 2014 and beyond. The Provider argues that this
policy still relies on SSI and Medicaid data from a periocl predating this re-adopted policy, and that CMS
was obligated to correct those numbers to confirm with the Court's ruling in Allina. The Provider
contends that this approach results in CMS acting beyond its authority by continuing to treat Part C days
as "days entitled to benefits under Part A" for periods pre-dating their re-adopted policy.s

The Medicare Contractor ("MAC') filed a Jurisdictional Challenge in this case on June 8, 201 8. The
MAC argues that both issues are precluded from administrative andjudicial review pursuant to 42
U.S.C. $ 1395ww(r)(3).e The MAC describes the Provider,s challenge u. un *gurn"nt thut th"
Secretary's determinations ofthe UCC DSH payments are not based on the best, most reliable data, and
that such a challenge has been precluded by statute, as explained in the Tampa Generalt, case.ll
Finally, the MAC states that the Allina case does not address the 2014 Medicare IPPS Rule that adopts a
policy ofcounting Part c Days in the Medicare fraction, and as such does not support provider's
arguments in this case.l2
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6 Id. at 2.
1 Id. See alsoTSFed. Reg.61 l9l,61195 (Oct. 3,2013).
3lndividual Appeal Request, Tab 3 al2-3. See also 79 Fed. Reg. 49853.
e Medìcare Administ¡ative Contractor's Motion to Dismiss Issue for Lack ofSubject Matter Jurisdictjon, 3 (June 8, 2018)
(hereinafter "MAC's Jurisdictional Challenge").
\0 þ-la. Hea lth Sciences Ctr., Inc. dba Tampa Gen. Hosp. v. Sec, of Heahh & Human Servs. (,.Tampø General',), g30 F.3d
5ls (D.C. Cir.20l6).
rì MAC's Jurisdictional Challenge at 4
t2 Id. at 5.
r3 Provider's Jurisdictional Response at I (citing 79 Fed. Reg. 49854,50019 (Aug.22,2Ol4)).
to Id. at 4.
r5 Providé¡'s Jurisdictional Response at 2, 6.

The Provider filed a Response to the MAC's Jurisdictional Challenge on July 2, 201 8. They argue that
CMS failed to use "appropriate data" in calculating Factor 3 for their FY 2015 ucc DSH payment as
required by $ I 886(r) of the Socisl Security Act because their own policy rcquiretl, when the 2012 côst
report is for less than twelve months, they would use "the cost report from 2012 or 20ll that is closest to
being a full l2-month cost report."r3 They insist that they are not challenging the estimates made or
time period selected in calculating Factor 3, but rather CMS' failure to follow its own policy in
calculating their Medicaid-eligible days.'a Finally, the Provider states that CMS has acted ultra vires by
counting patient days under Part C as "days entitled to benefìts under Part A" in calculating its SSI ratio,
contrary to the holding in Allina.ts



Board's Decision:

The Board finds that it does not have jurisdiction over the Uncompensated Care DSH payment issue
because jurisdiction is precluded by 42 u.s.c. g 1395ww(r)(3) and 42 c.F.R. g +r z. r ôo(g)(z). Based on
these provisions, judicial and administrative review is not available under 42 ù.S.c. gg iãesír ano
1395oo for:
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(A) Any estimate ofthe Secretary for purposes of determining the factors described in
paragraph (2).16

(B) Any period selected by the Secretary for such purposes.

Further, the D.C. Circuit CourtlT upheld the D.C. District Court's decisionrs that there is no judicial or
administrative review of uncompensated care DSH payments. rn Tampa General, the proviâer
challenged the calculation of the amount it would receive for uncompensated care for fiscal year 2014.
The provider claimed that the Secretary used inappropriate data r¡/he; she selected the hospiial cost data
updated in March 2013, instead of datâ updated in August 2013, when calculating its uncompensated
care payrnents. The provider argued that it was not challenging the estimate of its uncompensated care,
but rather the underlying data on which the Secretary relied, judicial review of which is nòt baled.

The District Court found that there was specific language in the statute that precluded administrative or
judicial review ofTampa General's claims because in challenging the use ofthe March 2013 update
data, the hospital was seeking review of an "estimate" used by the Secretary to determine the factors
used to calculate additional payments. The D.C. Circuit Court went on to hold that, "the bar on judicial
review ofthe Secretary's estimates precludes review of the underlying data as well."le The Courtalso
rejected Tampa General's argument that it could challenge the underlying data, finding that there cannot
bejudicial review ofthe underlying data because they are "indispensable" and "integral" to, and
"inextricably intertwined" with, the Secretary's estimate of uncompensated care.20

The Board finds that the same findings are applicable to the Providcr's challcnge to their 2015
Uncompensated Care payments. As in Tampa General, the Provider here is challenging the calculation
of the amount they received for uncompensated care for FY 2015. The Board finds that in challenging
the Medicare Contractor's calculation oftheir uncompensâted care final payment amounts, the Provider
is seeking review of an "estimate" used by the Secretary to determine the factors used to calculate their
finaì payment amounts. The Board, therefore, finds that the Provider is challenging the underlying data
relied on by the Secretary to obtain those final payment amounts. The D.c. circuit cou 11 in Tampa
General held the bar onjudicial review ofthe Secretary's estimates precludes review of the underlying

ìó Paragraph (2) is a reference to the three lactors that make up the uncompensated care payment: (l ) 75 percent ofestimated
DSLI payments that would be paid in absence of $ 1395ww(r); (2) I minus the pe¡centage of individuals under age 65 who
are uninsu¡ed in 2013 for the FY 2014 calculation; and (3) the hospital specific value that expresses the proportiõn ofthe
estimated uncompensated ca.e amount for each subsection (d) hospital with potential to receive DSH paymènts, to the
amount ofuncompensated ca¡e forall subsection (d) hospitals that receive payment under 42 U.S.C. $ t 395ww(r)(Z)(C). 73
Fed. Reg. 50496, 5062'1,50631 and 50634.
t1 Fla. Health sc¡ences ctr., Inc. dba Tampa Gen. Hosp. v. sec'y oflÌealrh & Human servs.IT("Tampa General'), g30 F.3d
515 (D.C. Cir. 2016).
¡3 89 F, Supp. 3d l2l (D.D.C.2015).

',830 F,3d 515, 517.
20 Id. aL Sl9,



data as well. Furthermore, in challenging the Medicare Contractor's use of a stub-period cost report
covering one time period, rather than a twelve-month cost report covering a different period, the
P¡ovider is challenging the "period selected by the Secretary" used in creating those eitimates, which is
also barred from review.

It should be noted that CMS did, in fact, state that it would "use the 2012 cost report, unle$ that cost
report is unavailable or reflecls less than a full 12-month year. In the evenT the 2012 cost report is for
less than 12 months, [CMS] would use the cost repo rt from 2012 or 201 1 that is closest to beìng a full
l2-month cost report. In the case where a less than 12-month cost report was used to calculate a
hospital's Factor 3, this would indicate that both fhe 2012 and 201 I cost reports \¡r'ere less than 12
months. In such a case [CMS] would use the longer ofthe two cost reports to calculate a hospital,s
Factor 3."21 In this case, neither the Provider's Individual Appeal Request, nor its Response to the
MAC's Jurisdictional Challenge, allege that there was, in fact, a longer cost report available to use. The
Provider seems to simply he challenging the fact that they were forced to use a stub-period cost report,
which is the time period selected by the secretary for this scena¡io, which is baned from review.

The Board concludes that it does not have jurisdiction over the Uncompensated Care DSH issue in this
group appeal becausejudicial and âdministrative review of the calculation is barred by statute and
regulation. As the Uncompensated Care DSH issue is the only issue in the appeal, the Board hereby
closes the referenced group appeal and removes it from its docket.
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Review of this determination may be available under the provisions of42 u.s.c. g 1395oo(f) and 42
C.F.R. $$ 405.187s and 405.1877.

Board Members Participatine: For the Board:

Cla)'ton J. Nix, Esq.
Charlotte F. Benson, CPA
Cregory H. Ziegler, CPA, CPC-A
Robert A. Evarts, Esq.
Susan A. Turner, Esq.

X Clayton.t. trtix

4/1/2019

Clayton J. N¡x, Esq.

Cha ir
Signed by: Clayton J. N¡x -A

Wilson C. Leong, Esq., Federal Specialized Services
Laurie Polson, Palmetto GBA c/o National Government Services, Inc. (J-M)

2' 79 Fed. Reg. at 50019 (emphasìs addecl).
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Dear Ms. Goron: 
 
The Provider Reimbursement Review Board (“PRRB” or “Board”) has reviewed the Providers’ 
March 12, 2019 request for expedited judicial review (“EJR”) of the above-referenced appeals.  
The Board’s jurisdictional determination and decision regarding the EJR request is set forth 
below. 
 
Issue in Dispute 
 
The issue in these appeals is: 
 

[W]hether Medicare Advantage Days (“Part C Days”) should be 
removed from the disproportionate share hospital adjustment 
(“DSH Adjustment”) Medicare fraction and added to the Medicaid 
Fraction.1 

 
Statutory and Regulatory Background: Medicare DSH Payment 
 
Part A of the Medicare Act covers "inpatient hospital services."  Since 1983, the Medicare 
program has paid most hospitals for the operating costs of inpatient hospital services under the 
prospective payment system (“PPS”).2  Under PPS, Medicare pays predetermined, standardized 
amounts per discharge, subject to certain payment adjustments.3  
 
                                                           
1 Providers’ EJR request at 1. 
2 See 42 U.S.C. § 1395ww(d)(l)-(5); 42 C.F.R. Part 412.   
3 Id. 
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The PPS statute contains a number of provisions that adjust reimbursement based on hospital-
specific factors.4  These cases involve the hospital-specific DSH adjustment, which requires the 
Secretary to provide increased PPS payments to hospitals that serve a significantly 
disproportionate number of low-income patients.5  
 
A hospital may qualify for a DSH adjustment based on its disproportionate patient percentage 
(“DPP”).6  As a proxy for utilization by low-income patients, the DPP determines a hospital's 
qualification as a DSH, and it also determines the amount of the DSH payment to a qualifying 
hospital.7  The DPP is defined as the sum of two fractions expressed as percentages.8  Those two 
fractions are referred to as the "Medicare/SSI" fraction and the "Medicaid” fraction.  Both of 
these fractions consider whether a patient was "entitled to benefits under part A."  
 
The statute, 42 U.S.C. § 1395ww(d)(5)(F)(vi)(I), defines the Medicare/SSI fraction as: 
 

the fraction (expressed as a percentage), the numerator of which is 
the number of such hospital's patient days for such period which 
were made up of patients who (for such days) were entitled to 
benefits under part A of this subchapter and were entitled to 
supplemental security income benefits (excluding any State 
supplementation) under subchapter XVI of this chapter, and the 
denominator of which is the number of such hospital's patient days 
for such fiscal year which were made up of patients who (for such 
days) were entitled to benefits under part A of this subchapter . . . .9 

 
The Medicare/SSI fraction is computed annually by the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid 
Services (“CMS”), and the Medicare contractors use CMS’ calculation to compute a hospital’s 
DSH payment adjustment.10   
 
The statute, 42 U.S.C. § 1395ww(d)(5)(F)(vi)(II), defines the Medicaid fraction as:  

 
the fraction (expressed as a percentage), the numerator of which is 
the number of the hospital's patient days for such period which 
consist of patients who (for such days) were eligible for medical 
assistance under a State plan approved under subchapter XIX [the 
Medicaid program], but who were not entitled to benefits under 
part A of this subchapter, and the denominator of which is the total 
number of the hospital's patient days for such period.11  

 
                                                           
4 See 42 U.S.C. § 1395ww(d)(5).   
5 See 42 U.S.C. § 1395ww(d)(5)(F)(i)(I); 42 C.F.R. § 412.106.   
6 See 42 U.S.C. §§ 1395ww(d)(5)(F)(i)(I) and (d)(5)(F)(v); 42 C.F.R. § 412.l06(c)(l). 
7 See 42 U.S.C. §§ 1395ww(d)(5)(F)(iv) and (vii)-(xiii); 42 C.F.R. § 412.106(d).  
8 See 42 U.S.C. § 1395ww(d)(5)(F)(vi).   
9 Emphasis added. 
10 42 C.F.R. § 412.106(b)(2)-(3).  
11 Emphasis added. 

http://www.lexis.com/research/buttonTFLink?_m=c06b9220501ba3054162ff998ab7727f&_xfercite=%3ccite%20cc%3d%22USA%22%3e%3c%21%5bCDATA%5b309%20F.%20Supp.%202d%2089%5d%5d%3e%3c%2fcite%3e&_butType=4&_butStat=0&_butNum=16&_butInline=1&_butinfo=42%20U.%20
http://www.lexis.com/research/buttonTFLink?_m=c06b9220501ba3054162ff998ab7727f&_xfercite=%3ccite%20cc%3d%22USA%22%3e%3c%21%5bCDATA%5b309%20F.%20Supp.%202d%2089%5d%5d%3e%3c%2fcite%3e&_butType=4&_butStat=0&_butNum=17&_butInline=1&_butinfo=42%20U.%20
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The Medicare contractor determines the number of the hospital’s patient days of service for 
which patients were eligible for Medicaid but not entitled to Medicare Part A, and divides that 
number by the total number of patient days in the same period.12   
 
Medicare Advantage Program 
 
The Medicare program permits its beneficiaries to receive services from managed care entities.  
The managed care statute implementing payments to health maintenance organizations 
(“HMOs”) and competitive medical plans (“CMPs”) is found at 42 U.S.C. § 1395mm.  The 
statute at 42 U.S.C. § 1395mm(a)(5) provides for “payment to the eligible organization under 
this section for individuals enrolled under this section with the organization and entitled to 
benefits under part A of this subchapter and enrolled under part B of this subchapter . . .”   
Inpatient hospital days for Medicare beneficiaries enrolled in HMOs and CMPs prior to 1999 are 
referred to as Medicare HMO patient care days. 
 
In the September 4, 1990 Federal Register, the Secretary13 stated that: 
 

Based on the language of section 1886(d)(5)(F)(vi) of the Act  [42 U.S.C.  
§ 1395ww(d)(5)(F)(vi)], which states that the disproportionate share adjustment 
computation should include “patients who were entitled to benefits under Part  A,” we 
believe it is appropriate to include the days associated with Medicare patients who 
receive care at a qualified HMO.  Prior to December 1, 1987, we were not able to isolate 
the days of care associated with Medicare patients in HMOs, and therefore, were unable 
to fold this number into the calculation [of the DSH adjustment].  However, as of 
December 1, 1987, a field was included on the Medicare Provider Analysis and Review 
(MEDPAR) file that allows us to isolate those HMO days that were associated with 
Medicare patients.  Therefore, since that time we have been including HMO days in the 
SSI/Medicare percentage [of the DSH adjustment].14  

At that time Medicare Part A paid for HMO services and patients continued to be eligible for 
Part A.15    
With the creation of Medicare Part C in 1997,16 Medicare beneficiaries who opted for managed 
care coverage under Medicare Part C were no longer entitled to have payment made for their 
care under Part A.  Consistent with the statutory change, CMS did not include Medicare Part C 

                                                           
12 42 C.F.R. § 412.106(b)(4).  
13 of Health and Human Services.  
14 55 Fed. Reg. 35990, 39994 (Sept. 4, 1990). 
15 Id. 
16 The Medicare Part C program did not begin operating until January 1, 1999.  See  P.L. 105-33, 1997 HR 2015, 
codified as 42 U.S.C. § 1394w-21 Note (c) “Enrollment Transition Rule.- An individual who is enrolled [in 
Medicare] on December 31 1998, with an eligible organization under .  .  . [42 U.S.C. 1395mm] shall be considered 
to be enrolled with that organization on January 1, 1999, under part C of Title XVIII .  .  . if that organization as a 
contract under that part for providing services on January 1, 1999 .  .  .  .”   This was also known as 
Medicare+Choice. The Medicare Prescription Drug, Improvement and Modernization Act of 2003 (Pub.L. 108-
173), enacted on December 8, 2003, replaced the Medicare+Choice program with the new Medicare Advantage 
program under Part C of Title XVIII. 
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days in the SSI ratios used by the Medicare contractors to calculate DSH payments for the fiscal 
year 2001-2004.17      
No further guidance regarding the treatment of Part C days in the DSH calculation was provided 
until the 2004 Inpatient Prospective Payment System (“IPPS”) proposed rules were published in 
the Federal Register.  In that notice the Secretary stated that: 
 

. . . once a beneficiary has elected to join an M+C plan, that beneficiary’s benefits 
are no longer administered under Part A  
. . . . once a beneficiary elects Medicare Part C, those patient days attributable to 
the beneficiary should not be included in the Medicare fraction of the DSH 
patient percentage.  These patient days should be included in the count of total 
patient days in the Medicaid fraction (the denominator), and the patient’s days 
for the M+C beneficiary who is also eligible for Medicaid would be included in 
the numerator of the Medicaid fraction . . . . 18  
 

The Secretary purportedly changed her position in the Federal fiscal year (“FFY”) 2005 IPPS 
final rule, by noting she was “revising our regulations at [42 C.F.R.] § 412.106(b)(2)(i) to 
include the days associated with [Part C] beneficiaries in the Medicare fraction of the DSH 
calculation.”19  In response to a comment regarding this change, the Secretary explained that: 
 

. . . We do agree that once Medicare beneficiaries elect 
Medicare Part C coverage, they are still, in some sense, 
entitled to benefits under Medicare Part A.  We agree with 
the commenter that these days should be included in the 
Medicare fraction of the DSH calculation.  Therefore, we are 
not adopting as final our proposal stated in the May 19, 2003 
proposed rule to include the days associated with M+C 
beneficiaries in the Medicaid fraction.  Instead, we are 
adopting a policy to include the patient days for M+C 
beneficiaries in the Medicare fraction . . . . if the beneficiary 
is also an SSI recipient, the patient days will be included in 
the numerator of the Medicare fraction.  We are revising our 
regulations at § 412.106(b)(2)(i) to include the days 
associated with M+C beneficiaries in the Medicare fraction 
of the DSH calculation.20  

 
This statement would require inclusion of Medicare Part C inpatient days in the Medicare 
fraction of the DSH calculation. 
 

                                                           
17 69 Fed. Reg. 48918, 49099 (Aug. 11, 2004). 
18 68 Fed. Reg. 27154, 27208 (May 19, 2003) (emphasis added). 
19 69 Fed. Reg. at 49099. 
20 Id. (emphasis added). 
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Although the change in DSH policy regarding 42 C.F.R. § 412.106(b)(2)(i) was included in the 
August 11, 2004 Federal Register, no change to the regulatory language was published until 
August 22, 2007 when the FFY 2008 IPPS final rule was issued.21  In that publication the 
Secretary noted that no regulatory change had in fact occurred, and announced that she had made 
“technical corrections” to the regulatory language consistent with the change adopted in the FFY 
2005 IPPS final rule.   These “technical corrections” are reflected at 42 C.F.R. 
§§ 412.106(b)(2)(i)(B) and (b)(2)(iii)(B).22  As a result of these rulemakings, Part C days were 
required to be included in the Medicare fraction as of October 1, 2004 (the “Part C DSH 
policy”). 
 
The U.S. Circuit Court for the District of Columbia in Allina Healthcare Services v. Sebelius  
(Allina I),23 vacated both the FFY 2005 IPPS final rule adopting the Part C DSH policy and the 
subsequent regulations issued in the FFY 2008 IPPS final rule codifying the Part C DSH policy 
adopted in FFY 2005 IPPS rule.24  However, the Secretary has not acquiesced to that decision. 
More recently, in Allina Health Services v. Price (Allina II),25 the D.C. Circuit confirmed that the 
Secretary’s 2004 attempt to change the standard to include Part C days in the Medicare fraction 
had been vacated in Allina  I.26  The D.C. Circuit further found in Allina II that the Secretary 
failed to provide proper notice and comment before including Part C days in the Medicare 
fractions published for FY 2012.27  Once again, the Secretary has not acquiesced to this decision. 
 
Providers’ Request for EJR 
 
The Providers explain that “[b]ecause the Secretary has not acquiesced to the decision in Allina, 
the 2004 regulation requiring Part C days be included in the Part A/SSI fraction and removed 
from the Medicaid fraction remains in effect as set forth in 42 C.F.R. §§ 412.106(b)(2)(i)(B) and 
(b)(2)(iii)(B).  (‘The 2004 Rule’)  The Board is bound by the 2004 rule.”28  Accordingly, the 
Providers contend that the Board should grant their request for EJR. 
 
The Providers assert that, pursuant to 42 U.S.C. § 1395oo(f)(1), the Board must grant EJR if it 
lacks the authority to decide a question of “law, regulation or CMS Ruling” raised by a provider. 
The Providers maintain that the Board is bound by the regulation, there are not factual issues in 
dispute and the Board does not have the legal authority to decide the issue.  Further, the 
Providers believe they have satisfied the jurisdictional requirements of the statute and the 
regulations. 
 

                                                           
21 72 Fed. Reg. 47130, 47384 (Aug. 22, 2007). 
22 Id. at 47411. 
23 746 F. 3d 1102 (D.C. Cir. 2014). 
24 Id. at 1106 n.3, 1111 (affirming portion of the district court decision vacating the FFY 2005 IPPS rule).  See also 
Allina Health Servs. v. Sebelius, 904 F. Supp. 2d 75, 89 (D.D.C. 2012) (“The Court concludes that the Secretary’s 
interpretation of the fractions in the DSH calculation, announced in 2004 and not added to the Code of Federal 
Regulations until the summer of 2007, was not a “logical outgrowth” of the 2003 NPRM.”). 
25 863 F.3d 937 (D.C. Cir. 2017). 
26 Id. at 943. 
27 Id. at 943-945. 
28 Providers’ EJR Request at 1. 
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Decision of the Board 
 
Pursuant to 42 U.S.C. § 1395oo(f)(1) and the regulations at 42 C.F.R.§ 405.1842(f)(1) (2017), 
the Board is required to grant an EJR request if it determines that:  (i) the Board has jurisdiction 
to conduct a hearing on the specific matter at issue; and (ii) the Board lacks the authority to 
decide a specific legal question relevant to the specific matter at issue because the legal question 
is a challenge either to the constitutionality of a provision of a statute or to the substantive or 
procedural validity of a regulation or CMS Ruling.  
 
Improper Inclusion of Previously-Dismissed Providers on the Schedule of Providers 
 
At the outset, the Board notes that each of the Schedule of Providers that the Providers’ 
representative submitted with the EJR request for Case Nos. 15-1966GC and 14-3518G 
improperly include a Provider that the Board has either previously dismissed or denied a transfer 
to a group appeal. Specifically, the Board previously dismissed the individual appeal for 
Provider 42-0026 (Providence Hospitals), FYE 12/31/2012, for lack of jurisdiction29 and, thus, 
this Provider’s individual appeal is not currently part of Case No. 15-1966GC.  In addition, the 
Board previously ruled multiple times that Provider 20-0024 (Central Maine Medical Center), 
FYE 6/30/2007, did not properly add the Part C Days issue to its individual appeal30 and, thus, 
the Board has denied multiple times the Provider’s request to transfer the issue to Case No. 
14-3518G.  Accordingly, these two Providers are not currently part of Case Nos. 15-1966GC and 
14-3518G and, as such, the Board can not consider them as part of this EJR request 
(notwithstanding the Provider representative’s improper attempt to include these Providers on 
the Schedule of Providers for these two group appeals).  The Board will address the Provider 
Representative’s failure to comply with Board Rules under separate cover pursuant to 42 C.F.R. 
§ 405.1868. 
 
Jurisdiction for the Current Remaining Participants 
 
The participants that currently comprise the group appeals within this EJR request have filed 
appeals involving fiscal years 2007, 2008 and 2012.   
 
For purposes of Board jurisdiction over a participant’s appeals for cost report periods ending 
prior to December 31, 2008, the participant may demonstrate dissatisfaction with the amount of 
Medicare reimbursement for the appealed issue by claiming the SSI/Part C issue as a “self-
disallowed cost,” pursuant to the Supreme Court’s reasoning set out in Bethesda Hospital 
Association v. Bowen (Bethesda).31  In that case, the Supreme Court concluded that a cost report 
submitted in full compliance with the Secretary’s rules and regulations, does not bar a provider 
from claiming dissatisfaction with the amount of reimbursement allowed by the regulations. 
                                                           
29 See Board correspondence dated July 9, 2015 regarding the individual appeal under the Case No. 15-0481. 
30 See Board correspondence dated April 10, 2014, July 10, 2014, and December 17, 2014 regarding the individual 
appeal under Case No. 14-1712. 
31 108 S. Ct. 1255 (1988).  See also CMS Ruling CMS-1727-R (in self-disallowing an item, the provider submits a 
cost report that complies with the Medicare payment policy for the item and then appeals the item to the Board.  The 
Medicare Contractor’s NPR would not include any disallowance for the item.  The provider effectively self- 
disallowed the item.). 
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Further, no statute or regulation expressly mandated that a challenge to the validity of a 
regulation be submitted first to the Medicare Contractor where the contractor is without the 
power to award reimbursement.32  
 
On August 21, 2008, new regulations governing the Board were effective.33  Among the new 
regulations implemented in Federal Register notice was 42 C.F.R. § 405.1835(a)(1)(ii) which 
required for cost report periods ending on or after December 31, 2008, providers who were self-
disallowing specific items had to do so by following the procedures for filing a cost report under 
protest.  This regulatory requirement was litigated in Banner Heart Hospital v. Burwell 
(“Banner”).34  In Banner, the provider filed its cost report in accordance with the applicable 
outlier regulations and did not protest the additional outlier payment it was seeking. The 
provider’s request for EJR was denied because the Board found that it lacked jurisdiction over 
the issue.  The District Court concluded that, under Bethesda, the 2008 self-disallowance 
regulation could not be applied to appeals raising a legal challenge to a regulation or other policy 
that the Medicare Contractor could not address.35 
 
The Secretary did not appeal the decision in Banner and decided to apply the holding to certain 
similar administrative appeals. Effective April 23, 2018, the CMS Administrator implemented 
CMS Ruling CMS-1727-R which involves dissatisfaction with the Medicare Contractor 
determinations for cost report periods ending on December 31, 2008 and which began before 
January 1, 2016,  Under this ruling, where the Board determines that the specific item under 
appeal was subject to a regulation or payment policy that bound the Medicare Contractor and left 
it with no authority or discretion to make payment in the manner sought by the provider on 
appeal, the protest requirements of 42 C.F.R. § 405.1835(a)(1)(ii) were no longer applicable.  
However, a provider could elect to self-disallow a specific item deemed non-allowable by filing 
the matter under protest. 
 
For any participant that files an appeal from a revised NPR issued after August 21, 2008, the 
Board only has jurisdiction to hear that participant’s appeal of matters that the Medicare 
contractor specifically revised within the revised NPR.36  The Board notes that all participant 
with revised NPR appeals included within this EJR request were issued after August 21, 2008. 
 
The Board has determined that the current remaining participants’ appeals involved with the 
instant EJR Request are governed by the decision in Bethesda and CMS Ruling CMS-1727-R 
and that the participant appeals filed from a revised NPR have the appropriate adjustment to the 
Part C days issue within the revised NPR.  In addition, the participants’ documentation shows 
that the estimated amount in controversy exceeds $50,000, as required for a group appeal37 and 
that the appeals were timely filed.  The estimated amount in controversy is subject to 
recalculation by the Medicare contractor for the actual final amount in each case.  Accordingly, 

                                                           
32 Bethesda, 108 S. Ct. at 1258-59. 
33 73 Fed. Reg. 30190, 30240 (May 23, 2008). 
34 201 F. Supp. 3d 131 (D.D.C. 2016) 
35 Id. at 142.  
36 See 42 C.F.R. § 405.1889(b)(1) (2008). 
37 See 42 C.F.R. § 405.1837. 
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the Board finds that it has jurisdiction for the above-captioned appeals and the current remaining 
participants. 
 
Board’s Analysis Regarding the Appealed Issue 
 
The appeals remaining in these EJR requests involve the 2007, 2008 and 2012 cost reporting 
periods.  Thus, the appealed cost reporting periods fall squarely within the time frame applicable 
to the Secretary’s Part C DSH policy being challenged which was adopted in the FFY 2005 IPPS 
final rule and later codified at 42 C.F.R. §§ 412.106(b)(2)(i)(B) and (b)(2)(iii)(B) as part of the 
FY 2008 IPPS final rule.  The Board recognizes that, for the time period at issue in these 
requests, the D.C. Circuit in Allina I vacated this regulation.  However, the Secretary has not 
formally acquiesced to that vacatur and, in this regard, has not published any guidance on how 
the vacatur is being implemented (e.g., only circuit-wide versus nationwide).38  Moreover, the 
D.C. Circuit is the only circuit to date that has vacated the regulation and, if the Board were to 
grant EJR, the Providers would have the right to bring suit in either the D.C. Circuit or the circuit 
within which they are located.39  Based on the above, the Board must conclude that it is 
otherwise bound by the regulation for purposes of this EJR request.  
 
Board’s Decision Regarding the EJR Request 
 
The Board finds that: 
 

1) Providence Hospital Sisters of Charity, Provider No. 42-0026, is not part of the EJR 
request for Case No. 15-1966GC and Central Maine Medical Center, Provider No. 
20-0024, is not part of the EJR request for Case No. 14-3518G because the Board had 
previously dismissed, in pertinent part, each provider and, accordingly, from that time on, 
each provider was not in (and could no longer be a part of) the respective group appeal; 
 

2) It has jurisdiction over the matter for the subject years and that the currently remaining 
participants in these group appeals are entitled to a hearing before the Board; 
 

3) Based upon the participants’ assertions regarding 42 C.F.R. §§ 412.106(b)(2)(i)(B) and 
(b)(2)(iii)(B), there are no findings of fact for resolution by the Board; 

 
4) It is bound by the applicable existing Medicare law and regulation (42 C.F.R. 

§ 405.1867); and 
 
5) It is without the authority to decide the legal question of whether 42 C.F.R. 

§§ 412.106(b)(2)(i)(B) and (b)(2)(iii)(B) (2008) codifying the Medicare Part C DSH 
policy adopted in the FFY 2005 IPPS final rule are valid. 

 

                                                           
38 See generally Grant Med. Ctr. v. Burwell, 204 F. Supp. 3d 68, 77-82 (D.D.C. 2016), aff’d, 875 F.3d 701 (D.C. 
Cir. 2017).  
39 See 42 U.S.C. § 1395oo(f)(1).  
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Accordingly, the Board finds that the question of the validity of 42 C.F.R. §§ 412.106(b)(2)(i)(B) 
and (b)(2)(iii)(B) (2008) properly falls within the provisions of 42 U.S.C. § 1395oo(f)(1) and 
hereby grants the current remaining participants’ request for EJR for the issue and the subject 
years (i.e., this grant does not include the two providers as noted above that had been previously 
dismissed).  These participants have 60 days from the receipt of this decision to institute the 
appropriate action for judicial review.  Since this is the only issue under dispute in these cases, 
the Board hereby closes those cases.  
 
Board Members Participating: 
Clayton J. Nix, Esq. 
Charlotte F. Benson, CPA 
Gregory H. Ziegler, CPA, CPC-A 
Robert A. Evarts, Esq. 
Susan A. Turner, Esq. 
 
For the Board: 
 

4/1/2019

X Clayton J. Nix
Clayton J. Nix, Esq.
Chair
Signed by: Clayton J. Nix -A  
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        Bruce Snyder, Novitas Solutions, Inc. (Electronic Mail w/Schedules of Providers)    
        Bill Tisdale, Novitas Solutions, Inc. (Electronic Mail w/Schedules of Providers) 
  



DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH & HUMAN SERVICES

Prov¡der Reimbursement Review Board
1508 Woodlawn Drive, Su¡te 100
Balt¡more, MD 27207
470-7A6-2677

Daniel [Iettich
King & Spalding, LLP
1700 Pennsylvania Avenue, Suite 200
Washington, DC 20006 -27 06

R.Ez Jurisdiclional Decß¡on
Moses Taylor Hospital (39-01 l9)
PRRB Case 15-1297

Dear Mr. Hettich,

The Provider Reimbursement Review Board ("Board") has reviewed the jurisdictional documents in the
above referenced appeal and finds that it does not have jurisdiction over the Uncompensated Care
Payment issue. The jurisdictional decision ofthe Board is set forth below.

Pertinent X'acts:

'I'he Provider 1ìled their appeal request on January 30,2015, challenging the Final Rule in the Federal
Registcr issued on August 22,2014.1 The Plovider's appeal focuses on whether its DSH payment
contained a calculation error related to the third factor ("Factor 3") used to determine the payment for its
proportion ofuncompensated care. Specifically, the Provider has framed two issues as follows:

lssz¿ 1: Whether CMS's failure to use a full 12-month cost reporting period to determine the number of
the Provider's Medicaid eligible days in calculating factor 3 ofthe Provider's uncompensated care
C'UCC") payment was lawful?

Issue 2: Whefher CMS erred and acted beyond its authority, i.e., ultrd vires, by failing to effectuate the
D.C. circuit's l/i¡z¿ decision when it calculated factor 3 in the Provider's UCC payment.2

For Issue 1, the Provider notes that it underwent a change in ownership and, as such, cMS used its
Medicaid days from a shortened cost reporting period ("stub-period') to calculate its UCC adjustment
amount. It claims that CMS is statutorily required to calculate the UCC payment for each hospital "for a
period selected by the Secretary," and that comparing the days in a stub-period for the Provider to a full
twelve-month period for other providers employs different "periods" in violation ofthat statutory
requirement.3 The Provider also argues that the use ofa stub-period violates the statutory requirement
that any "estimate" used by the Secretary be "based on appropriate data."4 They claim that this practice
arbitrarily penalizes certain providers with "stub-periods."5 Finally, the Provider argues that it is not
being provided the same protection afforded to Indian Health Service ("IHS") hospitals. They note that,

I Individual Appeal Request, Tab I (Jan. 30,2015)t 79 Fed. Reg. 49853 (A\te. 22, ZOt4).

'?lndividual Appeal Request, Tab 3 at l-3.
3\d."¡1.
4 ld. at l-2.
5 Id. Ltt 2.
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originally, because cost reports for IHS hospitals are not uploaded to HCRIS, the UCC payments
calculated by CMS understated the amount of uncompensated care that IHS hospitals provide. CMS
later revised its policy to consider supplemental cost report data in determining Factor 3 to allow the
Medicaid days for HIS hospitals to be included.ó

For Issue 2, the Provider di scusses Allina Health Servs. V. Sebelius, T 46 F.3d I 102 (D.C. Cir. 2014)
("Allina") with regard to the calculation of Factor 3 ofthe UCC payment, reiterating the argument that
SSI days should exclude Medicare Advantage ("M4") days, and MA dual eligible days should be
included as Medicaid days in the FY 2015 Factor 3 calculation. They point out CMS' position that it
does not believe I llinahas any bearing on the estimate ofFactor 3 for FY 2015 since it had readopted
the pr.rlicy of r:ounting MA says in the SSI ration for FY 2014 and beyond. The Provider argues that this
policy still relies on SSI and Medicaid data from a period predating this re-adopted policy, and that CMS
was obligated to correct those numbers to confirm with the Court's ruling in Allina. The Provider
contends that this approach results in CMS acting beyond its authori8 by continuing to treat Part C days
as "days entitled to benefits under Part A" for periods pre-dating their re-adopted policy.T

The Medicare Contractor ("MAC') filed a Jurisdictional Challenge in this case on June 8, 2018. The
MAC argues that both issues are precluded from administrative andjudicial review pursuant to 42
U.S.C. $ 1395ww(r)(3).8 The MAC describes the Provider's challenge as an argument that the
Secretary's determinations of the UCC DSH payments are not based on the best, most reliable data, and
that such a challenge has been precluded by statute, as explained in the Tampa Generale case.lO Finally,
the MAC states that the Alliz¿ case does not address the 2014 Medicare IPPS Rule that adopts a policy
of counting Part C Days in thc Mcdicarc fraction, and as such does not support Provider's arguurents irr
this case.ll

The Provider filed a Response to the MAC's Jurisdictional Challenge on July 2,2018. They argue that
CMS failed to use "appropriate data" in calculating Factor 3 for their FY 2015 UCC DSH payment as
required by $ 1886(r) ofthe Social Security Act because thei¡ own policy required, when the 201,2 cost
report is for less than twelve months, they would use "the cost report from 2012 or 201 I that is closest to
being a full 12-month cost report,"l2 They insist that they are not challenging the estimntes madc or
time period selected in calculating Factor 3, but rather CMS' failure to follow its own policy in
calculating their Medicaid-eligible days.rr Finally, the Provider states that CMS has acted uhra vires by
counting patient days under Part C as "days entitled to benefìts under Part A" in calculating its SSI ratio,
contrary to the h olding în Allina .14

6 Id. See alsoTSFed. Reg.6l l9l,61195 (Oct. 3,2013).
7 Individual Appeal Request, Tab 3 at 2-3. See also 7 9 Fed. Reg. 49853-
3 Medicare Administrative Contracto¡'s Motion to Dismiss Issue for Lack of Subject Matt€r Jurisdiction, 3 (June 8, 2018)
(hereinafter "MAC's Jurisdictional Challenge").
e Fla. Health Sciences Ctr., Inc. dba Tampa Gen. Hosp. v. Sec'y of Health & Human Serl/s. ("Tampa General',), 830 F.3d
515 (D.C. Cir. 2016). At the
r0 MAC's Jurisdictional Challenge at 4
tt Id. at 5.
12 Provider's Jurisdictional Response at I (citìng 79 Fed. Reg. 49854, 50019 (Aug.22,2Ol4)).
t1 Id. ar 4.
¡a Provider's Jurisdictional Respons€ at 2, 6.
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Boaril's I)ecision:

The Board finds that it does not have jurisdiction over the Uncompensated Care DSH payment issue
because jurisdiction is precluded by 42 U.S.C. 5 1395ww(r)(3) and 42 C.F.R. $ a12.106(9)(2). Based on
these provisions, judicial and administrative review is not available under 42 U.S.C. $$ 1395ff and
l395oo for:

(A) Any estimate of the Secretary for purposes of determining the factors described in
paragraph (2).15

(B) Any period selected by the Secretary for such purposes.

Further, the D.C. Circuit Courtl6 upheld the D.C. District Court's decisionrT that there is no judicial or
administrative review of uncompensated care DSH payrnents. ln Tampa General,lhe provider
challenged the calculation ofthe amount it would receive for uncompensated care for fiscal year 2014.
The provider claimed that the Secretary used inappropriate data when she selected the hospital cost data
updated in March 2013, instead ofdata updated in August 2013, when calculating its uncompensated
care pa).rnents. The provider argued that it was not challenging the estimate of its uncompens ated care,
but rather the underlying data on which the Secretary relied, judicial review of which is not barred.

The, District Court found that there was specific language in the statute that precluded administrative or
judicial review ofTampa General's claims because in challenging the use ofthe March 2013 update
data, the hospital was seeking review of an "estimate" used by the Secretary to determine the factors
used to calculate additional payments. The D.C. Circuit Court went on to hold that, "the bar onjudicial
review ofthe Secretary's estimates precludes review ofthe underlying data as well."lE The Court also
rejected Tampa General's argument that it could challenge the underlying data, finding that there cannot
bejudicial review ofthe underlying data because they are "indispensable" and "integral" to, and
"inextricably intertwined" with, the Secretary's estimate of uncompensated care.le

The Board finds that the same findings arc applicablc to the Provider's challenge to their'2015
Uncompensated Care payments. As in Tampa General, the Provider here is challenging the calculation
ofthe amount they received for uncompensated care for FY 2015. The Boa¡d fìnds that, in challenging
the Medicare Contractor's calculation of their uncompensated care final paynent amounts, the Provider
is seeking review of an "estimate" used by the Secr€tary to determine the factors used to calculate their
final payment amounts. The Board, therefore, finds that the Provider is challenging the underlying data
relied on by the Secretary to obtain those final payment amounts. The D.C. Circuit Court in Tampa
Genersl held the bar on judicial review ofthe Secretary's estimates precludes review ofthe underlying

ts Paragraph (2) is a reference to the three factors that make up the uncompensated care payment: (l) 75 percent ofestimated
DSFI payments that would be paid in absence of $ I3 95ww(r); (2) I minus the percentage of indjviduals under age 6 5 who
are uninsured in 2013 for the FY 2014 calculation; and (3) the hospital specific value that expresses the proporlion ofthe
estimated uncompensated care amount for €ach sùbsection (d) hospital with potential to rcceive DSH payments, to the
amount of uncomp€nsated care for all subs€ction (d) hospitals that receive payment under 42 U.S.C. $ t 395ww(r)(2)(C). 78
Fed. Reg. 50496, 50627,50631 and 50634.
t6 Fla. Health Scíences Ctr., lnc. dba Tbmpa Gen. Hosp. y. Sec'y of Heqlth & Human Ser|.s.tó("Tampa Generul'), 830 F.3d
515 (D.C. Cir.20l6).
r7 89F. Supp.3d l2l (D.D.C.2015).

'3 830 F.3d 515,517.
re ¿¿ at 519.
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data as well. Furthermore, in challenging the Medicare Contractor's use of a stub-period cost report
covering one time period, rather than a twelve-month cost repod covering a different period, the
Provider is challenging the "period selected by the Secretary" used in creating those estimates, which is
also barred from review.

It should be noted that CMS did, in fact, state that it would "use the 2012 cost report, unless that cost
report is unavailable or reflects less than a full 12-month year. In the event the 2012 cost report is for
less than 12 months, [CMS] would use the cost report from 2012 or 2011that is closest to being a full
l2-month cost report. In the case where a less than 12-month cost report was used to calculate a
hospital's Factor 3, this would indicate that both Ihe 2012 and 2011 cost reports \¡r'ere less than 12
months. ln^ such a case [CMS] would use the longer ofthe t\¡/o cost reports to calculate a hospital's
Factor 3."20 For FY 2015, CMS used data from the December 2013 update to the HCRIS database for
cost reporting periods beginning in either FY 201I orFY 2012.21

Due to a change in ownership, the Provider claims that it has tr o cost reports begin ning in 2012:
January l, 2012 through June 30,2012, and July 1, 2012, through June20,2013.22 They argue that,
since one does not represent a full twelve-month cost reporting period, and the other does, that the latter
should have been used when determining its Medicaid eligible days.23 It is not clear whether the second,
full, cost report data had been uploaded by the MAC to HCRIS when provider,s Factor 3 was
calculated, since the data from the December 2013 HCRIS update was used in calculating Factor 3, and
the MAC had up to 210 days after the cost reporting period ending date to upload it, which would have
been in January 26,2014.24 It \¡/ould appear that the Provider is alleging thit more recent data should
havc bcen used, which was the argunent I ejected in Tanpa Generul.

The Board concludes that it does not have j urisd iction over the Uncompensated Care DSH issue in this
group appeal becausejudicial and administrative review ofthe calculation is barred by statute and
regulation. As the Uncompensated Care DSH issue is the only issue in the appeal, the Board hereby
closes the referenced group appeal and removes it from its docket.

Roviow of this determination may be availnble under the provisions of42 u.s.c. $ l395oo(f) and 42
C.F.R. $$ 405.1875 and405.1877.

Board Members Particioatine: For the Board

Clayton J. Nix, Esq.
Charlotte F. Benson, CPA
Gregory H. Ziegler, CPA, CPC-A
Robert A. Evarts, Esq.
Susan A. Turner, Esq.

'?o 
79 Fed. Reg. at 50019 (emphasis aclded).

2t 1¿ at 50018.
22 P¡ovider's Jurisdictional Response at l.
21 Id.
24 79 Fed. Reg. at 50019.

X Clayton.t. tr,tix

4/1/2019

Clayton J. Nix, Esq.

Chair

Signed by: Clayton J. Nix A
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH & HUMAN SER,VI€ES

Prov¡der Re¡mbursement Rev¡ew Board
1508 Woodlawn Dr¡ve, Su¡te 100
Baltimore, MD 27207
410-786-2677

Daniel Hettich
King & Spalding, LLP
1700 Pennsylvania Avenue, Suite 200
Washingfon, DC 20006 -27 06

RE: Jurisdíclíonal Decision
Tomball Regional Center (45-0670)
PRRB Case 1 5-1296

Dear Mr. Hettich,

The Provider Reimbursement Review Board ("Board") has revierÀ/ed the jurisdictional documents in the
above referenced appeal and finds that it does not have jurisdiction over the Uncompensated Care
Payment issue. The jurisdictional decision of the Board is set forth below.

Pertinent Facts:

The Provider filed their appeal request on January 30,2015, challenging the Final Rule in the Federal
RegisterissuedonAugust22,20l4.lTheProvider'sappealfocusesonwhetheritsDSHpayment
contained a calculation error related to the third factor ("Factor 3") used to determine the payment for its
proportion ofuncompensated care. Specifically, the Provider has framed two issues as follows:

lssz¿ 1: Whether CMS's failure to use a full l2-month cost reporting period to determine the number of
the Provider's Medicaid eìigible days in calculating factor 3 ofthe Provider's uncompensated care
('UCC) payment was lawful?

Issue 2: Whether CMS erred and acted beyond its authority, i.e., ultra vires, by failing to effectuate the
D.C. circuit's l//i¡ra decision when it calculated factor 3 in the Provider's UCC payment.2

For Issue 1, the Provider notes that it underwent a change in ownership and, as such, CMS used its
Medicaid days from a shortened cost reporting period ("stub-period') to calculate its UCC adjustment
amount. It claims that CMS is statutorily required to calculate the UCC payment for each hospital "for a

period selected by the Secretary," and that comparing the days in a stub-period for the Provider to a full
twelve-month period for other providers employs different "periods" in violation ofthat statutory
requirement.3 The Provider also argues that the use ofa stub-period violates the stetutory requirement
that any "estimate" used by the Secretary be "based on appropriate data."a They claim that this practice
arbitrarily penalizes certain providers with "stub-periods."5 Finally, the Provider argues that it is not
being provided the same protection afforded to Indian Health Service ("IHS") hospitals. They note that,

'Individual App€af R€quest, Tab 1 (Ian.30,2015);'19 Fed. Reg.49853 (Aug.22,2014).

'? 
Individual Appeal Requ€st, Tab 3 at I -3.

3 ld, at l.
4 ld. ar 1-2.
\ ltl. ,tr 2.
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originally, because cost reports for IHS hospitals are not uploaded to HCRIS, the UCC payments

calculated by CMS understated the amount of uncompensated care that IHS hospitals provide. CMS
later revised its policy to consider supplemental cost report data in determining Factor 3 to allow the
Medicaid days for HIS hospitals to be included.ó

For Issue 2, the Provider discssses AIIina lfeahh Servs. V. Sebelius, T 46 F.3d 1 102 (D.C. Cir.2014)
("Allina") wlth regard to the calculation of Factor 3 ofthe UCC payment, reiterating the argument that
SSI days should exclude Medicare Advantage ("MA) days, and MA dual eligible days should be

included as Medicaid days in the FY 2015 Factor 3 calculation. They point out CMS' position that it
does not believe I llina has any bearing on the estimate ofFactor 3 for FY 2015 since it had readopted
the policy of counting MA says in the SSI ration for FY 2014 and beyond. The Provider argues that this
policy still relies on SSI and Medicaid data from a period predating this re-adopted policy, and that CMS
was obligated to correct those numbers to confirm with the Court's ruling in Allina. The Provider
contends that this approach rcsults in CMS acting beyond its authority by continuing to treat Part C days
as "days entitled to benefits under Part A" for periods pre-dating their re-adopted policy.T

The Medicare Contractor ("MAC") filed a Jurisdictional Challenge in this case on June 8, 2018. The
MAC argues that both issues are precluded from administrative and judicial review pursuant to 42
U.S.C. $ 1395ww(r)(3).8 The MAC describes the Provider's challenge as an argument that the
Secretary's determinations of the UCC DSH payments are not based on the best, most reliable data, and
that such a challenge has been precluded by statute, as explained in the Tampa Generale case.lo Finally,
the MAC states that the l//ina case does not address the 2014 Medicare IPPS Rule that adopts a policy
ofcounting Part C Days in the Medicare fraction, and as such does not support Provider's arguments in
this case.l I

The Provider filed a Response to the MAC's Jurisdictional Challenge on luly 2,2018. They argue that
CMS failed to use "appropriate data" in calculating Factor 3 for their FY 2015 UCC DSH payment as

required by $ 1886(r) ofthe Social Security Act because tleir own policy required, when the 2012 cost
report is for less than twelve months, they would use "the cost report from 2012 or 2011that is closest to
being a full l2-month cost report."l2 They insist that they are not challenging the estimates made or
time period selected in calculating Factor 3, but rather CMS' faih¡re to follow its own policy in
calculating their Medicaid-eligible days.r3 Finally, the Provider states that CMS has acted ultra vires by
counting patient days under Part C as "days entitled to benefits under Part A" in calculating its SSI ratio,
contrary to the holding in Allina.la

6 Id. See also 78 Fed. Reg. 61 l9l, 61195 (Oct. 3, 2013).
7 Individuaf Appeaf Request, Tab 3 ar.2-3. See also'19 Fed. Reg.49853.
8 Medicare Administrative Contractor's Motion to Dismiss lssue for Lack of Subject Matter Jurisdiction, 3 (June 8, 2018)
(hereinafter "MAC's Jurisdictional Challenge").
e Fla. Health Scíences Ctr., Inc. dba Tampa Gen. Hosp. v. Sec'y of Health & Human Servs. ("Tampa Geheral"), 830 F.3d
515 (D.C. Cir.2016). At the
ro MAC's Jurisdictional Challenge at 4
tt Id. at 5.
12 Provider's Jurisdictional Response at I (citing 79 Fed. Reg.49854,50019 (Aug.22,2014)).
t3 Id. at 4.
Ia lrovidcr''s Ju¡ isdiqtiorral Rcsporlsc at 2, 6.
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Board's Decision:

The Board finds that it does not have jurisdiction over the Uncompensated Care DSH payment issue
because jurisdiction is precluded by 42 U.S.C. g l395ww(r)(3) and 42 C.F.R. g a12.106(9)(2). Based on
these provisions, judicial and administrative review is not available under 42 U.S.C. $$ l395ffand
1395oo for:

(A) Any estimate ofthe Secretary for purposes of determining the factors described in
paragraph (2).15

(B) Any period selected by the Secretary for such purposes.

Further, the D.C. Circuit Courtr6 upheld the D.C. District Court's decisionlT that there is no judicial or
administrativc rcvicw of uncompcnsatcd care DSII payments. ln Tampa Generul, Lhe proviJ.er
challenged the calculation ofthe amount iÎ would receive for uncompensated care for fiscal year 2014.
The Provider claimed that the Secretary used inappropriate data when she selected the hospital cost data
updated in March 2013, instead.ofdata updated in August 2013, when calculating its uncompensated
care pa)ments. The Provider argued that it was not challenging the estimate of its uncompensated car€,
but rather the underlying data on which the Secretary relied, judicial review of which is not barred.

The District Court found that there was specific language in the statute that precluded administrative or
judicial review ofTampa General's claims because in challenging the use ofthe March 2013 update
data, the hospital was seeking review of an "estimate" used by the Secr€tary to determine the factors
used to calculate additional payments. The D.C. Circuit Court went on to hold that, "the bar on judicial
review ofthe secretary's estimates precludes review ofthe underlying data as well."l8 The cout also
rejected Tampa General's argument that it could challenge the underlying data, finding that there cannot
be judicial review ofthe underlying data because they are "indispensable" and ,,integral,,to, 

and
"inextricably intertwined" with, the Secretary's estimate of uncompensated care.le

The Board finds that the same fìndings are applicable to the Provider's challenge to their 2015
I.lncompensated Care payments. As in Tampa General, the Provider here is ohallenging the calculation
of the amount they received for uncompensated care for FY 2015. The Board finds that in challenging
the Medicare Contractor's calculation oftheir uncompensated care final payment amounts, the Provider
is seeking review of an "estimate" used by the Secretary to determine the factors used to calculate their
final payment amounts. The Board, therefore, finds that the Provider is challenging.the underlying data
relied on by the secretary to obtain those final payment amounts. The D.c. circuit court in Tampa
General held the bar on judicial review ofthe Secretary's estimates precludes review ofthe underlying

15 Paragraph (2) is a rcference to the three factors that make up the uncompensat€d ca¡e payment: (l ) 75 percent of estimated
DSH payments that would be paid in absence of$ l395ww(r); (2) I minus the percentage ofindividuals under age 65 who
are uninsured in 2013 for the FY 2014 calculation; and (3) the hospital specific value that expresses the proportion ofthe
estimated uncompensated cai'e amount fo. each subsection (d) hospital with potential to ¡eceive DSH paymènts, to the
amount ofuncompensated care for all subsection (d) hospitals thatrcceive payment under 42 U.S.C. $ 1395ww(rx2)(C). 78
Fed. Reg. 50496, 50627 ,50631 and 50634.
t6 Fla. Hea hsc¡encesch., Inc. dba Tanpa Gen. Hosp.v. sec'yof Health & Human ser.,s.t6("Tampa General), g30F.3d
5ls (D.C. Cir.20l6).
'? 89 F. Supp. 3d l2l (D.D.C.2015).
18 830 F.3d 515,517.
te Id. îf 519.
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data as well. Furthermore, in challenging the Medicare Contractor's use of a stub-period cost report
covering one time period, rather than a twelve-month cost report covering a different period, the
Provider is challenging the "period selected by the Secretary" used in creating those estimates, which is
also barred from review.

It should bc noted that CMS did, in fact, state that it v/ould "use the 2012 cost report, unless thaÍ cost
repofi is unavailable or reJlects less than a full 12-month year. In the event the 2012 cost report is for
less than 12 months, [CMS] would use the cost repo rt from 2012 or 2011 that is closest to being a full
12-month cost report. In the case where a less than 12-month cost repoÍ was used to câlculate a
hospital's Factor 3, this would indicate that both the 2012 and 2011 cost reports \¡r'ere less than 12
months. In such a case [CMS] would use the longer ofthe two cost reports to calculate a hospital's
Factor 3."20 For FY 2015, CMS used data from the December 2013 update to the HCRIS database for
cost reporting periods beginning in either FY 201 1 or FY 2012.21

Due to a change in ownership, the Provider claims that "it has t\¡/o relevant cost reports: October l, 2011
through June 30, 2012, and JuIy 1,2012, through June 20, 2013.22 They argue that, since one does not
represent a full twelve-month cost reporting period, and the other does, that the latter should have been
used when determining its Medicaid eligible days.23 It is not clear whether the second, full, cost report
was "unavailable" or whether the data had been uploaded by the MAC to HCRIS, since the data from
the December 2013 update was used in calculating Factor 3, and the MAC had up to 210 days after the
cost reporting period ending date to upload it, which would have been in January 26,2014.2a It would
appear that the Provider is alleging that more recent data should have been used, which was the
argument rejected in Tampa General.

The Board concludes that it does not have jurisdiction over the Uncompensated Çare DSH issue in this
group appeal because judicial and administrative review of the calculation is barred by statute and
regulation. As the Uncompensated Care DSH issuc is thc only issue in the appeal, the Boald hereby closes
the referenced group appeal and removes it from its docket.

Rcview of this determination nray be available under the provisions of 42 U.S.C. g 1395oo(f) and 42
C.F.R. $$ 40s-1875 and 405.1817.

Board Members Participatinq: For the Board:

Clalon J. Nix, Esq.
Charlotte F. Benson, CPA
Gregory H. Ziegler, CPA, CPC-A
Robert A. Evarts, Esq.
Susan A. Turner, Esq.

'?o 79 Fed. Reg. at 50019 (emphasis added).
2t Id. at 5ool8.
2'?Provider's Jurisdictional Response at I
23 Id.

X clayton.t. Nix

\ 4/1/2019

Clayton J. N¡x, Esq.

Châir

Signed by Clayton J. Nix -A

24 79 Fed. Reg, at 50019.
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cc Wilson C. Leong, Esq., Federal Specialized Services
Bill Tisdale, Novitas Solutions, Inc. (J-H)



DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH & HUMAN SERVICES

Prov¡der Re¡mbursement Revìew Board
1508 Woodìawn Drlve, Suite 100
Balt¡more, MD 2L2O7
4to-786-267 t

Electronic Deliverv

James Ravindran, President

Quatity Reimbursement Services

150 N. Santa Anita Avenue
Suite 5704
Arcadia, CA 91006

ÌRE: Expedited Judicial Revíew D eteLtttÍn utio n

16-1751G QRS 2012 DSH Medicaid Fraction Medicare Managed Care Part C

, 16-1'153G QRS 2012 DSH SSI Fraction Medicare Managed Care Part C Days

I1-1404G QRS 2013 DSH SSI F¡action Medicare Managed Care Parl C Days

17-l43OG QRS 2013 DSH Medicaid Fraction Medicare Managed Care Part C

ISsue in Dispute:

The issue in these appeals is

l)ea¡ Mr. Ravindran:

The Provider Reimbursement Review Board ("Board") has reviewed the Providers' February 1,

2019 request for expedited judicial review ("EJR'), t as well as the Providers' March 14, 2019

,".pon.ó tu the Boald's February 28,2019letter requesting ádditional information reqùired to act

upån the EJR submission. In its February 28th letter, the Board requested that the Providers

ciearly identify the legal authority they were challenging and how it is binding on the Board,

making EJR app.op.iáte. The tsoard's determination regarding both jurisdiction antl EJR ìs set

forth below.

[W]hether Medicare Advantage Days ("Part C Days") should be

removed from the disproporlionate share hospital adjustment

("DSH Adjustment") Medicare Fraction and added to the Medicaìd

Èraction consistent with the decision of the United States Court of

ì This determination is one of several that will be issued in response to the four EJR requests that were filed on

February l, 2019 and Marchl4,20l9, involving 28 cases and approximalely 680 individual Provider j urisdictional

delerminations.
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Appeals for the District of Columbia in Allina Health Servíces v'

Sebet¡us, 7 46 F.3d I 102 (D.C Cir' 2014)'2

Statutorv and Requlatorv Backeround: Medicare DSH Pavment

Part A of the Medicare Act covers "inpatient hospital services." Since 1983, the Medicare

program has paid most hospitals for the opeÉting costs ofìnpatient hospital services under the

p.ospecti.re payment system ("rrs'1 : under PPS, Medicare pays predetermined, standardized

ä.olrnæ p"iais"tt-g., subj ect to certain payment adjustments'a

The ppS statute contains a number ofprovisions that adjust reimbursement based on hospital-

specific factors.s These cases involve the hospital-specific DSH adjustment, which requires the

Secretary to provide i[c¡eased PPS paymcnts to hospitals t1ìat serve a signihcantly

disproportionate numbe¡ of low-income patients.6

A hospital may qualify for a DSH adjustment based on its disproportionate patient p eÍcenTage

(..n1É'1 t As-a proxy for utilization by low-income patients, the DPP determines a hospital's

iualification u. å OSi¡, and it also determines the amount of the DSH payment to a qualifying

ú;;piá.t The Dpp is def,rned as the sum of two fractions expressed as percentages.e Those two

fruåions are referred to as the "Medicare/SSl" fraction and thè "Medicaid" fraction. Both of
these f¡actions consider whether a patient was "entitled to benefits under part A "

The stature, 42U.5.C. $ 1395ww(d)(5)(FXvÐ(I), defines the Medicare/SSl fraction as:

thc fraction (expressed as a percentage), the numerator of which is

the number of such hospital's patient days for such period which

were made up of patients who (for such days) were entítled to

benefits under plrt A ol rhis subchapter aud were entitled to

supplemcntal security income benefits (excluding any State

. t.tpþ1"-entation) under subchapter XVI of this cbapter, and the

denòminator of which is the number of such hospital's patient days

for such fiscal year which were made up of patients who (for such 
. ^

days) were entitlect to beneJìts under part A of this subchapter ' t0

2 Providers' EJR request at 1.

3 See 42U.5.C. $ 1395ww(cl)(l)-(s);42 C.F.R Part 412
4ld.
5 See 42Íl.S.C. $ 1395ww(d)(5)
6 See 42lJ.5.c. e 139sww(d)(s)(F)(iXl); a2 CFR $ 412 106'
1 See 42 \J.S.C. ð$ I ¡ss*.(¿XsXrXiXI) and (d)(s)(F)(v); 42 c F R $ al2 106(c)(l)'
I See 42tJ.s.C. Sõ I ¡ss**(¿XsXF)(iv) and (vii){xiii); 42 c F R $ 412 10ó(d)'
e See 42 U.5.C. $ I 395ww(d)(s)(F)(vi).
ro (Emphasis added.)
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The Medicare/SSl fraction is computed annually by the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid

Services C'CMS'), and the Medicare contractors use CMS' calculatìon to compute a hospital's

DSH payment adjustment.r I

The statute, 42U.5.C. $ 1395ww(d)(5)(F)(vi)(If ' 
defines the Medicaid f¡action as:

the fraction (expressed as a percentage), the numerator of which is

the number of the hospital's patient days for such period which

consist of patients who (for such days) were eligible for medical

assistance under a State plan approved under subchapter XIX [the
Medicaid program], but who wete not entitled 1o benefits under

part A of thís subchapter, and the denominator of which is the total

iumber of the hospital's patient days for suòh period'r2

The Medicare contractor detemines the number of the hospital's patient days of service for

which patients were eligible for Medicaid but not entitled to Medicare Part A, and divicles that

n r-ber by the total number of patient days in the same period'13

Medica¡e Advantaqe Program

The Medicare program permits its þeneficiaries to ¡eceive services from managed care entities.

The managed òare statute implementing pa)nnents to health maintenance organizations

("HMOs"f and competitive medical plans ("CMPs") is found at 42 U.S.C. $ 1395mm' The

ìtatute at áZ U.S.C. 5 1395mm(a)(5) proviàes for "pa]¡ment to the eligible organization under

t11is section for individuals enrolled under this section with the organization and entitled to

benefits under part A of this subchapter and en¡olled under part B of this snbchapter . . ."

Inpatient hospiial days for Medicare beneficiaries enrolled in HMOs and CMPs prior to 1999 are

¡etèrred to as Medicare HMO patient care days.

In the September 4, 1990 Federal Register, the Secretaryra stated that:

Based on the language of section tS86(dX5XFXvi) of the Act [42
U.S.C. $ 139sww(d)(5)(F)(vi)1, which states that the

disproportionate share adjustment computatiÔn should inclnde

"patients who were entitled to benefits under Part 4," we believe

it is appropriate to include the days associated with Medicare

patients who receive care at ã qualihed HMO. Prior to December

l,l98l, we were not able to isolate the days ofcare associated

with Medicare patients in HMOs, and therefore, were unable to

fold this numbe¡ into the calculation [of the DSH adjustment]'

ìr 42 C.F.R. $ 412.106(bx2)-(3).
ì2 (Emphasis added.)
ì3 42 C F R. $ 412.106(bx4).
ìa of Health and Human Sç¡vices.
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Flowever, as of December 7,198'7, a field was included on the

Medicare Provider Analysis and Review (MEDPAR) file that

állows us to isolate those HMO days that \¡r'ere associated with
Medicare patients. Therefore, since that time we have been

including HMO days in the SSVMedicare percentage lof the DSH

adjustment].r5

At rhar time Medicare Éart A paid for HMO services and patients continued to be'eligible for

Part A.l6

with the creation of Medicare Part c in 1997 ,t7 Medicare beneficiaries who opted for managed

care coverage under Medicare Part C were no longer entitled to have payment made for their

care unde¡ Þa¡t A. Consistent with the stâtutory change, CMS did not include Medicare Part C

days ilì the sSI ratios uscd by the Medicare contractors to calculate DSH payments for the fiscal

year 2001-2004.18

No fui1he¡ guidance regarding the ffeatment of Part C days in the DSH calculation was provided

until the 20õ4 Inpatient Prospictive Payment System ("IPPS") proposed rules were published in

the Federal Register. In that notice the Secretary stated that:

. . . on"" a beneficiary has elected to join an M+C plan, that

beneficiary's benefits are no longer administe¡ed undcr Palt A
. . . . once a benefciary elects Medicare Part C' those patient days

allributable to the beneficiary should not be íncluded in the

Medicare fractittn of the DSII po,tient percentage' These patient

days should be included in the count olÍotal pcttient days in the

Medicare fraction (the denominator), and the patient's days for the

M+C benelìciary who is also eligibteþr Meditui¿l wuultl be

íncluded in the numeruLor of the Medicaid fractiotr ' ' ' te

The Secretary purportedly changed her position in the Federal fiscal year C'FFY') 2005 IPPS

final rule, bynãting she,,¡/as "revising our regulations at [42 C.F.R.] $ 412.106(b)(2)(i) to

i5 55 Fed. Reg. 35990,3999a (Sept a, 1990).
16 Id.
ì7 The Medicare Part C program did not begin operating until January l,1999 See P.L. 105-33, 1997 HR 2015'

cocliJìed as 42lJ.S.c. $ 
j394w-21 Note (c) "Enrollment Transition Rule.- An individual who ìs enrolled fin

Meãicarel on Decembär 3 I 1998, with an eligible organization under . . . [42 U.S.c. l395mm] shall be considered

to be en¡o"lled with that organization on January l, 1999, under part C ofTitle XVIII . ifthat organizatioÌì as a

contract under that part for providing services on January 1 , 1999 " This was also k¡own as

Medicare+Choice. ihe Medicare P¡ãscrjption Drug, Improvement and Modemization Act of 2003 (Pub L. 108-

173), enacted on December 8, 2003, replaced the Medicare+Choice program ì¡/ith the new Medicare Advantage

program under Part C of Title XVIII
ìE 69 Fed. Reg, 48918, 49099 (Arre. I 1, 2004)
re 68 Fed. F(e¿.27154,2'7208 (Mav 19,2003) (emphasis added)'
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include the days associated with [Part C] beneficiaries in the Medicare fraction of the DS]I
calculation."2d In response to a comment regarding this change, the Secretary explained that:

. . . We do agree that once Medicare beneficiaries elect
Medicare Part C coverage, they are still, in some sense,

entitled to beneJìts under Medicare Part A, We agree with
the commenter that these days should be included in the

Medicare fraction of the DSH calculation. Therefore, we are
, not adopting as final our proposal stated in the May 19, 2003

proposed rule to include the days associated with M+C
beneficiaries in the Medicaid fraction. Instead, we are
adopting a policy 1o include the patient days for M+C
benefi,ciaries in the Medicare fracti,on . . . . if the heneficiary
is also an SSI recipient, the patient days will be included in
the numerator of the Medicare fraction. We are revising our
regulations at $ 412.106(bx2)(i) to include the days

associated with M+C beneficiaries in the Medicaie fraction
of the DSH calculation.2r

This statement would require inclusion of Medicare Part C inpatient days in the Medicare
fraction of the DSH calculation.

Although the change in DSH policy regarding 42 C.F.R. $ 412.106(bx2)(i) was included in the

August 11, 2004 Federal Register, no change to the regulatory language was published until
gulg:ttst 22,20ô7 when the FFY 2008 IPPS final rule was issued.22 ln that publication the

Secretary noted that no regulatory change had in fact occurred, and announced that she had made

"technical co¡rections" to the regulatory language consistent with the change adopted in the FFY
2005 IPPS final rule. Thcsc "tcchnical corrections" are reflected at 42 C.F.R.

$$ 412.106(bX2)(i)(B) an<t (bx2xiiixB).'?3 As a result of these rulemakings, Part C days were

required to be included in the Medicare fraction as of October 1, 2004 (the "Part C DSFI

policy"). Subsequently, as part of the FFY 2011 IPPS final rule published on August 15,2010,
CMS made a minor revision to $$ 4 t 2.106(b)(2XiXB) and (b)(2)(iii)(B) "to clarify" the Paft C
DSH policy by replacing the word "or" with "inc1uding."2a

20 69 Fed. Reg. at 49099.

'r 1¿ (emphasis added).
22 72Fed. Reg. 47130,47384 (Ãng.22,2007).
23 72 Fed,. Reg. at 4141]l.
2475Fed. Reg.50042,50285-50286,50414 (Aug. 16,2010). SeealsoT5 Fed. Reg. 23852,24006-24007 (May 4,

2010) (preamble to proposed rulemaking staiing: "We are aware that there might be some confusion about our

policy to include MA days in ttie SSI fraction. . . . ln orde¡ to ñr¡ther clarìff our policy that patierrt days associated

with MA beneficiaries are to be included in the SSI fraction because they are still entitled to benefits under Medica¡e

Part A, we are proposing to replace the wo¡d 'or' with the word 'including' in $   12.106(b)(2)(i)(B) and

$ 412, 106(bx2xiiì )(B);'); Allina Heølthcare Sens. v. Sehelíus,904 F. Supp. 2d 75 ,82 n.5,95 (2012), aff'd m part
and rev'd in part,,74O l'.3d I 102 (lJ.C. Cr ,2Ú\4).
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The U.S. Circnit Couf for the District of Columbia inlllina Healthcare Servíces v. Sebelius

(Àllina I),2s vâcated both the FFY 2005 IPPS final rule adopting the Part C DSH policy and the

subsequent regulations issued in the FFY 2008 IPPS final rule codifying the Part C DSH policy
adopted in FFY 2005 IPPS ru1e.2ó However, the Secretary has-not acquiesced to that decision.

Moie recently, in Attina Health Services v. Price ("Allina IÌ'),27 the D.C. Circuit confirmed that

the Secretary's 2004 attempt to change the standard to include Part C days in the Medicare
fraction had been vacated in Altina I.2E The D.c. circuit further found in Allina II that lhe
Secretary failed to provide proper notice and comment before including Part C days in the

Medicare f¡actions published for FY 2012.2e Once again, the Secretary has not acquiesced to

this decision.

Providers' Request for EJR

The Providers content that "[b]ecause the Secretary has not acquiesced to the decision in Allina

[I] , the 2004 regulation requiring Part C Days to be included in the Part A/SSI fraction and

removed from the Medicaid fraction remains in effect as set forth in 42 C.F.R.

$$405.106(bX2)(I)(B)and(bX2XiiiXB). (The'2004Rule) TheBoardisboundbythe2004
Rule."30 The P¡oviders contend that the pre-2004 version of the DSH regulation should remain

in place, providing that the numerator ofthe DSH fraction include only "covered patient days

that . . . are fumished to patients who, during that month were entitled to both Medicare Part A
and SSI."31

The Providers believe that the Boa¡d is without the authority to grant the reliefthey are seeking:

an order that Part C Days should be excluded from the Part A/SSI fraction and included in the

numerator of the Medicaid fraction. Consequently, they contend EJR is appropriate.

Decision of the Board

Pìrrsrrantto 42 U.S.C. $ 1395oo(f)(1) andtheregulations at42 C.F.R.$ 405.1842(Ð(1) (2017),the
Board is required to grant an EJR request if it determines that: (i) the Board has jurisdiction to
conduct a háaring on ihe specific matter at issue; and (ii) the Board lacks the authority to decide a

specihc legal question relevant to the specific matter at ìssue because the legal question is a

challenge either to the constitutionality ofa provision ofa statute or to the substantive or procedural

validity of a regulation or CMS Ruling.

,5 746 F. 3d tt02 (D.C. C¡. 2014). ,
26i46F.3dat1106n.3, I I I I (affirming portion of the district coúrt decision vacating the FFY 2005 IPPS ruÌe). See

also Allinq Health Servs. v. Sebelius,904 F. Supp. 2d 75, 89 (D.D.C. 2012) ("The Court concludes that the

Secretary's interprelation ofthe ftactions in the DSH calculation, announced in 2004 and not added to the Code of
Federal Regulations until the summer of2007, was not a "logical outgrowth" of the 2003 NPRM.").

'11 8$ F.3d 937 (D.C. Cir.2017).
2E lcl. at 943.
2e Id. ar 943-945.
30 Providers' Revjsed EJR Request at 1.
rr 42 C.l,.R. S 4r 2.l0ri(bx2xÐ(2003).
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Jurisdiction

The participants that comprise the group appeals within this EJR request'have fìled appeals

involving fiscal years 2012-2013.

For purposes of lSoard jurisdiction over a participant's appeals for cost report periods ending
prior to December 31, 2008, the participant may demonstrate dissatisfaction with the amount of
Medicare reimbursement for the appealed issue by claiming the SSVPart C issue as a "self-
disallowed cost," pursuant to the Supreme Court's reasoning set out in Bethesda Hospital
Association v. Bowen ("8ethesda-).32 In that case, the Supreme Court concluded that b cost

report submitted in full compliance with tlie Secretary's rules and regulations, does not bar a

provider from claiming dissatisfaction with the amount of reimbursement allowed by the
regulations. Further, no statute or regulation expressly mandated that a challenge to the validity
of a regulation be submitted first to the Medicare Contractor where the contractor is without the
power to awa¡d reimbursement.33

On August 21,2008, new regulations goveming the Board were effective.3a Among the new
regrlations implemented in Federal Register notice was 42 C.F.R. $ 405.1835(a)(1)(ii) which
required for cost repof periods ending on or after December 31, 2008, providers who were self-
disallowing specific items had to do so by following the procedures for filing a cost report under
protest. This regulatory requirement was litigated in Banner Heart Hospítal v. Burwell
("Banner").3s ln Banner, the provicler filed its costireport in accordance with the applicable
outlier regulations and did not protest the additional outlier payment it was seeking. The
provider's request for EJR was denied because the Boa¡d found that it lacked jurisdiction over
the issue. The District Court concluded fhat, tnder Bethesda, the 2008 self-disallowance
regulation could not be applied to appeals raising a legal challenge to a regulation or other policy
that the Metlicare Contractol could not add¡ess.36

The Secretary did not appeal the decision in Banner and decided to apply the holding to certain
similar administrative appeals. Effective April23,2018, the CMS Administrator implemented
CMS Ruling CMS-1727-R which involves dissatisfaction with the Medicare Contractor
determinations for cost report periods ending on December 31, 2008 and which began before
January I, 2016, Under this ruling, where the Board determines that the specific item under
appeal was subject to a regulation or payment policy that bound the Medicare Contractor and left
it with no authority or discretion to make payment in the manner sought by the provider on

appeal, the protest requirements of42 C.F.R. $ a05.1835(a)(1)(ii) were no longer applicable.

12 108 S. ct. 1255 (1988). See qlso CMS Ruiing cMS-1727-R (in self-disallowing an item, the provider submits a
cost report that complies with the Medicare pal'rnent policy for the item and then appeals the item to the Board. The
Medicare Contractor's NPR would not include any disallowance for the item. The provider ef.fectively self-
disallowed thc item.).
)t Bethesdo, 108 S. Ct. at 1258-59.
34 7 3 F ed. Reg. 301 90, 30240 (May 23, 2008).
15 201 F. Supp.3d l3l (D.D.c.2016)
16 ld. 

^t 
142,
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However, a provider could elect to self-disallow a specific item deemed non-allowable by filing
the matter under protest.

The Board has determined that the participants involved with the instant EJR request are
govemed by CMS Ruling CMS-I727-R. In addition, the participants' documentation shows that
the estimated amount in controversy exceeds $50,000, as required for a group appeal37 and
$10,000 for the individual appeals.3s The appeals were timely filed. The estjmated amount in
conftoversy is subject to recalculation by the Medicare contractor for the acfual final amount in
each case. Based on the above, the Board finds that it has jurisdiction for the above-captioned
appeals and the underlying providers.

Board's Analysis Regarding the Appçaþd ISSue

The appeals in these EJR requests involve the 2012 and 2013 cost reporting periods. Thus, the
appealed cost repofing periods fall squarely within the time frame applicable to the Secreta¡y's
Part C DSH policy being challenged which was adopted in the FFY 2005 IPPS final rule and
later codified af 42 C.F.R. $$ 412.106(b)(2)(i)(B) and (bX2XiiÐ(B) as parr of the FFy 2008 IppS
final rule (with a ririnor revision published in the FFY 2011 IPPS final rule). The Board
recognizes that, for the time period at issue in these requests, the D.C. Cìrqit i¡ Allina I vacated
this regulation. However, the Secretary has not formally acquiesced to That vacatur and, in this
regard, has not published any guidance on how the vacarør is being implemented (e.g., only
circuilwide versus nationwide).3e Moreover, the D.C. Ci¡cuit is the only ci¡cuit to dãte that has
vacated the regulation and, if the Board were to gant EJR, the Providers would have the right to
bring suit in either the D.C. Circuit or the circuit within which they are located.ao Based on the
above, the Board must conclude that it is otherwise bound by the regulation for purposes of this
EJR request.al

Boa¡d's Decision Reeardins the IJR Reques]!

The Board finds that:

1) It has jurisdiction over the matter for the subject years and that the participants in these
group appeals are entitled to a hearing before the Board;

)7 See 42 C.F.R. g 405.1837.
3E See 42 C.F.R. $ 405.1835.
re See generally Grant Med. Ct. v. Burwell,204 F. Supp. 3d 68,77-82 (D.D.C.2016), af'd,875 F.3d':'Ot (D.C.
cn.2017).
ao See 42rJ.S.C. g l395oo(Ð(l).
ar One of the Medicare contractors, Wisconsin Physicians Service ("Vr'PS"), filed an objection to the EJR request in
a number ofcasês identified in the EJR request. In its hling, Vy'PS argues tlìat the Board shouÌd deny lhe EJR request
because the Board has the authority 1o decide the issue under appeal since it is not bound by the Secretary,s
regulalion lhat lhe D.C. Fedcral Dislrict Coul vacalcd in Allina L The Board's explanation olits authority
regardrng thrs rssue addresses tbe arguments set out in WPS'challenge.
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2) Based upon the participants' assertions regarding 42 C'F.R. $$ 412.106(b)(2)(i)(B) and

(bX2XiiiXB), there are no findings offact for resolution by the Board;

3) It is bound by the applicable existing Medicare law and regulation (42 C.F.R.

$ 40s.1867); and

4) It is without the authority to decide the legal question of whether 42 C.F.R.

$$ 412.106(bX2)(i)(B) and (b)(2xiiÐ(B) (2011) codifying the Medicare Part C DSH
policy adopted in the FFY 2005 IPPS final rule are valid'

Accordingly, the Board finds that the question of the validity of 42 C.F.R' $$ 412'106(bX2XiXB)
and (bX2XiiiXB) (2011) properly falls within the provisions of 42 U.S.C. $ 1395oo(f)(1) and

hereby grants the Proviclers' request for EJR for the issue and the bubject years. The

Provide¡s have 60 days from the receipt of this decision to institute the appropriate action for
judicial review. Since this is- the only issue under dispute in these cases, the Board hereby closes

those cases.

Board Members Participating:

Clayton J. Nix, Esq.
Charlotte F. Bènson, CPA
Gregory H. Ziegler, CPA, CPC-A
Robert A. Everts, Esq.
Susan A. Tumer, Esq.

FOR THE BOARD

4/2/2019

i

i z\ Clayton J. Nix

Clayton J. Nix, Esq.

Chair
Signed by: Clayton J. N¡x -A

Enclosures : Schedules of Providers

cc: Byron Larnprecht, WPS (Electronic Mail r#Scheclules of Providers)

Wìlson Leong, FSS (Electronrc lvlail rv/Schedules of Proviclers)



DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH & TIUMAN SERVICES{e Provider Reimbursement Review Board
1508 Woodlawn Dr¡ve, Su¡te 100
Baltimore, MD 27207
470-786-767r

Electronic Delivery

Stephanie Webster
Akin Gump Strauss Hauer & Feld, LLP
1333 New Hampshire Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20036-1564

F{ß: EJR Deternúnation
. l3-0954GC, Sanford Hcalth System 2010 SSI Part C Days CIRP Group;
. I3-2761GC, Sanford 2007 Post 1498R SSI Part C Days CTRP Group;
. 13-3508GC, Sanfo¡d HS 2008 SSI Pal1 C Days CIRP Group;
o 13-351lGC, Sanford HS 2008 Medicaid Fraction Paú C Days CIRP Group
c l4-098'7GC, Saúford 2009 SSI Part C Days CIRP Group';
¡ l4-0989GC, Sanford 2009 Medicaid Fractìon Part C Days CIRP Group;
c l4-4013GC, Sanford Health 2011 DSH SSI Fraction Part C Days Group; and
. 14-4014GC, Sanford Health 2011 DSH Medicaid Fraction Part C Days Group

Dear Ms. Webster:

The Provider Reimbursement Review Board ("PRRB" or "Board") has reviewed the Providers'
March 14,2019 request for expedited judicial. review ("EJR') of thc above-rcferenced appcals.

The Board's jurisdictional detemination and decisìon regarding the EJR request is set forth
below.

Issue in Dispute

The issue in these appeals is:

[W]hether "enrollees in Part C a¡e 'entitled to benefits' under Part
A, such that they should be counted in the Medica¡e [Pat A/SSI]
fraction, or whether, if not regarded as 'entitled to benefits under
Part A,' they should instead be included in the Medicaid fraction"
of the DSH adjustment.r

Statutorv and Rêgulatory Backqround: Medicare DSH Pavment

Part A of the Medicare Act cove¡s "inpatient hospital services." Since 1983, the Medicare
program has paid most hospitals for the operating costs of inpatient hospital services under the

¡ P¡oviders' EIR request at 4,
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piospective payment system ("PPS').'z Under PPS, Medicare pays predetermined, standardized
amounts per discharge, Subject to certain pa)'rnent a justrnents.3

The PPS statute contains a number ofprovisions that adjust reimbursement based on hospital-
'specific 

factors.a These cases involve the hospital-specific DSH adjustment, which requiros the
Secretary to provide increased PPS payments to hospitals that serve a significantly
disproportionate number of low-income patients.' .,

A hospital may qualify for a DSH adjustment based on its disproportionate patient percentage
("nff'1.0 As a proxy for.utilization by lorú-income patients, the DPP determines a hospital's

,_qualificatio¡-aq a nSH-and iralso-detemineslhe.a¡nountof-the-DS[Lpaymenlto-aquali-fying-
hospital.T The DPP is defined as the sum oftwo fractions expressed as percentages.s Those two
fractions are referred to as the "Medicare/SSl" fraction and the "Medicaid" f¡action. Both of
these fractions consider whether a patient ',vas "entitled to benefits under part .A.."

The statute,42 U.S.C. $ 1395ww(dX5)(FXviXI), defines the Medicare/SSl f¡action as:

the fraction (expressed as a percentage), the numerator of which is
tlre number of such hospitalis patient days for such period which
were made up of patients who (for such days) were entitled to
benefits u.nder part A of this subchaptcr and were entitled to
supplemental security income benefits (excluding any State

supplementation) under subchapter XVI of this chapter, and the
denominator of which is the number of such hospital's patient days
for such fiscal year which were made up ofpatients who (for such

days) were entítled to benefits under part A of this subchapter . . . .

The Medicare/SSl fraction is computed annually by the Centers for Medica¡e & Medicaid
Scrviccs (.'CMS'), and the Medicare contractors use CMS' calculation to compute a hospital's
DSH payment adjustment. ro

The statute, 42U.5.C. $ 1395ww(d)(5)(F)(vi)(Il), defines the Medicaid fraction as:

the fraction (expressed as a percentage), the numerator of which is
the number of the hospital's patient days for such period which
consist ofpatients who (for such days) were eligible for medical
assistance under a State plan approvetl under subchapter XIX [the
Medicaid program], but who were not entitled 10 benefits under

2 See 42U.5.C. $ l395ww(d)(l)-(5);42 C.F.R. Part 4l2.
r ld.
¿ .te€ 42 U.S.C. I I 395ww(d)( 5 )
5 See 42 U.S.C. $ I 395ww(dl(5)ßXixl); 42 C.F.R. $ 412.106.
6 See 42U.5.C. $$ 139sww(dX5XFXiXI) and (d)(s)(F)(v);42 C.F,R. $ al2.l06(c)(l).
1 See 42|J.5.C. $$ 1395ww(d)(5XF)(iv) and (vii)-(xiii);42 c.F.R. 5 412.106(d).
E See 421J.5.C. $ 1i95'rw(dx5xFxvi).
e Emphasis added.
ro 4? C.F.R. $ 412.106(bX2)-(3),
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part A of this subchapter, and the denominato¡ of which is the total
number ofthe hospital's patient days for such period.rr

The Medicare contractor detemines the number of the hospital's patient days of service for
which patients were eligible for Medicaid but not entitled to Medicare Part A, and divides that
number by the total number of patient days in the same period.r2

Medióare Advantage Program

The Medicare program permits its beneficiaries to receive services from managed care entities.
The managed care statute implementing pajments to health maintenance organizations
("HMOs") and competitive medical plans ("CMPs") is found at42U.5.C. $ 1395mm. The

stafiie at 42 U.S.C. $ 1395mm(a)(5) provides for "payrnent to the eligible organization under\
this section for in<ìividuals enrolled under this section with the organization and entitled to
benefits under part A of this subchapter and enrolled under part B of this subchapter . . ."
Inpatient hospital days for Medicare beneficiaries enrolled in HMOs and CMPs prior to 1999 are

referred to as Medicare HMO patient care days.

In the September 4, 1990 Federal Register, the Secretaryr3 stated that:

Based on the laaguage of section 1886(dX5XFXvi) of the Act [42U.5.C.
$ 1395ww(d)(5)(FXvÐ1, which states that the disproportionate share adjustment
computation should include "patients who were entitled to benefìts under Part 4," we
believe it is appropriate to include the days associated with Medicare patients who
receive care at a qualified HMO. Prior to December 1, 1987, we \¡/ere not able to isolate
the days of care associated with Medicare patients in HMOs, and therefore, were unable
to fold this number into the calculation [of the DSH adjustment]. However, as of
December 1,1987, a freld was included on the Medicare Provider Analysis and Review
(MEDPAR) file that allôws us to isolate those HMO days that were associated with
Medicare patients. Therefore, since that time we have been including HMO days in the

SSVMedicare percentage Iof the DSH adjustment].ro

At that time Medica¡e Part A paid fo¡ HMO services and patients continued to be eligible for
Part A.r5

With the creation of Medicare Part C in 1997,'6 Medicare beneficiaries who opted for managed
care coverage under Medica¡e Pa¡t C were no longer entitled to have payment made for their

Ir Emphasis added.

'2 42 C.F.R. $ 4r2.106(bX4).
rl of Health and Human Services.
ì4 55 Fed. Reg. 35990,39994 (Sept.4, 1990).
t5 Id.
IóThe Medicare Part C program did not begin operating until January 1,1999. See P.L. 105-33, 1997HR2015,
codiJìed as 42U.5.C. g 1394w-21 Note (c) "Euollment Transition Rule.- An individual who is eruolled fin
Medicare] on December 3l 1998, \¡/ith an eligible organization under . .142 U.S.C. l395mm] shall be considered
lo be enrolled.¿rith that organization on Jânuâly l, 1999, undet pàft C ofTitle XVIII . . ifthat ôrganization as a

Çontract under that nart for providing services on January l, 1999 , , ." This was also known as
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care under Part A. Consistent with the statutory change, CMS did not include Medicare Part C
days in the SSI ratios used by the Medicare contractors to calculate DSH payments for the fiscal
year 2001-2004.11

No further guidance regarding the treatment of Part C days in the DSH calculation was provided
until the 2004 Inpatient Prospective Payment System (.'IPPS') proposed ru1es were published in
the Fede¡al Register. In that notice the Secretary stated that:

. . . once a beneficiary has elected to join an M+C plan, that beneficiary's benefits
are no longer administered under Part A
. . . ^ once a henefi.ciaryt elects Medicare Part C, those patient dqts attribittable to
the beneficiary. should not be included in the Medicare fraction of the DSH
patient percentage. These patilent days should be included ín the count oftotal
patient days in lhc Mcdicaid fraction (the denominator), and the patient's doys

for the M+C beneficiary who ß also eligible for Medìcaid would be included in
the n,u,m.er(t,tor oÍ th.e Medicaid fractíon . . . . )8

The Secretary purportedly changed her position in the Federal fiscal year ("FFY") 2005 IPPS
final rule, by noting she was "revising our regulations at [42 C.F.R.] $ a12.106(b)(2)(i) to
include the days associated with [Part C] beneficia¡ies in the Medicare ftaction of the DSH
calculation."re In response to a comment regarding this change, the Secretary explained that:

, . . We do agree that once Medicare beneficiaríes elect
Medicare Part C coverage, they are still, in some sense,

entitled to benefits under Medicare Part A. We agree with
the commenter that these days should be includecl in the
Medicare fraction'of the DSH calculation. Thereforb, we are
not adopting as final our proposal stated in the May 19, 2003
proposed rule to ittclude the days associated witJt M I C
beneficiaries in the Medícaidfraction. lnstead, u¡e are
adopting a policy to include the patient days for M+C
beneficiaries in the.Medícare fraction. . . . ifthe beneficiary
is also an SSI recipient, the patient days will be included in
the numerator of the Medicare fraction. We are revising our
regulations at $ 412.10ó(b)(2)(i) to include the days
associated with M+C benef¡cianes in the Medicare {iaction
of the DSFI calculation.20

This statement would require inclusion of Medicare Part C inpatient days in the Medicare
fraction of the DSH calculation.

Medicare+Choice. The Medicare Prescription Drug, Improvement and Mode¡nization Act of2003 (Pub.L.
108-173), enacted on December 8, 2003, replaced the Medicare*Choice program wlth the new Medicare Advantage
program ùnder Part C ofTitle XVIII:
17 69 Fed. Reg. 48918,49099 (Aug. I l, 2004).
ì8 68 Fed. Reg.27154,27208 (May 19,2003) (emphasis added).
ie 69 Fed. Reg. at 49099.
20.¿d (cmphasis oddcd).
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Although the change in DSH policy regarding 42 C.F.R. $ 412.106(bX2XÐ was included in the

August I 1, 2004 Federal Register, no change to the regulatory language was published until
August 22, 2007 when the FFy,2008 IIPS fìnal rule was issued.2r ln that publication the

Secretary noted that no regulatory change had in fact occurred, and announced that she had made

"technical corrections" to the regulatory language consistent with the change adopted in the FFY
2005 IPPS final rule. These "technical cor¡ections" are reflected at 42 C.F.R.

$$412.106(bX2XiXB)and(bX2XiiÐ(B)." Asaresultoftheserulemakings,PartCdayswere
iequired to be included in the Medicare fraction as of October 1,2004 (the "Part C DSH
policy"). Subsequently, as part of the FFY 201 I IPPS final rule published on August 15,2010,
CMS made a minor revision to $$ 412.106(bX2XÐ(B) and (bX2Xiii)(B) "to clarify" the Part C
DSH policy by replacing the word "or" with "including."23

The U.S. Circuit Court for the District of Columbia in Allina Healthcare Services v. Sebeliu"v

("Allina I'),24 vacated both the FFY 2005 IPPS final rule adopting the Part C DSH policy and the
subsequent regulations issued in the FFY 2008 IPPS final rule codifying the Part C DSH policy
adopted in FFY 2005 IPPS rule.25 However, the Secretary has not acquiesced to that decision.
More recently, in Altína Health Services v. Price ("Altina If),26 the D.C. Circuit confirmed that
the Secretary's 2004 atternpt to change the standard to include Part C days in the Medica¡e
fraction had been vacated in Allína 1.21 The D.C. Circuit further fotnd in Allina II that The

Secretary failed to provide proper notice and comment before including Part C days in the.
Medicare fractions published for FY 2012.28 Once again, the Secretary has not acquiesced to
this decision.

Providers' Request for EJR

The Providers essentially explain that because the Secretary has not acquiesced to the decision in
Allina I, the FY 2005 IPPS final rule requiring Part C days be included in the Part A/SSI fraction
antl removed from the Metlicaid f¡action remains in effect as set forth in 42 C.F.R.

$$ 412.106(bX2)(i)(B) and (bX2XiiÐ(B) ("Ihe 2004 Rule"). As the Board is otherwise bound by
the 20Q4 rule, the Providers contend that the Board should grant their request for EJR.

2t'1 2 F ed. Reg. 47 130, 47 384 (Aug. 22, 2007).

'zz 
ld. at 474I I.

21 75 Fed. Reg.50042,50285-50286,50414 (Aug. 16,2010). See also75 Fed. Reg,23852,24006-24007 (May 4,

2010) (preamble to proposed rulemaking stating: "We are aware that there mighl be some confusion about our
policy to include MA days in the SSI ftaction. . . . In order to finther clari$ our policy that pati€nt days associated
with MA beneficiaries a¡e to be included in the SSI fraction because they are still entitled to benefits under Medicare
Part A, we are proposing to replace the \¡/ord 'or' vr'ith the word 'including' in $   1 2. 106(b)(2)(i)(B) and

$ 412.106(bX2Xiii)(B)."); Allina Heahhcare Servs. v. Sebelius,904 F. Supp. 2d 75 ,82 n.5,95 (2012), aff'd in part
and rev'tl in part,746 F.3d 1102 (D.C. Cir.2014).
24 i46 F.3d.I r02 (D.c. cir. 2ol4).
25 Id.at1106r'.3,1III (affirming portion ofthe dist ct cou¡t decision vacating the FFY 2005 IPPS rule). ,Søe ø/so

Allina Health Servs. v. Sebelius,904 F. Supp. 2d'l5,89 (D.D.C.2012) ("The Coud concludes that the Secrelary's
interpretation of the fiactions in the DSH calculation, announced in 2004 and not added to the Code ofFede¡al
Regulations until the summer of2007, was not a "logical outgrowth" of the 2003 NPRM.').
?6 863 F.3d e37 (D.C. Cir.2017).
21 Icl. at 943.
tE ld at 94\-945.
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The Providers assef that, pursuant to 42 U.S.C. $ l395oo(f)(1), the Board must glânt EJR if ir
lacks the authority to decide a question of "law, regulation or CMS Ruling" raised by a provider
The Providers maintain that the Board is bound hy the regulation, there ars not facfual issnes in
dispute and the Board does not have the legal authority to decide the issue. Further, the
Providers. believe they have satisfied the jurisdictional requirements of the statute arid the
regulations.

Decision of the Board

Pr¡rsnant to 42 U.S.C. $ l395oo(f(1) and the regulations at 42 C.F.R.$ 405.1842(Ð(l) (2017), the
Board is required to grant an EJR request if it determines that: (i) the Board has jurisdiction to
conduct a hearing on the specific matter at issue; and (ii) the Board lacks the authority to decide a

specific legal question ¡elevant to the specific matter at issue because the legal question is a

challenge either to the constitutionality ofa provision ofa statute or to the substarfive or procedulal
validity of a regulation or CMS Ruling.

Jurßdiction

The participants that comprise the group appeals within this EJR request have filed appeals
involving fiscal years 2007-2011.

For purposes of Board jurisdiction over a participant's appeals for cost report periods ending
prior to December 3I,2008, the participant may demonstrate dissatisfaction with the amount of
Medica¡e reimbursement for the appealed issue by claiming the SSlPart C issue âs a "self-
disalfowed cost," pursuant to the Supreme Court's reasoning set out in Bethesda Hospital
Association v. Bowen ("8 ethesda").2e ln that case, the Supreme Court concluded that a cost
report submitted in fulIcompliance with the Secretary's rules and regulations, does not bar a
providcr from claiming dissatisfaction with the amount of reimbursement allowed by thc
regrrlations, Fllrther, no stahrte nr regulation expressly mandated thât a challenge to the validity
of a regulation be submitted first to the Medicare Contractor where the contractor is without the
power to award reimbursement.3o

On August 2 1, 2008, new regulations governing the Board were effective.3r Among the new
regulations implemented in Federal Register notice was 42 C..b'.R. $ a05 1835(a)(1)(ii) which
required for cost l'epoÍ pcriods cnding on or after Deceruber 31, 2008, providers who wele self-
disallowing specific items had to do so by following the procedures for filing a cost report under
protest. This regulatory requirement was litigated in Banner Heart Hospital v. Burwell
("Banneì').3z In Banner, the provider filed its cost report in accordance with the applicable

2e 108 S. Ct. 1255 (1988). ,See a/so CMS Ruling CMS-1727-R (in self-disallowing an item, the provider submits a

cost rcport thût col]plics with thc Mcdiealc paylììElìt p,llicy frrr thc itcDr aud tlìcD appcals thc itùùì to the Board. Thv
Medicare Contraclo¡'s NPR would not include any disallowance for the item. The provider effectively self-
disallowed the item.).
t! Bethesda,l08 S. Cr. at t258-59.
rr 73 ¡'ed. Reg. 30190,30240 (May 23, 2008).
r'? ?01 F. Supp. 3d 131 (D.D.C. 2016)
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outlier regulations and did not protest the additional outliel payment it was seeking. The

provider's request for EJR was denied because the Board found that it lacked jurisdiction over

the issue. The District court concluded thaf, tnder Bethesda. the 2008 self-disallowance

regulation could not be applied to appeals raising a legal challenge to a regulation or other policy

that the Medìcare Contractor could not address.33

The Secretary did not appeal the decision in Banner and decided to apply the holding to certain

similar administrative appeals. Effective Aprtl23,2018, the CMS Adminishator implemented

CMS Ruling CMS-1727-R which involves dissatisfactron with the Medicare Contractor

determinations fo¡ cost report periods ending on December 3 1, 2008 and which began before

January 1, 2016, Under this ruling, where the Board determines that the specific item under

appealïas subject to a regulationãr pal'rnent policy that bound the Medicare Contractor and left
it with no authority or discretion to make payment in the maffler sought by the provider on

appeal, the protest requirements of 42 C.F.R. $ 405.1835(a)(lXii) were no longer applicable.

However, a provider could elect to self-disallow a specific item deemed non-allowable by filing
the matter under protest.

For any participant that files an appeal from a ¡evised NPR issued after August 21,2008,the
Board only has jurisdiction to hear that participant's ap-peal of matters that the Medicare

contractoi specifically revised within the revised NPR.34 The Board notes that all participant

revised NPR appeals included within this EJR request were issued after August 21, 2008.

Juris dictional D et ermination fo r P articip ants

The Board has determined that the participants' appeàls involved with the instant EJR Request

are govemed by the decision in Bethesda and CMS Ruling CMS-1727-R and that the appeals

filed from a revised NPR contain the appropriate adjustment to the Part C days issue. In
addition, the participants' doiumentation shows that the participants have met the required

amount in controversy35 for a hearing before the Board and that the appeals wele timely filed.
The estimated amount in controvsrsy is subject to recalculation by the Medicare contractor for
the acnral final amount in each case. Accordingly, the Board finds that it has jurisdiction to hear

the above-captioned appeals for all group participants.

Board's Analvsis Regarding the Appealed Issue - .

The appeals in these EJR requests involve the 2001-2011 cost reporting periods. Thus, the

appealed cost reporting periods fall squarely within the time frame applicable to the Secretary's

Part C DSH policy being challenged which was adopted in the FFY 2005 IPPS final rule and

later codified at 42 C.F.R. $$ 412.106(bX2)(i)(B) and (b)(2xiiÐ(B) as part of the FFY 2008 IPPS

final rule (with a minor revision published in the FFY 2011 IPPS final mle). The Board

tt ld at 142.
34 See 42 C.F.R. $ 405.1889(bX1) (2008).
35 See 42 C.F.R. g 405.1837. Although Board Rule 12.6 (Avg\st 29,2018) states tbat a group appeal must be contain

a minimum of two different providers, for adrninistrative efficiency sake, the group appeals within this EJR Request

that contajn only one provrder wrll be treated as individual appeals but retaìn the "group appeal" case numbëf âfld
name.
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recognizes that, for the time period at issue in these requests, the D.C. Circuìt in Allína 1 vacated
this regulation. However, the Secretary has not forrÌally acquiesced to lhat vacatur and, in this
regald, has not published any guidance on how the vdcatur isbeing implemented (e.g., only
circuit-wide versus nationrvide)-36 Moreover, the D.C. Circuit is the only circuit to datá thui has
vacated the regulation and, ifthe Board we¡e to grant EJR; the Providers would have ihe right to
bring suit in either the D.C. Circuit or the circuit within which they are located.3T Based on the
above, the Board must cohölude that it is otherwise bound by the regulation for purposes ofthis
EJR request.

Board's Decßion Resarding the EJR Request

The Board finds that:

l) It has jurisdiction over the matter for the subject years and that the partioipants in these
group appeals are entitled to a healing before the Board;

2) Based upon the participants' assertions regarding42 C.F.R. $$ 412.106þ)(2)(lXB) and
(bX2XiiÐ(B), there are no findings offact for resolution by the Board;

3) It is bound by the applicable existing Medicareìaw and regulation (42 C.F.R.
$ 405.1867); and

4) It is without the authority to decide the legal qnestion of whether 42 C.F.R
$$ 412.106(bX2)(i)(B) and (b)(2xiiÐ(B) (2011) codifying the Medicare Part C DSH
policy adopted in the FFY 2005 IPPS final rule are valid.

Accordingly, the Board finds that the question of the val idity of 42 C F.R. $$ 412.106(bX2XÐ(B)
and (b)(2)(iii)(B) (2011) properly falls within the provisions of 42 U.S.C. $ 1395oo(f)(1) and
hereby grants the participants' request for EJR for the issue. The participants have 60 days from
the receipt of this decision to institute the appropriate action forjudicial review. Since this is the
only issue under dispute in these cases, the Board hereby closes those cases.

Board Members Participatine: For the Board:

Clayton J. Nix, Esq.
Charlotte l'. Benson, CPA
Gregory H. Ziegler, CPA, CPC-A
Robert ¡\. Evarts, Esq.
Susan A, Turner, Esq, Clayton J. Nix, Esq.

Chair

Sjgned by: Clay,ton J. Nix -A

Enclosures: Schedules of Providers

36 See generally Grant Med. Ctr. v. Burwell,204 F. Supp. 3d 68,.77 ^82 (D.D.C.2016), aff'd,8't 5 F.3d'Ì01 (D.C.
Cir.2Õt7j.
11 See 4?lrl,5.C. g 1395oo(f)(l).

4/2/2019

X Clayton J. Nix
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cc: John Bloom, No¡idian (Electronic Mail w/Schedules of Providers)



DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH & HUMAN SERVICES

Provider Reimbursement Review Board
1508 Woodlawn Drive, Suite 100
Balt¡more, MD 2I2O7
4to-786-2677

Electronic Delivery

Corirma Goron
Healthcare Reimbursement Services, Inc.

17101 Preston Road
Suite 220
Dallas,'[X75248

RE: EJR Determination
i5-0673GC HRS/FMLOHS 2012 DSH SSI Fraction Medicare Mngd Care Part C Days Grp

15-0674GC HRS/FMLOHS 2012 DSH Medicaid Fractíon Medicare Mngd care Part c Days Grp

l6-097?GC HRs/proMedica H Sys 2013 DSH SSI Fraction Medicare Mngd Care Part C Days Grp

16-0978GC HRsÆroMedica H Sys 2013 DSH Medicaid Fraction Medicare Mngd Care Part C Days

l6-1549GC HRS/THR 2013 DSH SSI Fraction Medicare Mngd Care Part C Days Grp

16-1550GC HRSÆHR 2013 DSH Medicaid Fraction Medicare Mngd care Part c Days Grp

16-2438GC HRS/LSU 2013 DSH Medicaid Fraction Medicare Mngd care Part c Days Grp

t6-2440GC HRS ILSU 2Ol3 DSH SSI Fraction Medicare Mngd Care Part C Days Grp

Ðear Ms. Coron:

The Provider Reimbursement Review Board ("Board") has reviewed the Providers' March7,
2019 request for expedited judicial. review c'EJR',) for the appeals referenced above. The

Board's determination regarding EJR is set forth below

Jssue in Dispute:

The issue in these appeals is:

[W]hether Medicare Advantage Days ("Part C Days") should be

removed from the disproportionate share hospital adjustment

("DSH Adjustment") Medicare fraction and added to the Medicaid
Fraction.l

I P¡oviders' EJR request at I



Statutory and Requlatory Background: Medicare DSII Pavment

Part A of the Medicare Act covers "inpatient hospìtal services." Since 1983, the Medicare

program has paid most hospitals fo¡ tlre operating costs ofinpatient hospital services under the

proipective payment system ("PPS').2 Under PPS, Medicare pays predetermined, standaldized

ä*o*tr peiai.chatg", subject to certain payment adjustments.3

The PPS statute contains a numåer ofprovisions that adjust reimbu¡sement based on hospital-

specific factors.a These cases involve the hospital-specific DSH adjustment, which requires the

Sicretary to provide increased PPS payments to hospitals that serve a significantly

disproportionate number of low-income patients.5

A hospital may qualify for a DSFI adjustment based on its disproportionate patient percenta€le

(,'Dnf'1.ø As a proxy for utilization by low-ìncome patients, the DPP determines a hospital's

qualification as à osu, and it also determines the amount of the DSH payment to a qualifying

úospital.t The Dpp is defined as the sum of two fractions expressed as percentages.8 Those two

fracìions are referred to as the "Medicare/SSl" fraction and the "Medicaid" fraction. Both of
these fractions consider whether a patient was "entitled to benefits under part A'"

The starure, 42U.5.C. $ 1395ww(d)(5)(FXvixl), defines the Medicare/ssl fraction as:

the fraction (expressed as a percentage), the numerator of which is

the number of such hospital's patient days for such period which
were made up of patients who (for such days) were enîitled 10

benefits under part A of rltis subchapter and were entitled to
supplemental security income benefits (excluding any State

supplementation) under subchapter XVI of this chapter, and thc

denominator of whicb is the number of such hospital's patient days

for such fiscal year which were made up of patients who (for snch 
^

days) were ent;tted to benefits under part A of this subchapter . . . .e

The Medicare/SSl fraction is computed annually by the centers for Medicare & Medicaid

Ser,øices C.CMS'), and the Medicare contractors use CMS' calculation to compute a hospital's

DSH payment adjustment. ¡o

HRS Medicare Part C DaYs GrouPs
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2 See 42lJ.5.C. $ l395ww(d)(l)-(5)t 42 C.F.R.Part4l2
) Id.
a See 42\.J.5.C. $ l395ww(dX5).
5 See 42V.5.C. $ l39sww(d)(s)(F)(iXD; a2 C.F R. $ 412 106'
6 see 42U.5.C. $$ l395ww(d)(s)(F)(i)(l) and (dXs)(FXv); a2 C F R $ 412106(c)(l)
7 See 42tJ.S.C. $$ l395ww(d)(5XF)(iv) and (vii)-(xiii); 42 c F R $ 412 106(d)'
8 See 42u.5.C. $ 139sww(d)(s)(F)(vi).
t 

lEmphasis added. ¡
ro 42 c.F.R. $ 4 r 2.10ó(bX2)-(3)
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The statute,42 U.S.C. $ t395ww(dX5)(Ð(vÐ(tÐ, defines the Medicaid fraction as:

the f¡action (expressed as a percentage), the mrmerator of which is
the number of the hospital's patient days for such period which
consist of patients who (for such days) were eligible for medical -
assistance under a State plan approved under sùbchapter XIX [the
Medicaid program], but who wete not entítled to benefits under
part A of this subchapter, and the denominator of which is the total
number of the hospital's patient days for such period.ll

The Medicare cont¡actor determines the number of the hospital's patient days of service for
which patients were eligible for Medicaicl brìt not entilled to Medicare Part A, an<l <livi<les that

number by the total number of patient days in the same period.12

Medicare Advantaqe Proqram

The Medicare program permits its beneficiaries to receive services from managed ca¡e entities.

The managed care statute implementing payments to health maintenance organizations
("HMOs") and competitive medical plans ("CMPs") is found at 42 U.S.C. $ l395mm. The

staftÍe at 42 U. S.C. $ 1395mm(a)(5) provides for "payrnent to the eligible organization under

this section for individuals enrolled under this section with the organization and entitled to
benefits under part A of this subchapter and en¡olled under part B of this subchapter . ' ."
Inpatient hospital days for Medicare beneficiaries en¡olled ìn HMOs and CMPs prior to 1999 are

referrecl to as Me<lica¡e HMO patient.care days.

In the September 4, 1990 Federal Register, the Secretaryrs stated that:

Basecl nn the language of section 1886(dX5)(FXvi) ofthe Act [42
U.S.C. $ 139sww(d)(5)(F)(vi)1, which states that the

disproportionate share adjustment computation should include
"patients who were entitled to benefits under Part 4," we believe
it is appropriate to include the days associated with Medicare
patients who receive care at a qualified HMO. Prior to December
l, 1981, 'ù/e rllere not able to isolate the days ofcare associated

with Medica¡e patients in FIMOs, and therefore, were unable to
fold this number into the calculation lof the DSH adjustment].
However, as of December l, 1987, a field was ìncluded on the

Medicare Provider Analysis and Review (MEDPAR) file that
allows us to isolate those HMO days that were associated 'ffith
Medicare patients. Therefore, since that time we have been

I I (Emphasis added.)
i2 42 C.F.R. $ 412.106(bx4).
rl of Health and Hufiràf Sefvices.
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including HMO days in the SSVMedicare percentage [of the DSH
adjustment].la :

At that time Medicare Part A paid for HMO services and patients continued to be eligible for
Part A.15

With the creation of Medicare P art C in 7997 ,16 Medicare beneficiaries who opted for managed

care coverage under Medicare Part C were no longe¡ entitlèd to have payment made for their

care under Part A. Consistent with the statutory change, CMS did not include Medicare Part C

days in the SSI ratios used by the Medicare contractors to calculate DSH payments for the fiscal

year 2001-2004.17

No firther guidance regarding the treatment ofPart C days in the DSH calculation was provided

until the 2004 Inpatient Prospective Payment System ("IPPS") proposed rules were published in
the Federal Registe¡. In that notice the Secretary stated that:

. . . once a beneficiary has elected to join an M+C plan, that

beneficiary's benefits are no longer administered under Part A
. . . . once a beneficiary elects Medíccíre Part C, those patient days

atlributable to the benertciary should not be included in the

Medicare fraction ofthe DSH patient percentage. These patient
days should be íncluded in the count of total patient days ì'n the

Medicaid fraction (the denominator), and the pltient's days for
the M+C b.eneficíary who is also eligible for Medicaid wottld be

. included in the numerator of the Medicaidfraction . t8

1'he Secretary purportedly changed her position in the Federal fiscal year ("FFY") 2005 IPPS

final ru1e, by noting shc was "rcvising our regulations at [42 C.F.R.] $ a12.106(b)(2)(i) to

include the days associated with [Part C] beneficiaries in the Medica¡e f¡action of the DSH

calculation."le In response to a comment regarding this change, the Secretary explained that:

¡4 55 Fed. Reg. 35990, 39994 (Sept. 4,1990).
15 Id.
¡6 Th€ Medicare Part C program did not begin operating untìl January I,1999. See P.L. 105-33, 1997 }IP'20l5,
codified as 42IJ.S.C. g 1394w-21 Note (c) "Enrollment T¡ansition Rule.- An individual who is enrolled [in . .

Meáicarel on Decembàr 31 1998, with an eligible organization under . . - [42 U.S.C. l395mm] shall be considered

to be enrolled with that organization on January l, 1999, under.part C ofTitle XVIII . . ifthat organization as a

contract under that part for providing services on January l, 1999 . . ." This was also known as

Medicare+Choice. The Medicare Prescription Drug, Improvement and Modemization Act of2003 (Pub.L. 108-

173), enacted on Decembe¡ 8, 2003, ¡eplaced the Medicare+Choice program wjth the neu, Medicare Advantage

program under Part C of Title XVIIL
r7 69 Fed. Reg. 48918,49099 (Aug. I1, 2004)
18 68 Fed. Reg. 27154,27208 (May 19,2003) (emphasis added)
!e 69 Fed. Reg. at 49099.
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. . . We do agree that once Medicare beneficiaries elect

Medicare Part C coverage, they are sfill, in some sense,

entitled to benefits under Medicare Part A. We agree with
the commenter that tlese days should be included in the

Medicare fraction of the DSH calculation. Therefore, we are

not adopting as final our proposal stated ìn the May 19, 2003

proposed rule to inciude the days associated with M+C
beneficíaries in the Medícaid frlction. Instead, we are
adopting a policy to include the patient dtys for M+C
beneficiaries in the Medicare fraction . . . . if the beneficiary
is also an SSI recipient, the patient days will be included in
the numerator of the Medicare fraction. We are revising our
regulations at $ 412.106(bx2)(i) to include the days

associated with M+C beneficiaries in the Medicare fraction
of the DSH calculation.2o

This statement would require inclusion of Medicare Part C inpatìent days in the Medicare
fraction of the DSH calculation.

Although the change in DSH policy regarding.42 C.F.R. $ 412.106(b)(2xi) was included in the

August 11, 2004 Fede¡al Register, no change to the regulatory language was published until
Aug:ttst 22,2007 when the FFY 2008 IPPS final rule was issued.2r In that publication the

Secretary noted that no regulatory change had in fact occùrred, and arnounced that she had made

"technical corrections" to the regulatory language consistent with the change adopted in the FFY
2005 IPPS final rule. These "technical corrections" are reflected at 42 C.F.R.

$$ 412.106(bX2)(i)(B) and (bX2XiiÐ(B)." As a result of these rulemakings, Part C days were

required to be includcd in the Medicare fraction as of October 1, 2004 (the "Part C DSH
policy"). Subsequently, as part of the FFY 20i 1 IPPS final rule published on August 15,2010'
CMS made a minor revision to'$$ 412.106(bX2XÐ(B) and (b)(2)(iii)(B) "to clarify" the Part C

DSH policy by replacing the word "or" with "including."23

zo,¡¿ (emphasis added).
2 t 72 F ed. P.eg. 47 130, 47 384 (Aug. 22, 2007)
22 '72Fed.Reg. at 474l I.

'z3 
75 Fed. Reg. 50042,50285-50286, 50414 (Aug. 16,2010) SeeLlso75Fed P.e+.23852,24006-24007 (May 4,

2010) (preamble to proposed rulemaking stating: "We are aware that there might be some confusion about our

policy to include MA days in the SSI lìaction. . . . ln order to further clariff our policy that patient days associated

Ìvith MA beneficiaries are to be included in the SSI fraction because they are still entitled to benefits r¡nder Medicare

Part A, we are proposing to replace the word 'or' with the word 'including' in $ 412.106(b)(2)(i)(B) and

$ 412.106(bx2xiiÐ (B)."); Allina Healthcare Servs. v. Sebelius,904 F. Supp. 2d 75 ,82 n 5,95 (201?), aff'd in part
and rev'd in part,746 F. 3d 1102 (D.C. Cir. 2014).
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The U.S. Circuit Court for the District of Columbia in I llína Heahhcare Services v. Sebelius

(Auina I),2a vacated both the FFY 2005 IPPS final rule adopting the Part c DSH policy and the

iubsequent regulations issued in the FFY 2008 IPPS final rule codifying the Part C DSH policy

adopted in FFy 2005 IPPS ru1e.25 However, the Secretary has^not acquiesced to that decision.

Moie recentl¡ in Altína Heatth semices v. Price ("AIIina II'),26 theD.C. Circuit confirmed that

the secretary's 2004 attempt to change the standard to include Part c days in the Medicare

fraction had been vacated in Allina 1.27 TheD.c. circuit further forcúild in Allina II ¡hat the

Secretary failed to provide proper notice and comment before including Part C days in the

Medicare fractions published for FY 2012.28 Once again, the Secretary has not acquiesced to

this decision.

Providers' Request for EJR

The Providers explain that "[b]ecause the Secretary has not acquiesced to the decision i¡ Allína

[IJ , the 2004 regllation requiring Part C days be included in the Part A/SSI fraction and removed

lrôm the Medicaid fraction remains in effect as set forth in 42 c.F.R. $$ 412.106(bX2)(i)(B) and

(bX2XiiÐ(B). (The'2004 Rule') The Board is bound by the2004 rule;'2e Accordingly, the

P¡oviders contend that the Board should grant their request for EJR.

The Providers assert that, pursuant to 42 U.S.C. $ 1395oo(f)(1), the Boald must grant EJR if it
lacks the authority to decide a question of "law, regulation or CMS Ruling" raised by a provider.

The providers maintain that the Board is bound by the regulation, there are not factual issues in

dispute and the Board does not have the legal authority to decide the issue. Further, the

Providers bclicve they have satisfied the jurisdictional requirements of the stahlte and the

regrrlations.

Decision of the Board

pursuantto 42U.5.C. $ 1395oo(Ð(1) andthefegulations at42 c.F.R.$ 405.i842(Ð(1) (2017),the

Board is required to grant an EJR request if it determines that: (i) the Board has jurisdiction to

conduct a hôaring on the specific matter at issue; and (ii) the Board lacks the authority to decide a

specifìc legal question relevant to the specific matter at issue because the legal question is a
challenge eitheito the constitutionality ofa provision ofa statute or to the substantive or procedural

validity of a regulation or CMS Ruling.

'z4 746F.3d 1 102 (D.C. Cir.2014).
25 '.,46 F.3d at I 106 n.3, I I I I (affirming portion of the district court decision vacating the FFY 2005 IPPS rule). See

also Àllina Health Servs. v. Sebelius,9o4 F. Supp.2d 75, 89 (D.D.C. 2012) ("The Court concludes that the

Secretary's inlerpretation ofthe fiactions in the DSH calculation, announced in 2004 and not added to the Code of

Federal i{egulatiàns until the summer of2007, was not a "logical outgrowth" ofthe 2003 NPRM.").

'?6 863 F.3d 937 (D.C. Cit.20t'7).
21 Id. at 943.

'z8 
ld. at 943-945.

2e Providers' EJR Request at 1.



Jurisdiction

The participants that comprise the group appeals within this EJR request have filed appeals

involving fiscal years 2012 and 2013..

For purposes of Board jurisdiction over a participant's appeals for cost report periods ending

prioi to necember 31, 2008, the participant may demonstrate dissatisfaction with the amount of
il4edicare reimbursement for the appealed issue by claiming the SSVPart C issue as a "self-

disallowed cost," pursuant to the Supreme Court's reasoning seT oú ìn Bethesda Hospital

Associatíon v. Bowen ("Bethesda").30 In that case, the Supreme Court concluded that a cost

report submitted in fulI compliance with the Secretary's rules and regulations, does not bar a

provider. fiom claiming dissatisfaction with tho amount of ¡eimbursement allowed by the

iegulations. Further, nò staflrte or regulation expressly mandated that a challenge to the validity

ofã regulation be submitted first to the Medica¡e Contractor where the contractor is without the

power to award reimbu¡sement.3l

On August 21, 2008, new regulations goveming the Board were effective.32 Among the new

regulations implemented in Federal Register notice was 42 C.F.R. $ a05.1835(a)(1)(ii) which

ref,uired for cost report periods ending on or after December 3 1, 2008, providers who we¡e self-

disallowing specifiõ items had to do so by following the procedures for filing a cost report under

pfotest. Thisìegulatory requirement was litigated in Banner Heart Hospital v. Burwell

i,,Banner,,).33 In Banner, the provider hled its cost_report in accordance with the applicable

outlier regulations ancl did not protest the additioiral outlier payment it was seekìng. The

provider'i request for EJR was denied because the Boa¡d founcl that it lacked jurisdiction ove¡

th" ir.n". The District Court concluded thar., ùrldel Bethesda, the 2008 self-disallowance

regllation could not be applied to appeals raising a legal challenge to a regulation or other policy

thãt the Medicare Contractor could not address.sa

The Secrctary did not appeal the decision in Banner and decided to apply the holding to certain

similar administative appeals. Effective April 23,2018, the CMS Administrator implemented

cMS Ruling cMS-1727-R which involves dissatisfaction with the Medicare contractol
determinatiõns for cost report periods ending on December 31, 2008 and which began before

January 1, 2016, Under this ruling, where the Board determines that the specific item under

appeal was subject to a regulation or payment policy that bound the Medìcare Contractor and left

if with no authority or discretion to make pa)¡rnent in the manner sought by the provìder on
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ro lOg S. Ct. 1255(1988). S¿e ø/so CMS RuÌing CMS- 1727-R (in self-disallowing an item, the provider submits a

cost report that coÀplie; with the Medicare pal.rnent policy for the item and then appeals the item to the Board. The

Medicåre ConÍacto;,s NPR would not include any disallowance for the item. The Provider effectively self-

disallowed the item.).
3t Bethesda,108 S. Ct. at 1258-59.
32 73 Fed. Reg. 30190, 30240 (May 23,2008).
31 201 F. Supp.3d l3l (D.D.c.2016).
ro Id. ar 142.
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appeal, the protest requirements of42 c.F.R. $ 405.1835(a)(1)(ii) were no longer applicable.

Hó*..*'"t, iprovider could elect to self-disallow a specific item deemed non-allowable by filing
the matter under protest.

The Board has determined that the panicipants involved with the instant EJR request ale

govemed by CMS Ruling CMS-1727-R. In addition, the participants' documentation shows that

the estimated amount in controvefsy exceeds $50,000, as required for a group appea1.35 The

appeals were tlmely filed. Based on the above, the Board finds that it has jurisdiction for the

aÈòve-captigned appeals and the underlying providers. The estimated amount in controversy is

subject to recalculation by the Medicare contractor for the actual final amount in each case.

Boartl's Aralysis Reearding the Appealcd Issue

The appeals in these EJR requests involve the 2012 and 2013 cost reporting pefiods. Thus, the

upp"uied cost reporting pe¡iods fall squarely within the time frame applicable to the Secretary's

Part C DSH policy being challenged which was adopted in the FFY 2005 IPPS final rule and

later codified at42 c.F.R. $$ 412.106(bX2)(i)(B) and (bx2xiiÐ(B) as part of the FFY 2008 IPPS

final rule (with a minor revision published in the FFY 201 1 IPPS final rule). The Board

recognizes that, for the tìme period at issue in these requests, the D.C. CircriT iî Allína l vacated

this iegulation. However, the Secretary has not formally acquiesced to thaf vacatur and, in this

regard, has not published any guidance onhow the yacatur is being implemented (e.g., only

circuit-wide versus nationwide).36 Moreover, the D.C. Circuit is the only circqit to date that has

vacated the regulation and, if the Board were to grant LJR, the Providcrs would þavc the right to

bring suit in cither the D.C. Circuit or the circuit within which they are located.3T Based on the

above, the Board must conclude that it is otherwise bound by the regulation for purposes of this

' EJR request.

Board's Decision Rcearding the EJR Reouest

The Board finds that:

1) It has jurisdiction over the matter for the subj ect years and thât the participants in these

group appeals are entitled to a hearing before the Board;

2) Based upon the participants' assertions regarding 42C-F.R. $$ 412.106(bX2XiXB) and

(bx2)(iiÐ(B), there are no findings of fact for resolution by the Board;

3) It is bound by the applicable existing Medicare law and regulation (42 C.F.R.

$ 40s.1867); and

1s See 42 C.F.R. $ 405.1837.
36 See generally Grant Mecl. Ctr. v. Burwell,204 F. Supp. 3ò 68,'/7 -82 (D.D.C. 2016), aff'd,87 5 F.3d 701 (D C.

Cir.2017).
31 See 42lJ.5.C. g l395oo(f)(1).
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4) It is v/ithout the authority to decide the legal question of whether 42 C.F.R.

$$ 412.106(bX2XÐ(B) and (bX2XiiiXB) (201 1) codifying the Medicare Part C DSH
policy adopted in the FFY 2005 IPPS final rule are valid.

Accordingly, the Board finds that the questìon of the validity of 42 C.F.R. $$ 412.106(bX2XÐ(B)
and (bX2XiiiXB) (2011) properly falls within the provisioirs of 42 U.S.C. $ 1395oo(f)(1) and

hereby grants the Providers' request for EJR for the issue and the subject years. The

Providers have 60 days from the receipt of this decision to institute the appropriate àction fo¡
judicial ¡eview. Since this is the only issue undet' dispute in these cases, the Board hereby closes

those cases.

Board Members Participating:

Clayton J. Nix, Esq.
Charlotte F. Benson, CPA
Gregory H. Ziegle¡ CPA, CPC-A
Robert A. Everts, Esq.
Susan A. Turner, Esq.

FORTHE BOARD

4/2/2019

X clayton l. trtix
Clâyton ,. Nix, Esq.

Chair
Signed by Clayton J. Nix -A

Enclosures: Schedules of Providers

cc: Bill Tisdale, Novitas (Electronic Maìl w/Schedules of Provicìers)

Juclith Cummings, CGS Adrninistrators (Electronic Mail rvlSchedules of Providers)
Wilson Leong, (Electronic Mail rv Scbeclules of Providels)
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#( 'Provider Reimbursement Review Board
1508 Woodlawn Dr¡ve, Suite 100
Balt¡more, MD 27207
470-746.2671,

Electronic Deliverv

James Ravindran

Quality Reimbursement Services, Inc.
150 N. Santa Anita Avenue
Suite 5704
Arcadia, CA 91006

RE: Expedited Judicial Review Determinalion for PRRB Case Numbers:
13-2995GC QRS HMA.2006 DSH Merlicare Managed Care Part C Days CTRP Group (2)
13-3075cC QRS HMA 2007 DSH Medicare Managed Care Part C Days CIRP Group (2)
13-2329CC QRS HMA 2008 DSH Medicare Managed Care Part C Days Group
l3:2325GC QRS HMA 2009 DSH Medicare Managed Care Part C Days CIRP Group
11-0792GC QRS HMA 2009 DSH SSI Medicare Part C Days Group
14-1071GC QRS HMA 2010 DSH Medicaid Fraction Medicare Managed Care Part C Days Grp
14-1O75GC QRS HMA 2010 DSH SSI Fraction Medicare Managed Care Part C Days Grp
15-I62LGC QRS HMA 201I DSH Medicaid Fraction Medicare Managed Care Part C Days Grp
l5-l619GC QRS HMA 2011 DSH SSI Fraction Medicare Managed Care Part C,Days Grp
15-0587GC QRS HMA 2012 DSH Medicaid Fraction Medicare Managed Care Part C Days Grp
15-0585CC QnS fffraa zotz DSH SSI Fraction Medicare Managed Cãre Part C Days Grp
l6-068lcc QRS HMA 2013 DSH Medicaid Fraction Medicare Managed Care Part C Days Grp
l6-0680cC QRS HMA 2013 DSH SSI Fraction Medicare Managed Care Part C Days Crp

Dear Mr. Ravindran

The Provider Reimbursement Review Board C'PRRB" or "Board") has reviewed the Providers'
March 8, 2019 request for expedited judicial review C'EJR') of the above referenced appeals.
The Board's jurisdictional determination and decision regarding the EJR request is set forth
below.

Issue in Dispute

The issue in these appeals is:

[W]hether Medicare Advantage Days ("Part C Days") should be
removed from the disproportionate share hospital adjustment
("DSH Adjustment") Medicare fraction and added to the Medicaid
Fraction.l

I Providers' EJR request at I



Part A of the Medica¡e Act covers "inpatient hospital services." Since 1983, the Medicare
program has paid most hospitals for the operating costs of inpatient hospital services under the
prospective pa).rnent system ("PPS").2 Under PPS, Medicare pays predetermined, standardized
amounts per discharge, subject to certain payment adjustments.3

The Medicare/SSI fraction is computed annually by the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid
Services (.'CMS'), and the Medicare contractors use CMS' calculation to compute a hospital's
DSH payment adjustment. I o

The PPS statute contains a number ofprovisions that adjust reimbursement based on hospital-
specific factors.a These cases involve the hospital-speci{ìc DSH adjustment, which requires the
Secretary to provide increased PPS payments to hospitals that serve a significantly
disproportionate number of low-income patients.5

A hospital may qualify for a DSH adjustment based on its disproportionate patient percentage
("Off '1.0 As a proxy for utilization by low-income patients, the DPP determines a hospital's
qualification as a DSH, and it also determines the amount of the DSH payment to a qualiflng
hospital.T The DPP is defined as the sum of two fractions expressed as percentages.8 Those two
fractions are referred to as the "Medicare/SSl" fraction and the "Medicaid" fraction. Both of
these fractions consider whetler a patient was "entitled to benefits under part A."

The statute, 42U.5.C. $ 1395ww(d)(5)(F)(vi)(f , defines the Medicare/SSl fraction as:

the fraction (expressed as a percentage), tlre numerator of which is
the number of such hospital's patient days for such period which
were made up of patients who (for such days)were entitled to
benefits under part A of this subchapter and were entitled to
supplemental security income benefits (excluding any State
supplementation) under subchapter XVI of this chapter, and the
denominator of which is the number of such hospital's patient days
fo¡ such fiscal year which were made up ofpatients who (for such
days) were entitled to benefits under part A of this subchapter . . . .

EJR Determination for PRRB Case Nos. 13-2995GC, et al.
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Statutory and Regulatorv Background: Medicare DSH Payment

2 See 42U.5.C. $ 1395ww(d)(l)-(5);42 C.F.R. Pafi 412.
) Id.
4 See 42IJ.S.C. g 1395ww(d)(5).
5 See 42U.5.C. $ 1395ww(d)(s)(F)(iXl); a2 c.F.R. $ 412.106.
6 see 42 U.5.C. gg l39sww(d)(s)(F)(i)(I) and (dX5XF)(v); 42 C.F.R. g al2.l06(c)(l).
7 See 42 U.S.C. gg I395ww(dX5X F)(iv) and (vii)-(xiii); 42 C.F.R. $ 412.106(d).
E See 42 U.S.C. $ I Jq5ww(dX5XFXvi).
e Emphasis added.
Io 42 C.F.R. g 412.106(bX2)-(3).
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The statute,42 U.S.C. $ 1395ww(d)(5)(F)(vi)Ql), defines the Medicaid fraction as:

the fraction (expressed as a percentage), the numerator of which is
the number of the hospital's patient days for such period which
consist ofpatients who (for such days) were eligible for medical
assistance under a State plan approved under subchapter XIX [the
Medicaid pro$am], but who were not entitled to benefiß under
part A ol this subchapter, and the denominator of which is the total
number of the hospital's patient days for such period.rr

The Medicare contractor determines the number of the hospital's patient days ofservice for
which patients were eligible fo¡ Medicaid but not entitled to Medicare Part A, and divides that
number by the total number of patient days in the same period.12

Medicare Advantage Program

The Medicare program permits its beneficiaries to receive services from managed care entities.
The managed care statute implementing payments to health maintenance organizations
("HMOs") and competitive medical plans ("CMPs") is found at42U.S.C. g 1395mm. The
staf.tte at.42 U.S.C. $ 1395mm(a)(5) provides for "pal,rnent to the eligible organization under
this section for individuals enrolled under this section with the organization and entitled to
benefits under part A of this subchapter and enrolled under part B of this subchapter . . ."
Inpatient hospital days for Medicare beneficia¡ies enrolled in HMOs and CMPs prior to 1999 are
referred to as Medicare HMO patient care days.

In the September 4, 1990 Federal Register, the Secretaryr3 stated that:

Based on the language ofsection 18 86(d)(5)(F)(vi) of the Act [42
U.S.C. $ 1395ww(d)(5)(F)(vi)1, which statcs that thc
disproportionatc sharc adjustmcnt computation shoul<1 inchrcle
"patients who were entitled to benefits uncler Part 4," we believe
it is appropriate to include the days associated with Medicare
patients who receive care at a qualified HMO. P¡ior to December
1, 1987, we were not able to isolate the days of care associated
with Medicare patients in HMOs, and therefore, were unable to
fold this nrmber into the calculation [of the DSH adjustment].
However, as of December 1 , 198'7 , a field was included on the
Medicare Provider Analysis and Review (MEDPAR) file that
allows r-rs to isolate those FIMO days that were associated with
Medicare patients. Therefore, since tlrat time we have been

Iì Emphasis added.
r2 42 C.F.R. ö 4r?,106(bX4).
¡3 of Health and Fluman Se¡vices.
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including HMO days in the SSVMedicare percentage [of the DSH
adjustment].ìo

At that time Medicare Part A paid for HMO services and patients continued to be eligible for
Part A.15

With the creation of Medicare Part C in 1997 ,t6 Medicare beneficiaries who opted for managed
care coverage under Medicare Part C were no longer entitled to have payment made for their
care under PaÍ A. Consistent with the statutory change, CMS did not include Medicare Part C
days in the SSI ratios used by the Mellicare contractors to calculate DSH payments for the fiscal
year 2001-2004.17

No further guidance regarding the treatment of Part C days in the DSH calculation was provided
until the 2004 hrpatient Prospective Payment System ("IPPS") proposed rules were published in
the Federal Register. In that notice the Secretary stated that:

[O]nce a beneficiary has elected to join an M+C plan, that
beneficiary's benefitS are no longer administered under Part A . . . .

once a beneficiary elects Medicare Part C, those patíenl days
attributable to the benertciary should not be included in the
Medicare fraction of the DSH pdtient percentage. These patient
days should be included in the count of total patient days in lhe
Medicaidfraction (the denominator),.and the patienl's days for the
MlC beneficiary who ß also eligiblefor Medicaid would be
included in the numerator of the Medicaidfraction . . . . tE

The Secretary pu{portedly changed her position in the Federal fiscal year ("FFY') 2005 IPPS
final rule, by noting she was "revising our regulations at [42 C.F.R.] $ a 12.106(b)(2)(i) to

include the days associated with [Paft C] bcncficiarics in thc Mcdicarc fraction of thc DSH
calculation."le In response to a ccìmment regarding this change, the Secretary explained thal;

ll/e do agree that once Medicare beneficiaries elect Medicare
Part C coverage, they are still, in some sense, entitled to
benefils tmder Medicare Part A, We agree with the

ro 55 Fed. Reg. 35990,39994 (Sept.4, 1990).
ts Id.
I6The Medica¡e Parl C program didnot begin operating until January 1,1999. See P.L. 105-33, 199?HR2015,
coclífiecl as 42U.5.C. $ 1394w-21 Note (c) "Enrollnrent Transition Rule.- An individual who is enrolled fin
Medicare] on Decembe¡ 3 I 1998, with an eligible organization under . . . [42 U.S.C. l395mm] shall be considered
to be enrolled with that organization on January l, 1999, under part C ofTitle XVIIL . ifthat organization as a
contract under that part for providing services on January I, 1999 . . . ." This was also known as

Medicare+Choice. The Medicare Prescription Drug, lmprovement and Modemization Act of2003 (Pub.L. 108-
173), enacted on December 8,2003, replaced the Medicare*Choice program with the new Medicare Advantage
program under Part C of Title XVIII.
r7 69 Fed. Reg.48918,49099 (Aug. 11,2004).
18 68 ¡€d. Reg.27154,27208 (May 19,2003) (emphasis added).
¡e 69 Fed. Reg. at 49099.
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commenter that these days should be included in the
Medicare fraction of the DSH calculation. Therefore, we are

not adopting as final our proposal stated in the May 19, 2003
proposed rule to include the days associated with M+C
beneficiaries in the Medicaidfraction. Instead, we are
adopting a policy to include the patient days for M+C
beneficiaries in the Medicarefraction. . . . if the beneficiary
is also an SSI recipient, the patient days will be included in
the numerator of the Medica¡e fraction. We are revising our
regulations at $ 412.106(b)(2)(i) to include the days
associated with M+C beneficiaries in the Medicare fraction
of the DSH calculation.20

This statement would require inclusion of Medicare Part C inpatient days in the Medicare
fraction of the DSH calculation.

Although the change in DSH policy regarding42 C.F.R. $ 412.106(bX2XÐ was included in the
August 11, 2004 Federal Register, no change to the regulatory language was published until
Augtst 22,2007 when the FFY 2008 IPPS final rule was issued.2r In that publication the
Secretary noted that no regulatory change had in fact occurred, and announced that she had made
"technical corrections" to the regulatory language consistent '"vith the change adopted in the FFY
2005 IPPS final rule. These "technical corrections" are reflected ât 42 C.F.R.

$$ 412.106(bX2)(i)(B) and (bX2XiiÐ(B)." As a result of these rulemakings, Part C days were
required to be included in the Medicare fraction as ofOctobe¡ 1, 2004 (the "Part C DSH
policy"). Subsequently, as part of the FFY 201 1 IPPS final rule published on Axgust 15,2010,
CMS made a minor revision to $$ 412.106(bX2XÐ(B) and (b)(2)(iii)(B) "to clarify" the Part C
DSH policy by replacing the word "or" with "including."23

The U.S. Circnit Court for the District of Cohrmbia tn Al.lina Health.care Sentices v. Sebelius
("Allina l'),24 vacated both the FFY 2005 IPPS final rule adopting the Part C DSH policy and the
subsequent regulations issued in the FFY 2008 IPPS final rule codifying the Part C DSH policy
adopted in FFY 2005 IPPS ru1e.25 However, the Secretary has not acquiesced to that decision.

20 1rl. lemphasis added.¡.
2t 72 Fed.. Reg. 41130, 41384 (Aug.22,2007).

" ld. at 4'1411.

'zr75 Fed. Reg.50042, 50285-50286,50414 (Aug. 16,2010). See qlso 75 Fed. Reg.23852,24006-24007 (May 4,
2010) (preamble to proposed rulemaking stating: "We are aware that fhere might be some conflrsion about our
policy to include MA days in the SSi fraction. . . . In order to further clarifo our policy that patient days associated
with MA beneficiaries are to be included in the SSI fraction because they are still entitled to benefits under Medicare
Part A, we are proposing to replace the word 'or' with the word 'including' in $ al2.106(b)(2)(i)(B) and

$ 412.106(bX2XiiÐ(B)."); Allitta Healthcare Servs. v. Sebelius,904 F. Supp, 2d,7 5,82 n.5,95 (2012), alf'd in pørt
and rev'cl ín part,7 46 F. 3d I 102 (D.C. Cir. 2014).
24 746 F.3d ll02 (D.c. cir. 20l4).
'1s 

Id, al 1106 n.3, 1 I I I (affirming portion of the district court decision vacating the FFY 2005 IPPS rule). See also
Allina Health Servs. v. Sebelius,904 F. Supp. 2d 75, 89 (D.D.C. 2012) ("The Court concludes that the Secretary's
interpretation ofthe f¡actions in the DSH calculation, announced in 2004 and not rddsd to the Code ofFcdoral
Regulations until the summer of2007, was not a "logical outgrowth" of the 2003 NPRM.').
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More recently, in Altina Health Services v. Price ("Allina If'),26 theD.C. Circuit confirmed that
the Secretary's 2004 attempt to change the standard to include Part C days in the Medicare
fraction had been vacated in Atlina 1.21 TheD.C. Circuit further fot¡nd in AIIína II that the
Secretary failed to provide proper notice and comment before including Part C days in the

Medicare fractions published for FY 2012.28 Once again, the Secretary has not acquiesced to
this deoision.

Providers' Request for EJR

The Providers explain that "[b]ecause the Secretary has not acquiesced to the decision in Allina

[IJ, the 2004 regllation requiring Part C days be included in the Paft A/SSI fraction and removed

from the Medicaid fraction remains in effect as set forth in 42 C.F.R. $$ 412.106(bX2)(i)(B) and

(bx2)(iiÐ(B). (The '2004 Rule') The Board is bound by the 2004 Rule."2e Accordingly, the

Providers contend that the Board should grant their request for EJR.

The Providers assert that, pusuant to 42 U.S.C. $ 1395oo(f)(1), the Board must grant EJR if it
lacks the authority to decide a question of "law, regulation or CMS Ruling" raised by a provider
The Providers maintain that the Board is bound by the regulation, there are not factual issues in
dispute and the Board does not have the legal authority to decide the issue. Further, the

Providers believe they have satisfied the juisdictional requirements of the statute and the
regulations.

Decision of the Board

Pursuant to 42 U.S.C. $ 1395oo(Ð(1) and the regulations at 42 C.F.R.$ 405.1842(Ð(l) (2017),
the Board iS required to grant an EJR request if it cletermines that: (i) the Roatd has juris<liction

to conduct a hearing on the specific matter at issue; and (ii) the Board lacks the authority to
decide a specific legal question relevant to the specific matter at issue because the legal question

is a challelge either to the collstltutionality ofa provision of a statute or to the substantive or
procedural validity of a regulatiort or CMS Ruling.

Improper Inclusion of Previously Dismßsed Providers on the Schedule of Providers

At the outset, the Board notes that the Schedule of Providers for Case Nos. 13-3075GC,
15-0585GC, and i 5-0587GC submitted by the P¡oviders' representative for this EJR request
each improperly include one or more Providers that the Board has either previously dismissed or
denied a tla¡sfer to a group appeal. Specifically, the Board denied the request to transfer the
Medicare Managed Care Part C days issue for Lower Keys Medical Center Provider 10-0150 for
FYE9130/2007, because the Provrder did not timely appeal the issue, thus this P¡ovider is not a

part of Case No. 13-3075GC.30 In addition, the Board denied the transfer requests to Case Nos.
15-0587GC and 15-0585GC for three Providers: Highlands Regional Medical Center Provider

26 863 F.3d 93't (D.c. cir.2or7).
27 Id. at 943.
28 Id. at 943-945.
2q EJR Rcqucat et l.
30 ,See Board correspondence regarding Case No. l3-0344 dated October 24, 2013.
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10-0049 for FYE 9/3012012,31 Brooksville Regional Hospital Provider 10-0071 for 9/33012012,32

and Wuesthoff Memorial Hospital Provider 10-0092 for FYE 9/301201233 and, thus, these three

Providers are not part of Case Nos. 15-0587GCand 15-0585GC. Accordingly, the above

Providers are not currenþ part of these cases and, as such, the Board can ¡ro, consider them as part
of this EJR reqnest for these cases (notwithstanding the Provider representative's improper attempt to
include these Providers on the relevant Schedule ofProviders). The Board will address the
Provider Representative's failure to comply with Board Rules under separate cover pursùant to
42 C.F.R. $ 405.1868.

Jurß diction.for the Group P ar lic ip ants

The paficipants that currently comprise the group appeals within this EJR request have fìled
appeals involving fiscal years 2006 through 2013.

For purposes of Board jurisdiction over a participant's appeals for cost report periods ending
prior to December 3 1, 2008, the participant may demonstrate dissatisfaction with the amount of
Medicare reimbursement for the appealed issue by claiming the SSVPart C issue as a "self-
disallowed cost," pursuant to the Supreme Court's reasoning set out in Bethesda Hospital
Association v. Bowen (" B ethesda").34 In that case, the Supreme Court concluded that a cost
report submitted in full compliance with the Sec¡etary's rules and regulations, does not bar a
provider from claiming dissatisfaction with the amount of reimbuisement allowed by the
regulations. Further, no statute or regulation expressly. mandated that a challenge to the validity
of a regulation be submitted first to the Medicare Contractoi where the contractor is without the
power to award reimbursement.35

On August 21, 2008, new regulations goveming the Board were effective.36 Among.the new
regulations implemented in Federal Register notice was 42 C.F.R. $ a05.1835(a)(1)(ii) which
required for cost report periods ending on or after December 31, 2008, providers who were self-
disallowing specific items had to do so by following the procedures for filing a cost report under
protest. This rcgulatory rcquircmcnt was litigated in Bartner'Heart Hospital v. But'well
(" B a.nney'').31 In Ba.nter, the provi<ler filed its cost report in accordance with the applicahle
outlier regulations and did not protest the additional outlier payment it was seeking. The
provider's request for EJR was denied because the Board found that it lacked jurisdiction over
the issue. The District Court concluded |hat, tnder Bethesda, lhe 2008 self-disallowance
regulation could not be applied to appeals raising a legal challenge to a regulation or other policy
that the Medicare Conhactor could not address.38

3r ,S¿e Board co¡respondence regarding Case No. l4-4059 dated May 14, 2015.
r2 .!¿e Board cor¡espondence regarding Case No. l4-4068 dated Novenber I 8, 2015,
ri .lee Board correspondence regarding Case No. 14-4194 dated July 9,2015.
34 l08 S. Ct. l255(1988).,SeeølsoCMSRulingCMS-1727-R(inselÊdisallowinganitem,theprovidersubmitsa
cost report that complies with the Medicare payment policy for the item and th€n appeals the-item to the Board, The
Medicare Contractor's NPR would not include any disallowance for the item. The provider effectively self-
disallowed the item.).
)s Bethescla,l0S S. Ct. at 1258-59.
36 73 Fed. Reg. 30190,30240 (May 23,2008).
3? 201 F. Srçp.3d 131 (D.D.C.2016)
38 Id. at 142.
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The Secretary did not appeal the decision in Banner and decided to apply the holding to certain
simila¡ administrative appeals. Effective April23,2018, the CMS Administrator implemented
CMS Ruling CMS-1727-R which involves dissatisfaction with the Medicare Contractor
determinations for cost report periods ending on December 3 1, 2008 and which began before
January 1, 20 i 6, Unde¡ this ruling, where the Board determines that the specifìc item under
appeal was subject to a regulation or payment policy that bound the Medicare Contractor and left
it with no authority or discretion to make pa;'rnent in the manner sought by the provider on

appeal, the protest requirements of42 C.F.R. $ a05.1835(a)(l)(ii) were no longer applicable.
However, a provider could elect to self-disallow a specific item deemed non-allowable by fìling
the matter under protest. -

For any participant that files an appeal from a ¡evised NPR issued after August 21, 2008, the

Board only has jurisdiction to hear that paÍicipant's appeal of matters that the Medicare
contractor specifically revised within the revised NPR.3e The Board notes that all participant
revised NPR appeals included within this EJR request were issued after August 21,2008.

A. Jurisdictional Determination On Certain Specific Individual Participants

At the outset, the Board notes that a Board finding ofjurisdiction is a prerequisite to any revlew
of an EJR request pursuant to 42 C.F.R. $ 405.1842 and the Board has the authority to request

"[a]ll ofthe information and documents found necessary by the Board for issuing a[n EJR]
decision,"a0 including documentation rèlating to jurisdiction. Similarly, the regulations
goveming group appeals specify that jurisdiction "may be raised at any time."ar

1. CaseNo. 13-2325GC: Participant 3 -S mmit Medical Center, ProviderNo.04-0018,
FYE 12/3112009

The Board fiuds that it does not have jurisdiction over Summit Medical Center because

the Provider did not irìclude a copy of its final dete¡mination in either: (a) the Schedule of
Providers; or (b) its Model Form D Request to Transfer to Case No. 13-2325GC. 42

C.F.R. $ 405.1835(bX3) requires that an appeal request include a copy of the final
determination being appealed. Board Rule 20 states that the Providers in a group appeal
must submit a Schedule ofProviders to the Board, and Board Rule 21 outlines what
should be included on the Schedule as well as the supporting jurisdiction documentation
that should be submitted. ln particular, Board Rule 2l.2.2 req:uires the Provide¡ to submit
the dated cover page(s) ofthe final determination being appealed, which Participant 3 did
not do. Without tlris document, the Board is not able to determine if the Provider is

3e See42C.F.R. !) 405.1889(bxl) (2008).
40 42 C.F.R. g a05.I 8a2(e)(2)(ii) (referencing to the decision in subsection (Ð which included a decision on both
jurisdiction and the EJR request).
4r 42 C.F.R. 405.1837(e)(2) $aies. "The Board ntay nalce jurisdictional jìndings under $ 405.1840 øt any tine,
including, but not limrted to, following a request by the providers for the jurisdictional findings. The providers may
request judsdictional findings by notifying the Board in v./Iiting that the group appeal is fully formed, or that the
providcrs bclicvc thcy havc satisficd all ofthc rcquircmcnts for a group appcal hcaring rcqucst, and thc Doard n]ay
proceed to make jurisdictional findings."
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properly appealing from an original or revised NPR,a2 and whefher lhe Provider's
individual appeal was timely filed. Accordingly, the Board dismisses Summit Medical
Center from Case No. t3-2325GC because it failed to provide the documentation
necessary to demonstrate its entitlement to appeal rights wder 42 C.F.R. $ 1835(a)(1).

2. Case Nos. 14-1075GC and !4-I077GC: Participant 30 - Davis Regional Medical Center
("Davis"), Provider No. 34-0144, FYE 9/30/2010

In both Case Nos. 14-1075GC and 14-1077 GC, Davis submitted an original Notice of
Program Reimbursement that does not have either a date or evidence ofreceipt. 42
C.F.R. $ 405.1835(a)(3) states that, "Unless the provider qualifies for a good cause

extension under $ 405.1836, the date ofreceipt by the Board of the provider's hearing
request is no later than 180 days after the dute of receipt by the provider of the ftnal
contractor or Secretary determinatíon."43 Without the date on the Provider's final
determination (or proof of receipt), the Board is not able to determine whether the

Provider timely filed its individual appeal request. Accordingly, the Board dismisses

Davis Regional Medical Cente¡ from both Case Nos. 14-107 5GC and 14-1077GC due to
the Providers' failure to establish their entitlement to appeal rights under 42 C.F.R.

$ aos.i83s(a)(1).

3. Case Nos. 15-0585GC and 15-0587GC: Various Providers

The Board finds that Participants 5, 8, and 9 (Chester Regional Medical Center,
Physrcians Regional Medical Center (St. Mary's) and Baptist Hospital of Cocke County)
did not timely file appeals based on the untimely issuance of an NPR in PRRB Case Nos.
15-0585GC and 15-0587GC by their designated Medicare administrative contractor

c'MAC').

42 C.F .R. $ a05 183 5(a)(3xiÐ (2014) governs appeals rights originating from the faihue
of the MAC to timely issue an NPR, as is the case with these three Providers. It states:

If the contractor determination is not issued (through no fault of the
provider) within 12 months of the date ofreceipt by the contractor of the
provider's perfected cost repoú or amended cost report (as specified in
ç 413.24(Ð of this chapter), no later than 180 days after îhe expiration of
the 1 2 month period.for issuance ol the contractor determination.a4

a2 In this regard, the Board notes that, if the Provids were appealiDg from a revised NPR, Boa¡d Rule 7.1.2.1
describes the additional documentation necessary to establish entitlement to appeal rights under 42 C,F.R.

$ 405.1835(a)(l) consisrent with 42 C.F.R. $ 405.1889.
Ár (Elrplasis adLlYtJ.)
aa (Emphasis added.)
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Importantly, there is zo five (5) day mailing presumption for appeals based on the

untimely issuance of an NPR.

The Board finds that it does not have jurisdiction over tliese three Providers' appeals of
rhe nonissuance oftheir NPR because, as shown in the above table, they did not timely
appeal from the non-issuance of their NPRS (i.e., they did not appeal the nonissuance
within 180 days of the 12 month period for issuance of the contractor determination).
Accordingly, the Board dismisses the Providers from Case Nos. 15-0585GC and

15-0587GC as it relates to their appeal from the non-issuance ofan NPR due to the

Providers' failure to establish thei¡ entitlement to appeal tha| non-issuance under 42

C.F.R. $ aOs.183s(a)(3)(ii) (2014).

The Board recognizes that Chester Regional Medical Center ("Chester") and Physicians
Regional Medical Center ("Physicians") did late¡ receive an NPR and that they ølso are

participating in Case Nos. 15-05 85GC and 15-05 87GC based on appeals of the original
NPR appeals. Accorclingly, Chester and Physicians will remain pending in both Case

Nos. 15-0585GC and 15-0587GC based on these origínal NPR appeals. Unlike Chester
aud Physicians, Baptist Hospital ofCocke County ("Baptist") did not file an appeal from
a separate final determination (i.e., óriginal NPR) and request transfer (or direct add) into
either Case Nos. 15-0585GC and 15-0587GC and, accordingly, Baptist is no longer
pending in either Case Nos. 15-0585GC and 15-0587GC

B. Jurisdictional Determination for Remainins Participants

With the exception of the participants described above, the Board has determined that the
remaining participants' appeals involved with the instant EJR Request are governed by
the decision in Bethesda and CMS Ruling CMS-1727-R and that the participant appeals

filed from a revised NPR have the appropriate adjustment to the Paft C days issue within
the revised NPR. In addition, the parlicipants' documentation shows that the estimated

amount in controversy exceeds $50,000, as required for a group appealas and that the
appeals were timely filed. The estimated amount in controversy is subject to
recalculation by the Medicare contractor for the actual final amount in each case.

Accordingly, the Board finds that it has jurisdiction for the referenced appeals and the
remaining participants.

Provider Name and No. FYE Date MAC
Received
Cost Report

Date for
Timely Filing

Date Appeal
Received

#of
Days

Chester Regional Medical
Center 142-0019)

9t3012012 2t27/2013 8/26t2014 8t27t2014 l8l

Physicians Regional
Medical Center (44-0120)

9130120t2 212812013 8/27/2014 8/28/2014 181

Baptist Hospital of Cocke
Countv (44-0153)

9t3012012 2/2812013 8/2712014 8/28/2011 l8r

45 See 42 C.F.R. ç 405.1837
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Board's Analysis Regarding the Appealed Issue

The appeals in these EJR requests involve the 2006 through 2013 cost reporting periods. Thus,
the appealed cost reporting periods fall squarely within the time frame applicable to the
Secretary's Part C DSH policy being challenged which was adopted in the FFY 2005 IPPS ftnal
rule and later codified at 42 C.F.R. $$ 412.106(bX2XiXB) and (bX2XiiÐ(B) as part of the FFY
2008 IPPS final rule (with a minor revision published in the FFY 201 1 IPPS final rule). The
Board recoþnizes that, for the time period at issue in these requests, the D.C. Circttit in Allina I
vacated this regulation. However, the Secretary has not formally acquiesced to that vacatur and,
in this regard, has not published any guidance onhow lhe vacatur is being implemented (e.g.,

only circuitwide versus nationwide).a6 Moreover, tlie D.C. Circuit is the only circuit to date that
has vacated the regulation and, if the Board were to grant EJR, the Providers would have the

right to bring suit in either the D.C. Ci¡cuit or the circuit within which they are located.aT Based

on the above, the Board must conclude that it is otherwise bound by the regulation for purposes

of this EJR request.

Board's Decision Resardinq the EJR Reauest

The Board finds that:

1) The Provider , Lower Keys 10-0150, is not part of the EJR request as it relates to
Case No. l3-3075GC and Highlands Regional 10-0049, Brooksville Regional
10-0071 and Wuestoff Memorial 10-0092 are not part of the EJR request as it
relates to Case Nos. 15-0585GC and 15-0587GC because the Board had previously
dismissed, in pertinent part, each provider and, accordingly, from that time on, each

provider was not in (and could no longer be a part of) the respective group appeal;

2) It also does not have jurisdiction to hear the appeals for: (a) Summit Medical Center
in Case No. I3-2325GC, (b) Davis Regional Medical Center in Case Nos.
14-1075GC and I4-1017GC, and (c) Chester Regional Medical Center, Physicians
Regional Medical Center, and Baptist Hospital of Cocke County in Case Nos.
15-0585GC and 15-0587GC as iI relates to the appeal for the nonissuance of an
NPR under 42 C.F.R. S 405.1835(a)(3)(¡¡) (2014); and, thus, these participants as it
relates to those appeals are dismissed from their respective group appealsas and
from this EJR Determination;

3) It has jurisdictron over the matter for the subject years and that the remaining
participants in these group appeals are entitled to a hearing before the Board;

4) Based upon the pafiicipants' assertions regarding 42 C.F.R. $$ 412.106(bX2XiXB)
and (b)(2)(iii)(B), there are no findings offact for resolution by the Board;

a6 See generally Grant Med. Ctr. v. Burwell,204 F. Supp. 3d 68,'1'7 -82 (D.D.C.2016), qff'd,875 F.3d 701 (D.C.
Cit.2017).
a1 See 42tJ.S.C. g 1395oo(f.¡(l).
a8 As previousl¡, discussed, Chester Regional Medical Center and Physicians Regional Medical Center remain
pending in both Case Nos. l5-0585GC and l5 0587GC based on the appeal oftheir original NPR.
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5) It is bound by the applicable existing Medicare law and regulation (42 C.F.R.

$ 405.1867); and

6) It is without the authority to decide the legal question of whether 42 C.F.R.

$$ 412.106(bX2)(iXB) and (bX2XiiiXB) (2011) codifying the Medicare Part C DSH
policy adopted in the FFY 2005 IPPS final rule are valid.

Accordingly, the Board finds that the question of the validity of 42 C.F.R. $S 412.106(bX2XÐ(B)
and (bX2XiiiXB) (2011) properly falls within the provisions of 42 U.S.C. $ i395oo(f)(1) and

hereby grants the participants' request for EJR for the issue and the subject years, except for the

participants noted above. The participants have 60 days from the receipt of this decision to

institute the appropriate action for judicial review. Since this is the only issue under dispute in
these cases, the Board hereby closes those cases.

Board Members Participatin g:

Clalon J. Nix, Esq.
Charlotte F. Benson, CPA
Gregory H. Ziegler, CPA, CPC-A
Robert A. Evarts, Esq.
Susan A. Turner, Esq.

For the Board:

4/4/2019

X clayton.,t. trtix

Clayton J. NiK Esq.

cha¡r
Signed by: Clayton J. Nix -A

Enclosures: Schedules ofProviders

Byron Lamprecht, WPS Govemment Health Administrators



DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH & HUMAN SERVICES{& Prov¡der Reimbursement Review Board
1508 woodlawn Diive, suite 100
Baltimore, l"4D 27207
4ro-746-2677

Electronic I)eliverv

James Ravindran President

Quality Reimbursement Servìces
150 N. Santa Anita Avenue
Suite 5704
Arcadia, CA 91006

R.E:, EJR Determination
l5-2388G QRS 2010 DSII Medicaid Fractiou Medicare Managed Care Pan C Days Gìoup lI
15-3032G QRS 201 I DSH SSI Fraction Medicare Managed Care Part C Days Gronp (2)

15-3038C QRS 201I DSH Medicaid Fraction Medicare Managed Care Parl C Days Group (2)

l6- I l43G QRS 2013 DSH SSI Fraciion Medicare Managed Care Part C Days Group

16-ll44G QRS 2013 DSH Medicaid Fraction Medicarc Managed Care Part C Days Croup
17-l4l0c QRS 2005 DSH Medicaid Fraction Medicale Managed Care Part C Days Grortp

17-l4lIG QRS 2005 DSH SSI Fraction Medicare Managed Care Part C Days Group

Dear Mr. Ravindran

The Provider Reimbursement Review Board (Board) has reviewed the Providers' Febnrary 1,

2019 request for cxpcditcd judicial ¡eview (EJR),r as well as the Providers' March 14,2019
responsê to the Board's February 28, 2019 letter requesting additional info¡mation required to act

upon the EJR submjssion. ln its February 28th letter, the Board requested that the Providers

clearly identify the legal authority they were challenging and how it is binding on the Board,

making IjJIl appropriate. Thc Board's determination regarding both jurisdiction EJR is set forth
below.

Issue in I)ispute:

The issue in these appeals is:

[W]hether Medicare Advantage Days ("Part C Days") should be

removed from the disproportionate share hospital adjustment
("DSH Adjustment") Medicare Fraction and added to the Medicaid
Fraction consistent with the decision of the United States Couf of

¡ This determination is one ofseveral that will be issued in response to the four EJR requests that \Mçre filed on

February l, 2019 and March 14,2019, involving 28 cases.and approximately 680 individual Provider jurisdictional
determinations. Case nunrber 09-0993G, QRS 2006 DSH Exclusion ofPart C days from the Denominator ofthe
Medicare Percentag€ rvas included in this EJR request, The Board rr¡ill ¡espond to 09-0993G's EJR reqnest under
separate cover.
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Appeals for the District of Columbia in I llina Health Services v.

Sebelius, 7 46 F.3d I 1 02 (D.C. Cir. 2014).2

Statutory and Requlatorv Background: Medicare DSH Payment

Part A ofthe Medicare Act covers "inpatient hospital services." Since 1983, the Medicare
program has pai<i most hospitals for the operating costs ofinpatient hospital services under the
prospective pa¡nnent system ("PPS').3 Under PPS, Medicare pays predetermined, standardized
amounts per discharge, subject to certain payment adjustments.4

The PPS statute contains a number ofprovisions that adjust reimbursement based on hospital-
specifìc factors.5 These cases involve the hospitat-specific DSH adjustment, which requires the
Secretary to provide increased PPS payments to hospitals that serve a signif,rcantly
disproportionato number of lowincome pritients.6

A hospital may qualify fo¡ a DSH adjustment based on its disproportionate patient percentage
("Off'1.t As a proxy for utilization by low-income patients, the DPP determines a hospital's
qualification as a DSH, and it also determines the amount of the DSH payment to a qualifying
hospital.8 The DPP is defined as the sum of two fractions expressed as percentaþes.e Those two
Aactions are refer¡ed to as the "Medicare/SSl" f¡action and the "Medicaid" liaction. Both of
these fractions consjder whether a patient was "entitled to benefits unde¡ part 4."

The statute,42 U.S.C. g 1395ww(d)(5)(F)(vi)(I), defines the Medicare/SSl fraction as:

the fraction (expressed as a percentage), tlie numerator of which is
the number of such hospital's patient dãys for such period which
were made up of patients who (for such days) were entitled to
benefits under part ,4 of t}..is subchapter and were entitled to
supplemental security income benefits (excluding any State
supplementation) under subchapter XVI of this chapter, and the
denominator of which is the number of such hospital's patient days
for such fiscal year which were made up of patients who (for such
days) were entitled to benefits under part A of Tliis subchapter . . . .

2 Providers' EJR request at I .

) See 42V.5.C. g l395ww(d)(l)-(5);42 C.l:.R. Part 412.
4ld.
5 See 42U.5.C. $ l395ww(d)(s).
6 See 42U.5.C. $ l39sww(d)(s)(F)(i)(l); a2 c.F.R. $ 412.106.
7 See 42rJ.S.C. $$ 139sww(d)(5)(FXiXI) and (dXsXF)(v); 42 C.F.R. $ al2.l06(c)(l).
E See 42v.5.c. $$ 1395ww(dx5xF)(iv) and (vii)-(xiii); 42 c.F.R. $ 412.106(d).
e ,J¿e 42 U.S.C. g t 39sww(dX5XFXvi).
ro (Emphasie added.)
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The Medicare/ssl fraction ís computed annually by the centers for Medicare & Medicaid

Services C'CMS'), and the Medicare contractors use CMS' calculation to compute a hospital's

DSH payment adjustment.r I

The statute,42 U.S.C. $ t395ww(d)(5)@(vÐ(ID, defines the Medicaid fraction as:

the f¡action (expressed as a percentage), the numerator of which is
the number ofthe hospital's patient days for such period which
consist ofpatients who (for súch days) were eligible for medical
assistance under a State plan approved under subchapter XIX [the
Medicaid program], but who werc not entitled to benefits under

pqrt A of thís subchapter, and the denominator of which is the total

numbe¡ ofthe hospital's patìent days for such period.r2

The Medicare conÍactor determines the number ofthe hospital's patient days of service for
which patients were eligible for Medicaid but not entitled to Medicare Part A, and divides that

numbei by the total number of patient days in the same period'13

Medicare Advantage P¡ogram

The Medicare program permits its beneficiaries to receive services from managed care entities.

The managed care statute implementing payments to health maintenance organizations
("HMOs") and competitive medical plans ("CMPs') is found at42U S.C $ 1395mm The

stafire at 42 u.s.C. $ 1395mm(a)(5) provides for "pa)'ment to the eligible organization under

this section for individuals enrolled under this section with the organization and entitled to

benefits under part A of this subchapter and enrolled under part B of this subchapter . . ."

Inpatient hospital clays for Medicare beneficiaries cnrolled in HMOs and CMPs prior to 1999 are

referred to as Medicare HMO patient care days.

ln the September 4, 1990 Federal Register, the Secretaryra stated that:

Based on the language ofsection 1886(dX5XFXvi) ofthe Act [42
U.S.C. $ 139sww(d)(s)(F)(vi)1, which states that the

disproportionate share adjustment computation should include
"patients who were entitled to benefits under Part 4," we believe
it is appropdate to include the days associated with Medicare
patients who receive care àI a qualified HMO' Prior to December

t, 1987, we were not able to isolate the days ofcare associated

with Medicare patients in FIMOs, and therefore, we¡e unable to
. fold this number into the calculation [of the DSH adjustment].

Howevet, as of December 1, 1987 , a field was included on the

¡r 42 C.F.R. $ 4 r2.106(bX2)-(3).
r'z (Emphasis added.)
r3 4? C.F.R. $ 412.106(bx4).
ra of Health and Human Services
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Medicare Provider Analysis and Review (MEDPAR) file that
allows us to isolate those FIMO days that were associated with
Medicare patients. Therefore, since that time we have been
including HMO days in the SSVMedicare percentage [of the DSH
adjustnrent].r5

At that time Medica¡e Part A paid for HMO services and patients continued to be eligible for
Part A. l6

With the creation of Medicare Part C in 1997,t1 Medicare beneficiaries who opted for managed
care coverage under lrledicare Part C were no longer entitled to have payment made for their
care under Part A. Consistent with the statutory change, CMS did not include Medicare Part C
days in the SSI ratios used by the Medicare contractors to calculate DSH payments for the fiscal
year 2001-2004. r8

No further guidance regarding the treatrnont of Part C days in the DSH calculation was provided
until the 2004 Inpatient Prospective Payment System ("IPPS") proposed rules were published in
the Federal Register. In that notice the Secretary stated that:

. . . once a benefìciary has elected to join an M+C plan, that
beneficiary's benefits are no longer administered under Part A
. . . . once a beneficiary elects Medicare Pat't C, those patient days
attributable to the benertciary should not be íncluded in Íhe
Medicare frac.tion of the DSH patient percentage. These yttient
days should be included in the count of total patient days in the
Medicaíd fraction (the denominator), and the patient's days for
the M+C beneJiciary who is abo eligible Jòr Medicaid would be
inch¿ded in the numerator of the Medicaid fraction . . . .te

The Secretary purportedly changed her position in the Federal fiscal year ("FFY") 2005 IPPS
final rule, by noting she was "revising our regulations at [42 C.F.R.] $ a 12.106(b)(2)(i) to
include the dayS associated with [Part C] benehciaries in the Medicare fraction of the DSH
calculation."2O ln response to a comment regarding this change, the Secretary explained that:

r5 55 Fed. Reg. 35990,39994 (Sept: 4, 1990).
t6 ld.
I7 The Medicare PaÌ1 C program did not begin operating until Jafuary 1,1999. See P.L. 105-33, 1997 HR 2015,
codified as 42U.5.C. g 1394w-21 Note (c) "Erollment Tmnsition Rule.- An individual who is enrolled fin
Medicarel on Decembe¡ 3 I 1998, with an eligible organization under . . . [42 U.S.C. l395mm] shall be considered
to be enrolled with that organization on January l, 1999, under part C ol'l'itle XVlll . . il that organizatjon as a

contract under that part for providing services on Janua¡y I,1999 . . . ." This was also known as

Medicare+Choice. The Medicare P¡escription Drug, Improvement and Modemization Act of2003 (Pub.L. 108-
173), enacted on December 8,2003, repÌaced the Medicare+Choice program with the new Medicare Advantage
plogram under Part C of Title XVIIL
r8 69 Fed. Reg. 4891 8, a9099 (ALrg. 11,,2004).
It (i8 Fed. Reg. 2'1 154, 27 208 (May 19, 2003) (emphasis added).

'?o 69 Fed. Rcg ai 49099.
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. . . ll'e do agree that once Medicare beneficiaries elect
Medicare Part C coverage, they are still, in some sense,

entitled to beneJits under Medicare Part A, We agree with
the commenter that theie days should be included in the
Medicare fraction of the DSH calculation. Therefore, we are

not adopting as final our proposal stated in the May 19, 2003

proposed rule to include the days üssociated with M+C
beneficiaries in the Medì.caid fractíon. Inslead, we are
adopting a policy to include the patient days for M+C
beneficiaries in the Medicare fractíon. . . . if tåe beneficiary
is also an SSI recipient, the patient days will be included in
the nùmerator of the Medicare fraótion. We are revising our
regulations at $ a12.106(b)(2)(i) to include the days
associated v/ith M+C beneficiaries in the Medicare fraction
of the DSH calculation.2l

This statement would require inclusion of Medicare Part c inpatient days in the Medicare

fraction of the DSH calculation.

Although the change in DSFI policy r egarding 42 C.F.R. $ 412.106(bX2XÐ was included in the

August 11, 2004 Federal Register, no change to the regulatory language 
"vas 

published until
August 22, 2007 when the FFY 2008 IPPS final rule was issued.22 In that publication the

Secretary noted that no regulatory change had in fact occurred, and an¡ounced that she had made

"technical corrections" to the regulatory language consistent with the change adopted in the FFY
2005 IPPS final rule. These "technical cor¡octions" are reflected at42C.F.R.

$$ 412.106(bX2)(i)(B) and (bx2xiiÐ(B).'z3 As a result of these rulemakings, Part C days were

requirecì to be included in the Medicare fraction as of October 1,2004 (the "Part C DSH
poticy"). Subsequently, as part ofthe FFY 2011 IPPS final rule publìshed on August 15, 2010'
CMS made a minor revision to $$ 412.106(bX2XÐ(B) and (bX2XiiiXB) "to clarify" the Part C

DSH policy by replacing the word "or" with "including."2a

The U.S. Circuit Court for the District of Columbia in Allina Healthcare Services v. Sebelius

(Allina I),2s vacated both the FFY 2005 IPPS final rule adopting the Part C DSH policy and the

subsequent regulations issued in the FFY 2008 IPPS final rule codifying the Part C DSH policy

'zr 1¿ (emphasis added).
22 72 Fed' Reg. 47130,47384 (Aug.22,2001).
13 '72Fed.Reg. at 47411.
24'7sFed. Reg.50042,50285-50286,50414 (Aug. 16,2010). See also'15 Fed. Reg. 2385?,24006-24007 (May 4,
2010) (preamble to proposed rulemaking slating: "We are aware that there might be some confusion about our
policy to include MA days in the SSI ftaction. . . . In order to further clarif' our policy that patient days associated

with MA beneficiaries are to be included in the SSI fiaction because they are still entitled to benefits under Medica¡e
Pa A, we are proposing to replaae the word 'o¡' \¡/ith the word 'including' in $   12.106(b)(2)(i)(B) and

$ 412.106(bX2Xiii)(B)."); Allina Heølthcare Servs. v. S.ebeltus,904 F. Supp. 2d 75,82 n.5,95 (2012), aff'd in part
un¿l rcv'¿l in pdyt,74ó F. 3d I102 (D.C. Cir. 2014).
2s 746 F.3ð, 1102 (D.C. Ci¡. 2014).
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adopted in FFY 2005 IPPS ru1e.26 However, thê Secretary has not acquiesced to that decision.
More recently, ìn lllína Health Services v. Price ("Altina II'),27 theD.C. Circuit confirmed that
the Secretary's 2004 attempt to change the standard to include Palt C days in the Medicare
f¡action had been vacated in Atlina L28 The D.C. Circuit further found tn Altina II ¡hat ¡Jte

Secretary failed to provide proper notice and comment before including Part C days in the
Medicare fractions published for FY 2012.2e Once again, the Secretary has not acqniesced to
this decision.

Providers' Request for EJR

The Providers explain that "[b]ecause the Secretary has not acquiesced to the decision in Allina
[I] , the 2004 regtlation requiring Parl C days be included in the Part A./SSI fraction and removed
from the Me<licaid fraction remains in effect as set forth in 42 C.F.R. $$ 412.106(b)(2)(i)(B) and
(bX2XiiÐ(B). (The '2004 Rule') The Board is bound by the 2004 ru1e."10 Accordingly, the
Providers contend that the Board should.grant theil request for EJR.

The Providers assert that, pursuant to 42U.5.C. $ 1395oo(f)(1), the Board must grant EJR if it
lacks the authorily to decide a question of "law, regulation or CMS Ruling" raised by a provider
The Providers maintain that the Board is bound by the regulation, there are not factual issues in
dispute and the Board does not have the legal authority to decide the issue. Further, the
Providers believe they have satisfied the jurisdictional requirements of the statute and the
regulations.

Decision of the Board

Pursuant to 42 U.5.C. $ 1395oo(f)(1) and the regulations at 42 C.F.R.$ 405.1842(Ð(1) (2017), the
Board is required to grant an EJR request if it determines that: (i) the Boãrd has jurisdiction to
conduct a hearing on the specrfic matteÌ at issue; and (ii) the Board lacks the authority to decide a

specific legal question relevant to the specific matter at issue because the legal question is a

challenge either to the constitutionality ofa provision ofa statute or to the substantive or procedural
validity of a regulation or CMS Ruling.

Jurisdiction

The participarrts that comprise the group appeals within this EJR request have filed appeals
involving fiscal years 2005, 20 10, 201 1 and 20 13.

26746F.3dat t-106n.3, 1l1l (affirming portion ofthe district court decision vacating the !'l.Y 2005 IPPS rule). See
also Àllina Health Sents. v. Sebelius,904 F. Supp. 2d75,89 (D.D.C.2012) ("The Court concludes that the
Sacretary's interpretation oflhe fractjons in the DSH calculation, announced in 2004 and not added to tbe Code of
Federal Regulations until the sunüner of2007, was not a "logical outgrowth" ofthe 2003 NPRM.").
'7 8$F.3d937 (D.C. Cir.2017).
28 Id. at 943.

'ze 
ld. at 94J-945.

30 Provide¡s' EJR Request at J.
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For purposes of Board jurisdiction ove¡ a participant's appeals for cost report periods ending
prior to December 31, 2008, the participant may demonstrate dissatisfaction with the amount of
Medicare reimbursement for the appealed issue by claiming the SSVPart C issue as a "self-
disallowed cost," pursuant to the Supreme Court's reasonin g set o\T in Bethesda Hospital
Association v. Bowen (" B ethesda").3 | In that case, the Supreme Court concluded that a cost
rcport submitted in full compliancc with thc Sccretary's rules and regulations, does not bâr a

provider from claiming dissatisfaction with the amount of reimbursement allowed by the
regulations. Further, no statute or regulation expressly mandated that a challenge to the validity
of a regulation be submitted first to the Medicare Contraitor where the conÍactor is without the
power to award reimbursement.32

On August 21, 2008, new regulations governing the Board were effective.33 Among the new
regulations implemented in Federal Register notice was 42 C.F.R. $ 405.183 5(a)(1)(ii) which
required for cost report periods ending on or after December 3 1, 2008, providers who were self-
disallowing specilìc items had to do so by following the procedures for filing a cost report under
protest. This regulatory requirement was litigated in Banner Heart Hospital v. Burwell
("Banner").34 ln Banner, the provider filed its cost report in accordance with the applicable
outlier regulations and did not protest tåe additional outlier payment it was seeking. The
provider's request for EJR was denied because the Board found that it lacked jurisdiction over
the issue. The District Court concluded that, tnder Bethesda, ¡he 2008 self-disallowance
regulation could not be applied to appeals raising a legal challenge to a regulation or other policy
that the Medicare Cont¡actor could not address.35 :

The Secretary did not appeal the decision in Banner and decided to apply the holding to certain
similar administrative appeals. Effective April 23,2018, the CMS Administrator implemented
CMS Ruling CMS-1727-R whrch involves dissatisfaction with the Medicare Contractor
determinations for cost reporl periods ending on Deoembff 31, 2008 and which began before
January 1,2016, Under this ruling, where the Board determines that the specifrc item under
appeal was subject to a regulation or payment policy that bound the Medicare Contractor and ìeft
it with no authority or discretion to make payment in the manner sought by the provider on
appeal, the protest requirements of 42 C.F.R. $ 405. 183 5(a)( 1)(ii) were no longer applicable.
Flowever, a provider could elect to self-disallow a specific item deemed non-allowable by filing
the matter under protest.

The Board has dete¡mined that the participants involved with the instant EJR request are
govemed by the decision ìn Bethesda a¡d CMS Ruling CMS-1727-R. In addition, the
participants' documentation shows that the estimated amount in controversy exceeds $.50,000, as

3r l08 S. Ct. 1255 (1988), See ølso CMS Ruling CMS-1727-R (in self-disallowing an item, the provider submits a
cost report that complies with the Medicare payment policy for the item and then appeals the item to the Board. The
Medica¡e Contractor's NPR would not include any disallowance for the item. The provider effectively self-
disa llowed the rtem.).
12 Bethesda, 108 S. Ct. ar 1258-59.
i3 73 Fed. Reg. 30190,30240 (May 23,2008).
ra 201 r. Supp.3d 131 (D.D.C.2016).
)5 Id. at 142.
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required for a group appeal.36 The appeals were timely filed..Based on the ao-ove, the Board finds
ttrat it hasjurisdiction for the above-captioned appeals and the underlying providers. The
estimated amount in controversy is subject to recalculation by the Medicare cont¡actor for the
actual final amount in each case.

Board's Analysis Regardine the Appealed Issue

TheappealsintìreseEJRrequestsinvolvethe2005,2010,2|Iland2013costreportingperiods.
Thus, the appealed cost reporting periods fall squarely within the time frame applicable to the
Secretary's Part C DSH policy being challenged which was adopted in the FFY 2005 IPPS final
rule and later codtfied at 42 C.F.R. $$ 412.106(b){2)(i)(B) and (b)(2)(iii)(B) as part of the.FFY
2008 IPPS final rule (with a minor revision published in the FFY 2011 IPPS final rule). The
Board recognizes that, for the time period at issr¡e in tåese reqùests, the D.C. Circ,¿it in Allina I
vacated this regulation. However, the Secretary has not formally acquiesced to that vacatur nd,
in this regard, has not published any guidance onltow ihe vacatør ìs being implemented (e.g.,
only circuit-wide versus nationwide).37 Moreove¡ the D.C. Circuit is the only circuit to date that
has vacated the regulation and, if the Board were to grant EJR, the Providers would have the
right to bring suit in either the D.C. Circuit or the circuit within which they are located.38 Based
on the above, the Board must conclude that it is otherwise bound by the regulation for purposes
of this EJR request.

Board's Decision Regardins the EJR Request

The Board.finds that:

1) It has jurisdiction over the matter for the subject years and that the participants in these
group appeals are entitled to a hearing before the Board;

2) Based upon the participants' assertions regarding 42 C.F.R. $5 412.106(bX2XiXB) and
(bX2XiiÐ(B), there are no findings offact for resolution by the Board;

3) It is bound by the applicable existing Medicare law and regulation (42 C.F.R.
6 405.1867); and

4) It is without the authority to decide the legal question of whether 42 C.F.R.

$$ 412.106(bX2)(i)(B) and (bx2)(iiÐ(B) (2011) codifying the Medicare Part C DSH
policy adopted in the FFY 2005 IPPS final rule are valid.

Accordingly, the Board Ììnds that the question ol the validity of 42 C.F.R. {i|i 412.106(bX2XiXB)
and (b)(2)(iii)(B) (2011) properly falls withrn the provisions of 42 U.S.C. g 1395oo(f)(l) and
hereby grants the Providers' request for EJR for the issue and the subject years. The

36 See 42 C.F.R. $ 405.1837.
11 See generally Grant Med. Ctr. v. Burwetl, 204 F. Supp. 3d 68, 7'7 -82 (D.D.C.2016), aff'd,875 F.3d ?01 (D.C.
Ctr.'201'l).
3E .\e" 42l.t S C. 0 l -l95oo(0( l)
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providers have 60 days from the receipt of this decision to institute the appropriate action for
judicial review. Since this is the only issue under dispute in these cases, the Board hereby closes

the cases.

Board Members ParticiPatinq:

Clayon J. Nix, Esq.

Charlotte F. Benson, CPA
Gregory H. Ziegler, CPA, CPC-A
Robert A. Everts, Esq.

FORTHE BOARD:

4/8/2019

X Clayton.t. Nix

Clayton J, Nix, Esq.

Ch air
Signed by: Cìayton J. Nix -A

Enclosures: Schedules of Providers

cc: Pam VanArscìalc, NGS(Electronic Mail w/Scheclr'rles of Provitlers)

Wilson Leong, (Electrollic Mail rv/Schedúles of Providers)



DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH & HUMAN SERVICES

#( Prov¡der Reimbursement Rev¡ew Board
1508 Woodlawn Drive, Suite 100
Baltimore, MD 27207
4LO-786-2671

Electronic Deliverv

Stephanie Webster
.Akin Gump Strauss Hauer & Feld, LLP
1333 New Hampshire Avenue, NW
'Washington, DC 20036-1564

RE: EJR Determùmtion
Case No. 13-0951GC - Sanford Health system 2010 SSI Part C CIRP Group

Dear Ms. Webster:

The Provider Reimbursement Review Board ('PRRB" or "Board") has reviewed the Providers'
March 14, 20 19 request for expedited judicial review (.'EJR') of the above-¡eferenced appeal.
The Board'sjurisdictional determination and decision regarding the EJR request is set forth
below.

Issue in Dispute

The issue in this appeal is:

[W]hether "en¡ollees in Part C are'elltitled to benefits' under Part
A, such that they should be counted in the Medicare [Part $"/SS!
fraction, or whether, if not regarded as 'entitled to benefits under
Part A,' thêy should instead be included in the Medicaid fraction"
of thc DSH adjustmcnt.l

Statutorv antl Regulatorv Backgrountl: Medicare DSH Pavment

Part A of the Medicare Act covers "inpatient hospital services." Since 1983, the Medicare
program has paid most hospitals fo¡ the operating costs of inpatient hospital services under the
prospective pa)¡rnent system ("PPS").2 Under PPS, Medicare pgys predetermined, standardized
amounts per discharge, subject to certaìn pa)¡ment adjustments.3

The PPS statute contains a number ofprovisions that adjust reimbursement based on hospital-
specific facto¡s.a These cases involve the hospital-specific DSH adjustment, which requires the
Secretary to provide inc¡eased PPS payments to hospitals that serve a significantly
disproportìonate number of low-income pationts.5

¡ Providers' EJR request at 4.
2 See 42IJ.S.C. $ l395ww(d)(l)-(5); 42 C.F.R.Part4L2.
t Id.
a Sc¿ 42 U.g.C. $ l395ww(d)(5).
5 See 42tJ.S.C. $ l39sww(d)(s)(F)(i)(I); a2 c.F.R. $ 412.106.
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A hospital may Qualify for a DSH adjustment based on its disproportionate patient percentage
("nlp'1 0 As a proxy for utilization by low-income patients, the DPP determines a hospital's
qualification as a DSH, and it also determines the amount of the DSH payment to.a qualifying
hospital.T The DPP is definéd as the sum of two fractions expressed as percentagês.8 Those two
fractions are refened to as the "Medicare/SSl" f¡action and the "Medicaid" f¡action. Both of
these fractions consider whether a patient was "entitled to benefits under part 4.".

The statute,42 U.S.C. $ 1395ww(d)(5)(FXviXD, defines the Medicare/SSl fraction as:

the fraction (expressed as a percentage), the numerator of which is
tbe number of.such hospitai's patient days for such period which
were made up of patients who (for such days) were entitled to
benefits under part A of this subchapter and were entitled to
supplemental securily income benefits (excluding any State
supplementation) under subchapter XVI of this chapter, and the
denominato¡ of which is the numbe¡ ofsuch hospital's patient days
for such fiscal year whioh were made up ofpatients who (for such
days) were entilled to benefits under part A of this subchapter . . . .

The Medicare/SSl fraction is r:omputetl annually by the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid
Services ('CMS'), and the Medicare contractors use CMS' calculation to compute a hospital's
DSH payment adjustment. ro

The statute, 42 U.S.C. $ 1395ww(d)(5)(FX"Ð00, defines the Medicaid fraotion as;

the fracfion (expressed as a percentage), the numerator of which is
the number of the hospital's patient days for such period which
consist of patients who (for such days) wcrc cligiblc for medical
assistance under a State plan approved un<ler subchaptcr XIX [thc
Medicaid program], but who were not entitled to henertts under
part A of this subchapter, and the denominator of which is the total
number of the hospital's patient days for such period.rl

The Medicare contractor determines the number of the hospital's patient days of service for
which patients were eligible for Medicaid but not entitled to Medicare Part A, and divides that
number by the total number of patient days in the same period.12

6 See 42rJ.S.C. $$ l395ww(dX5XF)(i)(I) and (dXs)(F)(v);42 C.F.R. $ 412.t06(c)(l).
1 See 42ÍJ.s.C. $$ 139sww(dX5XF)(iv) and (vii)-(xiii); 42 C.F.R. $ 412.106(d).
8 See 421J.5.C. $ l39sww(d)(s)(F)(vi).
e Emphasis added.
ro42CFR 6 412. r 06(hx2)-(j),
rrEmphasis added.
t2 4'¿ C.þ.k. $ 4r2.lrJ6(b)(4).

( ':
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Medica¡e Advantage Program

The Medicare program permits its beneficia¡ies to receive services from managed care entities.
The managed care stahlte implementing payments to health maintenance organizations
("HMOs") and competitive medical plans ("CMPs") is found at 42 U.S.C. $ 1395mm. The
statùte af 42 U.S.C. $ 13 95mm(a)(5) provides for "pa)'rnent to the eligible organization under
this section for individuals en¡olled under this section with the organization and entitled to
benefits under part A of this subihapter and enrolled under part B of this subchapter . . ."
Inpatient hospital days for Medicare beneficiaries enrolled in HMOs and CMPs prior to 1999 are

referred to as Medicare HMO patient care days.

In the Septembe r 4, Igg|Federal Register, the Secretaryr3 stated that:

Based on the language ofsection 1886(dX5XF)(vi) of the Act [42
U.S.C. $ 1395ww(d)(5)(F)(vi)1, which states that the
disproportionate share adjustment computation should include
"patients who were entitled to benefits under Part 4," we believe
it is appropriate to include the days associated with Medicare
patients who receive care at a qualified HMO. Prior to December
l, 1987, we were not able to isolate the days ofcare associated
with Medicare patients in HMOs, and therefore, were unable to
fold this number into the calculation [of the DSH adjustment].
However, as of Decembe¡ l, 1987, a field was included on the
Medicare Provider Analysis and Review (MEDPAR) file that
allows us to isolate those HMO days that were associated with
Medicare patients. Theref'ore, since that time we have been
includirg HMO days in the SSVMedicare percentage [of the DSH
adjustmentl.r4

At that time Medicare Part A paid for HMO services and patients continued to be eligible fbr
Part A.r5

With the creation of Medicare Part C in 1997,ró Medicare beneficiaries who opted for managed
care coverage under Medicare Part C were no longer entitled to have pa¡'ment made for their
care unde¡ Part A. Consistent with the statutory change, CMS did not include Medicare Part C

rr of Health and Human Services.
r4 55 Fed. Reg.35990,39994 (Sept,4, 1990).
tt Id.
¡6 The Medicare Part C program did not begin operating until January 1,1999. See P.L. 105-33, 1997 HP.2015,
codified as 42 U.5.C. g 1394w-21 Note (c) "Enrollment Transition Rule.- An individual who is enrolled [in
Medicarel on December 3l 1998, v,'ith an eligible organization under. . . [42 U.S.C. l395mm] shall be considered
to be anrolled with that organization on January l, 1999, under part C ofTitle XVIIL . ifthat organization as a
contract under that part for providing services on January l, 1999 . . . ," This was also known as

Medicare+Choice . The Medicare Prescription Drug, Improvement and Modernization Act of2003 (Pub.L. 108-
173), enacted on Decembe¡ 8,2003, replaced thê lvfedicâle+Chôice program with the new Nledicare Advantage
prograni under Part Ç of Title XVlll.
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days in the SSI ratios used by the Medicare conhacto.rs to calculate DSH pal.rnents for the fiscal
year 2001-2004.n

No further guiclance regarcling the treatment of Part C days in the DSH calculation was provided
until the 2004 Inpatient Prospective Payrnent System (.'IPPS') proposed rules were published in
the Federal Register. In that notice the Secretary stêted that:

. . . once a beneficiary has elected to join an M+C plan, that
beneficiary's benefits are no longer administered under Part
A. . - - once a beneficiary elects Medicare Part C, those. patient
days auributable to the beneficiary should not be included in the
Medicare fraction of the DSH patient percentage. These patient
days should be included in the count of total patient days in the
Medicaidfraction (the denominator), and.the patient's days .for
the M+C ben4iciaty who is also eligiblefor Medícaid would be
included in the numerator of the Medicaidfraction . . . . tB

The Secretary purportedly changed her position in the Federal fiscal year ("FFY') 2005 IPPS
final rule, by noting she was "revising our regulations at [42 C.F.R.] $ a 12.106(b)(2)(i) to
include the days associdted with [Part C] beneficiaries in the Medicare fraction of the DSH
calculation."le h response to a comment regarding this change, the Secretary explained that:

. . . We.do agree that once Medicare beneficiaries elect
Medicare Part C coverage, they are still,.in lome sen,se,

entitled Ío benelits .under Medicare Part A. We agree with
the commenter that these days should be included in the
Medicare fiâction ol the DSH calculation. Therefbre, we are
not adopting as final our proposal stated in îhe May 19, 2003
proposed rule to include the days associated with M+C
beneficiaries in the Medicaid fraction. Instead¡ we are
adopting a policy to include the patient days for M+C
beneficiaries in the Medicarefraction . . . . if the beneficiary
is also an SSI recipient, the patient days will be included in
the numerator of the Medicare fraction. We are.revising our
regulations at $ 412.106(b)(2)(i) to include the days
associated with M+C beneficiaries in the Medicare fraction
of the DSI{ calculation.20

This statement wonld require inciusion of Medicare Part C inpatient days in the Medicare
fraction of the DSH calculation.

17 69 Fed. Reg.48918,49099 (Aug. 11,
lE 68 Fed. Reg.2?154,27208 (May 19"

't 69 Fed. Reg- at 49099.
¡o 1d (emphasis äddëd).

2004).
2003) (emphasis added).
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Although the change in DSH policy regarding 42 C.F.R. $ 412. 106(bX2Xi) 
"vas 

included in the

August 11, 2004 Federal Register, no change to the regulatory language was published until
Attglst22,2007 when the FFY 2008 IPPS final rule was issued.2r In that publication the

Secretary noted that no regulatory change had in fact occurred, and amounced that she had made
"technical corrections" to the regulatory language consistent ìvith the change adopted in the FFY
2005 IPPS final rule. These "technical corrections" are reflected at 42 C.F.R.

$$ 412.106(bX2)(i)(B) and (bX2XiiÐ(B)." As a result of these rulemakings, Part C days were
required to be included in the Medicare fraction as of October 1,2004 (the "Pat-t C DSH
policy"). Subsequently, as part of the FFY 2011 IPPS final rule published on August 15,2010,
CMS made a minor revision to $$ 412.106(bX2XÐ(B) and (b)(2)(iii)(B) "to clarify" the Part C

DSH policy by replacing the word "or" with "including."23

The U.S. Circuit Court for the District of Columbia in Allina Healthcare Services v. Sebelius

Ç4tlina t),24 vacated both the FFY 2005 IPPS final rule adopting the Part C DSH policy and the

subsequent regulations issued in the FFY 2008 IPPS final rule codifying the Part C DSH polioy
adopted in FFY 2005 IPPS ru1e.25 However, the Secretary has not acquiesced to that decision.
More recently, in Allina Health Services v. Price (Atlina II),26 the D.C. Circuit confrrmed that the

Secretary's 2004 attempt to change the standard to include Part C days in the Medicare fraction
had been vacate d in Altina L27 The D.C. Circuit further fotnd in Allina II that the Secretary
failed to provide proper notice and comment before including Part C days in the Medìcare
fractions published for FY 2012.28 Once again, the Secretary has not acquiesced to this decision.

Providers' Request for EJR

The Providers essentially explain that because the Secretary has not acquiesced to the decrston rn
Allina I, the FY 2005 IPPS final rule requiring Part C days be included in the Part A/SSI fraction
and ler¡roved from the Medicaid fraction remains in effect as set forth in 42 C.F.R.

$$ 412.106(bX2XiXB) and (bX2XiiÐ(B) ("the 2004 Rule"). As the Board is otherwise bound by
the 2004 rule, the Providers contend that the Board should grant their request for EJR.

zt '12 Fed,. Reg. 47130, 47384 (Aug.22,2007).
22 Id. ai 47 4ll.
23 7 5 Fed.. Règ. 50042, 50285-50286,50414 (Aug. 16,2010). See also 75 Fed. Reg. 23852,24006-24007 (May 4,
2010) (preamble to proposed rulemaking stating: "We.are aware that there might be some confusion about orÌr
policy to include MA days in the SSI fraction. . . . In order to further clarif, our policy that patient days associated
with MA beneficiaries are to be included in the SSI fraction because they are still entitled to benefits under
Medica¡e Part A, we are proposing to replace the word 'or' with the word 'including' in $ 412.106(b)(2)(i)(B) and

$ 412.106(bX2Xiii)(B);'); Allina Healthcare Servs. t.5,95 (2012), aff'd in pørt and rev'd in part,746 F.3d ll02
(D.C. Cir.20la).

24 i46 F.3d I l02 (D.c. cir.2ot4).
25 Id. at 7106 n.3, I I t I (affirming portion of the djstrict court decision vacating the FFY 2005 IPPS rule). See also
Allina Heqlth Sens. v. Sebelius,904 F. Supp. 2d 75, 89 (D.D.C. 2012) ("The Court concludes that the Secretary's
iirterpretation of the f¡actions in the DSH calculation, announced in 2004 and not added to the Code of Federal
Regulations until the summer of 2007, was not a "logical outgroMh" of the 2003 NPRM.").
26 863 F.3d 937 (D .C' Cv. 2017).
17 Id. aT 943.

'?8 
Id. at 943-945.
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The Providers assert that, pursuant to 42 U.S.C. $ 1395oo(f)(1), the Board must grant EJR if it
lacks the authority to decide a question of "law, regulation or CMS Ruling" raised by a provider.
The Providers nraintain that the Board is bound by the regulation, there are not facfllal issues in
dispute and the Board does not have the legal authority to'decide the issue. Further, the
Providers believe they have satisfied the jurisdictional requirements of the statute and the
regulations.

Decision of the Board

Pursuant to 42 U.S.C. $ 1395oo(f)(1) and the regulations at 42 C.F.R.$ 405.1842(Ð(l ) (2017), the
Board is required to grant an EJR request if it determines that: (i) the Board has jurisdiction to
conduct a hearing on the specific matter at issue; and (ii) the Board lacks the authority to decide a

specific legâl question relevant to the specific matter at issue because the legal question is a

challenge either to the constitutionality ofa provision ofa statutc or to thc substantive or procedural
validity of a regulation or CMS Ruling.

Jurisdictio¡t

The participants that comprise the group appeals within this EJR request have filed appeals
involving fiscal year 201 0.

The Secretary updated the Board's regulations effective Augus T 21,2008.2e Among the new
regulations implemented in Federal Register notice was 42 C.F.R. $ 405.1835(a)(1)(ii). This
regulation required that, for cost report periods ending on or after December 31, 2008, providers
who were self-disallowing specific items had to do so by following the þrocedures for filing a
cost report under protest. This regulatory requirement was litigated in Banner Heart Hospítal v.

Burwell (" Banner").3o In Banner, the provider filed its cost report in accordance with the
app'licahle outlier regulations an<l di<l not protest the acl<litional outlier payment it was seeking.
The provicler's request for EJR was cìeniecl because the Boarcl for¡ncì that it lackecl jurisdiction
over the issue. The District Court concluded that, tnder Bethesda, the 2008 self-disallowance
regulation could not be applied to appeals raising a legal challenge to a regulation or other policy
that the Medicare Contractor could not address.3l

The Secretary did not appeal the decision in Banner and decided to apply the holding to certain
similar administrative appeals. Effective April 23, 201 8, the CMS Administratot implemented
CMS Ruling CMS-1727-R ('the Ruling") which involves dissatisfaction with Medicare
Contractor deteminations for cost reporting periods ending on or after December 31, 2008, but
begiming. beftrre January i, 2016. Under the Ruling, if the Bóard determines that the specifrc
item under appeal is subject to a regulation or payment policy that binds the Medicare Contractor
¿m<l leaves it with no authority or discretion to make payment in the manner sought by the

þrovider on appeal, the protest requirements of42 C.F,R. $ a05.1835(a)(1)(ii) are not appìicable.

2e 73 Fed. Reg. 30190,30240 (lr4ay 23,2008).
ro20r F. Supp.3d 131 (D.D.c.2016)
3t Id. ût 141.

f')
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However, a provider could elect to self-disallow a specific item deemed non-allowable by filing
the matter under protest.

Jur is dictional D eterminatio n _fo r P artic ipants

The Board has determined that the par-ticipants' appeals involved with the instant EJR Request
are governed by CMS Ruling CMS-1727-R. ln addition, the participants' documentation shows
that the participants have met the required amount in controversy for a hearing before the Board
and that the appeals were timely filed. The estimated amount in conhoversy is subject to
recalculation by the Medicare contractor for the actual final amount in each case. Accordingly,
the Board finds that it has jurisdiction to hear the above-captioned appeals for all group
participants.

Board's Anal:ts ís Resqldiryg tlk4þpçplÊll !Å!ve

The appeals in these EJR requests involve the 2010 cost reporting periods. Thus, the appealed
cost reporting periods fall squarely within the time frame applicable to the Secretary's Part C
DSH policy being challenged which was adopted in the FFY 2005 IPPS final rule and later
codified at 42 C.F.R. $ $ 412. 106(bX2)(i)(B) and (bX2XiiÐ(B) as part of the FY 2008 IPPS final
rule. The Board recognizes that, for the time period at issue in these requests, the D.C. Ci¡cuit in
Allina I vacated this regulation. 'However, the Secretary has not formally acquiesced to that
vacatur a:nd, in this regard, has not published any grridance on how the vacatur is being
implemented (e.g., only ci¡cuit-wide versus nationwide).32 Moreover, the D.C. Circuit is the
only circuit to date that has vacated the regul4tion and, if the Board were to grant EJR, the
Providers would have the right to bring suit in eìther the D.C. Circuit or the circuit within which
they are located.33 Based on the above, the Board must conclude that it is otherwise bound by
the regulation for purposes of this EJR request.

Board's Decision Regarding the EJR Request

The Board finds that:

1) It has jurisdiction over the matter for the subj ect year and that the participants in this
group appeal are entitled to a hearing before the Board;

2) Based úpon the participants' assertions regarding 42 C.F.R.'$$ a 12.106(b)(2)(i)(B) and
(bX2XiiÐ(B), there a¡e no findings offact for resolution by the Board;

3) It is bound by the applicable existing Medicare law and regulation (42 C.F.R.

$ 40s. I 867); and

32 See generally Grqnt Med. Ct. v. Burwell,204 F. Supp. 3d68,'t'1-82 (D.D.C.2016), aff'{ 8?5 F.3d 701 (D.C.
Cir. 7017).
)1 See 42U.5.C. $ l395oo(f)(l).
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4) It is without the authority to decide the legal.question of whether 42 C.F.R.

$0 412.106(bX2)(i)(B) and (bX2XiiÐ(B) (2008) codifying the Medicare Part C DSH
policy adopted in the FFY 2005 IPPS frnal rule a¡e valid.

Accordingly, the Board tìnds that the question of the validity of 42 C.I'.R. $$ 412.106(b)(2XÐ(B)
and (b)(2)(iii)(B) (2008) properly falls within the próvisions of42 U.S.C. $ 1395oo(Ð(1) and
herèby grants the participants' request for EJR for the issue. The participants have 60 days from
the receipt of this decision to institute the appropriate action forjudicial review. Since this is the
only issue undei dispute in these cases, the Boaid hereby closes this case.

Boa¡dMçlqþqc

Clay'ton J. Nix, Esq.
Charlotte F. Bsnson, CPA
Gregory H. Ziegler. CPA. CPC-A
Robert Evarts, Esq.
Susan Tumer, Esq.

FORTHE BOARD

4/B/2019

rr

X Clayton t. ltix
Clayton J, Níx, Esq,

Chair
Signed by: Clayton J. Nix -A

Enclosures: Sohedules of Providers

cc: John Bloom, Noridian (Electronic Mail w/Schedules of Providers)
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Electronic Deliverv

James Ravindran

Quality Reimbursement Services, Inc.
150 N. Santa Anita Avenue, Suite 570A'
Arcadia, CA 91006

RE: EJR Delernúnation
. 12-0001GC, QRS Novant 2009 DSH SSI Medicare Part C Days CIRP Group
o 13-3009GC, QRS Novant 2007 DSH Medicare Managed Care Part C Days CIRP Group
. l4-0628GC, QRS Novant 2008 DSH SSI Fraction Medicare Managed Care Part C Days CIRP Grp
o l4-0626GC, QRS Novant 2008 DSH Medicaid Fraction Medicare Managed Care Part C Days CIRP
e l4-2212GC, QRS Novant 2009 DSH SSI Fraction Medicare Managed Care Part C Days Group
c l4-2213GC, QRS Novant 2009 DSH Medicaid Fraction Medicare Managed Care Part C Days CIRP
. 15-l I l9GC, QRS Novant 2010 DSH SSI Fraction Medicare Managed Care Part C Days CIRP Grp
o 15-1118GC, QRS Novant 2010 DSH Medicaid Fraction Medicare Managed Care Paft C Days CIRP
o l3-3193GC, QRS Novant 2006 DSH Medicare Managed Care Patl C days Group
. L8-0273G, QRS 2007 DSH SSI Fraction Medicare Managed Care Part C Days Group
o 18-027 5G, QRS 2007 DSH Medicaid Fraction Medicare Managed Care Part C Days

Dear Mr. Ravindran:

The Provider Reimbu¡sement Review Board ('PRRB" or "Board") has reviewed the Providers'
Ma¡ch 15, 2019 request tbr expedited judicial review ("EJR') of the above-referenced appeals.

The Board's jurisdictional determination and decision regarding the EJR request is set forth
below.

Issue in Dispute

The issue in these appeals is:

[W]hether "enrollees in Medicare Part C are 'entitled to benefits'
under Part A, such that they should be counted in the Medicare

[Part A/SSI] fraction, or whether, ifnot regarded as 'entitled to
benefits under Part A,' they should instead be included in the
Medicaid f¡action" of the DSH adjustment.r

Statutory and Regulatory Background: Medicare DSH Pavment

Part A of the Medicare Act covers "inpatient hospital services." Since 1983, the Medicare
program has paid most hospitals for the operating costs of inpatient hospital services under the

I Providers' EJR request at 10.
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prospective pa¡.,rnent system ("lnS'1.2 Under PPS, Medicare pays predetermined, standardized
amounts per discharge, subject to ceúain pâ)'rnent adjustments.3

The PPS statutc contains a number ofprovisions that adjust reimbursement based on hospital-
specific factors.a These cases involve the hospital-specific DSI{ adjustment, which roquires the
Secretary to provide increased PPS payments to hospitals that serue a significantly
disproportionate number of low-income patients.5

A hospital may qualify for a DSH adjustment based on its disproportionate patient percentage
("lff'1.0 As a proxy for utilization by low-income patients, the DPP determines a hospital's
qualification as a DSH, and it also determines the amount of the DSH paj¡rnent to a qualifying
hospital.T The DPP is defined as the sum oftwo fractions expressed as percentages.8 Those two
fractions are referued to as the "Medicare/SSI" fraction and the "Medicaid" fraction. Both of
thèse fractions consider v/hethcr a patient was "entitled to benefits under part A."

The stahrte, 42 U.S.C. $ 1395ww(d)(5)(FXviXI), defines the Medicare/SSl fiaction as:

the fraction (expressed as a percentage), the numerator of which is
the number of such hospital's patient days for such period which
were made up of patients who (for such days) were entitled to
benefits under paft A of Ihis subchapter and were entitled to
supplemental security income benefits (excluding any State
supplementation) under subchapter XVI of this chapter, and the
denominator of which is the number of such hospital's patient days
for such fiscal year which were made up ofpatients who (for such
days) were entitled to benefits under part A of thís subchapter. . . .e

The Medicare/SSl fraction is computecl annually by the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid
Services C'CMS'), and the Medicare contractors use CMS' calculation to compute a hospital's
DSH payment adjustment. ro

The stah¡te, 42 U.5.C. $ 1395ww(d)(5)(FXviXII), defines the Medicaid fraction as:

the fraction (expressed as a percentage), the numerator of which is
the number of the hospital's patient days for such period which
consist of patients who (for such days) were eligible for medical
assistance under a State plan approved under subchapter XIX [the

2 See 42IJ.S.C. $ 1395ww(d)(l)-(5);42 C.F.R.Paú 412.
3Id.
a See 42 U.S.C. { I 395ww(dX5 ).
5 S¿e 42 U.S,C. { 1395ww(dX5XFXiXI); 42 C.F.R. $ 412.106.
6 See 42IJ.5.C. $$ l395ww(d)(5)(F)(i)(I) and (d)(s)(F)(v); 42 C.F.R. $ a12.t06(cXI),
7 See 42U.5.C. $$ 1395ww(d)(s)(F)(iv) and (vii)-(xiii); 42 C.F.R. $ 412. i06(d).
I See 42IJ.S.C. $ 139sww(d)(s)(F)(vi).
e Emphasis added.
¡o 42 C.F.R. 0 4 12.106(bX2) (3).
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Medicaid program], but who were not entitled to benefits under
part A olthis subchapter, and the denominator of which is the total
number of the hospital's patient days for such period.ll

The Medicare contractor determines the number of the hospital's patient days ofservice for'
which patients were eligible for Medicaid but not entitled to Medicare Part A, and divides that
number by the total number of patient days in the same period.12

Medicare Advantaqe Program

The Medicare program permits its beneficiaries to receive selices from managed care entities.
The managed care statute implementing pa)¡rnents to health maintenance organizations
("HMOs") and competitive medical plans ("CMPs") is found at 42 U .S.C. $ 1395mm. The
staf'lte at 42 U.S.C. $ 1395mm(a)(5) provides for "payment to the eligible organization under
this scction for individuals cnrollcd undcr this scction with thc organization and entitled to
benefits under part A of this subchapter and enrolled under part B of this subchapter . . ."
Inpatient hospital days for Medicare beneficiaries enrolled in HMOs and CMPs prior to 1999 are
referued to as Medicare HMO patient care days.

In the September 4, 1990 Federal Register, the Secretaryr3 stated that:

Based on the language of section 1886(dX5XFXvi) of the Act [42
U.S.C. $ 1395ww(d)(5)(F)(vi)1, which states that the
disproportionate share adjustment computation should include
"patients who were entitled to benefits under Part 4," we believe
it is appropriate to inr:lutle the days assooiatetl with Medicare
patients who receive care at a qualified HMO. Prior to December
1, 1987, we were not able to isolate the days of care associated
with Medicare patients in HMOs, and therefore, were unable to
fold this number into the caloulation [of the DSH adjustment].
However, as of December I, 1987 , a field was included on the
Medicare Provider Analysis and Review (MEDPAR) file that
allows us to isolate those HMO days that were associated with
Medicare patients. Therefore, since that time we have been
including HMO days in the SSVMedicare percentage [of the DSH
adjustment].ra

At that time Medicare Part A paid for HMO services and patients continued to be eligible for
Part A.'5

rr Emphasis added.
r, 42 C.F.R. $ 412.106(bX4).
13 of Health and Human Services.
14 55 Fcd. Rog. 35990,39994 (Sopt.4, 1990).
t5 Id.
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With the creation of Medicare Part C in 1997,t6 Medicare beneficiaries who opted for managed
care coverage under Medicare Part C were no longer entitled to have payrnent made for their
care under Paft A. Consistent with the statutory change, CMS did not include Medicare Part C
days in the SSI ratios used by the Medicare colltractors to calculate DSH payments for the fiscal
year 2001-2004.t7

No furthcr guidance regarding the treatment of Part C days in the DSH calculation was plovided
until the 2004 Inpatient Prospective Pa)rynent System ("IPPS") proposed rules were published in
the Federal Register. In that notice tho Secretary stated that:

. . . once a benehciary has elected to join an M+C plan, that
beneficiary's benefìts are no longer administered under Part A . . . .

once a beneficiary elects Medicare Part C, those patient days
ditribuiable to the beneficiary should not be inciuded in the
Medicare fraction of the DSH patient percentage. These patient
days should be included in the count of total patient days in the
Medicaid fraction (the denominator), and the patient's days for the
M+C benertciary who is also eligible for Medicaid would be
included in the numerator of the Medicaid fract¡on . . . . tE

The Secretary purportedly changed her position in the Federal fiscal year ("FFY') 2005 IPPS
final rule, by noting she was "revising our regulations at [42 C.F.R.] g a12:,106(b)(2)(i) to
include the d4ys associated with [Part C] beneficiaries in the Medicare fraction of the DSH
calculation."re In response to a comment regarding this change, the'Secretary explained that:

. . . We do agree that once Medicare beneficiaries elect
Medicare Part C coverage, they are still, in some sense,
en.titl.ed to ben.efix under Medicare Part A, We agree with
the commenter that these days should be included in the
Medicare fraction of the DSH calculation. Therefore, we are
not adopting as final our proposal stated in the May 19, 2003
proposed rule to include the days associated with M+C
beneficiaries in the Medicaidfraction. Instead, we are
adopting a policy to include the patient days for M+C

¡6 The Medicare Part C program did not begin operating until January 1, 1999. See P.L. 105-33, 1997 HR 2015,
codfied as 42 U.5.C. $ 1394w-21 Note (c) "Enrollment Transition Rule.- An individual who is enrolled [in
Medicarel on Decamber 3l 1998, with an eligible organization under . . . [42 U.S.C. l395mm] shall be considered
to be enrolled with that organization on January l, 1999, under part C ofTitle XVIII . . ifthat organization as a
conhact und€r that part for providing services on January I, 1999 . . . ." This was also known as

Medicare+Choice. The Medicare Prescription Drug, Improvement and Modemization Act of2003 (Pub.L. 108-
173), enacted on December 8, 2003, replaced the Medicare+Choice program with the new Medicare Advantage
program under Part C of Title XVIII.
r7 69 Fed. Reg. 48918,49099 (Aug. 11, 2004).
r8 68 Fed. Reg. 27154,27208 (May 19,2003) (emphasis added).
re 69 Fed. Rcg. at 49099.
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beneficiaries in the Medicare fraction . . . . if the beneficiary
is also an SSI recipient, the patient days will be included in
the numerator of the Medicare fraction. We are revising our
regulations at $ 412.106(bx2)(i) to include the days

associated with M+C beneficiaries in the Medicare fraction
of the DSH calculation.20

This statement would require inclusion of Medicare Part C inpatient days in the Medicare
fraction ofthe DSH calculation.

Although the change in DSII policy regarding 42 C.F.R. $ 412.106(bX2Xi) was included in the

August 11, 2004 Federat Register, no change to the regulatory language was published until
A:gtst 22,2007 when the FFY 2008 IPPS final rule was issued.2r In that publication the

Secretary noted that no regulatory change had in fact occurred, and announced that she had made
"technical ooneotions" to the regulatory language consistent with the change adopted in the FFY
2005 IPPS final rule. These "technical conections" a{e reflected at 42 C.F.R. .

$$ 412.106(bX2)(i)(B) and (bX2XiiÐ(B)." As a result of these rulemakings, Part C days were
required to be included in the Medicare fraction as of October 1, 2004 (the "Part C DSH
policy"). Subsequently, as part of the FFY 2011 IPPS final rule published on August 15,2010,
CMS made a minor revision to $$ 412.106(bX2XÐ(B) and (bX2XiiiXB) "to clarify" the Part C
DSH policy by replacing the word "or" with "including."zr

The U.S. Circuit Court for the District of Columbia inlllina Healthcare Services v. Sebelius

Q4llina I),24 vacated both the FFY 2005 IPPS final rule adopting the Part C DSH policy and the
subsequent regulations issued in the FFY 2008 IPPS final rule codifying the Part C DSH policy
adopted in FFY 2005 IPPS ru1e.25 Ilowever, the Secretary has not acquicsccd to that dccision.
More recently, in Atlina Health Servi.ces v. Price (Allina. Il),26 the D.C. Circuit confirmed that the

Secretary's 2004 attempl To change the standard to include Part C days in the Medicare fraction
hadbeenvacatedinAllinaL2T'I'heD.C.CircuitfurtherfoundinAllinallthattheSecretary

20 Id (emphasis added).
2t 72Fed,. Reg. 47130,4'1384 (Ãug.22,2007).
22 Id. at 47411.
21 75 Fed. Reg. 50042, 50285-50286, 50414 (Aug. 16,2010).,See qlso 75 Fed. Re9.23852,24006-24001 (May 4,

2010) (preamble to proposed rulenuking stating: "We are aware that there might be some confusion about our
policy to include MA days in the SSI fraction. . . . In order to fufiher clarifu our policy that patient days associated

with MA benefrciaries are to be included in the SSI fraction because they are still entitled to benefits under
Medicare Part A, we are proposing fo replace the word 'or' with the word 'including' in $   12. 106(b)(2)(i)(B) and

ç 412.106(bX2Xiii)(B);'); Allina Healthcare Servs. n.5,95 (2012), aff'd in port 
^nd 

rev'd in part,746 F. 3d ll02
(D.C. cir. 2014).

24 746F.3d 1102 (D.C. Cir.20L4).
2s Id.at1106n.3,1111 (afhrming portion ofthe district court decision vacating the FFY 2005 IPPS rule). .See ø/so
Allina Health Sens. v. Sebelius,904F. Supp. 2d 75, 89 (D.D.C. 2012) ("The Court concludes that the Secretary's
interpretation ofthe ffactions in the DSH calculation, announced in 2004 and not added to the Code ofFederal
Regulations until the summe¡ of 2007, was not a "logical outgrowth" of the 2003 NPRM.).
76 863 F.3d 937 (D.C. CiL. 2017).
27 Id. a|943.
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failed to provide proper noticè and comment before including Part C days in the Medicare
fractions published for FY 2012.28 Once again, the Secretary has not acquiesced to this decision.

Providers' Rcqucst for EJR

The Providers explain that "[b]ecause the Secretary hâs not âcquiesced to the decision in Altina
[I], Ihe 2004 regulation requiring Part C days be included in the Part A,/SSI fraction and removed
from the Medicaid fraction remains in effect as set forth in 42 C.F.R. $$ 412.106(bX2)(i)(B) and
(bX2XiiiXB). (The '2004 Rule') The Board is bound by the 2004 rule."2e Accordingly, rhe
Providers contend that the Board should grant their request for EJR.

The Providers assert that, pursuant to 42 U.S.C. g 13 95oo(Ð( 1), the Board must grant EJR if ir
lacks the authority.to decide a question of "law, regulation or CMS Ruling" raised by a provider.
The Providers maintain that the Board is bound by the regulation, there are not factual issues in
dispute and the Board does not have the legal authority to decide the issue. Further, the
Providers believe they have satisfied the jurisdictional requirements of the statute and the
regulations.

Decision of the Board

Pursuant to 42 U.S.C. $ 1395oo(f)(1) and the regulations at 42 C.F.R.g 405.1842(Ð(1) (2017),the
Board is required to grant an EJR request if it determines that: (i) the Boa¡d has jurisdiction to
conduct a hearing on the specific matter at issue; and (ii) the Board lacks the authority to decide a
specific legal question relevant to the specific matter at issue because the legal question is a
challenge either to the constihltionality ofa provision ofa statute or to the substantive or procedural
validity of a regulation or CMS Ruling.

Jurisdiction

The participants that comprise the group appeals within this EJR request have filed appeals
involving fiscal years 2006 to 2010.

For purposes of Board jurisdiction over a participant's appeals for cost report periods ending
prior to December 31, 2008, the paÍicipant may demonstrate dissatisfaction with the amount of
Medicare reimbursement for the appealed issue by claiming the SSVPart C issue as a "self-
disallowed cost," pursuant to the Supreme Court's reasonin g set oùT iî Bethesda Ifospital
Association v. Bowen ("8 ethesda").3o In that case, the Supreme Court concluded that a cost
report submitted in full compliance with the Secretary's rules and regulations, does not bar a
provider from claiming dissatisfaction with the amount of reimbursement allowed by the

28 Id. at 943-945.
2e Providers' EJR Request at 1

30 108S.Ct. 1255(1988).,f¿¿alsoCMSRulingCMS-1727-R(inself-disallowinganitem,theprovidersubmitsa
cost report that complies with the Medicare pa¡rment policy fo¡ the item and then appeals the item to the Board. The
Medicare Contractor's NPR would not include any disallowance for the item. The provider effectively selt'-
disallowed the item.).
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regulations. Further, no statute or regulation expressly mandated that a challenge to the validity
of a regulation be submitted first to the Medicare Contractor where the contractor is without the
power to award reimbursement.3l

On August 21,2008, new regulations goveming the Board were effective.s2 Among the new

regulations implemented in Federal Register notice was 42 C.F.R. $ a05.1835(a)(1)(ii) which
required for cost report periods ending on or after December 31, 2008, providers who were self-
disallowing specific items had to clo so by fotlowing the procedures for filing a cost report under
protest. This regulatory requirement was litigated in Banner Heart Hospital v. Bttt'well
("Banner").33 In Banner, the provider hled its cost report in accordance with the applicable
outlier regulations and did not protest the additional outlier payment it was seeking. The
provider's request for EJR was denied because the Board found that it lacked jurisdiction over
the issue. The Dist¡ict Court concluded that, under Bethesda, the 2008 self-disallowance
regulation could not be applied to appeals raising a legal challenge to a regulation or other policy
that the Medicare Contractor could not address.3a

The Secretary did not appeal the decision in Banner and decided to apply the holding to certain
similar administrative appeals. Effectivé April 23,2018, the CMS Administrator implemented
CMS Ruling CMS-1727-R which involves dissatisfaction with the Medicare Contractor
determinations for cost report periods ending on December 31, 2008 and which began before

January 1,2016, Under this ruling, where the Board determines that the specific item rurder

appeal was subject to a regulation or pa).rnent policy that bound the Medicare Contractor and left
it with no authority or discretion to make paynent in the manner sought by the provider on
appeal, the protest requirements of42 C.F.R. $ a05.1835(a)(1)(ii) were no longer applicable.
However, a provider could elect to self-disallow a specific item deemed non-allowable by filing
the matter under protest.

For any participant that files an appeal from a revised NPR issued after August 21, 2008, the
Board only has jurisdiction to hear that participant's appeal of matters that the Medicare
contractor specifically revised within the revised NPR.35 The Board notes that all participant
revised NPR appeals included within this EJR request were issued after August 21, 2008.

Jurisdictional Determination for Participants

The Board has determined that the participants' appeals involved with the instant EJR Request

are govemed by the decision in Bethesda and CMS Ruling CMS.1727-R and that the appeals

filed from a revised NPR contain the appropriate adjustment to the Part C days issue. In
additiòn, the participants' documentation shows that the participants have met the required
amount in controversy'6 for a hearing before the Board and that the appeals were timely filed.

3t Bethescla,108 S. Ct. at 1258-59.
32 73 Fed. Reg. 30190,30240 (May 23,2008).
3r 201 F. Supp.3d 131 (D.D.C.2016)
34 Id. at 142.
3s See 42 C.F.R. $ 405.1889(bxl) (2008).
36 See 42 C.F.R. $ 405.1837. Although Board Rute 12.6 (August 29, 2018) stâtes that a group appeal must be contain
a miniurum of two different providers, for administrative efhciency sake, the group appeals wilhin this EJR Requost
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The estimated amount in controversy is subject to recalculation by the Medicare contractor for
the actual ftnal amount in each case. Accordingly, the Board finds that it has jurisdiction to hear
the above-captioned appeals for all group participants.

Roard's Anal.vsis Regarding th.e Appealed Issue

The appeals in thcse EJR requests involve the 2006 to 2010 cost leporting periods. Thus, the
appealed cost reporting periods fall squarely within the time frame applicable to the Secretary's
Part C DSH policy bcing challcngcd which was adopted in the FFY 2005 IPPS frnal rule and
later codified a:t 42 C.F.R. $$ 412.106(bX2XiXB) and (bX2XiiÐ(B) as part of the FY 2008 IPPS
final rule. The Board recognizes that, for the time period at issue in these requests, the D.C.
Circút it Allina 1 vaoated this fegulation. However, the Secretary has not formally acquiesced
ro That vacatur and, in this regard, has not published any guidance on how the ydca tur is being
implemented (e.g., only oireuit-wide versus nationwide).37 Moreover, the D.C. Circuit is the
only circuit to date that has vacated the regulation and, if the Board were to grant EJR, the
Providers would have the right to bring suit in either the D.C. Circuit or the circuit within which
they are located.38 Based on the above, the Board must conclude that it is otherwise bound by
the regulation for purposes of this EJR request.

B oard's D ec is ion Resar d ingJ:hq.AR ß9gue;1!

The Board finds that:

1) It has jurisdiction over the matter for the subject years and that the participants in these
group appeals are entitled to a hearing before the Board;

2) Based upon the partioipants' assertions regmding 42 C.F.R. $$ a12.106(b)(2)(i)(B) and
(bX2XiiÐ(B), there are no findings offact for resolution by the Board;

3) It is bound by the applicable existing Medicare law and regulation (42 C.F.R.
$ 405.1867); and

4) It is without the authority to decide the legal question of whether 42 C.F.R.

$$ 412.106(bX2)(i)(B) and (b)(2xiiÐ(B) (2008) codifying the Medicare Part C DSH
policy adopted in the FFY 2005 IPPS final rule are valid.

Accordingly,.the Board finds that the question of the validity of 42 C.F.R. $$ 412.106(b)(2XÐ(B)
and (b)(2)(iii)(B) (2008) properly falls within the provisions of42 U.S.C. $ 1395oo(f)(1) and
hereby grants thc participants' request t'or EJR t'or the issue. The participants have 60 days from

that contain only onc providcr will be treatcd as individual appeals buf retain the "group appeal" case number and
name.
37 See generally Grant Me¿\. Ctr. v. Burwell,204 F. Supp. 3d 68, 77-82 (D.D. C.2016), aff'd,87 5 F.ld ?01 (D.C.
L'ir. 201 7).
tE See 42rJ.S.C. g l395oo(f)(1).

i-)
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the receipt of this decision to institute the appropriate action forjudicial review. Srnce this is the

only issue under dispute in these cases, the Board hereby closes those cases.

Board Members Participatinq:

Clayton J. Nix, Esq.

Charlotte F. Benson, CPA
Gregory H. Ziegler, CPA, CPC-A
Robert A. Evarts, Esq. X Clayton J. Nix

For the Board:

4/8/2019

Clayton J. Nix, Esq.

Cha¡r

Signed by: Clayton J. Nix -A

Enclosures: Schedules of Providers

cc: Laurie Polson, Palmetto GBA c/o NGS (Eiectronic Mail #schedules of Providers)

Lorraine Frewert, Noridian Healthcare Solutions c/o Cahaba Safeguard Administrators
(Electronic Mail w/Schedules of Providers)



DEPARTMENT OF HÊALTH & HUMAN SERVICES

{Å( Provider Re¡mbursement Rev¡ew Board
1508 Woodlawn Dr¡ve, Suite 100
Baltimore, l'4D 21207
4LO-786-2677

ú'la¡f¡nnin Tìaliwanr

James Ravindran

Quality Reimbursement Services, Inc.
150 N. Santa Anita Avenue, Suite 5704
A¡cadia, CA 91006

F{E: EJR Determination
I3-3929GC, QRS BHCS 2007 DSH SSI Fraction Medicare Managed Care Part C Days CIRP Grp
l3-3918GC, QRS BHCS 2007 DSH Medicaid Fraction Medicare Managed Care Part C Days CIRP
i3-3881GC, QRS BHCS 2008 DSH Medicaid Fraction Medicare Managed Care Part C Days CIRP
l3-389lGC, QRS BHCS 2008 DSH SSI Fraciion Medicare Managed Care Pârt C Days CIRP Grp
I4-2892GC, QRS BHCS 2009 DSH SSI Fraction Medicare Managed Care Part C Days CIRP Grp
I4-2893GC, QRS BHCS 2009 DSH Medicaid Fraction Medicare Managed Care Pa¡t C Days CIRP

Dear Mr. Ravindran:

The Provider Reimbursement Review Board C'PRRB" or "Board") has reviewed the Providers'
March 15, 2019 request for expedited judicial review (.'EJR') of the above-referenced appeals.

The Board's jurisdictional determination and decision regarding the EJR request is set forth
below.

Issue in Dis¡rute

The issue in these appeals is:

[W]hether "en¡ollees in Medicare Part C are 'entitled to benefìts' under Part A,
such that they should be counted in the Medicare fPart A/SSI] fraction, or whether,
if not regarded as 'entitled to benefits under Part A,' they should instead be

included in the Medicaid fraction" of the DSH adjustment. r

Statutory and Reeulatorv Background: Medicare DSH Pavqrent

Part A of the Medicare Act covers "inpatient hospital services." Since 1983, the Medicare
program has paid most hospitals for the operating costs ofinpatient hospital services under the
prospective payment system ("PfS'1.2 Under PPS, Medicare pays predetermined, standardized
amounts per discharge, subject to certain payment adjustments.3

I Providers' EJR request at 10.

'? 
,tec 42 U.S.C. $ l395ww(d)(l)-(5); 42 C.F.R. P¡rt 4 12.

JId
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ar
The PPS stahÌte contains a number ofprovisions that adjust reimbursement base<l on hospital-
specific factors.a These cases involve the hospital-specific DSH a justment, which requires the
Secretary to provide increased PPS pa)¡rnents to hospitals that serve a significantly
disproportionate number of low-income paticnts.5

A hospital may qualify for a DSH adjustment based on its disproportionate patient percentage
("Ðft'1.e As a proxy for utiiizaiion by low-income patients, the DPP determines áhospitat's
qualificrlion as a DSH, and it also determines the amount of the DSH payment to a qualifying
hospital.T The DPP is defined as the sum oftwo fractions expressed ai percentages.f Those two
fractions are refer¡ed to as the."Medicare/SSl" fraction and the "Medicaid" f¡action. Both of
these fractions consider whether a patient was "entitled to benefits under part 4."

The statute,42 U.S.C. g 1395ww(dX5)(F)(vi)(I), tlefines the Medicare/SSl fraction as:

the fraction (expressed as a percentâge), the numerator Çf which is
the number of súch hospital's patient days for such period which
were made up of patients who (for suoh days) weie entitled to
benefits under part A of this subchapter and were entitled to
supplemental secüdty income benefits (excluding any State
supplementation) under subchapter XVI of this ehapter, and the
denominator of which is the number of such hospital's patient days
for súch fiscal year which were made up ofpatients who (for such
days) were entitled to benefits undèr part A oî this subchapter : . . .

The Medicare/SSl fraction is compuied annually by the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid
Services (.'CMS), and the Medicare contractors use CMS' calculation to compute a hospital's
DSH payment adjustment. ro

The stahrte,42 U.S.C. $ 1395ww(d)(5)(FXvi)(D, defines rhe Medicaid fraction as:

the fraction (expressed as a percentage), the numerator of which is
the number of the hospital's patient days for such period which
consist of patients who (for such days) were eligible for medical
assistance under a State plan upproved under subchapter XIX [the
Medicaid program], but who were not entilled to henefits under
part A of thß subchapter, and the denominator of which is the total
number of the hospital's pàtient days for such period.rr

a 

"tes 
42 II.S.C. 6 liq5wwld)(5),

5 ,lee 42 U.S.C. ô l395ww(dX5XFXiXI); 42 C.F.R. $ 412.106.
6 see 42rt.S.C. $$ 1395ww(d)(s)(F)(i)(I) ancl (d)(s)(F)(v); 42 c.F.R. g al2.l06(c)(l).
't 

See 42 rJ.S.C. gg 139sww(d)(5)(F)(iv) alcl (vii)-(xiii); 42 C.LR. 9 412.106(d).
E See 42IJ.S.C. g 139sww(d)(s)(F)(vi).
e Emphasis added.
Io 42 C.F.R. 0 412.106(bX2)-(3).
I¡ Ernphasis added.
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The Medicare contractor determines the number of the hospital's patient days of service for
which patients were eligible for Medicaid but not entitled to Medica¡e Part A, and divides that

number by the total number of patient days in the same period.12

Medicare Advantage Program

The Medicare program permits its beneliciaries to receive services from managed care entitics.

The managed care statute implementing payments to health maintenance organizations
("IlMOs") and competitive medical plans ("CMPs") is found ar42U.S.C. $ 1395mm. The

stat-tte aT 42 U.S.C. $ 1395mm(a)(5) provides for "payment to the eligible organization under

this seótion for individuals enrolled under this section with the organization and entitled to

benefits under part A of this subchapter and enrolled undel part B of this subchapter . . ."
Inpatient hospital days for Medicare beneficiaries enrolled in HMOs and CMPs prior to 1999 are

referred to as Medicare HMO patient care days.

In the September 4, 1990 Federal Register, the Secretaryr3 stated that:

Based on the language ofsection 18 86(d)(5)(F)(vi) ofthe Act 142

U.S.C. $ 139sww(d)(s)(F)(vi)1, which states that the

disproportionate share adjustment computation should include
"patients who were entitled to benqfìts under Part 4," we believe
it is appropriate to include the days associated with Medicare
patients who receive care at a qualified HMO. Prior to Decembe¡

1, 1987, we were not able to isolate the days ofcare associated

with Medicare patients in HMOs, and therefore, were unable to
fold this number into the calculation [of the DSH adjustment].
However,.as of December I, 1987, a field was included on the

Medicare Provider Analysis and Review (MEDPAR) file that
allows us to isolate those HMO days that were associated with
Medicare patients. Therefore, since that time we have been

including HMO days in the $SVMedicare percentage [of the DSH
adjustment].ra

At t|at time Medicare Part A paid for IIMO serviccs and paticnts continued to bc eligible for
Part A.15

ì, 42 C.F.R. $ 412.106(bx4).
ll ofHealth and Human Se¡vices.
ro 55 Fed. Reg.35990,39994 (Sept.4, 1990).
ts Id
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With the creation of Medicare Part C in 1997,t6 Medicare beneficìaries who optecl for managed
care coverage under Medicare Part C were no longer entitled to have payment made for their
care under Part A. consistent with the statutory change, cMS did not include Medicare part c
days in the SSI ratios used by the Medicare contractors to calculate DSH payments for the fiscal
year 2001-2004.'t 

,

No further guidance regarding the treatment of Part C days in the DSH calculation was provided
until the 2004 lnpatient Prospective Payment System ("Ipps") proposed rules were pubiished in
thc Federal Register. I11 that ltotice the Seoietary stated that: \,

. . . once a beneficiary has elected to join an M+C plan, that beneficiary,s benefits
are no longer administered under Part A
. . . . once ¿t beneficíary elects Medicaie Part C, îhose patient days aîtributable to
the beneficiary should not be included in the Medicare fraction of the DSH
pat¡ent percenîage. These patient days should be included in the òount of total
p-atienf days in the Medicaid fraction (the denominator), and the patient's days
for the M+C beneJìciary who is also eligiblefor Medicaid would be includeã ìn
the numerator of the Medicaid f"action . . . .t8

The secretary purportedly changed her position in the Federal.fiscai year ("FFy') 2005 Ipps
fìnal rule, by noting she was "revising our regulations at [42 C.F.R.] g   12. 106(b)(2)(i) to
include the days associated with lPart c] beneficiaries in the Medicare fraction of the DSH
calculation."re In response to a comment regarding this change, the secretary explained that:

. .. ll'e do agree that once Medicare beneJìciaries elect
Medicare Part C coveraþe, they are still, in some sense,
entitled to IseneJ"its under Medicare Part A. We agree with
the commenter that these days should be included in the
Medicare fraction of the DSH calculation. Therefore, we are' not adopting as Jinal our proposal stated ìn the May 19, 2003
proposed rule to include the days associated with M*C
beneficiaries ín the Medícaidfraction. Instead, we are
adopting a policy to include the patient days for M+C
beneficíaries in the fuÍedicare Ít,act ¡o n . . . . if the beneficiary' is also an S SI recipient, the patient days will be included in

r6 Thc Mcdicarc lart C plogram did ucrt bÈgir úpuratillg rurtil January l,1999. See P.L. 105-33, 1997 HR 2015,
codifed as 42U.5.C. $ 1394w-21 Note (c) "Enrollmcnt Transition Rule.- An individual who is enrolled [i¡
Medicarel on December 3l 1998, with an eligiblc organization under . . . [42 U.S.C. 1395nun] shall be ionsidered
to be enrolled with that organization on January l, 1999, under part C ofTitle XVIII . I . ifthat organization as a
contract under thãt part for providing services on January I, 1999 . . , .', This was also known as
Medicare+Choice. The Medicare Prescription Drug, lmprovement and Modernization Act of2003 (Pub.L. 108-
173), enacted on December 8, 2003, rcplaccd tlìc Mcdicare I Choicc program with the tìew Medicate AdvarìÍage
program undcr Parf C of Title XVIIL
ì7 69 Fed. Reg. 48918,49099 (Aug. I l, 2004).
18 68 Fed. Reg.27154,27208 (May t9,2003) (emphasis added).
re 69 Fed. Reg. at 49099.
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the numerator of the Medicare fraction. We are revising our
iegulations at $ 412.106(b)(2)(i) to include the days

associated with M+C beneficiaries in the Medicare fraction
of the DSH calculation.20

This statement would require inclusion of Medicare Part c inpatient days in the Medicare

fraction of the DSI{ calculation.

Although the change in DSH policy regarding42 C.F.R. $ 412.106(bX2XÐ was included in the

August 11, 2004 Federal Register, no change to the regulatory þguage was published until
Atrglst 22,2007 when the FFY 2008 IPPS final ruie was issued.2r In that publication the

Secretary noted that no regulatory change had in fact occurred, and announced that she had made

"technical corrections" to the regulatory language consistent with the change adopted in the FFY
2005 IPPS final rule. These "technical corrections" are reflected at 42 C F.R

$$ 412. 1 06(bX2)(i)(B) and (bX2XiiÐ(B)." As a result of these rulemakings, Part C days were

required to be included in the Medicare fraction as of October I,2004 (fhe "Part C DSH
policy").23

The U.S. Circuit Court for the District of Columbia in I llina Healthcare Services v. Sebelius
(Allina I),2a vacated borh the FFY 2005 IPPS final rule adopting the Part C DSH policy and the

iubseq.,ónt r"gularions issued in the FFY 2008 IPPS final rule codiffing the Part C DSFI policy
adopted in FFY 2005 IPPS r-ule.25 However, the Secretary h-as not acquiesced to that decision.

Moie recently, in Allina Health Set vices v. Price (Allina II),26 the D.C. Circuit confirmed that the

Secretary's 2004 attempt to change the standard to includq Part C days in the Medicare fraction
had been vacate d in Allina 1.27 'lhe D.C. Circuit further found ät Allina II rhaT the Secretary

failed to provide proper notice and commént before inciuding Part c days in the Medicare

fractions published for FY 2012.28 Once again, the Secretary has not acquiesced to this decision.

20./d (emphasis added).
2t 72Fed. Reg. 47130,47384 (Aug.22,2007).
22 Id. at 4't417.
23 75Fed. Reg. 50042,50285-50286, 50414 (Aug.16,2010). See a\so75Fed..P\e9.23852,24006-24007 (May 4'

2010) (preamble to proposed rulernaking statirg: "We are aware that there might bc some confusion about our

policy to include MA days in the SSI Íiaðtion. . . . In order to fuÍher clarifu our policy that patient days associated

with MA beneficiaries a¡e to be included in the SSI fiaction becâuse they are still entitled to benefits under Medicare

Part A, \À.¡e are proposing to replace the wo¡d 'or' with the word'including' in $ a12 106(b)(2)(i)@) and

$ 412.106(bX2Xiii)(B)."); Allina Healthcare Servs. î.5,95 (2012), aff'd in part and rev'd in part,746 F.3d I102
(D.C. cir. 20 l4).

'z4 
746 F.3d I102 (D.C. Cir. 2014).

25 Id. at 1106 û.3,I I I I (affirming portion of the district court decision vacating the FFY 2005 IPPS rule). ,See ø/so

AILìna Health Servs. v. Sebelius,904F. Supp. 2d 75, 89 (D.D.C. 2012) ("The Court concludes that the Secr€tary's
interpretation ofthe liactions in the DSH calculation, announced in 2004 and not added to the Code ofFede¡al
Regulations until the summer of2007,'¡r'as not a "logical outgrowth" ofthe 2003 |IPRM.').
,6 863 F.3d 9J7 (D.C. Cir.20t?).
21 Id. at943.
28 Id. at943-945.
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Providers' Reouesf for E.IR

The Providers explain that "[b]ecause the Secretary has not acquiesced to the decision in
Allina [IJ , the 2004 regulation requiring Part C days be included in the Pail A,¡SSI f¡action and
removed from the Medicaid f¡action remains in effect as set forth in 42 C.F.R.
$$ 412106(bxi)(i)(B) and (bX2XiiÐ(B). (The 2004 Ruie) The Board is bound by the2004
rule."2e Accordingly, the Providers contend that the Board should grant their request for EJR.

'ihe Providers assef that, pursuant to 42 U.S.C. $ i395oo(f)(1), the Board musr grant EJR il it
lacks the authority to decide a question of "law, regulation or CMS Ruling" raised by a provider.
The Providers maintain that the Board is bound by the regulation, there are not factuál issues in
dispute and the Board does not have the legal authority to decide the issue. Furlher, the
Providers believe they have satisfied the jurisdictional requirements ofthe statute and the
rcgulations.

Decision of the Board

Pursuant to 42 U.S.C. g 1395oo(f)(1) and the regulations at 42 C.F.R.g 405.t842(Ð(t) (2017),
the Board is required to grant an EJR request if it dete¡mines that: (i) the Board has jurisdiction
to conduct a hearing on the specific matter at issue; and (ii) the Board lacks the authority to
decide a specific legal question relevant to the specific matter at issue because the legal question
is a challenge either to the constitutionality ofa provision ofâ statute or to thê substantive o¡
procedural vàlidity of a regulation or CMS Ruling.

Jurßdiction

The participants that comprise the above-captioned group appeals within this EJR request have
filed appeals involving fìscal years 2007 to 2009.

For purposes of Board jurisdiction over a participant's appeals for cost report periods ending
prior to December 31, 2008, the participant may demonstrate dissatisfaction with the amount of
Medicare reimbursement for the appealed issue by claiming the SST/Part C issue as a,"self-
disallowed cost," pursuant to the Supreme Court's reasoning set out in Bethesda Hospîtal
Association v. Bowen (Bcthcsda').30 In that case, the Supreme Court concluded that â cost
report submitted in iìrll compliance with the Secretary;s rules and regulations, does not bar a.
provider from claiming dissatisfaction with the amount of reimbursement allowed by the
regulations. Fufher, no statute or regulation expressly mandated that a challenge to the validity

2e Provide¡s' EJR Request at l.
r0 108 S. Ct. 1255 (1988). ,5¿¿ a/so CMS Ruling CMS-1727-R (in self-disallowing an item, the provider submits a
cost report that complies with the Medicare payment policy for the item and then appeals the item to the Board. The
Medicare Contractor's NPR would not includc any disallowance for the item. The provider effectively self-
disallowed the item.).
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of a regulation be submitted first to the Medicare Contractor whe¡e the contractor is without the
power 1o award reimbursenlent.3l

On August 21,2008, new regulations goveÌning the Board were effective.32 Among the new
regulations implemented in Federal Register notice was 42 Cf.R. $ a05.1835(a)(1)(ii) which
rcquircd for cost r'cport periods ending on or after December 31, 2008, providers who were self-
disallowing specific items had to do so hy following the procedures for filing a cost report untler
protest. This regulatory requirement was litigated in Banner Heart Hospital v. Bunvell
("Banner").33 In Banter, the provider filed its cost report in accordance with the applicable
outlier regulations and did not protest the additional outlier paJ,ment it was seeking. The
provider's request for EJR was denied because the Board found that it lacked jurisdiction over
the issue. The District Courl concluded That, tnder Bethesda, the 2008 self-disallowance
regulation could not be applied to appeals raising a legal challenge to a regulation or other policy
that the Medicare Contractor could not add¡ess.3a

The Secretary did not appeal the decision in.Banner and decided to apply the holding to certain
similar administrative appeals. Effective Apr|l23,2018, the CMS Administrator implemented
CMS Ruling CMS-I727-R which involves dissatisfaction with the Medicare Contractor
determinations for cost report periods ending on December 31, 2008 and which began before
January 1, 2016, Under this ruling, where the Board determines that the specific item under
appeal was subject to a regulation or pa1'ment policy that bound the Medicare Contractor and left
it with no authority or discretion to make payment in the manner sought by the provider on
appeal, the protest requirements of42 C.F.R. $ 405.1835(a)(l)(ii) were no longer applicable.
However, a provider could elect to self-disallow a specific item deemed non-allowable by filing
the matter under protest.

For any participant that frles an appeal from a revised NPR issued after August 21,2008, the
Board only has jurisdiction to hear that participant's appeal of matten that the Medicare
contractor specif,rcally revised within the revised NPR.35 The Board notes that all participant
revised NPR appeals included within this EJR request were issued after August 21,2008.

Jurisdictional Determination for lndividual Participê4!s

L Case Nos. I3-3929GC and I3-3919GC-Participant 1, Baylor Medical Center at lrving
("Baylor-Ining"), Prov. No. 45-0079, FYE June 30, 2007

Baylor-Irving filed a July 27 ,2016 individual appeal request with the Board based upon
the Baylor-Irving's January 26, 2016 revised NPR. Upon review of Baylor-Irving's
¡evised NPR, the Board finds that Baylor-Irving failed to document that the Medicare
contractor adjusted the matter under appeal in these EJR requests, namely the Part C

3t Bethesdø,108 S. Ct. at 1258-59.
3'z73 Fed..Reg. 30190, 30240 (May 23,2008)
r3 201 F. Supp. 3d 131 (D.D.C. 2016)
34 Id. at 142.
35 See 42 c.F.R. $ 405.1889(bXl) (2008).
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Days, in either the SSI percentage/Medica¡e Fraction or the Medicaicl Fraction. 42
C.F.R. S 405.1889(bX1)-(2) (2015) govems appeals of revised determinations and
specifies that "[o]nly those matters that arc specifically revised in a revised determination
. . . are within the scope of any appeal of the revised determination [and] [a]ny matter that
is not specifically revised . . . may not be considered in any appeal of the revised
determination . . ."36 As such, under the pèrtinent Board jurisdiction regulations, Baylor-
Irving's revised NPR appeal included within this group is not within thejurisdiction of
the Board and must be dismissed fiom the appeal and denied EJR.

2. CaseNos. 13-3929GC and l3-39l9GC-Participant 3, Baylor Medical Center-Garland
("Baylor-Garland"), Prov. No. 45-0280, FYE December 3 l, 2007

Baylor-Galland liled a Decembet 23,2015 individual appeal request with the Board
based upon Baylor-Garland's June 26, 2015 ¡evised NPR. Upon review of.Bayloi-
Garland's revised NPR, the Board finds that Baylor-Garland failed to document that the
Medicare contractor adjusted the matter under appeal in these EJR requests, namely the
Part C Days in either the SSI percentage/Medicare Fraction o¡ the Medicaid Fràction. 42
C.F.R. $ 405.1889(bXl)-(2) (2015) govcms appcals of revised determinations and
specifies that "[o]nly those matters that arc specifically revßed in a revised determination
. . . are within the scope ofany appeal of the revised determination [and] [a]ny matter that
is not specifically revised . . . may not be considered in any appeal of the revised
detemrination . . ."r? As such, under the pertinent Board jurisdiction regulations, Baylor-
Gadand's revised NPR appeal inoluded within this group is.not wìthin the jurisdiction of
the Board aid must be dismissed from the appeal arìd denied EJR.

Jurisdictional Determination for Remainins Participants

With the exception of the two participants described above, the Board has determined that the
remaining.participants' appeals involved with the instant EJR Request for the above-captioned
group cases are govemed by the decision in Bethesda and CMS Ruling CMS-1727-R and that
the participant appeals filed from a revised NPR have the appropriate adjustment to the Paft C
days issue within the revised NPR In addition, the participants' documentation shows that the
estimated amount in controversy exceeds $50,000, as required for a group appeal38 and that the
appeals were timely filed. The estimated amount in controversy is subject to recalculation by the
Medicare contractor for the actual final amount in each oase. Accordingly, the Board finds that it
has jurisdiction for the above-captioned appeals and the remaining participants.

Board's Analysis Regardins the Appealed Issue

The appeals in.theso BJR. roquosts involve úe 2007 to 2009 cost rcþorting pcriods. Thus, thc
appealed cost repofting periods fall squarely within the time frame applicable to the Secretary's
Parl C DSH policy being challenged which was adopted in the FFY 2005 IPPS final rule and

36 (Emphasis added.)
3? (Emphasis added.)
38 See 42C.F.R. $ 405.1837



later codified at 42 c.F.R. $$ 412.106(bx2xixB) and (bx2)(iiiXB) as part of the FY 2008 IPPS

final rule. The Board recognizes that, for the time period at issue in these requests, the D.c.

Circút in Allina l vacated ihis regulation. However, the Secretary has not formally acquiesced

to Thàt vacatur and, in this regard, has not published any guidance on how the vacatur is being

implemented (e.g., only circuiGwjde versus nationwide).re Moreover, the D.C. Circuit is the

oniy circuit to date that has vacated the regulation and, if the Board were to grant EJR, the

providers would have the right to bring suit in either the D.C. Circr.tit or the circr¡it within which

they are located.ao Based on the above, the Board must conclude that it is otherwise bountl by

the regulation for putposes ol this EJR request.

Board's Decision Resarding the EJR Requgy!

The Board I'inds that:

l) It does not have jurisdiction to hear the revised NPR appeals for Baylor Medical Center

at Lving, Provider No. 45-0079, and Baylor Medical center-Garland, Provider No. 45-

0280 in connection with casiNos. l3-3929GC and 13-3918GC, as explained above and

accordingly, thus these participants revised NPR appeals are dismissed f¡om Case Nos.

1.3-3g29GC and 13-3918GC and from this EJR Determinatìon;

2) It has jurisdiction over.the matter for the subject years and that the remaining participants

in these group appeals are entitled to a hearing before the Board;

3) Based upon the participants' assertions regarding 42 c.F.R. $$ a12.106(b)(2)(i)(B) and

(bX2XiiÐ(B), there are no frndings of fact for resolution by the Board;

4) It is bound by the appticable existing Medicare law and regulation (42 C F R'

$ 40s.1867); and

5) It is without the authority to dec¡de the legal question of whether 42 C.F'R'

$$ 412.106(bX2)(Ð(B) and (b)(2)(iii)(B) (2008) codifving the Medica¡e Part C DSH

policy adopted in the FFY 2005 IPPS final rule are valid'

Accordingly, the Board finds rhat the question of the validity of 42 c.F.R. $$ 412. 1 06(bx2xi)(ts)

and (bx2xiiÐ(B) (2008) properly falls within the provisions of 42 u.s.c. $ 1395oo(f1(1) and

hereby grants the participants' request for EJR for the issue and the subject years, except for the

two participants noted above. The participants have 60 days from the receipt of this decision to

institute thè appropriate action for judicial review. Since this is the only issue under dispute in

these cases, the Board hereby closes those cases.
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1s see generally Grant Med. ctr. v. But-well,204 F. Supp. 3d 68, 77-82 (D.D.C. 2016), aff',d,875 F.3d 701 (D.c.

Ct.2Ol7).
ao Se¿ 42 U.S.C. ç I J95oo(l)( I ).
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH & HUMAN SERVICES

Provider Reimbursement Rev¡ew Board
1508 Woodlawn Drive, Suite 100
Baltimore, l,¡tD 27207
470-746-2677

Electronic Deliverv

Delbert Nord
Quality Reimbursement Services, Inc.
1 12 N. University Road
Suite 308
Spokane VaÌ1ey, W A 99206

R-E,: Expedited Judicial Review Determinatíøn for PRRB Case Numbers:
0ï-21O7GC QRS Multicare 2006 Medicare Part C Days CIRP Group

l5-1793GC QRS Multicare 2010 Medicaid Fraction Part C Days CIRP Group

l5-l802GC QRS Multicare 201I Medicaid Fraction Part C Days CIRP Group

Dear Mr. Nord:

The Provider Reimbursement Review Board ('PRRB" or "Boald") has reviewed the Providers'

March 20, 2019 request for expedited judicial review ('EJR') of the above ¡eferenced appeals.

The Board's jurisdictional determination and decision regarding the EJR request is set forth

below.

Issue in Dispute

The issue in these appeals is:

[W]hether Medicare Advantage Days ("Part C Days") should be

removed from the disproportionate share hospital adjustment

("DSH Adjustrnent") Medicare fraction and added to the Medicaid
Fraction.l

Statutory and Regulatorv Background: Medicare.DSH Pavment

Part A of the Medicare Act covers "inpatient hospital services." Since 1983, the Medicare

program has paid most hospitals for the operating costs of inpatient hospital services under the

prospective payment system ("nns'1.2 under PPS, Medicare pays predetermined, standardized

u.o,lot. p"iaischarge, subject to ceftain payment adjustments.3

The PPS statute contains a number ofprovisions that adjust reimbursement based on hospital-

specifìc factors.a These cases involve the hospital-specific DSH adjustment, which requires the

I Providers' EJR request at l.
2 See42U.S,C. $ l395ww(d)(l)-(5);42 C.F.R ParI4l2'
) Id.
4 See 42IJ.5.C. g 1395ww(d)(5).
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secretary to provide increased PPS payments to hospitals that serve a significantly

disproport ionate number of low-income patlenls '

A hospital may qualify for a DSH adjustment based on its disproportionate patient percentage

(..1nÉ"¡.0 As-a proxy for utilization by low-income patients, the DPP determines a hospital's

iualificátion as å OSif, an¿ it also determines the amount of the DSH payment to a qualifyirrg

torpituf.t The DPP is ãefined as the sum of two fractions expressed as percentages s Those two

f¡actions are refer¡ed to as the "Medicare/SSl" fraction and the "Medicaid" fraction. Both of
these fractioni consider whether a pâtient was "entitled to benefits under part 4."

The srarute, 42U.5.C. $ 1395ww(dx5)(Ð(vÐ(I), defines the Medicare/sSl fraction as:

the fraction (expressed as a percentage), the numerator of which is

the number of such hospital's patient days for such period which

were made up of patients who (for such days) were entitled to

benefils untder part A of ¡},is subchapter and were entitled to

supplemental security income benefìts (excluding any State

supplementation) under subchapter XVI of this chapter, and the

denominato¡ of which ìs the number of such hospital's patient days

for such fiscal year which were made up ofpatients who (for such 
^. day s) werc entítlecl to benefits under part A of this subchaptor ' ' 'e

The Medicare/sSl f¡action is computed annually by the centers for Medica¡e & Medicaid

Services.("cMS"), and the Medicare contractofs use cMS' calculation to compute ahospital's

DSH payment adjustment. ro

The statute, 42U.5.C. $ 1395ww(d)(5)(Ð(vÐ(Il), defines the Medicaid fraction as:

' the fraction (expressed as a percentage), the mrmerator ofwhich is

the number of the hospital's patient days fo¡ such period which

consist of patients who (for such days) were eligible for medical

assistance under a State plan approved under subchapter XIX [the
Medicaid program], but who were not entiÍled to benefits under

part A qf this subchapter, and the denominator of which is the total

ìumber of the bospital's patient days for such period rr

5 See42U.S.C. $ 139sww(d)(s)(F)(ixl); 42 c.F l{ $ 412 106'
6 See 42U.s.C. $$ 139sww(dX5XF)(i)(I) and (dXs)(FXv); 42 c F R $ 412 106(c)(l)
7 See42U.S.C. $$ 139sww(d)(5)(F)(iv) and (vii)-(xiii); a2 cFR $ 412 106(d)'
E See 42U.s.c. $ l39sww(d)(s)(F)(vi)
e Emphasis added.
r0 42 C.F.R. g 412.106(bx2)-(3).
rr Emphasis added.
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The Medicare contractor determines the nurqber of the hospital's patient days ofservice for

which patients were eligible for Medicaid but not entitled to Medicare Part A, and divides that

nu-bei by the total number of patient days in the same period.12

Medicare Advantaqe Pro$am

The Medicare program permits its beneficiaries to receive services from managed ca¡e entities.

The managed ðare stahrte implementing payments to health maintenance organizations

("HMOs") and competitive medical plans ("CMPs") is found ar42US.C' $ 1395mm Thc

itatste at 42 U.S.C. 0 1395mm(a)(5) provides for "payment to the eligible organization llnder

this section for ìndividuals enrolled under this section with the organization and entitled to

benefits under parl A of this subchapter and en¡olled under part B of this subchapter . . ."

Inpatient hospiial days for Medicare beneficiaries enrolled in HMOs and CMPs prior to 1999 are

referred to as Medicare HMO patient care days.

In the September 4, 1990 Federal Register, the Secretaryr3 stated that:

Based on the lánguage of section r 8S6(d)(5)(F)(vi) of the Act [42
U.S.C. S 1395ww(d)(5)(F)(vi)1, which states that the

disproportionate share adjustment computation should include

"patients who were entitled to benefits under Part 4," we believe

it is appropriate to include the days associated with Medicare

patients who receive care at a qualified HMO. Prìor to December

l, 1987, we were not able to isolate the days of care associated

with Medicare patients in HMOs, ancl therefore, were unable to ¡

fold this number into the calculation [of the DSH'adjustment].
However, as of December l, 1987, a field was included on the

Medicare Provider Analysis and Review (MEDPAR) file that

allows us to isolate those HMO days that were associated with
Medicare patients. Therefore, since that time we have been

including HMO days in the SSVMedicare percentage [of the DSH

adjustmentl.ro

Ar that time Medicare Parr A paid lor HMO services and patients continued to be eligible for
Part A.r5

With the creation of Medicare Part C in 1997 ,'6 Medicare beneficiaries who opted for managed

care coverage under Medicare Part C were no longer entitled to have pa)'rnent made for their

t2 42 C.F.R. $ 412.10ó(bx4).
rr of Hcalth and Human Services.
ro 55 Fed. Reg. 35990"39994 (Sept.4, 1990).
t5 Id.
I6 The Medicare part C program dicl not begin operating until January 1, 1999. See P.L. 105-33, 1997 HR 2015,

coelifiecl as 42LJ.5.C. g 1394w-21 Note (c) "Enrollmcnt Transition RuÌe.- i\n individual who is enrolled [in
Medicarel on December 3 I 1998, witb an eligibÌe organizalion under . . . [42 U.S.C. l395mm] shall be considered

to be enrolled with that organization on January l, 1999, under part C ofTitle XVIIL . ifthat organization as a
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care under Part A. Consistent with the stahÌtory chang'e, CMS did not include Medicare Part C

days in the SSI ratios used by the Medicare conffactors to calculate DSH payments for the fiscal

year 2001-2004.t1

No further guidance regarding the treatment of Part C days in the DSH calculation was provided

until the 20õ4 Tnpatient Prospective Palment System ('IPPS') proposed rules were þublished in

the Federal Regiiter. In that notice the Secretary stated that:

[O]nce a beneficiary has elected to join an M*C þlan, that
' beneficiary's benefits are no louger administered under Part A ' ' '

once a beneficiary elects Medicare Part C, thoíe patient days

attributable to the beneficiary should not be included in the

Medicare fraction of the DSH patient percenlage' These patienl
days shoitd be included in the count of total patient days in the

Medicaid fractíon (the denominator) ' and the patient's dlys for the

M+C benertciary who is also eligiblefor Medicaid would be

included in the numerator of the Medicaidfraction ' ' ' ' t8

The secretary purportedly changed her position in the Federal fiscal year ('FFY') 2005 IPPS

n"¿ -f", Uy 
"àtiog 

sh" *us "t"Lrisittg oir regulations at [42 C.F'R.] $   12.106(b)(2)(i) to

include the days associated with [Part C] beneficiaries in the Medicare fraction of the DSH

calculation."le In response to a comment regarding this change, the Secretary explained that:

Vle do agree that once Medicare beneficiaries elect Medicare
' Part C coverage, they are still, in some sense, entitled 1o

, benefits und,er Medicare Part A. We agree with the

commenter that these days should be included in the

Medicare frâction of the DSH calculation. Thereftrre, we are

not adopting as final our proposal stated in the May 19' 2003 '

proposed rule to include the days associated with M+C
benefciaries in the Medícaid fraction. Instead' we are

adopting a poticy to include the patient days .for M+C
beneficiarie,s in the Medicarefraction . . if the beneficiary
is also an SSI recipient, the patient days will be included in
the numerator of the Medicare fraction. We are revising our
regulations at $ 412.106(b)(2)(i) to include the days

associated with MiC beneficiaries in the Medicare fraction

of the DSH calculation.20

contract under that part for providing services on January 1,1999 . . " This was also known as

Medicare+Choice. The Medica¡e Prescription Drug, Improvement and'Modernization Act of2003 (Pub.L. 108-

173), eDacted on Decembcr 8, 2003, replaced the Medicare+Choice program with thè new Medicare Advantage

program under Part C of Title XVIII
17 69 Fed. Reg. 48918,49099 (Aug. 11,2004)
rE 68 Fed. P.leg.27\54,27208 (May 19,20u3) (emphasis added).
ie 69 Fed. Reg. at 49099.

'zo 
1rl. (emphasis added).
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ii

This statement would require inclusion of Medicare Part c inpatient days in the Medicare

fraction ofthe DSH calculation

Alrhough the change in DSH policy regarding 42 C.F.R._$ 412.106(bx2xÐ was included in the

eugusil t, 2004 Fãderal Register, no change to the reg¡latory language was published until

lrtiùst 22,2007 when the pFY 2008 IPPS final rule was issued.2l In that publication the

Secietary áoted that no regulatory change had in fact occuned, and announced that she had made
..technicãl corrections" to the regulatory language consistent with the change adopted in the FFY

2005IPPSfinalrule.These..teclulicalconections''a¡creflectedat42C'F'R.
$$ 412.106(bX2)(ì)(B) and (bX2XiiiXB)." As aresultof these rulemakings, Part C days were

ieþired to ùé ìncìuded in the Medicare fraction as of October 1, 2004 (the "Part C DSH

poiicy,';. Subsequently, as part ofthe FFY 2011 IPPS final rule published on August 15, 2010'

blvrs -u¿" a minor revisiotr to gg 412.106(bX2XiXB) ang^OX2XiiÐ(B) "to clarifv" the Part C

DSH policy by replacing the word "or" with "including'"21

The u.S. Circuit court for the District of columbia in Allina Healthcare services v. sebelius

(,,AIIina I'),2a vacated both the FFY 2005 IPPS final rule adopting the Part C DSH policy and the

iubr.q,r"rrí regolations issued in the FFY 2008 IPPS final rule codifying the Part c DSH policy

adoptea in FFi 2005 IPPS rule.25 However, the Secretary has-lot acquiesced to that decision'

Moie recently, in AIIina Health Sentices v. Price ("Atlina Il'),26 TheD.C. Circuit confrrmed that

tle secretary's 2004 attempt To change the standard to include Part c days in the Medicare

fraction had been vacated in Atlina I -21 The D.c. circuit further found in Allina II ¡l.¡lat the

Secretary failed to provide proper noticc and comment before including Part C days in the

Medicarl fractions publishéd for FY 2012.28 Once again, the Secretary has not acquiesced to

th is decision.

Providers' Reouest for EJR

The providers explain that "[b]ecause the Secretary has not acquiesced to the decision in Allina

[I], the 2¡¡ .egulation requìring Part C days be included in the Part A/SSI fraction and removed

2t 72 Fed. Reg. 4713Q,47384 (A\g.22,2007).

" Id. at 4141L
,, 7i ie¿. Reg. 50042, 50285 -50286, 504t4 (Aug. 16, 2o1o). See also ?5 Ferl. Reg. 23852,24006'24001 (Mav 4,

2010) (preamîÌe to proposed rulemaking stating: "We are a\varelhat there might be some confusion about our

policyìo incluae MÀ dãys in ttre SSI ftãction. . . . In order to further clariÍ! our policy that patient days associated

with ilA benefrciaries are to be included in the SSI fraction because they are still entitled to benefits under Medicare

part A, we are proposjng to replace the word 'or' with the word 'including' in $ a 12.106(b)(2)(i)(B) and

$ 412. i06(bx2)(iiÐ 1ø¡.;1; Utína neatthcare Servs. v. Sebelius,9g4 F. Supp. 2d 75 , 82 n.5,95 (2012), aff'd in port

and rev'd in parl,146F.3d 1102 (D C- Cir.2014)-
24 '746 F - 3d, I 102 (D.C. Cir. 2014).
25 Id.atl106î.3, ì1 t 1 1affirmíng portion of the district court decision vacating the FFY 2005 IPPS rule) ,See a/so

Allinct Ileqlth Servs. v. Sebelius, gd+ n. Supp. 2c175,89 (D.D.C.2012) ("Thc Court cor'ìçludes that the Secretary's

interpretati{)n of tlìe fractiors in the DSH calculation, announced in 2004 and Dot added to the Code ofFedeml

RegÙlations until the summe¡ of2007, vr'as not a "logical outgowth" ofthe 2003 NPRM ')'
26 863 F.3d93'7 (D.C. Cir. 2017).
27 Id. at 943.
28 Id. ar 943-945.
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f¡om the Medicaid fraction remains in effect as set forth in 42 C.F.R. $$ 412.106(bX2)(i)(B) and

(bx2xiiÐ(B). (The .2004 Rule,) The Board is bound by the 2004 Rule."2e Accordingly, the

È*i¿"t. contend that the Board should grant their request for EJR'

The P¡oviders assert that, prlrsuant to 42 U.S.C. $ 1395oo(f)(1), the Board must grant EJR if it

lacks the authority to deciãe a question of "law, regulatìon or CMS Ruling" raised by a provider'

The P¡oviders máintain that the Board is bound by the regulation, there are not factual issues in

dispute and. the Board does not have the legal authority to decide the issue. FurtheI, the

próviders believe they have satisfied the jurisdictional requirements of the statute and the

regulations.

Decision of the Board

pursuanr ro 42 U.S.C. $ 1395oo(f)(1) and the regulations at 42 C.F.R.$ 405.1842(Ð(l) Q0I1),
the Board is required to grant ar EJR request if ìt determi¡es that: (i) the Board has jurisdiction

to conduct a heiing.on the specific matter at issue; and (ii) the Board lacks the authority to

decide a specific lelal questiãn relevant to the specific matter at issue because the legal question

is a challåge eitheito the constitutionality ofa provision ofa statute or to the substantive or

procedural validity of a regulation or CMS Ruling'

Jurisdiction for the Group Participonts

The participants that comprise the group appeals within this EJR request have filed appeals

involving fiscal years 2006,2010 and20l7-

For purposes ofBoard jurisdiction ovel a participant's appeals for cost repofi periods ending

prioi to'December 3t, 200S, the participant may demonstrate dissatisfaction with the amount of

ii4edicare reimbursement for theãppealed issue by claiming the SSVPat C issue as a "self-

disallowed cost," pursuant to the Supreme Court's reasoning set out in Bethesda Hospital

Assocíation v. Boien (" B ethesda").3o In that case, the Supreme Courl conciuded that a cost

report submitted ìn fuli cornpliance with the sccrctary's rules and regulations, does not bar a

provider from claiming dissãtisfaction with the amount of reimbursement allowed by the

iegulations. Further, nò statute or regulation expressly mandated that a challenge to the validity

of a regulatinn be submitted first to the Medicare Contracto¡ where the conffactor is without the

po'we¡ to award reimbursement.3l

On August 2l,2x08,new regulations governing the Board were effective.32 Among the new

regulattns implemented in Federal Register notice was 42 C.F.R. $ 405.1835(a)(1)(ii) which

ref,uired.for coìt report periods ending on o¡ after December 31,2008, providers who were self-

2e EJR Request at l.
¡o tOg S. Ct. 1255 (1988). See c/so CMS Ruling CMS-1727-R (in self-disallowing an item, the provider sÙbmits a

cosl rçport that co;rPlies with thc Mcdicâre pa)'ment policy fo¡ the item and then apPeals the item to the Board The

Medicå¡e Contractor,s NpR would not include any disallowance for the item. The provider effectively self-

disallowed the item.).
)t Bethesda,108 S. Ct. at 1258-59.
i2 73Fed. Reg. 30190,30240 (May 23, 2008)
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disallowing specific items had to do so by following the procedures for filing a cost report under

protest. This regulatory requirement was litigated in Banner Heart Hospital v. Burwell
("Banner").33 In Banner, the provider filed its cost report in accordance with the applicable

outlief regulations and did not protest the additional outlier pa)rynent it was seeking. The

provider's request for EJR was denied because the Board found that it lacked jurisdiction over

the ìssue. The District court concluded fhat, under Bethesda, the 2008 self-disallowance

regulation could not be applied to appeals raisin-g a legal challenge to a regulation or other policy

that the Medicare Cont¡actor could not address.3a

The Secretary did not appeal the decision in Banner and decided to apply the holding to certain

similar administrative appeals. Effective Aprll23,201 8, the cMS Administrator implemented

CMS Ruling CMS-1727-R which involves dissatisfaction with the Medicare Contractor

determinations for cost report periods ending on December 31, 2008 and which began before

January 1,2016, Under this ruling, where the Board determines that the specific item under

appeal was subject to a regulation or payment policy that bound the Medicare Contractor and left

it with no authority or discretion to make payment in the manner sought by the provider on

appeal, the protest requirem ents oî 42 C.F.R. $ a05.1 83 5(a)(1)(ii) were no longer applicable.

Hó*".t 
"t, 

Jprovider could elect to self-disallow a specific item deemed non-allowable by filing
the matter under protest.

A. Jurisdictional Determination On Siæçrfiç-lndiYiduêLlartiçjpêD!

At the outset, the Board notes that a Board finding ofjurisdiction is a prerequisite to any review

of an EJR request pursuant to 42 C.F.R. $ 405. 1842 and the Board has the authofity Ìequest "[a]]!

of the information and documents found necessary by the Board fo¡ issuing a[n EJR] decision,"3s

including documentation relating to jurisdiction. Similarly, th_e regulations goveming group

appeals specify that jurisdiction "may be raised at any time."36

1. Case No. 09-2107 GC: Participant 3 - Good Samaritan Hospital, Provider No. 50-T079'

FYE 12/3112007

The Board finds that it does not have jurisdiction ovcr Participant 3, thc Inpatient

Rehabilitation Facility ("IRF") subunit of Good Samaritan Hospital, because Congress

has prohibited administrative and judicial review of prospective payment rates for IRFs.

rJnder 42 U.S.C. $ l395ww(¡)(8)(ts), Congress specifically precludes administrative or

judicial review ofthe prospective payment rates ("PPS") for inpatient rehabilitation

31 201 F. Supp. 3d 131 (D.D.C.2016)
t4 lcl. aï 742.
35 42 c.F.R. g ao5. I 8a2(e)(2)(ii) (referencing to the decision in subsection (f) which included a decision on both

jwisdictiur ar:d the EJR lequest),
16 42 c.F.R. 405.1837(eX2) states; "The Boarcl mqt make jurisclictÌonal fndrngs rrncler $ 405 1840 at nny time,

including, but not limited to, following a request by the provide¡s for the jurisdictional hndings. The providers may

reqr.rest jurisdictional findings by notiô,ing the Board in writing that the group appeal is fully formed, or that the

providers believe they have satisfied all ofthe reqrúrements for a group appeal hearing requesl, and the Board may

proceed to make jurisdictional findings."
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facilities (,.IRFs,,). Although providers have attempted to dispute exactly what rate-

setting .,steps,' congress intended to shield from ¡eview under the statute, the u.S. court
of Appeals, District of Columbia Ci¡cuit's decision in Mercy Hospital, Inc. v. Azar

(Màrcy),answers this question and clarifies what is shielded from review in its analysis

of this issue.37

\n Mercy, the D.c. circuit describes cMS' two-step rate-setting process for Medicare

reimbursement for IRFs. The first step takes plaoe prior to the beginning of the fiscal

year and involves CMS' establishment o{a standartlized reitnbursetnent ¡ate, while the

second step involvcs cMS', adjustments (calculated by the Medicare contractor) to "the

standardized rates to reflect the parlicular circumstances of each ho.spital for that year."

One of the ways in which CMS adjusts a hospital's IRF Medicare pa)'rnent is by taking

into account the number of low income patients ("LP") served by the hospital, also

known as the LIP adjustment. The D.C' Circút in Mercy af{trmed the U S' District

Court, whe¡ein the District Court concluded ttrat 42 U'S.C. $ 1395ww(i)(8) prohibits

administrative or judicial review of the Medicare ConÛactor's determinatìon of the LIP

adjustment, because such review amounts to review of the establishment of the hospital's

prospective palnnent rates.38 The D.C. Circuit concluded that the Statute's plain language

prohibits administrative andjudicial review ofnot only the statutory adjustments, but also

ihe ..step two fates" utilized by the Medicare cont¡actor when adjusting the standardized

reimbuisement rate and then calculating a hospital's final payment 3e

In the instant appeal, the Provider seeks Board review ofone ofthe components utilized
by the Mcdicare Contractor to determine the Provider's LIP adjustment, namely

Medica¡e Managed care Pafi c Days. As Congress has prohib'ited administrative and

judicial review of the prospective payment rates for IRFs, including the LIP adjustment,

the Board finds that it lacks the jurisdiction to hear the Provider's appeal of the LIP

adjustment and dismisses the issue in the instant appeal that challenges this adjustment.

In making this finding, the Board notes that the D.C. Circuit decision in Mercy i^s

controlling precedent because the Provider could bring suit in the D.C. Circuit a0

31 Merqt Hosp., Inc. v. Azar,891 F.3d 1062 (June 8, 2018).
38 Mercy I'Iosp., Inc. v. Burwell,No. 15- 1236 (JDB), 2016'l'|L 40070'72, at +8 (D D.C. July 25 

' 
2016).

3e Mercy,89l F.3d at 1068.
40 The CMS Administrator generally has applied as controlling precedent the law of the Circuit in¡ryhich the

Provider is located . See, e.g., QRS CHIV DSII Labor room Days Groups v. Blue Cross Blue Shield Ass'n, Adm'r
Dec. (Apr. l3, 2009), affirming, PRRB Dec. No. 2009-Dl 1 (Feb.27,2009); St Vincent Mercy Med Ctr' v.

Bluecross BlueShield Assh, Adm'r Dec. (Nov. 17, 2008), afirming in part and reversitxg ¡n plrl, PRRB Dec. No.

2008-D35 (Sept. 15,2008). However, in recognizing that providers may file suit with the appropriate Dist¡ict Court

either in the Circuit in which tlìey are Ìocated or the D.C. Circuit, the Administrator also applies as controlling
precedent the law of the D.C. Circuit. Se¿, e.g., Jordan Hosp v. Blue Ctoss Blue Shield Ass'n., Adm'r Dec (Apr.

30,2OO7), vacatìng,PRRB Dec. No.2007-D23 (Feb 28,2007).
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B. Jurisdictional Determination fo¡ Remainins Participants

With the exception of Good Samaritan Hospital, Provider No. 50-T079, discussed above,

the Board has determined that the remaining participants' appeals involved with the

instant EJR Request for Case Nos. 09-2107GC,15-l'193GC and 15-1802GC are

govemed by the decision in Bethesda and CMS Ruling CMS-I727-R and tlat the

participant appeals filed from a revised NPR have the appropriate adjustment to the Part

b Ouy. issue withir.r the revised NPR. In addition, the participants' documentation shows

that the estimated amount in controversy exceeds $50,000, as required for a group

appealar and that the appeals were timely filed. The estimatcd amount in controversy is

subject to recalculation by the Medicare contIactor for the actual final amount in each

casã. Accordingly, the Board finds that it has jurisdiction for the referenced appeals and

the remaining Particiþants'

Board's Analvsis Resardins the Appealed Issue

The appeals in these EJR requests involve the 2006, 2010 and 2011 cost reporting periods. Thus,

the appealed cost reporting periods fall squarely within the time frame applicable to the

Secråtãry,s parr C DSH policy being challenged which was adopted in the FFY 2005 IPPS final

rule and later codified aT 42 C.F.R. $ $ 412.106(bX2XiXB) and (bX2XiiÐ(B) as part of the FFY

2008 IPPS final rule (wirh a minor revision published in the FFY 201 I IPPS final rule). The

Board recognizes that, for the time period at issue in these requests, the D.C. Citcút in Allina I
vacated this regulation. However, the Secretary has not formally acquiesced to thal vacatur and,

in tlris regard, has not published any guidancc on how the vacatur is being implemented (e.g.'

only circuit-wide versùs nationwide).a2 Moreover, the D.C. Circuit is the only circuit to date that

has vacated the regulation and, if the Board were to grant EJR, the Providers would have the

right to bring suit in either the D.C. Circuit or the ci¡cuit within which they are located.a3 Based

on the above, the Board must conclude that it is otherwise bound by the regulation for purposes

ofthis EJR request.

Board's Decision Regarding the EJR Request

The Board finds that:

1) lt does not have jurisdiction to hear the appeal for Good Samaritan Flospital
(provider number 50-T079, FYE 12/31/2007) in Case No. 09-2101GC, thus this

Provider is dismissed from the appeal and from this EJR Determination;

2) It has jurisdiction over the matter for the subject years and that the remaining

pafiicipants in these group appeals are entitled to a hearing before the Board;

at See 42 C.F.R. ç 405.1837.
a2 see generatþ Grant Med. cttr. v. Butwell,204 F. supp. 3d 68,7'1-82 (D.D.C.2016), alf'd,875 F.3d 701 (D,C.

Ct.201'7).
a3 See 42rJ.S.C. $ l395oo(f)(1).
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3) Based upon the participants' assertions regarding 42 C.F R $$ 412' 106(bX2)(Ð(B)

and (bX2XiiÐ(B), there are no findings offact for resolution by the Board;

4) It is bound by the applicable existing Medicare law and regulation (42 C F R'

$ 405.1867); and

5) It is without the authority to decide the legal question of whether 42 C'F R'

$$ 412.106(bX2XÐ(B) and (b)(zXiiiXB) (2011) codifving the Medicare Part C DSH

policy adopted in the FFY 2005 IPPS hnal rule are valid'

Accordingly, the Board finds that the question of the validity of 42 c.F.R. $$ 412.106(bx2xixB)

and (bx2t(iiixB) (2011) properly falls within the provisions of 42 U.S.C. g 1395oo(f)(1) and

neteùy f*ti ìhe participants' request for EJR for the issue and the subject years, except for the

participants noted above. The participants have 60 days from the receipt of this decision to

instituie the appropriate action for judicial review. Since this is the only issue under dispute in

these cases, the Board hereby closes those cases.

Board Members ParticiPalins:

Clalon J. Nix, Esq.
Charlotte F; Benson, CPA
Gregory H. Ziegler, CP A, CPC-A
Robefi A. Evarts, Esq.

tr'or the Board:

4/8/2O19

X clayton.t. Nix

Clâyton J. Nix, Esq.

Cha ir
Signed by: Clayton J. Nix -A

F.nclosures: SchedulesofProviders

John Bloom, Noridian Healthcare Solutions
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James Ravindran, Prcsident

Quality Reimbursement Services
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R'J,: EJR Determinalion
13-3928C QRS 2009 DSII SSI Fraction/Mcdicare Managed Care Part C Days Group

13-3941G QRS 2009 DSH Medicaid FractionMedicare Managed Care Part C Days

14-1161G ons ZOos DSH SSI Fraction Medicare Managed Care Part C Days Group

I4-1820G QRS 2010 DSH SSI Fraction Medicare Managed Care Pt. C Days Group

l4-1822G QRS 2010 DSH Medicaid Fraction Medicarc Managcd Care Pt' C Days

I4-32g'lG ons zOt I DSH SSI Fraction Medicare Managed Care Part C Days Group

I1-1424G QRS 2006 DSH SSI Fraction Medicare Managed Care Parl C Days Group 3

l7 -1425G QRS 2006 DSH Medicaid Fraction Medicare Managed Care Part C

Dea¡ Mr. Ravindran:

The Provider Reimbusement Review Board ('fBoarcl") has reviewed the Providers' February i,
2019 request for expedited judicial review ("nn'1,t as well as the Providers' }darch 14,2019

,..pon.é to the Board's February 28,2019 letter requesting additional information required to act

upån the EJR submission. In its February 28th letter, the Board requested that Providers clearly

iáentify the legal authority they were challenging and how it is binding on the BOard, making

EJR appropriaie. The Board's determination regarding both jurisdiction and EJR is set forth

below.

Issue in Dispute:

The ìssue in these appeals is

I This dctermination is one ofseveral that will be issued in response to lhc furrr FJR reqìÌests that were filed oD

February 1,2019 and March 14,2019, involving 28 cases and approximately 680 individual Provider jurisdictional

determinations.
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[W]hether Medicare Advantage Days ("Part C Days") should be
removed from the disproportionate share hospital adjustment
("DSH Adjustment") Medicare fraction and added to the Medicaid
Fraction.2

Statrf tory anrl Regulatory Background: Medicare DSII Pavment

Part A of the Medica¡e Act covers "inpatient hospital services." since 1983, ¿he Medicare
program has paid most hospitals for the operating costs of inpatient hospital services under the
prospective payment system ("rrs'1.r under PPS, Medicare pays predetermined, standardized
amounts per discharge, subject to certain payment a justments.a

The PPS statute contains a number ofprovisions that adjust reimbursement based on hospital-
specific factors.s These cases involve the hospital-specific DSH adjustment, which requires the
Secretary to provide increased PPS payments to hospitals that serve a significantly
disproportionate number of low-income patients.6

A hospital may qualify for.a DSH adjustment based on its disproportionate patient percentage
("nnf'1.t As a proxy for utilization by low-income patients, the DPP determines áhospital's
qualification as a DSH, and it also determines the arnount of the DSH payment to a qualifying
hospital.E The DPP is defined as the sum oftwo fractions expressed as pãrcentages.i Those two
fractions are referred to as the "Medicare/ssl" fraction and the "Medicaid" fraction. Both of
these fractions consider whether a patient ì¡/as "entitled to benefits under part 4.,'

The statute, 42 U.S.C. g 1395ww(d)(5)(F)(vi)(f, defines the Medica¡e/SSl fraction as:

the fraction (expressed as a percentage), the nume¡ator of which is
the number of such hospital's patient days for such period which
were made up of patients who (for such days) were entitled to
benef.ts under part A oî this subchapter and were entitled to
supplemental security income benefits (excluding any State
supplementation) under subchapter XVI of this chapter, and the
denominato¡ of which is the number of such hospital's patient days
for such fiscal year which were made up ofpatients who (for such
days) were entitled to benefits under part A of this subchapter. . . .10

2 Provideß' EJR request at 1.
r See 42IJ.S.C. $ l395ww(d)(l)-(5);42 C.F.R.Part 412.
4Id.
5 .9ee 42 U.S,C. g

6 Jee 42 U.S.C. g
? ,lee 42 U.S.C. g
E See 42 U.S.C. g
e .1ec 42 LI.S.C. g

l39sww(d)(s).
l39sww(d)(5)(F)(i)(I); a2 C.F.R. $ 412.106.

$ 1395ww(d)(s)(F)(i)(l) and (d)(s)(F)(v); 42 C,F.R. g al2.l06(c)(l).
$ l39sww(d)(s)(F)(iv) and (vii)-(xiii);42 C.F.R. $ 412.106(d).
l39sww(d)(s)(F)(vi).

ro (Emphasis added.)
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ìr 42 C.F.R. $ 412.106(bx2)-(3).
r'z (Emphasis added.)
rr 42 C.F.R. $ 412.106(bx4).
ìa ofllealth and FIuman Scrvices.

The Medicare/SSl fraction is computed annually by the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid

Services C'CMS'), and the Medicare contractors pse CMS' calculation to compute a hospital's

DSH payment acìjustment. I I

The statute, 42Il.S.C.$ 1395ww(dX5)(FXviXII), defines the Medicaid fraõtion as:

the f¡action (expressed as a percentage), the numerator of which is

the number of the hospital's patient dàys for sucÌr period which

consist of patients who (for such days) were eligible for medical

assistance under a State plan approved under subchapter XIX [the
Medicaid program], but who were not entitled to benefits under

pert A of this subchapter, and t1le denominator of which is ths total

numbe¡ ofthe hospitãl's patient days for such period.12

The Medicare contractor determines the number of the hospital's patient days ofservice for

which parients wero eligible for Medicaid but not entitled to Medicare Part A, and divides that

numbei by the total number of patient days in the same period.13

Medicare Advantaee Pro gram

The Medicare program permits its beneficiaries to ¡eceive services from managed care entities.

The managed care statute implementing pa)'rnents to health maintenance organizations

("HMOs"land competitive medical plans ("CMPs") is found at 42 U S'C' $ l395mm The

itaute at 42 U.S.C. $ 1395mm(a)(5) provides for "payment to the eligible organization under

this section for individuals enrolled under this section with the organization and entitled to

benefits under part A of this subchapter and enrolled under palt B of this subchapter . . ."

Inpatient hospiial days for Medicare beneficiaries enrolled in HMOs and CMPs prior to 1999 are

referred to as Medicare HMO patient care days.

In the September 4, 1990 Fecleral Register, the Secretaryra stated that:

Based on the language ofsection i886(dX5XFXvi) ofthe Acr 142

U.S.C. S 1395ww(d)(5)(F)(vi)1, which states that the

disproportignate share adjustment computation should include
"patients who were entitled to benefits under Part 4," we believe

it is appropriate to include the days associated with Medicare

patients who receive càte al' 
^ 

qualified HMO. Prior to December

l,lg87, we were not able to isolate the days ofcare associated
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with Medicare patients in HMOs, and therefore, we¡e unable to
fold this number into the calculation [of the DSH adjustment].
However, as of December l, 1987 , a field was included on the
Medica¡e Provider Analysis and Review (MEDPAR) file that
allows us to isolate those HMO days that were associated with
Medicare patiéíts. Therefore, sinci that time we have been
including HMO days in the SSVMedicare percenrage [of the DSH
adjustmentl.l5

At that iime Medicare Part A paid for HMO services and patients continued to be eligible for
Part 4.1ó

with the creation of Medicare Part c in 1997,17 Medicare beneficiaries who opted for managed
care coverage under Medicare Part C were no longer entitled to have payment made for their
care unde¡ Part A. Consistent with the statutory change, cMS did not include Medicare part C
days in the SSI ratios used by the Medicare contractors to calculâte DSH payments for the fiscal
year200I-2004. 18 -

No fi.rther guidance regarding the treatment of Part C days in the DSH calculation was provided
until the 2004 Inpatient Prospective Pa),rnent Systen-r ("IPPS") proposed rules were published in
the Federal Register. In that notice the Secrctary stated that:

. . . once a beneficiary has elected to join an M+C plan, that
beneficiary's benefits are no longer administered under Part A
. . .. . once a beneficiary elects Medicare Part C, those patient days
attributable to the beneficiar should not be included in the
Medicare fraction of the DSH patient percentage. These patient
days should be included in the count of toral patient days in the
Medicaid fraction (the denominotor), and the patient's days for
the M+C benertciary who is also eligible for Medícaid would be .

included in the numerator of the Medicaid fraction . . . .re
(

r5 55 Fcd. Reg. 35990,39994 (Sept.4, 1990).
t6 ld.
r7 The Medicare Part C program did not begin operating until January 1, 1999. See p.L. 105-33, 1997 HR 2015,
coclifed as 42U.5.C. $ 1394w-21 Note (c) "Enrollment T¡ansition Rule.- An individual who is eruolled [in
Medicarel on December 31 1998, with an eligible organization under . . . [42 U.S.C. l395mm] shall be considered
to be eûolled with that organization on January l, 1999, under part C ofTitle XVIIL . if that organization as a
contract under that part for providing services on January 1, 1999 . . . ." This was also known as
Medicare+Choiue. The Medicare Prescription Drug, Improvemelt and Modemization Act of2003 (Pub.L. 108-
173), enacted on December 8, 2003, repÌaced the Medicare+Choice program with the new Medicare Advantage
progfâm under Part C of Title XVIII.
'8 69 Fed. Reg. 48918,49099 (Aug. I I , 2004).
Ie 68 Fed. Reg. 27154,27208 (May 19,2003) (emphasis added).
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The secretary purportedly changed her position in the Federal fiscal year ("FFY") 2005 IPPS

hnal rule, Uyoãting she was "revising our regulations at [42 C.F.R.] $ a12.106(b)(2)(i) to

include túe áays asiociated with [Part C] beneficiaries in the Medicare flaction of the DSH

calculation.',20i ln response to a còmment regarding this change, the Secretary explained thât:

. . . lTe do agree thLtt once Medicare beneficiaries elect

Meòlicare Part C coverage' they are still' ín some sense'

entitled to benefits under Medicare Part A, We agree with

tåe òommenter that these days should be included in the

Medicare fraction of the DSH calculation Therefore' we are

not adopting as final our proposal stated in the May 19' 2003

proposàd rute to include the days associdted with M+C
. 'beneficiaríes 

in the Medicaid fraction' Instead' we are

adopting a policy to include the patient days for M+C
beieficlariàs in the Medicare fraction ' ' ' if the beneficiary

is also an SSI recipient, the patient days will be included in
the numerator of the Medìcare fraction We are revising our

regulations at $ 412.i06(bx2)(i) to include the days

asiociated with M+C beneficiaries in the Medicare fraction

of the DSH calculation.2r

This statement would require inclusion of Medicare Part c inpatient days in the Medicare

fraction of the DSH calculation.

Although the change in DSH policy r egatding 42 C.F.R.,$ 412.106(bX2XÐ was included in the

Rugusú t, 2004 Flderal Register, no change to the regulatory lan^guage was published until

Anittst22,20Q7 when the FÉy ZOOS IPPS final rule was issued 22 In that publication the

Secietary noted that no regulatory change had in fact occurred, and announced that she had made

"technicäl corrections" to ihe regulatory language consistent with the change adopted in the FFY

2005 IPPS final ru1e. These "technical corrections" are reflected at 42 C'F R'

$$ 412.106(bx2xixB) and (bx2xiiÐ@) ,3 As a ¡esult of these rulemakings, Part c days were

i"qoir"¿ to ùá ìí"ì"à"¿ in the Medica¡e fraction as of October 1, 2004 (the "Part C DSH

poiicy,1. Subsequently, as part ofthe FFY 2011 IPPS final rule publìshed on August 15,2010'

bVi-u¿" a minor re'rision to gg 412.106(bX2XiXB) and (b)(2)(iii)(B) "to clarify" the Part C

DSH policy by replacing the word "or" with "including "2a

'?o 
69 Fed. Reg. at 49099.

'z' Id. (emphasis added).
21 72 Fed. Reg. 47130,47384 (Aue. 22'2007)'
23 '12Fed.P.:eg. ar 47411.
, 7 s F"¿. n"i. soo+2, 50285-50286, 50414 (Aug. 16,2010). Seealso75Fed Reg.23852' 24006-2400'1 (Mav 4'

2010) (preamîle to proposed rulemaking statingì "We are awareihat there might be some confusion about our

poticy ìo inclLrOe tøÀ d;ys nr the SSI frictio¡. . . . ln order to turther clarify our policy that patient days ¿ssociated

with i4A beneficiarics arc to be included in the SSI fraction becaìrse lhey are still entitled to benefìts unde¡ Medicare

part A, we are proposing ro replace rhe word 'or' with the word 'including' in $ a l2.106(b)(2)(i)(B) and
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The U.S. Ci¡cuit Court for the District of Columbia in Attina Healthcare Services v. Sebelius
Q4llina I),2s vacated both the FFY 2005 IPPS final rule adopring rhe Parr C DSH policy and the
subsequent regulatìons issued in the FFY 2008 IPPS final rule codifying the part c DSH policy
adopted in FFY 2005 IPPS rule.2ó However, the Secretary has not acquiescecl to that decision.
More recently, in Allina Health services v. Pricc ("lllina IÌ'),21 the D.c. circuit conñrmed that
the secretary's 2004 attempt to change the standard to include Part c days in the Medicare
fraction had been vacated, in Allina 1.28 The D.C. Circuit further found in Altina II thatthe
Secretary failed to provide proper notice and comment before including Part C days in the
Medica¡e fractions published for FY 2012.2e once again, the Secretary has not acquiesced to
this decision.

Providers' Request for EJR \

The Providers explain that "[b]ecause the Secretary has not acquiesced to the decision in
Allina [I] , the 2004 regulation requiring Part C days be included in the Part A./SSI fraction and
removed from the Medicaid fraction remains in effect as set forth in 42 C.F.R.
$$ 412 106(b)(2)(i)(B) and (bX2XiiÐ(B). (The'2004 Rule') The Board is bound by the 2004
ru1e."30 Accordingly, the Providers contend that the Board should grant their request for EJR.

The Providers assert that, pursuant to 42 U.S.C. $ 1395oo(f)(1), the Board must grant EJR if it
lacks the autholity to decide a question of "law, regulation or CMS Ruling" raised by a provider.
The Provide¡s maintain that the Board is bound by the regulation, there are not factual issues in
dispute and the Board does not have the legal authority to decide the issue. Further, thê
Providers believe they have satisfied the jurisdictional requirements ofthe statute and the
regulations.

Decision of the Board

Pursuant to 42 U.S.C. g 1395oo(f)(1) and the regulations at 42 C.F.R.$ 405.1842(Ð(1) (2017),the
Boa¡d is required to grant an EJR request if it determines that: (i) the Board has jurisdiction to
conduct a hearing on the specific matter at issue; and (ii) the Board lacks the authority to decide a
specific legal question relevant to the specific matter at issuc bccausc the legal question is a

$ 412.106(bX2Xiii)(B)."); Allina Healthcare Serys. v. Sebelius,904 F. Supp. 2d 75,82 t5,95 (2012), aff'd in part
and rev'd inpart,146F.3d1102 (D.C. Cir. 2014).
25 '146 F.3d,1 102 (D.c. cir.2014).
26 746 F.3d, 

^11 
106 n.3, 1 1 I I (affirming portion of the district court decision vacating the FFY 2005 IPPS rule). See

also Allina HeaLth Servs. v. Sebelhn,904 F. Supp. 2d 75, 89 (D.D.C. 2012) ("Th€ Court concludes that the
Secretary's inlerpretation ofthe ftactions in the DSFI calculation, aunounced in 2004 and not added to the Code of
Federal Regulations until the summer of 2007, was not a "logical outgrowth" of the 2003 NPRM.).
,7 8ól F.3d 937 {D.C. Cir.20t7).
'18 

I¿1. ¿,1943.
2e Id. aÌ943-945.
ro P¡oviders' EJR Request at l.
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challenge either to the constifutionality ofa provision oIa statute or to the substantive or procedural

valìdity of a regulation or CMS Ruling.

I¡z¿r¿p¿r.Inclusion ofPreviouslv Dismissed Provider on the Schedule ofProviders

At the Òutset, the Boa¡d notes that the Schedules ofProviders submitted by the Provider

Representative r¡/ith the EJR requests for Case Nos. 13-3928G and l3-3941G each improperly
includeRapidCityRegionalHospital(ProviderNo.43-0077)thattheBoardpreviouslyhasissueda
deten¡ination denying jurisdiction over the Provider and its request to transfer to the respective

group appeals. Accordingly, this Provider is not part ofcase Nos. 13-3928G and 13-3941G and, as

such, cannot be considered in this EJR request. The Board will address the Provide¡
Representative's failure to comply with Board Rules under separate covel pusuant to 42 C.F.R. $

405.1868.

Jurisdiction Over Participants Czrr¿z¡iv in the Above-Capiio4ed Group Appeals

The participants thaf cuftently comprise the gloup appeals within this EJR request have filed

appeals involving fiscal years 2006,2008, 2009 , 2010 and 201 1 .

For purposes of Board jurisdiction over a partìcipant's appeals for cost report periods ending

prioi to-December 31, 2008, the participant may demonstrate dissatisfaction with the amount of
Medica¡e reimbufsement for the appealed issue by claiming the ssyPart c issue as a "self-

disallowed cost," pursuant to the Supreme Court's reasoning set out in Bethesda Hospítal
Association v. Bowen ("8 ethesda").3 | In that case, the Supreme Court concluded that a cost

report submitted in full compliance with the secretary's rules and regulations, does not bar a

provider from claiming dissatisfaction with the amount of reimbu¡sement allowed by the

iegulations. Further, no statute or regulation expressly mandated that a challenge to the validity
of a regulation be submitted fìrst to the Medicare Cont¡actor where the contractor is without the

power to award reimbursement.32

On August 21, 2008, new regulations goveming-the Board were effective.33 Among the new

regulations implemented in Federal Register notice was42 C.F.R. $ 405.1835(a)(1)(ii) which
required for cost report periods ending on or after December 31, 2008, providers who we¡e self-

disallowing specific items had to do so by following the ptocedures for filing a oost report urldel'

protest. Tlris regulatory requircmcnt was litigated in Banncr Hcart Hospilal v. Burwell
("Bannef').3a ln Banner,the provider filed its cost report in accordance with the applicable

outlier regulations and did not protest the additìonal outlier payrnent it was seeking. The

rr 108 S. Ct. 1255 (1988). ,i¿¿ ø/so CMS Ruling CMS-1727-R (in self-disaJlowing an item, the provide¡ subnits a

cost report that complies with the Medicare payment policy lbr the item and then appeals the item to the Board. The

Medicare Contracto¡'s NPR would not include any disallowance for the item. The provider effectively self-

disallowed the item,).
)2 Bethesda,108 S. Ct. at 1258-59.
33 73 Fed. Reg.30190,30240 (May 23,2008).
14 201 F. Supp. 3d l3l (D.D.C. 2016).



provider's request for EJR \¡/as denied because the Board found that it lacked jurisdiction over
the issue. The District court concluded rhat, und,er Bethesda, the200g self-disallowance
regulation could not be applied to appeals raisin-g a legal challenge to a regulation or other policy
that the Medicare Contractor could not address.35

The.Secretary clicl not appeal the decision in Banncr ancl decided to apply the holding to ceÉain
sim,ilar administrative appeals. Effeoive ApÅI23,201g, the cMS Ráministrator imilementcd
cMS Ruling GMS-1727-R which involves dissatisfaction with the Medicare contractor
determinations for cost report periods ending on December 31, 200g and which began before
January 1,2016, under this ruling, where the Board determines that the specific itãm under
appeal was subject to a regulation or payment policy that bound the Mediõare Contractor and lefl
it with no âuthority or discretion to make payrnent in the manne¡ sought by the provider on
appeal, the protest requirements of 42 c.F.R. g a05. 1835(a)( l)(ii) were no longãr applicable.
Howevet, a provider could elect to self-disallow a specifìc item deemed not -ullorråbl. by filing
the matter under protest.

l. case No. 13 -3941G*Participo.nt # 55 Ha*ison Medical center (provider No. 50-00i9)

on May 21, 2018, the Board grantcd the p¡ovider's request to transfer from case No.
l2'028LG to caseNo. t3-3941G. In granting this request, the Board furthè¡ instructed
the Group Represcntative (QRS) to file an updatetl Schedule of providers and
supplemental jurisdictional documents within 30 days of the date of the May 2l.tletter
since the Schedule ofProviders and jurisdictional dàcumentation had already been filed
in case No. 13-3941G. Not\¡/ithstanding this instruction, there is no supplemeital
information for Har¡ison Medical in the record. Accordingly, the Boaràiereby dismisses
Hanison Medical Center f¡om Case No. 13-3941G because the Provider failedto comply
with the Board's instructions and has not demonstrated that it has a jurisdictional proper
appeal of the Part C days issue pending bèfo¡e the Board as required by 42 C.F.R.
$$ 405.1835-405.1837. Since establishing jurisdiction over a provider is a prerequisite to
granting the request for EJR, the Provider's request for EJR as it relates to case ño. 13-
3941G is denied.r6

QRS Medicare Part C Days Groups
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2. Remaining Participants in the Abo.vc-Captioned Group Cases

The Board has determined that the remaining participants involved with the instant EJR
request for the above-captroned group cases are govemed by the decision in Bethesda and

- cMS Ruling cMS-1727-R. In addition, the participants' documentation shows that the
estimated amount in controversy exceeds $50,000, as required for a group appeal.37 The
appeals were timcly filed. Based on tlie above, the Boartl finds that it has juiisdiction for
the above-captionecl appeals and the underlying remaining p¡oviders. The estimated

t5 Ld. at 142.
16 See 42 C.F.R. g a05.1842(a).
37 See 42 C.F.R. $ 405.1837,
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amount in controversy is subject to recalculation by the Medicare contracto¡ for the

actual hnal amount in each case.

Board's Analvsis Resardins the App-g4þdlssuq

The appeals in these EJR requests involve the 2006,2008,2009,2010 and 201 lcost reporting

p".ioå.. Thus, the appealediost reporting periods fall squarely within the time frame applicable

io the secretary's pari c DSH pofióy being challenged which was adopted in the FFY 2005 IPPS

final rule and larer codifie¿ at 4z c.F.n. $$ 412.106(bx2XixB) and (bx2xiiÐ(B) as part of the

FFY 2008 IPPS final rule (with a minor revision published in the FFY 201 1 IPPS frnal rule)'

The Board recognizes that, for the time period at issue in these requests, the D.c. circuit in

Allína I tacaæ{thls regulation. However, the Secretary has not formally acquiesced to that

vacatur utd,in this regãrd, has not published any guidance on how the vacatur is being

implementeã (e.g., onl-y circuiçwidè versus nationwide).38 Moreover, the D.C. Circuit is the

oniy circuit to'dãtá tnui nu. vacated the regulation and, ifthe Board were to grant EJR, the

p¡oviders would have the right to bring suìt in either the D.C. Circuit or the circuit within which

ifr"V *" located.3e Based oi the above, the Board must conclude that it is otherwise bound by

the regulation for purposes of this EJR request'

Board's Decision Resarding the EJR Request

The Board finds that:

1) It has jurisdiction over the matter for the subject years and that the remaining participants

in these group appeals (as delineated in the attached schedules) are entitled to a hearìng

belore the Board;

2) Based upon the remaining participants' assertions regarding 42 C F R'

$$ 412.i06(bx2xÐ(B) u"¿ (uxzxiiÐ(s), there are no findings offact for resolution by

the Board;

3)ItisboundbytheapplicableexistingMedicarelawandregulation(42c.F.R.
$ 405.1867); and

4)Itiswithouttheauthofitytodecidethelegalquestlonofwhether42C.F.R.
$$ 412.106(bX2XÐ(B) and (bX2XiiiXB) (2011) codifving the Medicare Part C DSH

policy adopted in the FFY 2005 IPPS final rule are valid'

38 See generatLy Grent Med. Ctr. v. Burwell,204 F. Supp. 3d 68,'7'7 -82 (D.D.C'2016), aff'd,875 F.3d 701 (D.C.

Cir.2017).
1e See 42U.5.C. $ l395oo(f)(1).
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Accordingly, the Board finds that the question of the validity of 42 C.F.R. $$ 412.106(bX2XÐ(B)
and (b)(2)(iii)(B) (2011) properly falls within the provisions of42 U.S.C. g t395oo(f)(t) and
hereby grants the Providers' request for EJR for the issue and the subject years. The
Provide¡s have 60 days from the reeeipt of this decision to institute the appropriate action for
judicial review. Since this is the only issue under clispute in these cases, the Board hereby closes
those cases.

Board Members Participatine:

Clayton J. Nix, Esq.
Charlotte F. Benson, CPA
Gregory H. Ziegler, CPA, CPC-A
Robert A. Everts, Esq.

FORTHE BOARD:

4/8/2019

X Clayton J. Nix

Clayton J. Nix, Esq.

Ch a¡r
Signed byr Clayton J. Nix -A

Enclosures: Schedules of Providers

cc: John Bloorn, Noridian (Electronic Mail w/Scliedules of Proviclers)
Bruce Synder, Novitas (lìlectronic Mail w/Schedules of Providers)
Wilson Leong, (Electronic Mail wiSchedrrles of Providers)



DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH & HUMAN SER,VICES# Provider Reimbursement Rev¡ew Board
1508 Woodlawn Drive, Su¡te 100
Bêltimore, l"lD 2L2O7
4IO-786-2677

Electronic I)eliverv

Isaac Blumberg
Blumberg Ribner, Inc.
3 15 South Beverly Drive
Suite 505
Beverly Hills, CA 90212-1925

NE: EJR Detennination
l8-0415G BRI lndependent Hospitals 200? Medicare HMO Part C Fraction Group

. l8-0416G BRI Independent Hospitals 2007 Medicaid HMO Part C Fraction Group
l8-0577G BRI Independent Hospi{als 2009 Medicare HMO Part C Fraction Group
l8-0578G BRI Independent Hospitals 2009 Medicaid HMO Part C Fraction Group

Dear Mr. Flumberg;

The Provider Reimbursement Review Board ("Board") has reviewed the Providers' March 26,
2019 request for expedited judicial review ('EJR') for the appeals refe¡enced above. The
Board's determination regarding EJR is set forth,below.

Issue in I)ispute:

The issue in these appeals is

Whether Medicare Advantage Days ("Part C Days') should be
removed from the disproportionate share hospital adjustment
("DSH Adjustment") Medicare Fraction and added to the Medicaid
Fraction consistent with the decision of the United States Court of
Appeals for the District of Columbia in Allina Health Services v.

Sebelius, I 46 F.3d 1 1 02 (D.C. Cir. 2014).1

Statutorv and Regulatorv Background: Medicare I)SII Payment

Part A of the Medicare Act covers "inpatient hospital sewices." Since 1983, the Medicare
program has paid most hospitals for the operating costs of inpatient hospital services under the

I Providers' EJR request at I
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prospective payment system ("PPS').'z Under PPS, Medicare pays predetermined, standardized

ãmounts peiaiicharge, subject to certain payment adjustments'3

The PPS statute contains a number ofprovisions that adjust reimbwsement based on hospital-

specific factors.a These cases involve the hospital-specific DSH adjustrnent, which requires the

Secretary to provide increased PPS payments to hospitals that serve a significantly
disproportionate number of low-income patients.5

A hospital may qualify for a DSH adjustrnent based on its dispropodion4te patient percentage

("Off'1.0 As a proxy for utilization by low-income patienfs, the DPP determines a hospital's
qualification as a DSH, and it also determines the amount of the DSH payment to a qualifying
hìspital.? The DPP is defined as the sum oftwo fractions expressed as percentages.s Those two

fractions arè referred to as the "Medicare/SSl" fraction and the "Medicaid" fraction. Both of
these fractions consider whether a patient was 'entitled to benefits under part 4."

The statute, 42U.5.C. $ 1395ww(dX5XFXvÐ(I), defines the Medica¡e/SSl fraction as:

the fraction (expressed as a percentage), the numerator of which is

the number of such hospital's patient days for sucþ period which
were made up of patients who (for such days) were entitled to

benefits under part A of this subchapter and were entitled to
supplemental security income benefits (excluding any Statè

supplementation) under subchapter XVI of this chapter, ard the

denominator of which is the number of such hospital's patient days

for such fiscal year which were made up of patients who (for such

days) were entitled to benefits under part A of this
subchapter....e

The Medicare/SSl fraction is computed annually by the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid
Services C'CMS'), and the Medicare confactors use CMS' calculation to compute a hospital's
D SI-I payrnent adjustment. I o

The staflrte, 42 I.I.S.C. $ 1395ww(dX5)(FXviXU), defines t]le Medicaid fraction as:

the fraction (expressed as a percentage), the numerator of which is

the number of the hospital's patient days for such period which .

z See 42rJ.5.C,. $ 1395ww(dXl)-(5);42 C.F.P''Part 412.
3 Id.
a See 42|J.S.C. $ 1395v/w(d)(5).
s See 42lJ.5.C. $ 1395ww(dX5XFXiXÐ; a2 C.F.R. $ 412.106'
6 see 42|J.s.c. $$ l39sww(dX5XFXiXI) and (d)(s)(F)(v);42 C.F.R. $ al2.106(c)(l).
7 See 42rt.s.c. $(i l395ww(dX5XF)(iv) and (vii)-(xiii); a2 C.F.R' $ 412.10ó(d).
I See 42 U.S.C. $ l395ww(clX5XFXvi).
e (Emphasis added.)
ro 42 C.F.R. $ 412.106(bX2)-(3).
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r3 ofHealth and Human Services,

consist ofpatients who (for such days) were eligible for medical
assistance under a State plan approved under subchapter XD( [the
Medicaid program], but who were not entitled to benefits under
part A of this subchapter, and the denominator of which is the total
number of the hospital's patient days for such period.ll

The Mediðare cont¡actor determines the number of the hospital's patient days of service for
which patients were eligible for Medicaid but not entitled to Medicare Part A, and divides that
numbei by the total number of patient days in the same period.r2

Medicare Advantaee Program

The Medicare program permits its beneficiaries to receive services from managed care entities.
Thê managed care statute implementing payments to health maintenance organizations
("HMOs") and competitive medical plans ("CMPs") is found at 42 U.S.C. $ 1395mm. The
statute at 42 U.S.C. ¡ 1395mm(a)(5) provides for 'þayment to the eligible organization under
this section for individuals enrolled under this section with the organization and entitled to
benefits under part A ofthis subchapter and enrolled under part B of this subchapter . . ."
Inpatient hospital days for Medicare beneficiaries ernolled in HMOs and CMPs prior to 1999 are

referred to as Medicare HMO patient care days.

In the September 4, 1990 Federal Register, the Secretaryr3 stated that:

Based on the language of section 1886(d)(5)(F)(vi) ofthe Act [42
U.S.C. $ 1395ww(d)(5)(F)(vi)1, which states that the
disproportionate share adjustment computation should include
"patients who were entitled to benefits under Part 4," we believe
ii is appropriate to include the days associated with Medicare
patients who receive care at a qualified HMO. Prior to December
l, 1987, we were not able to isolate the days of care associated

with Medicare patients in HMOs, and therefore, were unable to
fold this number into the calculation [of the DSH adjustment].
However, as of Decembe¡ 1, 1987, a field was included on the
Medicare Provider Analysis and Review (MEDPAR) file that
allows uì to isolate those HMO days that were associated with
Medicare patients. Therefore, since that time we have been

inciucling HMO clays in the SSVMeclicare percentage [of the DSH
adjustment]. ra

¡r (Emphasis added.)

'2 42 C.F.R. $ 4i2.lo6(bx4).

14 55 Fed. Reg. 35990, 39994 (Sept.4, 1990).
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At that time Medicare Part A paid for HMO services and patients continued to be eligible for
Part A.ls

'With the creation of Medicare P art C in 1997,16 Medicare'beneficiaries who opted for managed

care coverage under Medica¡e Part C were no longer entitled to have pa;'rnent made for their
care gnder Part A. Consistent with the statutory change, CMS did not include Medicare Part C

days in the SSI ratios used by the Medicare contractors to calculate DSH pa)¡rnents for the fiscal
year 2001-2004.t7

No further guidance regarding the treatrnent of Part C days in the DSH calculation was'provided
until the 2004 hpatient Prospective Pa1'rnent System ("PPS') proposed rules were published in
the Federal Register. In that notice the Secretary stated that:

. . , once a beneficiary has elected to join an M+C plan, that
beneficiary's beneñts are no longer administgred under Part A
. . . . once a beneficiary elects Medicare Part C, îhose patient days
attríbutable to the beneficiary should' not be included in the

Medicare fraction of the DSH patient percentdge. These palíent
days should be included ín the count of total patient days in the

Medícaid fractíon (the denominator), and the þatient's days for
the M+C beneficiary who ß also eligible for Medicaid would be

incltded in the numerator of the Medicaidfraction . . . .t9

The Secretary purportedly changed her position in the Federal ñscal year ("FFY") 2005 IPPS

final rule, by noting she was "revising our regulations at [42 C.F.R.] $ 412.106(bX2Xi) to
include the days associated with lPart C] beneficiaries in the Medica¡e fraction of the DSH
calculation."re In response to a comment regarding this change, the Secretary explained that:

. . . Lle do agree that once Medicare beneficíaríes elect
Medicare Part C coterage, they are still, in some sense,

entitled to benefits under Medicare Part A. We agree with
the commenter that these days should be included in the
Medicare f¡action of the DSH calculation. Therefore, we are

t5 Id.
ró The Medicare Pan C program did not begin op€rating until January 1,1999. See P.L. 105-33, 1997HR2015,
codiJied øs 42ILS.C. g 1394w-21 Note (c) "Enrollment Transition Rule.- An individual who is enrolled [in
Medicarel on December 3l 1998, with an eligible organization under , . . [42 U.S.C. l395mm] shall be considered
to be en¡olled with that organization on January l, 1999, under part C of Title X\¡II . . . ifthat organization as a

contract under that part for providing services on January I, 1999 ' ." This was also kirown as

Medicare+Choice. The Medica¡e Prescription Drug, Improvement and Modemization Act of 2003 (Pub.L. 108-

t73), enacted on December 8, 2003, replaced the Medicare*Choice program with tbe new Medicare Advantage
program under Part C of Title XVIII.
17 69 Fed. Reg. 48918,49099 (Arrg. 11, 2004).
18 68 Fed. Reg.27154,27208 (May 19,2003) (emphasis added)'

'e 69 Fed. Reg. at 49099.
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not adopting as final our proposal stated ín the May 19, 2003
proposed rule to include the days dssociated with M+C
beneficiaries ín the Medicaídfraction. Instead, we are
adopting a policy to include the patient days fol M+C
beneficiaries in the Medicarefraction. . . . ifthe beqeficiary
is also an SSI recipient, the patient days will be included in
the numerator of the Medicare fraction. We are revising our
regulations at $ 412.106(bx2)(i) to include the days

associated u.¡ith M+C beneficiaries in the Medic¿¡re Aaotion

of the DSH calculation.2o

This statement would require inclusion of Medicare Part C inpatient days in the Medica¡e
fraction of the DSH calculation.

Although the change in DSH policyregarding42 C.F.R' $ 412.106(bX2XÐ was included in the

August 11, 2004 Federal Register, no change to the regulatory language was published until
Attgùst 22,2007 when the FFY 2008 IPPS final rule was issued.2r In that publication the

Secretary noted that no ¡egulatory change had in fact occurred, and an¡rounced that she had made

"technical corrections" to the regulatory language consistent with the change adopted in the FFY
2005 IPPS final rule. These "technical corrections" are ¡eflected at 42 C.F.R.
g g 412.106(bX2XiXB) and (bX2XiiÐ(B)." As a result of these rulemakings, Part C days were

required to be included in the Medicare fraction as of October 1, 2004 (the "Part C DSH
poticy"). Subsequently, as part of the FFY 2011IPPS final rule published on August 15,2010'
CMS made a minor revision to $$ 412.106(bX2XÐ(B) and (bX2XiiiXB) "to clarify''the Part C

DSH policy by replacing the word "or" with "including'"23

The U.S. Circnit Court for the District of Col¡mbia in Allína Healthcare Semices v. Sebelius
(Allina I),2a vacated both the FFY 2005 IPPS final rule adopting the Part C DSH policy and the

subsequent regulations issued.in the FFY 2008 IPPS final rule codifying the Part c DSH policy
adopted in FFY 2005 IPPS ru1e.25 However, the Secretary has not acquiesced to that deòision.

'zo1¿ (emphasis added).
zt '12 Fed,.Reg. 47130,47384 (Artg. 22,2007).
22 72 Fed.P(eg. t 4741|.
23 75 Fed.. Reg. 50042, 50285-50286,50414 (Aug. 16,2010). SeealsoT5 Fed. Reg. 23852,24006-24007 (May 4,

2010) (preamble tò proposed rulemaking stating: "r¡/e are aware that there might be some confusion about our
policy to i¡clude MA days in the SSI ftaction. . . . In order to further clariff our policy that patient days associated

with MA beneficiaries are to be included in the SSI fraction because they are still entitled to benefits under Medicare
Part A, we are þroposing to replace the word 'or' with the word 'including' in $ a12.106(b)(2)(i)(B) and

ç 412.106(bX2Xiii)(B);');A ina Heqlthcare Servs. v. Sebelius,904 F. Supp. 2d 75,82 n 5,95 (2012), qÍÍ'd ¡n Part
ancl rev'd in part,746F.3d l1O2 (D.C. Cir. 2014).
24'146F.3d I 102 (D.C. Cir.20t4).
25'146F.3d,at ll0ón.3, 1l I I (affirming portion ofthe district court decision vacating the FFY 2005 IPPS mle). See

qlso Allina Heolth Serus. v. ,seheliu'r,904 F. SupP.2d 75, 89 (D.D.C. 2012) ("The Court concludes that the

Secretary's interpretation ofthe fiactions in the DSH calculation, annouhced in 2004 and not added to the Code of
Federal Regulations until the summer of 2007, was not a "logical outgroMh" of the 2003 NPRM.").
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More recently, in Altina Heahh services v. Príce ("Altina IÌ),26 the D.c. circuit confirmed that

the secretary-'s 2004 attempt to change the standald to include Part c days in the Medicare

fraction had been vacated tn Allina L21 The D.C. Circuit further found in Allina II that the

Secretary failed to provide proper notice and comment before including Part C days in the

Medicarê fractions published for FY 2012.28 Once again, the Secretary has not acquiesced to

this.decision.

Providers' Requqst for EJR

The Providers assert that EJR is appropriate because the Secretày has not acquiesced to the

decision in Altina L As a result, the 2004 regulation requiring Part C days be included in the Part

A/SSI fraction and removed from the Medicaid fraction remains in effect as set forth in 42

c:F.R. $$ 412.106(b)(2)(i)(B) and (b)(2)(iii)(B). The Providers point out that they have met the

timely filing requirements and the amount in controversy and believe that EJR is appropriate

since the Board is bound by the regulation.

Decision of the Board

pursuanr to 42 U.S.C. $ l39soo(f)(1) and the regulatio ns at 42 c.F.R.$ 405.1842(Ð(1) (2017), the

Board is required to gfant an EJR requèst if it determines thaÍ (i) the Board has jurisdiction to

conduct a hearing on the specific matter at issue; and (ii) the Board lacks the authority to decide a

specific legal question relevant to the specific ßalter at issue because the legal question is a

challenge eitherto the constitutionaliry ofa provision ofa statute or to the substantive or procedural

validity of a regulation or CMS Ruling'

Jurisdiction

The participants that comprise the group appeals within this EJR request have filed appeals

involving fiscal years 2007 and 2009.

For purposes of Board jurisdiction over a participant's appeals for cost report periods ending

priói to-December 3 1, 2008, the participant may demonstrate dissatisfaction with the amount of
Medicare ¡eintbru'semert for the appealcd issue by claiming the SSlPart C issue as a "self-

disallowed cost," pursuant to the Snpreme Court's leasonin g set oüt in Bethesda Hospital
Assocíation v. Bowen ("Bethesda').2e In that case, the Suprenìe Cou¡t concluded that a cost

report submitted in full compliance with the Secletary's rules and regulations does not bar a

prãvider from claiming dissatisfaction with the amount of reimbursement allowed by the

26 863 F.3d 937 (D.C. Cir.2017).
27 lcl. at 943.
2E ld. at 943-945.
2e 108 S. Ct. 1255 (1988). ,Se¿ a/so CMS Ruling CMS-1727-R (in self-disallowing ân item, the provider submits a

cost repo¡1 that compliei with the Medicare payment policy for the item and then appcals thc itcm to the Board. The

Medicare Cont¡actoi's NPR would not include any disallowance for the item. The provider effectively self-

disallowed the item.).
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regulations. Further, no statute or regulation expressly mandated that a challenge to the validity
of a regulation be submitted first to the Medicare Contractor where the contractor is without the
po\rer to award reimbursement;3o

On August 21, 2008, new regulations goveming the Board were effective.3Ì Among the new
regulations implemented in Federal Register notice was 42 C.F.R. $ a05.1835(a)(1)(ii) which
required for cost report periods ending on or after December 31, 2008, providers who were self-
disallowing specific items had to do so by following the procedures for filing a cost report under
protest. This regulatory requirement vr'as lltigated in Banner Heart Hospital v. Burwell
("Banner").32 ln Bannet', the provider filed its cost report in acco¡dance with the applicable
outlier regulations and did not protest the additional outlier payrnent it was seeking. The
provider's request for EJR was denied because the Board for¡nd that it lacked jurisdiction over
the issue. The District Court concluded that, :ur.der Bethesda, the 2008 self-djsallowance
regulation could not be applied to appeals raising a legal challenge to a regulation or other policy
that the Medicare Contractor could not address.33

The Secretary did not appeal the decision in Banner and decided to apply the holding to certain
similar administrative appeals. Effective April 23,2018, the CMS Administrator implemented
CMS Ruling CMS-1727-R which involves dissatisfaction with the Medicare Contiactor
determinations for cost report periods ending on December 31, 2008 and which began before
January 1, 2016, Under this ruling, where the Board determines that the specilic item under
appeal was subject to a regulation or payment policy that bound the Medicare Contractor and left
it with no authority or discretion to make payment in the marurer sought by the provider on
appeal, the protest requirements of42 C.F.R. $ a05.183 5(a)(1)(ii) were no longer applicable.
However, a provider could elect to self-disallow a specific item deemed non-allowable by filing
the matter under protest.

For any participant that files an appeal from a revised NPR issued after August 21, 2008, the
Board only has jurisdiction to hear that participant's appeal of matters that the Medicare
contractor specifically revised within the revised NPR.34 The Board notes that all participant
¡evised NPR appeals included within this EJR request were issued after August 21, 2008.

The Board has determinecl that the pafiicipants involved with the instant EJR request is govemed
by the decision in Bethesda a¡d CMS Ruling CMS-1727 -P.. lrr addition, the participants'
documentation shows that the estimated amount in controversy exceeds $50,000, as required for
a group appeal.35 The appeals were timely filed. Based on the above, the Board finds that it has
jurisdiction for the above-captioned appeals and the underlying providers. The appeals from
revised NPRs have adjustments to the Part C issue as required forjurisdiction over the appeal.

30 Bethesda,108 S. Ct. at 1258-59.
rr 73 Fed. Reg.30190,30240 (May 23,2008).
32 201 F. Supp.3d 131 (D.D.C.2016).
33 hl. at l4z.
34 See 42 C.F.R. $ 40s.1889(bX1) (2008).
35 See 42 C.F.R. $ 405.1837.
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The estimated amoÌ¡nt in controversy is subject to recalculation by the Medicare contractor for
the actual final amount in each case.

Boardts Aralvsis Regardine the Appealed Jssue

The appeals in these EJR requests involve ¡he 2007 and 2009 cost reporting periods. Thus, the
appealed cost reporting periods fall squarely within the time frame applicable to tle Secretary's
Part C DSH policy bèing challenged which was adopted in the FFY 2005 IPPS final rule and
late¡ codified at 42 C.F.R. $$ 412.106(bX2)(i)(B) and (b)(2xiiÐ(B) as part ofthe FFY 2008 IPPS
fìnal rulc (with a minor rcvision published in thc FFY 201 1 IPPS final rule). The Board
recognizes that, for the time period at issue in these requests, the D.C. Circuit in Allina lvacated
this regulation. However, the Secretary has not formally acquiesced to That vacarur and, inthis
regard, has not published any guidance onhow Íhe yacatur isbeing implemented (e.g., only
circuit-wide ve¡sus nationwide).36 Moreover, the D.C.. Circuit is the only circuit to date that has
vacated the regulation and, if the Board were to grant EJR, the Providers would have ttre right to
bring suit in either the D.C. Ci¡cuit or the circuit within which they are located.3? Based on the
above, the Board must conclude that it is otherwise bound by the regulation for purposes ofthis
EJR request.

Board's Decision Reeardins the EJR Request

The Board finds that:

1) It has jurisdiction over the matter for the subject years and that the participants in these
group appeals are entitled to a hearing before the Board;

2) Based upon the participants' assertions rcgarding 42 C.F.R. $$ at2.106(b)(2)(i)(B) and
(bX2Xiiù(B), there are no findings offact for resolution by the Board;

3) It is bound by the applicable existing Medicare law and regulation (42 C.F.R,

$ 405.1867); and

4) It is without the authority to decide the legal question of whether 42 C.F.R.

$$ 412.106(bX2)(i)(B) and (bX2XiiÐ(B) (2008) codifying the Medicare Part C DSH
policy adopted in the FFY 2005 IPPS final rule are valid.

Accordingly, the Board finds that the question of the validity of 42,C.F.R. $$ 412.106(bX2XÐ(B)
and (b)(2)(iìi)(B) (2008) properly falls within the provisions of42 U.S.C. $ 1395oo(f)(l) and
hereby grants the Providers' .request for EJR for the issue and the subject years. The

36 See generally Grant Metl. Ct. v. But'well, 204 F. Supp. 3d 68,77 -82 ('D.D.C.2016), alï'd,875 F.3d 701 (D.C.
Cir. 2017).
17.See 42 U.S.C. $ l395oo(f(l).
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Providers have 60 days from the receipt of this decision to institute the appropriate action for
judicial,review. Since this is the only issue under dispute in these cases, the Boa¡d hereby closes
these cases.

Board Members Participating:

Clayton J. Nix, Esq.
Charlotte F. Benson, CPA
Gregory H. Ziegler, CPA, CPC-A

' Robert A, Evefs, Esq,
Susan A. Tumer, Esq.

FOR THE BOARD:

4/1OnO19

Xcr J. Nix

Clayton J. N¡X Esq.

Chair
Signed by Clayton J. Nix -A

Enclosrues: Schedules of Providers

cc: Pam VanArsdale, NGS (Electronic Mail Schedules of Providers)
Wilson Leong. FSS (Electroni<.: Mail rv/Sohedules of Provicler-s)



DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH & HUMAN SERVICES

Prov¡der Reimbursement Review Board
1508 Woodlawn Drive, Suite 100
Baltimore, MD 21207
4LO-7A6-2671

Electronic I)elivery

Michael G. Newell
Southwest Consulting Associates
2805 Dallas Parkway
Suite 620
Plano, TX 75093-8724

RI.z EJR Determinatíon
15-1755GC SWC Covenant lJrealtin 2012 DSH SSI F¡action Pa$ C Days Group

l5-l756GC SWC Covenant Health 2OL2 DSH Medicaid Fraction Part C Days Group

Dear Mr. Newell:

The P¡ovider Reimbursement Review Board ("Board") has reviewed the Providers' l|larch 26,

2019 request for expedited judicial review C'EJR') (received March 29,2019) for the appeals

referenced above. The Board's determination regarding EJR is set forth below.

Issue in Dispute:

The issue in these appeals is

I P¡ovide¡s' EJR Request at 4.
2 See.42ll.5.C. $ l395ww(tlXl)-(5); 42 C.F.R Part4l2.
3Id.

[W]hether Medicare Part C patients are 'entitled to benefits' under

Part A, such that they should be counted in the Medicare Part

A/SSI [Supplemental Security Income] fraction and excluded from
the Medicaid fraction numerator or vice-versa.l

Statutorv and RequlatorY Background: Medicare DSH PaYment

Part A of the Medicare Act covers "inpatient hospital services." Since 1983, the Medicare

program has paid most hospitals for the operating costs of inpatient hospital services under the

proipectiue payment system ("PPS").2 Under PPS, Medicare pays predetermined, standardized

ãmounts peidisch-ge, subject to certain payment adjustments.3
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The PPS statute contains a number ofprovisions that adjust reimbursement based on hospital-
specific factors.a These cases involve the hospital-specific DSH adjustment, which requires the
Secretary to provide increased PPS payments to hospitals that serve a significantly
disproportionate number of low-income patients.s

A hospital may qualify for a DSH adjustment based on its disproportionate patient percenJage

("Ofn"¡.e As a proxy for utilization by low-income patients, the DPP detêrmines a hospital's
qualification as a DSH, and it also determines the amount of the DSH payment to a qualifying
hospital.T The DPP is defined as the sum oftwo fractions expressed as percentages.s Those two
fractions arc rcfcrrcd to as thc "Medicare/SSl" ftaction and the "Medicaid" fraction. Both of
these f¡actions consider whetler a patient was "entitled to benefits under part 4."

The statute, 42U.5.C. $ 1395ww(dX5)(FXviXI), defines the Medicare/SSl fraction as:

the ftaction (expressed as a percentage), the numetator of which is
the number of such hospital's patient days for such period which
were made up of patients who (for such days) werc entitled to
benefits under part A of this subchapter and we¡e entitled to
supplemental security income benefits (excluding any State
supplementation) under subchapte¡ XVI of this chapter, and the
denominator of which is the number of such hospital's patient days
for such fiscal year which were made up of patients who (for such
days) were entilled to benefits under part A of This subchapter . . . .

The Medicare/SSl f¡action is computed annually by the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid
Services C'CMS'), and the Medicare contractors use CMS' calculation to compute a hospital's
DSH payment adjustment. ro

The statute, 42U.5.C. $ l395ww(d)(s)(r)(vi)Ql), defines the Medicaid fraction as:

the fraction (expressed as a percentage), the numerator of which is
the number of the hospital's patient days for such period which ,

consist ofpatients who (for such days) were eligible for medical
assistance under a State plan approved under subchapter XIX [the
Medicaid program], but who were not entitled to benefits under
part A of this subchapter, and the denominator of which is the total
number of the hospital's patient days for such period.rr

4 See 42U.5.C. $ l395ww(d)(5).
5 See 42U-5.C. $ l39sww(d)(s)(F)(iXl); +2 c.F.R. $ 412.106.
6 See 42U.5.c. gg 139sww(d)(s)(FXiXl) and (dX5XF)(v); a2 C.F.R. $ a12.106(c)(l).
1See42rJ.S.c. gg t 395ww(rl)(5)(F)(iv) arul (vii)-(xiii); 42 c.F.R. $ 412.106(d).
E See 42lJ.5.C. g 1395ww(dX5XFXvi).
e (Emphasis added.)
ro 42 C.F.R. $ 412. r 06(bX2)-(3).
rr (Emphasis added.)
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The Medicare conffactor detennines the number of the hospital's patient days of service for
which patients were eligible for Medicaid but not entitled to Medicare Part A, and divides that

numbei by the total number of patient days in the same period.12

Medicare Advantaae Program

The Medicare program permits its beneficiaries to receive services from managed care entities.
'l'he managed care statute implementing payments to health maintenan<.:e organizations

("HMOs") and competitive medical plans ("CMPs") is found at 42 U.S.C' $ l395mm. The

stâtute at 42 U.S.C. $ 1395mm(a)(5) provides for "payment to the eligible organization under

this section for individuals en¡olled under this section with the organization and entitled to

benefits under part A of this subchapter and enrolled under part B of this subchapter . . ."

Inpatient hospital days for Medicare beneficiaries enrolled in HMOs and CMPs prior to 1999 are

referred to as Medicare HMO patient care days.

In the September 4,1990 Federal Register, the Secretaryr3 stated that:

Based on the language of section 1 8 86(d)(5)(F)(vi) of the Act [42
U.S.C. $ 1395ww(d)(5)(F)(vi)1, which states that the

disproportionate share adjustmcnt computation should include
"patients who were entitled to benefits under Part 4," we believe
it is appropriate to include the days associated with Medicare
patients who receive care at a qualified HMO. Prior to December
l, 1987 , r¡/e were not able to isolate the days of care associated

with Meclicare patients in HMOs, and therefore, were unable to
fold this number into the calculation [of the DSH adjustment].
However, as of December 1, 1981 , a field was included on the

Medicare Provider Analysis and Review (MEDPAR) file that

allows us to isolate those HMO days that were associated with
Medicare patients. Therefore, since that time we have been

including liMO days in the SSVMedicare percentage lof the DSH
adjustmentl.ra

At that time Medicare Part A paid for llMO services and patients continued to be eligible for
Part A.ls

with the creation of Medicare Part c in 1997,t6 Medicare beneficiaries who opted for managed

care coverage ¡nder Medicare Part C were no longer entitled to have payrnent made for their

t2 42 C.F.R.0 4 r 2.106(bx4).
rr of Health and Human Scrvices.
14 55 Fed. P.e9.35990,39994 (Sept.4, 1990)
t5 Id.
IóThe Medicare part C program did nor begin operating until January l, 1999. See P.L. 105-33, 1997IIR 2015,

codìfiecl as 42 U.S.C. $ 1394w-2 I Note (c) "Enrollment Transition Rule.- An individual who is enrolled [in
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care under Part A. Consistent with the statutory change, CMS did not include Medicare Part C

days in the SSI ratios used by the Medicare contractors to calculate DSH payments for the fiscal
year 2001-2004.t1

No further guidance regardìng the treatment of Part C days in the DSH calculation was provided

until the 2004 Inpatient Prospective Payment System ("IPPS") proposed rules were published in
the Federal Register. In that notice t¡e Secretary stated that:

. . . once a beneficiary has elected to join an M+C plan, that
beneficiary's bcncfits are no longer administered under Part Â
. . . . once a beneficiary elects Medicare Par.t C, those patient days
attributable to the benefciary should not be included in the

Medicare fraction of the DSH patient percentage. These patient
days should be included in the count oftotal patíent days ín the

' Medicaid fractíon (the denominator), and the patíent's days for
the M+C benefi.ciary who is also eligible for Medícaid would be
included in the numerator of the Medicaíd fraction . . .tB

The Secretary purportedly changed her position in the Federal fiscal year C'FFY') 2005 IPPS

final rule, by noting she was "revising our regulations at [42 C.F.R.] $ 412.106(b)(2)(i) to
include the days associated \¡/ith lPart C] beneficiaries in the Medicare f¡action of the DSH
calcuìation."¡e In response to a comment regarding this change, the Secretary explained that:

. . . l/'e do agree that once Medicare beneficiaries elect
Medicare Part C coverage, they are still, in some sense,

entitled to benefits under Medicare Part A, We agree with
the commenter that these days should be included in the
Medicare fraction of thc DSH calculation. Therefore, we are

not adopting as final our proposal stated in the May 19, 2003
proposed rule to include the days associated wíth M+C
beneJìciaries in the Medicaid fraction. Instead, we are
adopting a policy to include the patíent days þr M+C
benefciaries in the Medicare fraction . . . . if the beneficiary
is also an SSI recipient, the patient days will be included in
the numerator of the Medicare fraction. We are revising our
regulations at $ 412.106(bx2)(i) to include the days

Medicare] on Decembe¡ 3l 1998, with an eligible organization under . . . [42 U.S.C. 1395mm] shall be considered

to be enrolled with that organization on January 1, 1999, under part C ofTitle XVIII . . ifthat organization as a

contract under that part for providing sçrvices on Janrrary I , I 999 . . . ." This was also k¡own as

Medicare+Cboice. The Medica¡e Prescription Drug, Improvement and Modemization Act of2003 (Pub.L. 108-

173), enacted on December 8, 2003, replaced the Medica¡e+Choice program with the ne\¡/ Medicare Advantage
program under Part C of Title Xvlll.
I? 69 Fed. Reg. 48918,49099 (Aug. I1,2004).
¡8 68 F€d. Reg. 27154,27208 (May 19, 2003) (emphasis added).
re 69 Fed. Reg. at 49099.
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associated with M+C beneficiaries in the Medicare fraction
of the DSH calculation.2o

This statement would require inclusion of Medicare Part C inpatient days in the Medicare

Íìaction of the DSH calculation.

Although the change in DSH policy regarding42 C.F.R. $ 412.106(bX2XÐ \¡/as included in the

August 11, 2004 Federal Register, no change to the regulatory language was publìshed until
august ZZ, 2007 when the FFY 2008 IPPS final rule was issued.2r In that publication the

Secietary noted that no regulatory change had in fact occurred, and announced that she had made

"technical cor¡ections" to the regulatory language consistent with the change adopted in the FFY
2005 IPPS final rule. These "technical cor¡ections" are reflected at 42 C.F.R.

$$ 412.106(bX2)(i)(B) and (bX2XiiÐ(B)." As a result of these rulemakings, Part C days were

required to be included in the Medicare fraction as ofoctober 1,2004 (the "Part c DSH
policy"). Subsequently, as part ofthe FFY 2011 IPPS final rule published on August 15, 2010,

cMS made a minor revision to $$ 412.106(bX2XÐ(B) a¡d (bx2xiiiXB) "to clarify" the Part c
DSH policy by replacing the word "or" with "including."23

The U.S. Circuit Court for the District of Columbia in Allina Healthcare Services v. Sebelius

(Atlina I),2a vacated both the FFY 2005 IPPS final rule adopting the Part C DSH policy and the

subsequent règulations issued in the FFY 2008 IPPS fina1 rule codifying the Part c DSH policy

adopted in FFY 2005 IPPS rule.25 However, the Secretary has^not acquiesced to that decisron.

Moie recently, in Attina Health Senices v. Price ("Attína Il),26 the D.C. Circuit confirmed that

the Secretary's 2004 attempt to change the standard to include Part C days in the Medicare

fraction had been vacated in AIIina L27 The D.C. Ci¡cuit further fowd in Allina 11fhat the

Secretary failed to provide proper notice and comment before including Part C days in the

Medicare fractions published for FY 2012.28 Once again, the Secretary has not acquiesced to

this decision.

201¿ (emphasis added).
2t 72 F ed. Preg. 47130, 47 384 (Aug. 22,200'l)
22 '12Fc,J,. Reg. at 41411.
21 75 Fed. ReÀ. 50042, 50285-50286, 50414 (Aug. I 6, 2010\. See also 75 Fed. Reg. 23852,24006-24007 (May 4,

2010) (preamble to þroposed rulemaking stating: "We are aware thaf there might be some confusion about onr

policy to inchrde MÀ Aãys in the SSI fraclion. . . . In order to further clariff our policy that patient days âssociated

iith ir4¿ ¡eneficiaries aie to be included in the SSI fraction because they are still entitled to benefits under Medicare

Part A, we are proposing to replace lhe word 'o¡' with the word 'including' in $ al2 l06(b)(2)(i)(B) and

$ 412.106(bx2j(ii¡ (B);'); Attina Heatthcare Servs. v. Sebelius,904 F. Supp. 2d 75 ,82 n.5,95 (20t2), aff'd in part
qnd rev'd in paú,746 F.3d ll02 (D.C Cir.2014).

'z4 
746 F. 3d I I 02 (D.C. Cir. 20 l4).

25'146F.3dat I106n.3, IIII (affirming portion ofthe district court decision vaÇating the FFY 2005 IPPS rule) See

also Allina Health,9er¡¡.s. v. Sebelius,904 F. Supp. 2d 75, 89 (D.D.C. 2012) ("The Collrt concludes that the

Secretary,s inte¡pretation of the fractions in the DSH calculation, announced in 2004 and not added to the Code of
liederal l{egulations until the summer of 2007, was not â "logical outglowth" of tlìe 2003 NPRM.').
26 863 F.3d 937 (D.C.Ctr.2017).
27 Id. at 943.

'z8 
Id. at 943-945.
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Providers' Request for EJR

The issue under appeal in this case involves the question of whether Medicare Part C patients are
..êntitlecl to bene{ìts" under Part A, theréby requiring them to be counted in the Medicare

Part A./SSI fraction and excluded from the Medicaid fraction numerator or vice versa.

prior to 2004, the Secretary treated Part C patients as not entitled to benefits under Part A. From

lg86-2004,the Secretary interpreted the term "entitled to benefits under Part A" to mean

covered or paid by Medicare Part A. In the final rule for the FFY 2005, the Secretary reversed

course and ãn¡ounced a policy change. This polìcy was.to include Part C days in the Medicare
part A,/SSI fraction and exclude them from thã Medicaid fraction effective October 1,2004'2e

ln Attina I, the Court affirmed the district court's decision "that the Secretary's final rule was not

a logical outgrowth of the proposed rule."3o The Providers point out that because the Secretary

has not acquiesced to the decision, the 2004 regulation requiring Part C days be included in the
part A/SSifraction and removed from the Medicaid fraction remains in effect as set forth in 42

C.F.R. $ $ 41 2. t 06 (b)(2) (t)(B) and (bx2xii Ð(B).

In these cases, the P¡oviders contend that all Part C days should be excluded from the Part A,/SSI

f¡action and the Medicaid-eligible Part C days should be included in the numerator of tjre

Medicaid fraction. To obtain relief, the Providers seek a ruling on the procedural and substantive

validity of the 2004 rùte that the Board lacks the authority to grant. The P¡oviders maintain that,

since t|e Secretary has not acquiesced to the decision in Allina, the Board ¡emains bound by the

regulation. Hence, EJR is appropriate.

Decision o{ the Board

Pursuant to 42U.5.C. $ l395qo(fx1) and the regulations at 42 C.F.R.$ 405.1842(Ð(1) (2017)'Ihe

Board is required to grant an EJR request if it determines that: (i) the Board has jurisdiction to

conduct a héaring on the specific matter at issue; and (ii) the Board lacks the authority to decide a

specific legal quãstion relevant to the specific matter at issue because the legal questlon is a

ciallenge eitheito the constitutionality ofa provision ofa statute or to the substantive or procedural

validity of a regulation or CMS Ruling.

Jurisdiction

The participants that comprise the group appeals within this EJR request have filed appeals

involving fiscal year 2012.

For purposes of Board jurisdiction over a participant's appeals for-cost report periods ending

prioi to December 3 1, 2008, the participant may demonstrate dissatisfaction tvith the amount of
Meclicare reimbursernent for the appcalcd issue by claiming the SSVPart C issue as a "self-

2e 69 Fed. Reg. at 49,099.
30 Àllina at 1109.
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disallowed cost,', pußuant to the Supreme Court's reasoning sét out in Bethesda Hospital
Assocíation v. Bowen ("Bethesda").3t In that case, the Supreme Court concluded that a cost

reþort submitted in full compliance '"vith the Secretary's rules and regulations, does not bar a

provider from claiming dissatisfaction with the amount of reimbursement allowed by the

regulations. Further, no statute or regulation expressly mandated that a challenge to the validity
of a regulation be submitted first to the Medicare Contractor where the contractor is wìthout the

power to award reimbursement.32

On August 21, 2008, new regulations goveming the Board were effective.33 Among the new

regulations implemented in Federal Register notice was 42 C.F.R. $ a05.1835(a)(1)(ii) which

requiréd for cost report periods ending on or after December 31,2008, providers who were self-

disallowing specific items had to do so by following the procedures for filing a cost report under

protest. This regulatory requirement was litigated in Banner Heart Hospital v. Burwell
(..Banne/').3a kt Banner, the provider ñled its cost repoIt in accordance with the applicable

outlier regulatìons and did not protest the additional outlier payment it was seeking. The

provider's request for EJR was denied because the Board found that it lacked jurisdiction over

the issue. The District court concluded that, under Bethesda, ¡lJe 2008 self-disallowance

regulation could not be applied to appeals raisin-g a legal challenge to a regulation or other policy
that the Medicare Contractor could not address.35

The Secretary did not appeal the decision in Banner and decided to apply the holding to certain

similar administrative appeals. Effective Apnl23,2018, the CMS Administrator implemented

CMS Ruling CMS-1727-R which involves dissatisfaction with the Medicare.Contractor

determinations for cost report periods ending on December 31, 2008 and which began before

January 1, 2016, Under this ruling, where the Board determines that the specific item under

appeal was subject to a regulation or pa)¡rnent policy that bound the Medicare Contractor and left
it with no aurhority or discretjon to make payment in the manner sought by the provider on

appeal, the protest requiremenrs of42 C.F.R. $ 405.1835(a)(1)(ii) were no longer applicable.

However, a provider could elect to self-disallow a specific'item deemed non-allowable by filing
the matter under protest.

For any participant that filcs a appeal from a revióed NPR issued aftcr August 21, 2008, the

Board only has jurisdiction to hear that participant's app,eal of matters that the Medicare

contractoi specifically revised \¡/ithin the revised NPR.36 The Board notes that all participant

¡evised NPR appeals included within this EJR request were issued after August 21, 2008.

3r 108 S. Ct. 1255 (1988). S¿e ø/so CMS Ruling CMS-1727-R (in self-disallowing an item, the provide¡ submits a

cost report that complies with the Medicare payment poljcy for the item and tben appeals the item to the Board- The

Medicare Contractor's NPR would not include aDy disallowance for the item. The provider effectively self-
disallov,/ed the item.).
32 Bethesda, 108 S. Ct. at .1258-59.
33 73 Fed. Reg. 30190,30240 (May 23,2008).
3o 201 F. Supp.3d l3l (D.D.C.2016).
3s Id. at 142.
3ó See 42 C.F.R. $ 405.1889(bXl) (2008).
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The Board has determined that the participants involved with the instant EJR request is govemed
by CMS Ruling CMS-1727-R. ln addition, the participants' documentation shows that the
estimated amou¡t in controversy exceeds $50,000, as required for a group appeal.37 The appeals
were timely filed. Based on the above, the Board finds that it has judsdiction for the above-
captioned appeals and the underlying providers. The appeals from revised NPRs have
adjustments to the Part C issue as required forjurisdiction over the appeal. The estimated amount
in controversy is subj ect to ¡ecalcuiation by the Medicare contractor for the actual final amount
in each case.

Board's Analysis Regardine the Appealed Issue

The appeals in these EJR requests involves the cost 2012 reporting period. Thus, the appealed
cost repofting period falls squarely within the time frame applicabte ró the Secretary's Part C
DSH policy being challenged which was adopted in the FFY 2005 IPPS final rule and later
codified aL 42 C.F.R. $$ 412.106(bX2)(i)(B) and (bX2XiiÐ(B) as part of the FFY 2008 IPPS final
rule (with a minor revision published in the FFY 20i 1 IPPS final rule). The Board recognizes
that, for the time period at issue in these requests, the D.C. Circ\it in Allina l vacated this
regulation. However, the Secretary has not formally acquiesced to That vacatur and, in this
regard, has not published any grridance on how the vacatur is being implemented (e.g., only
circuit-wide versus nationwide).38 Moreover, the D.C. Circuit is the only circuit to date that has
vacated the regulation and, if the Board were to grant EJR, the Providers would have the right to
bring suit in either the D.C. Circuit or the circuit .,¡/ithin which they are located.3e Based on the
above, the Board must conclude that it is otherwise bound by the regulation for purposes of this
EJR request.

Board's Decision Resardins the EJR Request

The Boa¡d finds that:

1) It has jurisdiction over the matter for the subject year and that the participants in these
group appeals are entitled to a hearrng before the Board;

2) Based upon the pafticipants' assertions regarding 42 C.F.R. gg 412.106(bX2)(i)(B) and
(bX2XiiiXB), there are no findings of fact for resolution by the Board;

3) It is bound by the applicable existing Medicare law and regulation (42 C.F.R.
$ 405.1867); and

4) It is withoùt the authority to decide the legal question of ',vhether 42 C.F.R.
$$ 412.106(bX2)(i)(B) and (bX2XiiiXB) (2011) codifying the Medicare Part C DSH
policy adopted in the FFY 2005 IPPS final nrle a¡e valid.

ri .See 42 C.F.R. $ 405.1837.
38 See generally Grant Med. Ctt. v. Burwell,204 F. Supp. 3d 68,':-7-82 (D.D.C.2016), effd,875 F.3d'Ì01 (D.C
Cir.2017).
3e See 421J.5.C. g l395oo(Ð(Ì).
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Accordingly, the Board finds that the question of the validity of 42 C.F.R. $$ 412.106(bX2XÐ(B)
and (bX2XiiiXB) (2011) properiy falls within the provisions of 42 U.S.C. $ 1395oo(f)(1) and

hereby grants the Provide¡s' request foi EJR for the issue and the subject year. The
P¡oviders have 60 days from the receipt of this decision to institute the appropriate action for
judicial review. Since this is the only issue under dispute in these cases, the tsoard hereby closes

those cases.

Board Members Participêting

Clayton J. Nix, Esq.
Charlotte F. Benson, CPA
Gregory H. Ziegler, CPA, CPC-A
Robert A. Everts, Esq.
Susan A. Tumer, Esq.

FORTHE BOARD:

4/10/2019

X Clayton J. Nix

Clayton J. N¡x; Esq.

Lharr
Signed by: Clayton J. Nix -A

Enclosures : Schedules of Providers

cc: Cecile Huggins, Clahaba GBA (Electronic Mail w/Schedules of Providers)

Wilson Leong. FSS (Electronic Mail uy'Schedr.rles of Providers)



DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH & HUMAN SERVICES

r""& Provider Reimbursement Review Board
15OB Woodlawn Drive, Suite 100
Balt¡more, MD 2L2O7
4to-786-2677

Electronic Deliverv

James Ravindran, Presìdent

Quality Reimbursement Services
i50 N. Santa Anita Avenue
Suite 5704
Arcadia, CA 91006

F{ß: EJR Determination
I4-ll73G QRS 2007 DSH SSI Fraction Medicare Managed Care Part C Days G¡oup

14-3881c eRS 2008 DSH Medicaid Fraction/Medicare Managed Care Part C Ðays CIRP Grp (2)

l5-0020G QRS 2012 DSH Medicaid Fractio¡/Medicare Managed care Part c Days Group

l5-l Ì40G QRS 2006 DSH Medicaid Fraction Medicare Managed care Part c Days Group (2)

l5-l l44G QRS 2006 DSH SSI Fraction Medicare Managed Care Part C Days Group (2)

l5-1423G QRS 2012 DSH SSI Fraction Medicare Managed Care Part C Days Group

15-2387G QRS 2010 DSH SSI Fraction Medicare Managed Care Pt' C Days Group II

T)ear Mr. Ra,¡indran:

The Provider Reimbursement Review Board ("Board") has reviewed the Providers' Febrtary 1,

2019 reque\t for expedited judicial review c'EJR',), as well as the Providers'March 14, 2019

."rpon.á to the Board's February 28,20191etÎer requesting additional information required to act

upôn the EJR submission. In its February 28th letter, the Board reqìiested that Providers clearly

iáentify the legal authority they vr'ere challenging and how it is binding on the Board, making

EJR appropriate. The Board's determination regarding both jurisdictron and EJR is set forth

below.

Issue in Disputc:

The issue in these appeals is

[W]hether Medicare Advantage Days ("Part C Days") should be

removed from the disproportionate share hospital adjustment

("DSH Adjustment") Medicare fraction and added to the Medicaid
Fraction.l

I Providers' EJR request at I
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Statutory and Regulatorv Backqround: Medicare I)SH Pavment

Part A of the Medicare Act covers "inpatient hospital services." Since 1983, the Medicare

program has paid most hospitals for the operating costs ofinpatient hospital services under the

prospective payment system ("PPS') '? Under PPS, Medicare pays predetenuined, standârdized

ãmounts per discharge, subject to certain payment adjustments.3

The PPS statute contains a number ofprovisions that adjust reimbursement based on hospital-

specific factors.o These cases involve the hospital-specific DSH adjustment, which requires the

Secretary to provide increased PPS payments to hospitals that serve a significantly
disproportionate number of low-income patients.r

A hospital may qualify for a DSH adjustment based on its disproportionate patient percentage

("nfn'1.0 As a proxy fo¡ utilization by low-income patients, the DPP determines a hospital's'

qualification as a DSH, and it also determines the amount of the DSH payment to a qualifying
hospital.? The DPP is defined as the sum oftwo fractions expressed as percentages.E Those two

fractions are refered to as the "Medicare/SSl" fraction and the "Medicaid" fraction. Both of
these fractions conside¡ whether a patient was ''entitled to benefits under part 4."

The statute, 42Il.S.C. $ 1395ww(d)(5)(FXviXD, defines the Medicare/SSl fraction as:

the fraction (expressed as a percentage), the numerator of which is
the number of such hospital's patient days for such period which
were made up of patients who (for such days) were entitled to

benefits under part A of bhis subchapter and were entitled to
supplemental security income benefits (excluding any State

supplementation) under subchapter XVI of this chapter, and the

denominator of which is the number of such hospital's patient days

for such fiscal year which were made up of patients who (for such

days) wcre enlitled Ío benefits under part A of this subchapter . . . .

The Medicare/SSl fraction is computed annually by the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid
Services (.'CMS'), and the Medica¡e contractors use CMS'calculation to compute a hospital's
DSII payment adjustment. I o

2 See 42lJ.5.C. $ 1395ww(d)(l)-(5);42 C.F ,R. Par¡ 412.
3Id.
a Sce 42 U.S.C.$ l395ww(d)(s).
5 See 42IJ.S.C. $ l395ww(d)(s)(F)(i)(I); a2 C.F.R. $ 412.106.
ô See 42u.5.C. $$ l395ww(d)(s)(F)(i)(I) and (dXsXF)(v); a2 c.F.R. $ 412.106(c)(l)-
7 see 42rJ.S-C. $$ l395ww(d)(s)(F)(iv) and (vii)-(xiii); 42 c F.R. |j 412 10ó(d)
I5þe 42 u.s.c. g l395ww(d)(s)(F)(vi).
e (Enlphasis added.)
ro 42 C.F.R. $ 4 r 2. r 06(bX2)-(3).
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The statute, 42 U.S.C. $ 1395ww(d)(5)(FXviX[), defines the Medicaici fraction as:

the fraction (expressed as a percentage), the numerator of which is
the number of the hospital's patient days for such period which
consist of patients who (for such days) were elìgible for medical
assistance under a State plan approved under subchapter XIX [thc
Medicaid program], but who were not entitled to beneftts r'mder

part A of this subchapter, ând the denominator of which is the total
ìumber of the hospital's patient days for such period.r I

The Medicare contractor determines the number of the hospital's patient days of service for
which patients were eligible for Medicaid but not entitled to Medicare Part A, and dívides that

numbei by the total number of patient days in the same period.12

Medicare Advantaqe Program

The Medicare program permits its beneficiaries to receive services from managed care entities.

The managed care statute implementing payments to health maintenance organizations
("HMOs") and competitive medical plans ("CMPs") is found a¡42U.S C $ 1395mm. The

statuæ at 42 U.S.C. $ 1395mm(a)(5) provides for "payment to the eligible organization under

this section for individuals en¡olled under this section with the organization and entitled to

benefits under parl A of this subchapter and enrolled under part B of this subchapter . . "
Inpatient hospital days for Medica¡e beneficiaries enrolled in HMOs and CMPs prior to 1999 are

referred to as Medicare HMO patient care days.

ln the September 4,1990 Federal Register, the Secretaryl3 stated that:

Based on the language ofsection t886(dXSXFXvi) of the Act [42
U.S.C. $ 1395ww(dX5XF)(vi)1, which states that the

disproportionate share adjustment computation should include
"patients who were entitled to benefits under Part A.," we believe
it is appropriate to include the days associated with Medicare
patients who receive care at a qualified HMO. Prior to December
I, 1987 , we were not able to isolate the days ofcare associated

with Medicare patients in lIMOs, and therefore, were unable to
fold this number into the calculation [of the DSH adjustment].
Flowever, as of December 1,1981 , a field was included on tlie
Medicare Provider Analysis and Review (MEDPAR)rfìle that

II (Emphasis adrle<1.)
t, 42 C.F.R. $ 412.106(bx4).
r3 ofHealth and Human Services.
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allows us to isolate those HMO days that were associated with
Medicare patients. Therefore, since that time we have been

including HMO days in the SSVMedicare percentage [of the DSH
a justment].ra

At that time Medicare Part A paid for HMO services and patients continued to be eligible for

Part A.l5

With the creation of Medicare Part C in 1997,16 Medicare beneficiaries who opted for managed

care coverage under Medicare Part C were no longer entitled to have payment made for their

care under Þart A. Consistent with the statutory change, CMS did not include Medicare Part C

days in the SSI ratios used by the Medicare contractors to calculate DSH payments for the fiscal

ye¿¡r 2O0l-2004.t7

No further guidance regarding the treatment of Part C days in the DSH calculation was provided

until the 20õ4 Inpatient Prospective Payment System ('IPPS') proposed rules were published in

the Federal Register. In that notice the Secretary stated that:

. . . once a beneficiary has elected to join an M+C plan, that

beneficiary's benefits are no longer administered under Parl A
. . . . once a beneficiary elects Medícare Part C, those patient days

attributable to the benefrciary should not be included in the

Medicare fraction of the DSH patient percenltge. These patient
. days should be included in the count of total patient doys ìn the

Medicaid fr¿¿ction (the denominator)' and the patient's days for
the M+C beneficiary who is also eligible for Medicaid would be

included. in thL numi.erator of the Medicaid fraction tE

The Secrerary purportedly changed her position in the Federal fiscal year ('FFY") 2005 IPPS

final rule, by noting she was "revising our regulations at [42 C.F'R.] $ ai2 106(b)(2)(i) to

ro 55 Fcd. Reg.35990,39994 (Sept.4, 1990).
tt ld.
r6 The Medicare Parr C program did not begin operating until January 1,1999. See P.L. 105-33, 1997 HR 2015,

codíJìed as 42IJ.S.C. $ 1394w-21 Note (c) "Effollment Transition Rule.- An individual who is enrolled fin
Meãicarel on Decembàr 3l 1998, wirh an eligible organization under. . . 142 U.S.C. t395mml shall be considered

to be enr;lled .ùith that organization on January 1, 1999, under part C ofTitle XVIIL . ifthat organrzalion as a

contract under that part for providing sewices on January 1,1999 - . . ." This was also known as

Medicare+Chojca. The Medicare Prescription Dmg, Improvement and Modemization Act of2003 (Pub.L. 108-

173), enacted on December 8, 2O03, replaced the Medicare+Choice program with the new Medicare Advantage

program under Part C ofTitle XVIll.
ì? 69 Fed. Reg. 48918, 49099 (Aug. I1,2004).
ì8 68 Fed. Reg. 27154,27208 (May 19,2003) (emphasis added).
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include the days associated with [Part c] beneficiaries in the Medicare fraction of the DSH

calculation."le In response to a comment regarding this change, the Secretary explained that:

. . . We do dgree that once Medicare beneficiaries elect

Medícare Part C coverage, they are still, in some sense,

entitled to benefits under Medicare Part A, We agree with
the commenter that these days should be included in the

Modicarr¡ lraction of the DSH calculation. Therefore, we are

n.ot a.dopî,i.ng o,,s ftnal our proposctl stated in the May 19, 2003
proposed rulq to include the days associated with M+C
beneficiaries in the Medicaid fraction. Instead, we are
adopting a policy to includ.e the pntient days for M+C
beneficiaries in the Medicare fraction. . . . ifthe beneficiary
is also an SSI recipient, the patient days will be included in
the numerator of the Medicare fraction. We are revising our
regulations at $ 412.106(bx2)(i) to include the days

associated with M+C beneficiaries in the Medicare fraction
of the DSH calculation.20

This statement would require inclusion of Medicare Part C inpatient days in the Medicare

fraction of the DSII calculation.

Although rhe change in DSH policy r egarding 42 C.F.R. $ 412.106(bX2XÐ was included in the

August 11, 2004 F ederal Register, no change to the regulatory language was published until
August 22, 2007 when the FFY 2008 IPPS final rule was issued 2r ln that publication the

Secretary noted that no regulatory change had in fact occurred, and announced that she had made

"technical con-ectinns" to the regulatoly language consistent with the change adopted in the FFY
2005 IPPS final r-ule. These "technical corrections" are reflected at 42 C.F.R.

$$ 412.106(bX2)(i)(B) and (bx2xiiixB).'?2 As a result of these rulemakings, Part C davs were

required to be included in the Medicare fraction as of October 1, 2004 (the "Part C DSH

policy"). Subsequently, as part of the FFY 2011 IPPS final rule published on August 15' 2010,

CMS made a minor revision to $$ 412.106(bX2XiXB) and (b)(2)(iii)(B) "to clarifv" the Part C

DSFI policy by replacing the word "or" with "including "23

re 69 ¡-ed. Reg. at 49099.
20 ,/d. (emphasis added).
2t 72 Fed. F.eg. 47130,4'7384 (A:ug. 22,2001)
22 '12 Fed. Reg. at 4'7 411 .

23 75 Fed. Reg. 50042, 50285 -50286,504t4 (Aug. 16,2010). SeeqlsoT5 Fed. Reg. 23852,24006-2400'1 (May 4,

201 0) (preamble to proposed rulemaking stating: "We are aware that there might be some confi.rsjon abottt ow
policy to iìclude MA days in the SSI fraction. . . . In order to lüÍher clarify our policy that patient days associated

with MA beneficiaries a¡e to be inclnded in the SSI fraction because they are still entitled to benefits under Medic¿.e

Part A, we are proposing to replace lhe word 'or' with the word 'including' in $ 412.106(b)(2)(i)(B) and
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The U.S. Circuit Court for the District of Columbia in Allina Healthcare Services v. Sebelius

(Attina I),2a vacated both the FFY 2005 IPPS ñnal rule adopting the Part C DSH policy ând the

subsequent regulations issued in the FFY 2008 IPPS final rule codifying the Palt c DSH policy

adopted in FFY 2005 IPPS rule.2s However, the Secretary has-not acquiesced to that decision.

Moie recently, in A ina Health services v. Price ("Altina 11'),26 the D.C. Circuit confirmed that

the Secretary's 2004 alfempt. to change the standard to include Part C days in the Medicæe

fraction hatl beerr vacated in Attina L21 Thc D.C. Circuit further fotnd in Allina II that the

secretary failed to provide proper notice and comment before including Part c days in the

Medica¡e fractions published forFY 2012.2E Once again, the Secretary has not acquiesced to

this decision.

Providers' 
.Request 

for EJR

The providers explain that "[b]ecause the Secretary has not acquiesced to the decision in Allina

[I], the 2OO4 regulation requiring Part C days be included in the Part A/SSI fraction and removed

frtm the Medicaid fraction remains in effect as set forth in 42 c.F.R. $$ 412.106(bX2XiXe) ând

(bX2XiiÐ(B). (The '2004 Rule') The Board is bound by the 2004 ru\e)'2e Accordingly, the

Providers contend that the Board should grant their request for EJR.

The Providers assert that, pursuant to 42 U .5.C. $ 1395oo(f.¡( I ), the Board must grant EJR if it
lacks the authority to decide a question of "law, regulation or CMS Ruling" raised by a provider.

The providers maintain that the Board is bound by the regulation, there are not factual issues in

dispute and the Board does not have the legal authority to decide the issùe. Further, the
providers believe they have satisfied the jurisdictional requirements of the statute and the

regulations.

Decision fhe Roard

Pursuanrto42tl.S.C.$l395oo(f)(1)andtheregulationsat42C.F.R.$405.1842(Ð(1)(2017),the
Board is required to grant an EJR request if it determines that: (i) the Board has jurisdiction to

conduct a hearìng on the specific matter ât issue; and (ii) the Board lacks the authority to decide a

$ 412.106(bX2Xiii)(B)."); Atlínø Healthcare Servs v. Sebelíus,904 F Supp 2d75,82n5,95(2012),aff'dinpart
and rev'd inport,746F.3d 1102 (D.C. Ct.2014)
2o i46F.3d I l 02 (D.c. cit.2ol4).
25':46F.3dat 1106n.3, I I I I (affirming portion of the_district coufi decision vacating the FFY 2005 IPPS mle). See

also Allina LleLlth servs. v. sebelius,904 F. Supp. 2d 75, 89 (D.D.C. 2012) ("The Court concludes that the

Secretary's interpretalion ofthe fractions in the DSH calcr, ation, annoùnced in 2004 and not added to the Code of
Federal Regulations until tbe summer of 200?, was not a "logical outgro\tth" ofthe 2003 NPRM.").

'z6 863 F.3d 937 (D.C. Cir.2O17).
21 Id. at 943.
28 ld. a|943-945.
2e P¡evids¡s' EJR Request at L
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specific legal question relevant to the specific matter at issue because the legal question is a

challenge either to the constitutionality ofa provision ofa statute ot to the substantive or procedural

validity of a regulation or CMS Ruling'

¡ø¡pro¿¿r tnclusion of Pr

At the outset, the Board notes that the schedule ofProviders subnitted by the Provider

Representativc with the EJR requsst for Case Nos. 15-0020G and 15-1423G improperly

includes Lawrence & Memorial Hospital (Provider No. 07-0007, FYE 9/30/2012) that the

Board previously has issued a determination dated November 7,2016 (as modified by letter

dated December 12, 2016) denying jurisdiction over the Provider and its request to t¡ansfer to

Case Nos. t 5-0020G and l5-I423G. Accordingly, notwithstanding the Provider

Representative' s improper attempt to include the Provider on the Schedule ofProviders, this

Pròvider is not currently paft ofcase Nos. 15-0020G and l5-1423G and, as such, cannot be

considered in this EJR request as it relates to case Nos. 15-0020G and l5-1423G. The Board

will address the Provider Representative' s failure to comply with Board Rules under separate

cover purslrant to 42 C.F.R. $ 405.1868.

Jurisdiction for the Participants Cørr¿n //v in the Above-Captioned Group Appeals

The participants thal currently comprise the above-captioned group appeals within this EJR

reqùest have filed appeals involving fiscal years 2006,200'1,2008' 2010 and2012.

For purposes ofBoard jurisdiction over a participant's appeals for óost report periods ending

prioi to December 3 1, 2008, the paficipant may demonstrate dissatisfaction with the amount of
Medica¡e reimbufsement for the appealed issue by claiming the ssvPart c issue as a "self-

disallowed cost," pursuant to the Supreme Court's reasonlng set out in Bethesda Hospital

Association y. Bowen (" B ethes da").10 In that case, the Supreme Court conclu(ed that a cost

report snbmitted in full compliance with the Secretary's rules and regulations, does not bar a

provider from claiming dissatisfaction with the amount of reimbursement allowed by the

iegulations. Further, no statute or regulation expressiy mandated that a challenge to the validtty

ofã regulation be submitted first to the Medicare Contractor r¡/here the contractor is without the

po\¡/er to award reimbursement.3l

On August 21,2008,new regulations governìng the Board were effective 32 Among the nerv

regulations implemented in Fede¡al Register notice was 42 C.F.R. $ 405.1835(a)(1)(ii) which

required for cost repod periods ending on or after December 31, 2008, providers who were self-

ro 108 S. Ct. 1255 (1988). See also CMS Ruling CMS-l?27-R (in self-disallowing an item, the provider submits a

cost reporr that complies with rhe Medicare payment policy for the item and then appeals the item to the Board. The

Medicare Contractor's NPR would not include any disallowance for the item. The provider effectively self:
drsallowed thc itcm.).
)t Bethesda,l08 S. Ct. at 1258-59.
)2 73Fed.. Reg. 30190, 30240 (May 23,2008).
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disallowing specific items had to do so by following the procedures for filing a cost report under
protest. This regulatory requirement was litigaled in Banner Heart Hospital v. Burwell
("Banner").33 In Banner, the provider filed its cost report in accordance with the applicable
outlie¡ regulatjons and did not protest the additional outlier payrnent it was seeking. The
provider's request for EJR was denied because the Board found that it lacked jurisdiction over
the issue. The District Court concluded thar, under Bethesda, the 2008 self-disallowance
regulation could not be applied to appeals raising a legal challenge to a regulation or other policy
that the Medicare Contractor coul<l not addrcss.3a

The Secretary did not appeal the decision in Banner and decided to apply the holding to certain
similar administrative appeals. Effective Aprit23,2018, the CMS Administrator implemented
CMS Ruling CMS-I727-R which involves dissatisfaction with the Medicare Contractor
determinations for cost report periods ending on December 31, 2008 and which began before
January I,2016, Under this ruling, where the Board determines that the specific item under
appeal was subject to a regulation or paymênt policy that bound the Medicare Conkactor and left
it with no authority or discretion to make payment in the manner sought by the provider on
appeal, the protest requirements of 42 C.F.R. $ a05.1835(a)(1)(ii) were no longer applicable.
However, a provider could elect to self-disallow a specific item deemed non-allowable by filing
the matter under protest.

A. Jurisdictional Determinatìon for Certain Individual Providers

At the outset, the Board notes that a Board finding ofjurisdiction is a prerequiSite to any review
of an EJR.request pursuant to 42 C.F.R. 5 405.1842 and the Board has the authority request "[a]ll
of the information and documents found necessary by the Board for issuing a[n EJR] decision,"
including documentation relating to jurisdiction. Similarly, the regtlations goveming group
appeals specify that jurisdiction "mayheraised at anytime." To this end, Roar<l Rule20
requires the group representative to the Schedule ofProviders ancl supporting ju¡isdiction
documentation for a group case within 60 days of the ful1 formation of the group and the
requisite jurisdiction documentation for each provider in the Schedule ofProviders is organizecl
by tabs n through H.

1. CaseNo. I4-1113G-428 Union General Hospital (Provider No. l1-0051)

42 C.F.R. $ 405. I 8 8 I allows a provider to appoint a representative for Board
proceedings. Consistent witlì this regulation, Board Rules 5.1 and 5.4 require that when a

provider appoints a representative that the provider or that representative file a letter of
representation from the provider confirming that appointment. The record does not
contain a letter of representation confirmrng that the Group Representative has been
appointed by this Provicler to represent it. Specifically, there is ¡zo letter of representation

33 201 F. Supp.3d l3l (D.D.C.2016).
34 ld ar 142
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under Tab I-I as required by Board Rules 5.1, 5 '4, and 2l '9.2 ønd The Provider failed to

sign the transfer to group letter. Further, the Board notes that QRS included the original

appeal in the Schedule ofProviders but it did not include a letter of representation.

Accordingly, the Board hereby dismisses the Union General Hospital from the appeal for
failing to submit a letter of representation letter as required by Board Rules 5.1, 5.4, and

21.9.2. Since the Provider is not a participant in Case No. l4-ll73c, the Provider's

request for EJR as it relates to Case No. l4-lI73G is denied.

2. CaseNo. l4-l 1'l3}-448Yakima Valley Memorial Hospital (Provider No. 50-0036)

The individual appeal for Yakima Valley Memorial Hospital ("Yakima") was filed by

Bennett and Bigelow and assigned Case No. 13-3177 ' On December 27, 2013, the Board

bifir¡cated QRS' SSI gioup appeal, Case No. l3:2679G and created Case No. l4-ll'13c.
Subsequent to Íhß bifurcation (as well as the initial schedule filed for these groups),

Yakima requested to transfer to only Case No. 13-2679G on February 23,2014 and did
not separately request to transfer to Case No. I4-I|73G. As a result, Yakima is not pàr|

of Caée No. 14-ll73c. Accordingly, the Board hereby dismisses Yakima from Case No.

l4-1173G because there is no evidence that the Provider transferred the Part C issue into

Case No. I4-II73G. Similarly, the Provider's request for EJR as.it relates to Case No.

l4-Il73G is denied.

B. Jurisdictionfor the Remaining Providers ín the Above-Captioned Group Appeals (i.e',

with exception ofthe previously dismîssed participants and the participants dismissed above)

The Board has determined that the remaining paficipants involved with the instant EJR request

for the above-captioned group appeals are governed by the decision in Bethesda and CMS

Ruling GMS-I721-P.. In addition, the remaining participants' documentation shows that the

estimated amount in controversy exceeds $50,000, as required for a group appeal.35 The appeals

were timely filed. Based on the above, the Board finds that it has jurisdiction for the above-

captìoned appeals and the underlying remaining providers. The estimated arqount in controversy

is subject to recalculation by the Medicare contractor for the actual final amount in each case.

Board's Analysis Reqarding the Appealed Issue

The appeals in these EJR requests involve the 2006,2007,2008,2010 and 2012 cost reporting
periocls. Thus, the appealed cost reporting periods fall squarely within the time frame applicable
ro the Secretary's Parr C DSFI policy being challenged which was adopted in the FFY 2005 IPPS

fìnal mle and later codified al 42 C.F.R. $$ 412.106(bx2)(i)@) and (bX2XiiiXB) as part of the

FFY 2008 IPPS final rule (with a minor revision published in the FFY 2011 IPPS final rule).
The Roard recognizes that, for the time period at issue in these requests, the D C. Circuit in
Àltina I vacateC, this regulatìon. Flowever, the Secretary has not formally acquiesced to that

)5 See 42 C.F.R.5 405.1837
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vacatur and, in this regard, has not published any guidance on how the vacatur tsbeing
implemented (e.g., only circuit-wide versus nationwide).36 Moreover, the D'C. Circuit is the

only circuit to date that has vacated the tegulation and, if the Board were to grant EJR, the

Providers would have the right to bring suit in either the D.C. Circuit or ths circuit 
"vithin 

which

they are located,3T Based on the above, the Boa¡d must conclude that it is otherwise bound by
the regulation for purposes of thìs EJR request.

Board's Decision Rr:qardile thc EJR Requqi!

The Board finds that:

1) It has jurisdiction over the matte¡ for the subject years and that the remaining participants

in these group appeals are entitled to a hearing before the Board;

2) Based upon the remaining participants' assertions regarding 42 C.F.R.

$ $ 412. 106(bX2)(i)(B) and (bX2XiiÐ(B), there are no findings of fact for resolution by
the Board;

3) It is bound by the applicable existing Medicare law and regulation (42 C.F.R.

$ 405.1867); and

4) it is v/ithout the authority to decide the legal question of whether 42 C.F.R.

$$ 412.106(bX2)(i)(B) and (b)(2XiiiXB) (201l) codifying the Medicare Part C DSH
policy adopted in the FFY 2005 IPPS final rule are valid.

Accordingly, the Board finds that the question of the validity of 42 C.F.R. $$ 412.106(bX2XiXB)
anrl (h)(2)(iii)(R) (201 1 ) properly falls within the provisions of 42 U.S.C. $ 1395oo(Ð(1) and

hereby grants the Providers' request for EJR for the issue and the subject years. ,The
Provide¡s have 60 days from the receipt of this decision to institute the appropriate action for
judicial review. Since this is the only issne under clispute in these caqes, the Board hereby closes

those cases.

Board Members Participating:

Clayton J. Nix, Esq.
Charlotte F. Benson, CPA
Gregory H. Ziegler, CPA, CPC-A
Robeft A. Everts, Esq.
Susan A. Tumer, Esq.

j6 
See generally Craüt Med. Ctr. v. Burwell,204 ['. Supp. ]d68,-l'1 82(D.D.C.2016),ølf'd,8'15l.3d 701 (D.C.

cn.20r'7).
11 See 42lJ.5.C. g l395oo(f.¡(1).
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH & HUMAN SERVICES

Provider Reimbursement Rev¡ew Board
1508 Woodlawn Drive, Su¡te 100
Balt¡more, l'4D 27207
4LO-746-267L

Electronlc Delivery

James Ravindran, President

Quality Reimburscmont Services
150 N. Santa Anita Avenue, Suite 5704
Arcadia, CA 91006

F{Ã: Expedited Judicíøl Review Determinøtion
09-0993G QRS 2006 DSH Exclusion of Part C Days from the Denominato¡ of the

Medicare Fraction Percentage

f)ear Mr. Ravindran:

The Provider Reimbursement Review Board ("Board") has reviewed the Providers' February 1,

2019 request for expedited judicial review ("EJR'),t as well as the Providers'March 14,2019
response to the Board's February 28,2019 letter requesting additional information required to act

upon the EJR submission. In its February 28th letter, the Board requested that the Providers

clearly identify the legal authority they were challenging and how it is binding on the Board,

making EJR appropriate. The Board's determination regarding both jurisdiction and EJR is set

forth below.

Issue in Disnute:

The issue in these appeals is

[W]hether Medicare Advantage.Days ("Part C Days") should be

removed f¡om the disproportionate sirare hospital adjustment ("DSH
Adjustment") Medicare Fraction and added to the Medicaid Fraction
consistent with the decision of the United States Court of Appeals for
the District of Columbia in Allina Health Services v' Sebelius,746
F.3d 1 102 (D.C.'Cir. 2014).2

Statutorv and Resulatorv Backsround: Medicare DSH Payment

Part A of the Medicare Act covers "inpatient hospital services." Since 1983, the Medicare
program has paid most hospitals for the operating costs of inpatient hospital services under the

r This determination is one ofseveral that will be issued in response to the four EJR requests that were filed on
February 1, 2019 and Ma¡chl4, 2019, involving 28 cases and approximateÌy 680 individual Provider jurisdictional

determinations.
2 Providers' EJR request at I .
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prospective payment system ("PPS).3 Under PPS, Medicare pays predetermined, standardized

à-ounts p"idis"ttu.g", subjeòt to certain paynent adjustments a

The ppS statute contains a number of provisions that a just reimbursement based on hospital-

specific factors.s These cases involve the hospital-specific DSH adjustment, which requires the

secretary to provide increased PPS payments to hospitals that serve a significantly

disproportionate number of low-income patibnts'6

A hospital may qualify for a DSH adjustment based on its disproportionate patient percentage

(..nnf ,1 t As-a ptoxy for utilization by low-income patients, the DPP determines a hospital's

quatifrcation u. u nsir, and it also determines the âmount of the DSH pal¡nent to a qualirying

ilr;r""1-t The DpP is âefined as the sum of two fractions expressed as percentages.e Jhose two

fractions are referred to as the "Medicare/SSl" fraction and the "Medicaid" fraction' Both of

these fractions consider whether a patient was "entitled to benefits under part 4."

The starute,42 U.S.C. $ 1395ívw(dx5)(FXvÐ0, defines the Medicare/SSl fraction as:

the fraction (expressed as a percentage), the numerator of which is

the number of such hospital's patient days for such period which

were made up of patients who (for such days) were entitled to

benefits under part A of this subchapter and were entitled to

supplemental security income benefits (excluding any State

supplementation) under subchapter XVI of this chapter, and the

denominator of which is the number of such hospital's patient days

for such fiscal year which were made up ofpatients who (for such

days) were entitled to benefits under part A of this subchapter'r0

The Medicare/ssl fraction is computed annually by the centers for Medicare & Medicaid

services (.cMS'), ând the Medicare contractors use cMS', calculation to compute a

hospital's DSH payment adjustment.l I

The srarure, 42U.5.C. $ 1395ww(d)(5)(F)(vi)(Il), defines the Medicaid fraction as:

the fraction (expressed as a percentage), the numerator of which is

the number of the hospital's patient days for such period which

consist ofpatients who (for such days) were eligible for medical

assistance under a State plan approved under subchapter XIX [the
Medicaid program], but who were not entitled to benefits under

) See 42rJ.S.C. $ 1395ww(d)(l)-(5);42 CF.R. Part 412.

s See 42U.5.C. $ l39sww(d)(s).
ó See 42IJ.S.c. $ l39sww(d)(s)(F)(\)0; az C.l.R $ 412.106
7 See 4?U.s.c. $lì 139sww(dX5XF)(iXl) and (dX5XF)(v); 42 c F R $ al2 l06(cXI)'
E.te€ 42 U.S.c. $$ 139sww(d)(5)(F)(iv) and (vii)-(xiii); a2 C F R $ 412 106(d)'
e See 42IJ.5.C. $ l395ww(d)(5)(F)(vi).
¡o (Emphasis added.)
,, 42 C.F.R. $ 4r 2. r o6(bx2)-(3).
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part A of this subchapter, and the denominator of which is the total
number of the hospital's patient dâys for such period.r2

The Medicare contractor determines the number ofthe hospital's patient days ofservice for
which pati'ents were eligible for Medicaid but not entitled to Medicare Part A, and divides

that number by the totainumber of patient days in the same period.13

Medicare Advantaqe Pro gram

The Medicare progranr pemrits its beneficiaries to receive scrviccs from managed care entities.

The managed care statute implementing payments to health maintenance organizations

("HMOs") and competitive medical plans ("CMPs') is found at42U.S.C $ 1395mm' The

st^þrte at 42 U.S.C. $ 13 95mm(a)(5) provides for "payment to the eligible organization under

this section for individuals enrolled under this section with the organization and entitled to

benefits under part A of this subchapte¡ and enrolled under part B of this subchapter . . ."

Inpatient hospital days for Medicare beneficiaries en¡olled in FIMOs and CMPs prior to 1999

are refer¡ed to as Medicare HMO patient care days.

In the September 4, 1990 Federal Register, the Secretaryla stated that:

Based on the language of section 1886(d)(5)(F)(vi) of the Act [42
U.S.C. $ 139sww(d)(s)(F)(vi)1, which states that the

disproportionate share adjustment computation should include
"patients who were entitled to benefits under Part 4," we believe it
ii appropriate to include the days associated with Medicare
patients who receive care at a qualified HMO. Prior to December

1,1987, we r,vere not able to isolate the days of care associated

with Medicare patients in HMOs, and therefore, were unable to

fold this number into the calculation [of the DSH adjustment].

However, as of December 1,1987, a field was included on the

Medicare Provìder Analysis and Review (MEDPAR) fi1e that

allows us to isolate those HMO days that were associated with
Medicare patients. Therefore, since that time we have been

including HMO days in the SSVMedicare percentage [of the DSFI

adjustment].¡5

At that time Medicare Part A paid for HMO services and patients continued to be ehgible for
Part A.l6

with the crearion of Medicare Part c in I99l ,t1 Medicate beneficiaries who opted for managed

r' (Emphasis added.)

'|1 42 C.F.R. $ 412. r06(bX4).
ra Secretary of Health and Human Services.
r5 55 Fed. Reg. 35990, 39994 (Sept. 4, 1990).
)6 Id.
I7 The Medicare Part C program did not begin operating until January l, 1999. See P.L. 105-33, 1997 HR 2015,
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care cove¡age under Medicare Part C were no longer entitled to have payment made for their

care under Part A. Consistent with the statutory change, CMS did not include Medicare Part C

days in the SSI ratios used by the Medicare contractors to calculate DSH payments for the fiscal

year 2001-2004.t8

No firrther guidance regarding the treatment ofPart C days in the DSH calculation was provided

until the 2004 Inpatient Prospective Payrnent System ('IPPS') proposed ru1es were published in
the Federal Register. In that notice the Secretary stated that:

. . . once a beneficiary has elected to join an M+C plan, that

benefìciary's benefits are no longer administered under Part A
. . . . once a beneficiary elects Medicare Part C, those patient days

attributable to the beneficiary should not be included in the

Medícarefraction of the DSH pltient percenlage These patient
days should be included in the count of total patíent days ín the

MedicarefracÍion (the denominator), lnd the patient's days for the

M+C beneficiary who is also eligible for Medicaid would be

included ín the numeralor of the Medicaid fraction.te

The Secretary puryofiedly changed her position in the Federal fiscal year ('FFY') 2005 IPPS

final rule, by noting she was "revising our regulations at [42 C.F.R ] $ 412.106(bX2Xi) to

include the days associated with lPart C] beneficiaries in the Medicare fraction of the DSH

calculation."2o In response to a comment legarding this change, the Secretary explained that:

. . . We do agree that once Medicare beneJiciaries elect

Medicare Part C coverage, they are still, in some sense, entitled
to benefits under Medicare Part A. We agree with the

commenter that these days should be included in the Medicare
fraction of the DSH calculation. Tlierefore, we are noî ldopting
as final our proposal stated in the May 19, 2003 proposed rule
to include the days associated with MrC beneficiaries in the

Medicaid fraction. Instead, we are adopting a policy to include
the patient days for M+C beneficiaries in the Medicarefraction
. . . if the beneficiary is also an SSI recipient, the patient days

will be included in the numerator of ths Medicare fraction. We
are revising our regulations at $ 412. 106(bx2)(i) to include the

codified as 42IJ.S.C. g 1394w-21 Note (c) "Enrollment Transition Rule.- An individual who is enrolled [in
Medicarel onDecember3l 1998, with an eligible organization under . . . [42 U.S.C. l395mm] shall be conside¡ed

to be enrolled with that organization on January l, 1999, under part C ofTitle XVIIL . . ifthat organization as a

contract under that part for providing services on January I , 1999 . ." This was also knor¡'n as

Medica¡e+Choice. The Medicare Prescription Drug, Improvement and Modemization Act of2003 (Pub.L. 108-

173), enactcd on Dccember 8, 2003, replaced the Medicare+Choics program with the new Medicare Advantage
program under Part C of Title XVIII.
r8 69 Fed. Reg.48918t49099 (Aug. I1,2004).
¡e 68 Fed. Reg.2'1154,27208 (May 19, 2003) (emphasis aclded).
20 69 Fed. Reg. at 49099.
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days associated with M+C beneficiaries in the Medicare fraction
of the DSH calculation.2r

This statement would require inclusion of Medicare Part C inpatient days in the

Medicare fraction of the DSH calculation.

Atrhough rlre change in DSH policy regarding42 C.F.R. $ 412.106(b)(2)(t) was included in the

August 11, 2004, Federal Register, no change to the regulatory la-n-guage was published until

August ZZ, 2007, when the Ì'f'Y 2008 IPPS final rule was issued.22 In that publication the

Secretary notecl that no regulatory change had in fact occurIed, and announced that she had

made "technical corrections" to the regulatory language consistent 
"vith 

the change adopted in
the FFY 2005 IPPS final ru1e. These "technical corrections" are reflected at 42 C.F.R.

$$ 12.106(bX2)(i)(B) and (bx2xiiÐ(B).'z3 As a result of these rulemakings, Part C davs were

required to be included in the Medicare fraction as of October 1, 2004 (the "Part C DSH
policy"). Subsequently, as part of the FFY 2011 IPPS final rule publish'ed on August 15, 2010,

CMS made a minor revision to $$ 412.106(bX2XiXB) and (bX2Xiii)(B) "to clarify" the Part C

DSH policy by replacing the word "or" with "including."2a

The U.S. Circuit Court for the District of Columbia in I llina Healthcare Servíces v. Sebelius

(,4ttina l),zs vacared both the FFY 2005 IPPS final rule adopting the Part C DSFI policy and the

subsequent regulations issued in the FFY 2008 IPPS final rule codifying the Part c DSH policy

adopted in FFY 2005 IPPS rule.26 However, the Secretary has^not acquiesced to that decision.

Moie recently, in Atlína Health Services v. Price ("Allina Il'),27 theD.C. Circuit confirmed that

the secretary,s 2004 atlempt to change the standard to include Part c days in the Medicare
fraction had been vacaled in Allina L28 The D.c. circuit further fotnd in Allina II ThaI the

Secretary failed to provide proper notice and comment befole including Part C days in the

Medica¡e fractions published for FY 2012.2e Once again, the Secretary has not acquiesced to

this decision.

'?' 1rl. (emphasis added).
22't2 F ed. Reg. 47 130, 47 384 (Aug. 22, 2007 ).
23 72 Fed. P.eE. aI 47 411 .

24 
7 5 Fed,. Reg. 50042, 50285-50286, 50414 (Aug. 16,2010). seealso'75 Fed. Reg. 23852,24006-24007 (May 4,

2Ol0) (preamble to proposed rulemaking stating: "We are âr¡/are that there might be some ¿onfusion about our

policy to include MA days in the SSI fraction. . . . ln o¡der to further clarifo our policy that patient days associated

with MA beneficiaries are to be included in the SSI fraction because they are stiÌl entitled to benefits under Medjca¡e

Pa¡t A, we are proposing to replace the word 'o¡' with the word 'including' in $   I 2 106(b.¡(2)1iXB) and $

412.106(bX2XiiÐ(B)."); Allina Healthcqre Servs. v. Sebelius,904 F . Supp. 2d 75, 82 n 5,95 (2012), qff'd ¡n pqrt
and rev'd in part,746 F .3d ll02 (D.C. Cir. 2014).
,5 746 F. 3d, I I02 (D.C. Cir. 2014).
26 

7 46 F .3d at I 1 06 n.3, I I I 1 (affirming portion of the district court decision vacating the FFY 2005 IPPS rule). ,lee

also Allina ÌIealth Servs. v- Sebelius, g0'4 F. Supp. 2d 75, 89 (D.D.C 2012) ("The Court concludes that the

Sccrctâry's interpretation ofthe lÌactions in the DSH calculation, annouuced in 2004 arld not added to the Code of
Fede¡al Regulations until the sumne¡ of 2007,was not a "Ìogiçal outgrowh" of the 2003 NPRM.')'
27 863 F.3d 937 (D.C. Cir.20l7).
28 Id. aI943.
2e Id. ar 943-945.
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Provitlers' Reouest for EJR

The providers content that "[b]ecause the Secretary has not acquiesced to the decision inll/'r¿
[I],the 2004 regulation requiring Part C Days to be included in the Part A/SSI fraction and

rernoved from the Medicaid fraction remains in effect as set forth in 42 C'F'R' $$

405.106(bX2XI)(B) and (bX2XiiÐ(B). (The '2004 Rule) The Board is bound bv the 2004

Rule.,'3o The Providers contend that the pre-2004 version of the DSH fegulation should

remain in place, providing tlrat the ltumetator of the DSI.I fraction include only "covcrcd
patient days that . . . are fumishçd to patients who, during that month were entitled to both

Medìcare Part A and SSI."31

The Providers believe that the Board is without the autho¡ity to grant the reliefthey are

seeking: an order that Part C Days should be excluded from the Part A,/SSI fraction and

includéd in the numerator of the Medicaid fraction. Consequently, they contend EJR is

appropriate.

Decision of the Board

Pursuant ro 42 U.S.C. $ 1395oo(f)(1) and the regulations at 42 c.F.R.$ 405.1842(Ð(1) (2017),

the Board is required to grant an EJR request if it determines that: (i) the Board has jurisdiction

to conduct a hearing on the specific matter at issue; and (ii) the Board lacks the authority to

decide a specific legal question relevant to the specific matter at issue because the legal question

is a challenge either to the constitutionality ofa provision ofa statute or to the substantive or

procedural validity of a regulation or CMS Ruling.

Jurisdiction.for the Group Participants

The participants that comprise the group appeals .,¡/ithin this EJR request have filed appeals

involving fiscal year 2006.

For purposes of Board jurisdiction ove¡ a partrcipant's appeals for cost repof periods ending

prior to December 3 1, 2008, the participant may demonstrate dissatisfaction with the amount

ãf M"di"o." reimbursement for the appealed issue by claiming the SSVPart C issue as a "self-

disallowed cost," puisuant to the Supreme Court's reasonin g set onÍ ìn Bethesda Hospital

AssociaÍion v. Bowen (" B ethesda").32 In that case, the Supreme couft concluded that a cost

repofi submitted in full compliance \¡/íth the Secretary's rules and regulations, does not bal a

providor from claiming dissatisfaction with the amount of reimbursement allowed by the

regulations. Furlher, no statute or regulation expressly mandated that a challenge to the

validity of a regulation be submitted first to the Medicare Contractor where the contractor is

without the power to award reimbursement.33 However, a provider could elect to self-dìsallow

a specific item deemed non-allowable by filing the matter under protest.

r0 Providers' Revised EJR Request at 1.
r, 42 C.F.R. $ 412.106(bx2xÐ(2003).
i, I 08 S. Cr. 1255 (19S8), .9ee a/so CMS Ruling CMS' I 727-R (in self-disallowing an item, the provide¡ submits a

cost report that complies v,/ith the Medicare payment pnlicy for the item an<l then appeals the item to the Board. The

Medicare Contractor's NPR \'r'ould not include any disallo\¡r'ance for the item. The provider effectively self-
disallowed the item.).
3t Bethesda,108 S. Ct. af 1258-59.
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A. Jurisdictionîl Determination On Certain Specific Individual Participants

At the outset, the Board notes'that a Board finding ofjurisdiction is a prerequisite to any review

of an EJR request pufsuant to 42 C.F.R. $ 405. 1 842 and the.Board has the authority request "[a]ll
ofthe information and documents fouud necessary by the Board for issuing a[n EJR] dccision,"

including documentat'ion relating to jurisdiction. Similarly, the regrtlations goveming group

appeals ;pecify that jurisdiction "may be raised at any time." To this end, Board Rule 20 (2018)

requires the g.orp represcntative to the Schedule ofProviders and supporting jurisdiction

doòumentation for a groÙp case within 60 days of the ful1 formation of the group and the

requisite jurisdiction documentation for each provider in the Schedule of Providers is organized

by Tabs A through H.

# 3 Naples Communítv Hospital (Provider No 10-00lil

The supporting jurisdiction documentation filed by the Group Representative for Naples

commrurity Hospital (,'Naples") at Tab B confirms that Naples filed its individual

appeal using Model Form A, Request fpr Individual Appeal. However, the

documentation under Tab B for Naples did not include the statement ofissues appealed

that would bave been attached to this Model Form A and, as a result, there is no proof
that Naples appealed the Part C Days issue to then be able to transfer that issue to the

cuffent group appeal. similarly, the Model Form D (transfer) for Naples at Tab G does

not inciude a list ofissues. 42CF.R. $ 405 1835(bX2008) requires that the appeal

include an explanation of the provider's dissatisfaction for each specific item at issue,

why the Medicare payment ìs incorrect, and both how and why the payment must be

determined differently. In this regard, Board Rule 7 (2008) requìred a statement of
issues be included with the original hearing request and Rule 21.8 requires that the

original hearing request and the statement of the issue be included under Tab B. As

Naples failed to document that it properly appealed the Part c Days issue, the Board

dismisses Naples from the group appeal for lack ofjurisdiction pursuant to 42 c.F.R.
. $ 405.1840(b). Since Naples is not a participant in Case No. 09-0993G, Naples' request

for EJR as it relates to Case No. 09-0993G is denied.

# 5 Monoeaheta Vallev Hospital (Provider No 39-0147)

For Monogahela Valley Hospital ("Monogahela"), the Provider Representative included

a copy of the original individual hearing request (a letter, not Model Fom A) at Tab B.

This hearing request included two issues: (1) the Intermediary's alleged failure to
include as Medicaid-eligible days services to patieirts eligible for Medicaid, as well as

patients eligible for general assistance; and (2) Monogahela's disproportionate share

adjustment was not coffectly calculated because the Intermediary did not fumish the

matching data from the SSI proxy and the information is not available to Monogahela

beoause is protected by the Privacy Act. Accordingly, the Board fìnds that the Part C

Days issue was not included in Monogahela's original hearing request ln adclition, the

recôrd does not contain any documentation to confirm that Monogahela properly3a

ra See 73 Fed. Reg. 30190, 30240 (May 23,2008) (explaining ho\r the new 60-day time ftame to add issues applies
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added the Part C Days issue to the individual appeal prior to transfer to Case No. 09-

0993G. Accordingly, the Board finds that Monogahela failed to document it appealed

the Pafi C Days issue and the Board dismisses Monogahela from Case No. 09-0993G

for lack ofjurisdiction pursuant to 42 C.F.R. $ 405.1840(b)' Since Monogahela is not a

participant in Case No. 09-0993G, Monogahela's request for EJR as it relates to Case

No. 09-0993G is denied.

# 6 Sanford USD Medical Center (Provider No. 42-0027)

For Sanford USD Medical Center ("Sanford"), the Provider Representative included

documentation at Tabs A and B confirming that Sanford's Notice ofProgram
Reimbursement was issued.on July 21,2008 and that the Board received Sanford's

appeal request 1 86 days later on January 23,2009. In addition, the Provider
Representative includes a copy of Sanford's hearing request; however' the hearing

request does not include the Part C Days issue as one of the issues being appealed

Pursuant to 42 U.S.C. $ 1395oo(a) and 42 C.F.R. $$ 405.1835 - 405.1840, a provider

has a right to a hearing beïore the Board lvith tespect to a cost claimed on a timely filed
cost report if it is dissatisfied with the linal determination of the intemedìary the request

for hearing is received by the Board within 1 80 days of the date of receipt of the final
determination by the provider. The NPR is presumed to have been received 5 days after

the date of issuance by the intermediary as described at 42 C.F.R. $ 405.1801 (aXlXiiÐ'

The Board finds that Sanford's hearing request was not received by the Board within
180 days of the date of the receipt ofthe NPR ( 185 days after the issuance ofthe NPR)
as required by 42 C.F.R. $ 405.1835 and, therefore, it was not timely filed. Moreover,
the Board notes that, even it v/ere to have been timely filed, the appeal request does not
include the Part C issue and, as such, the transfer at Tab G is fatally flawed because

there was no issue to transfer. Accordingly, the Board dismisses Sanford from the

appeal for lack ofjurisdiction pursuant to 42 C.F.R. $ 405.1840(b). Since Sanford is not

a participant in Case No. 09-0993G, Sanford's request for EJR as it relates to Case No.
09-0993G is denied.

# 7 Baptist St. Anthon:¡ HealÍh System (Provider No. 45-0231)

For Baptist St. Anthony Health System ("Baptist"), the Provider Representative
included a copy of Baptist's individual appeal request (Model Form A, Request for
Individual Appeal) at Tab B. I-Iowever, similar to Naples, the documentation under Tab

B for Baptist did not include the statement of the issues appealed that would have been

attached to this Model Form A and, as a result, there is no proofthat Baptist appealed

the Part C Days issue to then be able to transfer that issue to the current group,appeal.
.similarly, the Model Form D (transfer) for Baptist at Tab G does not include a list of
issues.42C.F.R.$405.1835(bX2008)requiresthattheappeal include an explanation

1o appeals that were pending prior to the effective date of this final ru)e); 42 C,F .R. $ 405. 183 5(c) (2009); Board
Alert 3: Added Issues Deadlines (Oct. 3,2008) (qvailable at; httos:,'iwww.cnrs.eovß
Gùidanoe,4.eview-Boards/PRRBReyiew/PRRB-Alerts.html).
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of the provider's dissatisfaction fo¡ each specific item at issue, why the Medicare
payment is incorrect, and both how and why the payment must be determined
differently. In this regard, Board Rule 7 (2008) required a statement ofissues be

included with the original hearing request and Rule 2l.B requires that the originat
hearing request and the statement of the issue be included under Tab B. As Baptist

failed to document it appealed the Part C Days issue, the Board dismisses Baptist from
Case No. 09-0993G for lack ofjurisdiction pursuant to 42 C.F.R. $ 405.1840(b). Since

Baptist is not a participant in Case No. 09-0993G, Baptist's request for EJR as it relates
to Case No. 09-0993G is denied.

# 8 Stevens Healthcare (Proví¡Jer No. 50-0026)

For Stevens Healthcare ("Stevens"), the Provider Representative included a copy of
Stevens' individual appeal request (Model Form A) at Tab B. However, similar to
Naples, the documentation under Tab B for Stevens did not include the statement of
issues appealed that would have been attached to this Model Form A and, as a result,
there is no proofthat Stevens appealed the Part C Days issue to then be able to t¡ansfer
that issue to the current group appeal. Similarly, the Model Form D (transfer) for
Stevens at Tab G does not include a list ofissues. 42 C.F.R. $ 405.183 5(bX2008)
requires that the appeal include an explanation of the provider'6 dissatisfaction for each

specihc item at issue, why the Medicare payment is incorrect, and both how and why
the pal'rnent must be determined differently. In this regard, Board Rrile 7 (2008)
required a statement of issues be included with the original hearing request and Rule
21.8 requires that the original hearing request and the statement ofthe issue be included
unde¡ Tab B.

Finally, the Board notes that there is no letter of representation at Tab lI for Stevens as

required by Board Rules 5 and 2l .9.2 and that Stevens did not sign the transfer (rather it
was only signed by Del Nord, a QRS employee).

As Stevens failed to document ìt had appealed the Paft C Days issue and failed to
confirm that it had appointed the Provider Representative, the Board dismisses Stevens

from Case No. 09-0993G for lack ofjurisdiction pursuant to 42 C.F.R. $ 405.1840(b).
Since Stevens iS not a participant ìn Case No. 09-0993G, Stevens' request for EJR as it
relates to Case No. 09-0993G is denied.

B. Jurisdictional Determination for Remaining Particip4nE l[¿g,!4!lh ]!hq q)(qeption of the
pa¡ticipanlqjir¡:lssçrlaþqve)

The Board has determined that the appeals of the remaining participants involved wlth the instant
EJR Reqnest eithe¡ had an adjustment fo¡ the Part C days issue, or self-disallowed the days and
that the participant appeals filed from a ¡evised NPR have the appropriate adjustment to the Part
C days issue within the revised NPR. ln addition, the remaining particrpants' documentation
shows that the estimated amount in conlroversy cxceeds $50,000, as required for a group
appeal3a ancl that the appeals were timely filed. The estimated amount in controversy is subject
to recalculation by the Medicare contractor for the actual final amount in each case.
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Accordingly, the Board finds that it has jurisdiction for the above-refe¡enced group appeal and

the underlying remaining participants.

Board's Analvsis Resarding the Appealed Issue

The appeals in these EJR requests involve the 2006 cost reporting periods. Thus, the appealed

cost reporring periods fall squarely within the time frame applicable to the Secretary's Part C

DSH policy being challenged which was adopted in the FFY 2005 IPPS final rule and later

codified at 42 C.F.R. {j$ 412.106(bX2XÐ(B) and (bX2Xiii)(B) as part of the FFY 2008 IPPS

hnal rule (with a minor revision published in the FFY 2011 IPPS final rule)' The Board
recognizes that, for the time period at issue in these requests, the D.C. CircúT in Allina I
vacated this regulation. However, the Secletaly has not formally acquiesced to ûta| vacatur
and, ìn this regard, has not published any guidance on how'the vacatur is being implemented

(e.g., only circuit-wide versus nationwide).3s Moreover, the D.C. Circuit is the only circuit to

date that has vacated the regulation and, if the Board were to grant EJR, the Providers would
have the right to bring suit in either the D.C. Circuit or the ci¡cuit within which they are

located.36 Based on the above, the Board must conclude that it is otherwise bound by the

regulation for purposes of this EJR request.3? 38

Bpard's Decision Regardins the EJR Request

The Board finds that:

1) lt has jurisdiction over the matter for the subject years and that the remaining
participants not dismissed above a¡e entitled to a hearing before the Board;

2) Based upon the participants' assertions regarding 42C.F.R. $$ 412.106(bX2XÐ(B)
and (b)(2)(iii)(B), there are no findings of fact for resolution by the Board;

3) It is bound by the applicable existing Medicare law and regulation (42 C.F.R.

$ 405.1867); and

4) It is without the authority to decide the legal question of whether 42 C.F.R.

$$ 412.106(bX2)(i)(B) and (bX2XiiD@) (201 1) codifying the Medica¡e Part C DSH
policy adopted in the FFY 2005 IPPS final rule are valid

Accordingly, the Board finds that the question of the validity of 42 C.F.R.

$$ 412.106(bX2)(i)(B) and (bX2XiiiXB) (2011) properly falls within the provisions of 42

)s See 42 C.F.R. $ 405.1837.
t6 See generally Grqnt Med, C*. v. Burwell,204 F. Supp. 3d 68,77-82 (D.D.C 2016), aff'd,875 F.3d 701 (D.C.

cn.2017).
31 See 42\J.5.C. g l395oo(Ð(l).
18 Thc Medicarc contractor, Wisconsin Physicians Service ("WPS"), filed an objeotion to the EJR request. ln its
filing, WPS argu€s that the Board should deny the EJR reqùesl because the Boarcl has the authority to decjdc the

issue under appeal since it is not bound by the Secretary's regulation that tlre D.C. Fedcral District Court vacated in
Allina l. 'fheBoard's explanation ofits authority regarding this issue addresses the argunents set out in WPS'
challengc.
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U.S.C. $ 1395oo(f)(1) and hereby grants the Providers' request for EJR for the issue and the

subject years. The Provide¡s have 60 days from the receipt of this decision to institute the

appropdate action forjudicial review. Since this is the only issue under dispute in these cases,

the Board hereby closes the case.

Board Members Participatin g:

Clàytôn.T. Nix, Esq.
Charlotte F. Benson, CPA
Gregory H. Ziegler, CP A, CPC-A
Robert A. Everts, Esq.
Susan A. Turner, Esq.

FOR THE BOARD

4/11/2O19

X Clayton J. Nix

Clalton J. N¡x, Esq.

Chair

5¡gned by Clayton J. N¡x -A

Enclosu¡es: Schedules of Providers

cc: Bylon Lamprecht, WPS (Electronic Majl w/Schedules of Proviclers)

Wilson Leong, FSS (Electronic Mail rv/Schetlules of Providers)



,,x( DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH & HUMAN SERVICES

Prov¡der Reimbursement Rev¡ew Board
1508 Woodlawn Drive, Suite 100
Balt¡more, MD 2L2O7
470-786-2677

Dear Mr. Ravindran:

The.Provider Reimbursement Review Board (Board) has reviewed the Providers' February 1,

2019 request for expedited judicial review (EJR), as well as the Providers' March 14,2015

response to the Board's February 28,2019letter requesting additional information required to act

upón the EJR submission. In its February 28th letter, the Board requested that Providers clearly
identify the legal authority they were challenging and how it is binding on the Board, making

EJR appropriate. The Board's determination regarding both jurisdiction and EJR is set forth
below.

Electronic Delivery

James Ravindran, President

Quality Reimbursement S ervices
150 N. Santa Anita Avenue
Suite 570,A
Arcadia, CA 91006

FfE: EJR Determination
I2-0281G QRS 2009 DSH Managed Care Part C Days Group

lrz¿rop¿r Inclusi on of Prev

The Boa¡d notes that the Schedules ofProviders submitted by the Provider Representative with the

EJR requests fo¡ Case No. l2-0281G improperly ìncludes # 9, Danbury Hospital (Provider No.

07-0033) that the Board previously has issued a determination denying jurisdiction over the P¡ovider

and its request to transfer to the respective group appeal. Accordingly, notwithstanding the Provider

Representative's improper attempt to include the Provide¡ on the Schedule ofProviders, l/rrs
Provider is not currently part of Case No. 15-l42 3G and, as such, cannot be considered in this EJR

request. The Board will adclress the Provider Representative's failure to comply with Board Rules

under separate cover pursuant to 42 C.F.R. $ 405.1868.

Jurisdiction over the App sab-and-EJB

The participants that currently comprise Case No. l2-0281G for this EJR request have filed
appeals involving frscal year 2009.

At the outset, the Board nores that a Board finding r-rfj urisdiction is a prerequisite tu atty teview
of an EJR request pursuant to 42 C.F.R. $ 405. I 842 and the Board has the authority to request
"[a]ll of the information and documents found necessary by the Board for issuing a[n EJR]
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decision," including documentation relating to jurisdiction.r Further, the regulations goveming
group appeals specify that jurisdiction "may be raised at any time." To this end, Board Rule 20

requires the group representative to the Schedule ofProvide¡s and supporting jurisdiction
documentation for a group case within 60 days of the full formation of the group and the

requisite jurisdiction documentation for each provider in the Schedule ofProviders is organized
by Tabs A through H.

A. Failure to Submit Cost Report Filing Documentation on All of the Províders

The regulation, 42 C.F.R. $ 405.183 5(a)(3xiÐ (2011) permits a provider to file an appeal with
the Board if the final determination is not issued (through no fault of the provider) within 12

months of the d¿te of receipt by the Medicare contuactor of the provider's perfected cost report
no iater than t 80 days after the expiration of The 12 month period for the issuance of the

contactor's deterrnination. In order to ensure compliance with $ a05.1835(aX3XiÐ (201 1),

Boa¡d Rule '7 .4 (2013) requires that, if a Provider is appealing the Medicare Contractor's failure
to issue a Notice of Program Reimbursement (NPR), Providers must submit the following
info¡mation with its original appeal request:

the certification page of the perfected or amended cost report,
the certified mail receipt evidencing the Interrnediary's receipt
of the as-filed and any amended cost repofts,
the lntermediary's letter/e-mail acknowledging receipt of the as-
hled and any amended cost reports,
evidence of the Intermediary's acceptance or rejection ofthe as-

filed and any amended cost reports, and
the documentation described in Rule 7.2, as relevantr if the
issue(s) being appealed involves one or more self-disallowed
items fMarch 2013]

Further, Board Rule 21.A (2013) requires that this information be placed under Tab A of the
jurisdictional documents for the relevant provider. In this case, the Providers' Representative
includcd only an unsigned certification page from the relevant cost report for all oftho Providers
in this group with one exception, Provider #15 (Indian River Memorial Hospital).2 Fufther, the
Providers' Representative failed to include any of the above-described information required
under Board Rule 7.4 (2013). Accordingly, the Board is unable to confirm whether ¿zy of the
Providers included in Group Case No. 12-0281G timely filed an appeal pursuant to
g 405.1835(a)(3xii) (2011) and must dismiss all of the Providers in Group CaseNo. 12-0281

I Similarly, the Board has the authority under 42 U.S.C. $ l395oo and 42 C.F.R. 405.1868 to make rules and
establish procedures that are necessary to carry out the provisions of $ I 3 95oo and the regulation at 42 C.F.R

$$ 405.1835-405.1889. See 42 C.F.R. $ 405.1869(a).
2 See ¡nfra îote 3 confirming that, notwithstanding the lack of documcntation, the Provider Representative is
representing tlìat P¡ovide¡ #15 did not tirhely appeal the non-issuance ofthe NPR.
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because the Board is unable to determine ifeach ofthese Providers is entitled to appeal under 42
C.F.R. $ aOs.1s3s(a)(3)(iÐ (201 1).3

B. No Proof of Receipt ofAppeals by the Boardfor Any of the Providers

Since all of the appeals were filed after August 21, 2008, Board Rule 21.8 requires that the
Schedule ofProviders include copies of the proof of delivery (UPSP, FedEX, UPS tracking) for
both the original appeal and the addition of issues be included under 'l'ab ts for each provider
listed in that Schedule to confirm that they were in fact f.ed and the filing was timely. However,
there is only documentation of mailing in the record based on the tracking number listed on the
certification page for each aþpeal included at Tab B. Thus, for all of the Provìdes included in the
Schedule ofProviders for Case No. I2-028IG,Îhe Group Representative failed to include the
requisite proof of delivery.

C. Irrelevance of NPRs included for Provider ## I9, 20, 21, and 24

Provider # 19 Memorial Hospital (Provider No. 14-0185), Provider # 20 Stormont-Vale RHC
(Provider No. 17-0086), Provider #21 Via Christi Regional Medical Center (Provider No. 17-
0122), andProvtder #24 Mary Lanning Memorial Hospital (Provider No. 28-0032, the
Providers' Representatìve included both the msigned cost report certification page and a copy of
an NPR in the jurisdictional documents. By including a copy of the NPR fo¡ Provider ## 19,20,
21, and 24 in the jurisdictional documents for Case No. l2-0281G, it is unclear whether the
Provider Representative is asserting that those Providers filed an appeal both f¡om the
nonissuance ofan NPR and from their subsequent original NPR and transferred the Part C Days
issue from that both of those appeals into Case No. 12-0281G- As previously discussed, the
Board has dismissed Provider ##19, 20,21, and 24 from being participants in this case based on
defècts in thei¡ appeal of the non-issuance ol an N PR included at Tab B.a That leaves ònly the
question ofwhat significance, if any, the copy ofthe NPR has. Flowever, the Board need not
resolve that question, because:

With respect to Provider ## 2l and24, there is uo evideuce iu the file to suggest that they
appealed the original NPR. Further, the Board has not identified an appeal of the original
NPR Provider ##27 and 24 for FY 2009 and the transfer included at Tab H only relates to
the appeal of the nonissuance of an NPR.

2. With respect to Provider ## 19 and20, the Boarcl is aware that these providers did
separately appeal the original NPR. Flowever, there is no evrdence to suggest that they

I The Board notes that, even ifthe Board were to overlook this documentation deficiency and wete to assume that
the Providers' Representative co¡Tectly listed the date tbat the Mediçare contractor received the cost repo¡1 at jssue

fo¡ each Proyider in the Schedule ofProviders, it is clear by the Providers' Represenlative's admission that Provider
## 1,2,3, 4,8,9, 12, 15, 16, 17 ,20 and 22 woutd have filed theil appeals rnt¡re than 180 <Jays aller the expiration of
the l2-month period for issuing the NPR and that these âppeals would not have been timely filed with the Board.
4 The Board notes that the appeal request rnchrded al Tab B pr€dates the date ofthe NPR included at Tab C for
Provide¡ ## 19,20, and 2l . For Provjde¡ #24, the NPR is ìindated but the appeal request clearly states it is appealing
fiom the nonissuance of the NPR.
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ever requested a ffansfer from the relevant original NPR appeal inlo Case No. I2-
0281G,s Moreover, even ifProvider ##19 and 20 made such a ¡equest to transfer to Case

No. 12-0281 , the Board would deny it as duplicative because Provider ##19 and 20 have

âlready transferred the Part C Days issue from their original NPR appeal to another group

appeal (Case Nos. 13-3941G and 13-2028G respectìvely). In this regard, Board Rule 4.5

(2013) prohibits appea.ling an issue in more than one appeal.

Based on the above, the Board concludes that the inclusion ofthe NPR for Provlder ##19,20,21,
and24 is irrelevant and has no bearing on the Board's jurisdiction deteminations for these

Providers in Case No. l2-0281G.

Decision of the Board

The Board hereby dismisses Case No. l2-0281G in its entirety for lack ofjurisdiction based on
the following finpings:

The Board finds that the Group Representative failed to comply with Board Rules 7.4,

2L.A, and 21.8 fo¡ each of the Providers listed in the Schedule of Providers for Case No.
I2-0281G and, as a result, the Board cannot establish that the Provider was entitled to
appeal rights under 42 C.F.R. $ 405.133 5(a)(3)(ii) due the nonissuance of an NPR.6

2. It makes the additional findrng on Provide¡ ## 19,20,21, and 24 that the inclusion ofthe
NPR for these Providers at Tab C is irrelevant and has no bearing on the Board's
jurisdiction determinations for these Providers in Case No. l2-0281G.

As the Board lacks jurisdiction over all of the participants in Case No. l2-0281G, the Board
hereby denies the Providers' request tbr EJR fo¡ CaseNo. 12-0281G. Further, since the Board-
has dismissed Case No. l2-0281G in rts entirety, it is now closed. Review of this determination
is available under the provisions of42 U.S.C. $ 1395oo(f) and 42 C.F.R. $$ 405.1875 and

40s.t871 .

Board Members Participating: For the Board:

Clayon J. Nix, Esq.
Charlotte F. Benson, CPA
Gregory H. Ziegler, CPA, CPC-A
Robert A. Evarts, Esq.
Susan A. Tumer, Esq. Clayton J. Nix, Esq.

Chair
Signed by Clay.ton i. Nix -A

cc: Pam VanArsclale, NGS (E,lectr<-rnic Mail wlSchetlulcs of Providers)
Wilson Leong, (Electronic lvlail rv/Schedules of Providers)

5 The transfer requests at Tab H for Provider ## l9 and 20 predate the NPR included at Tab C.
6 See 42 U.S.C. $ I 395oo(a) and 42 C.F.R. $$ 405. I 835-405. I 840.

4/12/2019

X Clayton.t. Nix



DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH & HUMAN SERVICES

{,# Prov¡der Re¡mbursement Rev¡ew Board
1508 Woodlawn Drlve, Suite 100
Balt¡more, MD 2I2O7
470-786-2671,

William Galinsky
Vice President, Government Finance
Baylor Scott & White Health
2401 South 3 l't Street
MS-AR-M148
Temple, TX 76508

Bill Tisdale
Director JH, Provider Audit & Reimbursement
Novitas Solutions, lnc.
Union Trust Building
501 Grant Street, Suite 600
Pittsburgh, PA 15219

Re: Scott & White Hospital Brenham
Provider No. 45-0187,
FYE r2/3r/20r5
PRRB CaseNo. 19-1450

Dear Mr. Galinsky and Mr. Tisdale:

The Provider Reimbursement Review Board ("Board") is in receipt ofthe Provider's appeal
request. The background of the case and the decision of the Board are set forth below.

Background

On February 21 ,2019,the Board received the provider's individual appeal based on a
determination dated August 27, 2018.1

Decision of the Board

The Board fìnds that the Provider's appeal request is jurisdictionally deficient as the Provider
failed to submit the final determination under appeal. Further, the provider failed to specify azy
issues in dispute or, in the altemative, to provide any supporting documentation for the issue(s).

Pursuant to 42 U.S.C. $ 1395oo(a) and 42 C.F.R. $$ 405.1835, a provider has a right to a hearing
on a final cohtractor or Secretary determination for the provider's cost reporting period if it is
dissatisfied with the contractor's final determination, the amount in controversy is $10,000 or
more ($50,000 for a group), and the request for a hearing is no later than 180 days after the date

ofreceipt by the provider ofthe {inal contractor or Secretary determination.

Pursuant to 42 C.F.R. $ 405.1835(b), ifa Provider's appeal request does not meet the
requirements of paragraphs (b)(1) through (b)(3) of the same section, the Board may dismiss

I Qn the Febnrary I 8, 20 I 9 Model Form A, thc Prnvirfer referenced Argrrst 27, 20 I I as the Notice of Finâ I

Dete¡mination Date but did not attach a copy ofthe referenced determination.
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with prejudice the appeal, or take any other remedial action it considers appropriate. Paragraphs
(b)(1) through (b)(3) state in part that the following must be included in the Provider's request:

(1) A demonstration that the provider satisfies the requirements
for a Board hearing as specified in paragraph (a) of the same

section, including a specific identification of the hnal contracto¡ or
Secretary determination under appeal.

(2) A separate explanation for each specific item under appeal and
a description ofhow the provider is dissatisfied with the specific
aspects of the final determination.

(3) A copy of the determination, including any other documentary
evidence the provider considers necessary to satisfy the hearing
requeqt requirements.

Because the Provider failed both to submit the final determination under appeal and to explain
the specific items under appeal, the Provider did not meet the regulatory requirements for filing
an appeal before the Boa¡d. Therefore, the Board finds that dismissal is appropriate and closes

Case No. 19-1450.

Review of this determination is available under the provisions of42 U.S.C. $ 1395oo(f) and 42
C.F.R. $$ 405.1875 and405.1877.

Board Members Parricipatins: For the Board:

Clayton J. Nix, Esq.
Charlotte F. Benson, CPA
Gregory H. Ziegler, CPA, CPC-A
Robeft A. Evarts, Esq.
Susan A. Tumer, Esq.

cc: Wilson Leong, Federal Specialized Services

4/12/2019

X Clayton.t. Nix

Clayton J, Nix, Esq.

Ch air
signed by: Clayton J. Nix -A



DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH & HUMAN SERVICESr{(
Provider Reimbursement Review Board
1508 Woodlawn Dr¡ve, Suite 100
Baltimore, l'4D 2f2O7
470-746-2671

Electronic Deliverv

James Ravindran

Quality Reimbursement Services, Inc.
150 N. Santa Anita Avenue
Suite 5704
Arcadia, CA 9 1006

RE: Expedited Ju¡licial Review Determination fot PRRB Case Numbers:
|0-1I72GC QRS Empire Health Services 2005-2008 Part C CIRP Croup
i7-0555GC QRS Empire HealTh 2005-2007 SSI - Pa¡t C Days CIRP Group
15-3484GC QRS Empire Health 2008 SSI - Part C Days CIRP Group
16-2596GC QRS UW Medicine 2006 SSI Part C Days CIRP Group
15-O792GC QRS UW Medici ne 2O11-2012 Part C Days CRIP Group
15-0194GC QRS UW Medicine 2O11-2012 SSI Part C Days CIRP Group
l7-0956GC QRS UW Medici ne 2O13-2014 Part C Days CIRP Group

' 17 -O959GC QRS LIW Medicine 2013-2014 SSI Part C Days CIRP Group

Dear Mr. Ravindran:

The Provider Reìmbursement Review Board C'PRRB" or "Board") has reviewed the Providers' March
20,2019 request for expedited judicial review C'EJR') of the above referenced appeals. The Board's
jurisdictional determination and decision regarding üre EJR request is set forth below.

Issue in Dispute

The issue in these appeals is:

[W]hether Medicare Advantage Days ("Part C Days") should be removed
f¡om the disproportionate share hospital adjustment ("DSH Adjustment")
Medicare fraction and added to the Medrcaid Fraction.l

Statutory and Regulatory Background: Medicare DSH Pavment

Part A of the Medicare Act covers "inpatient hospital services," Since 1983, the Medicare program has

paid most hospitals for the operating costs of inpatient hospital services under the prospective payment
system ("PPS").2 Under PPS, Medicare pays predetermined, standarclizecl amounts per discharge, subject
to certain payment adjustments.3

ì P¡oviders' EJR request at I .

? See 42tJ.3.C. $ I l95ww(d)(l)-(5); 42 C.I.R. nart 412.
) Id.
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The PPS statute contains a number ofprovisions that adjust reimbusement based on hospital-specific
factors.a These cases involve the hospital-specific DSH adjustment, which requires the Secretary to

provide increased PPS payrnents to hospitals that serve a significantly disproportionate number of low-
income patients.5

A hospital may qualify for a DSH adjustment based on its disproportionate patient percentage ("DPP').6
As a proxy for utilization by low-income patients, the DPP determines a hospital's.qualification as a

DSH, andit also determines the amoùnt of the DSH payment to a qualiffng hospital.? The DPP is

defined as the sum of two fractions expressed as percentages.s Those two fractions a¡e referred to as the

"Medicare/SSl" fraction and the "Medicaid" fraction. Both of these fractions consider whether a patient

was "entitled to benefits under part 4."

The statute, 42U.5.C. $ 1395ww(dX5)(f'XvÐ(I), defines the Medicare/SSl fraction as:

the fraction (expressed as a percentage), the numerator of which is the

number ofsuch hospital's patient days fo¡ such period which were made up
ofpatients who (for such days) were entítled to benefits under paft A of this
subchapter and we¡e entitled to supplemental security income benefits
(excluding any State supplementation) under subchapter XVI of this

chapter, and the denominator of which is the number of such hospital's
patient days for such fiscal year which were made up ofpatients who (for
iuch days) were entítled fo benefits under part A of t}ris subchapter . . . .e

The Medicare/SSl fraction is computed annually by the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services
("CMS"), and the Medicare contractors use CMS' calculation to compute a hospital's DSFI payment

adjustment.ro

The statute, 42U.5.C. $ 1395ww(d)(5)(FXviXID, defines the Medicaid fraction as:

[T]he fraction (expressed as a percentage), the numerator of which is the
number of the hospital's patient days for such period which consist of
patients who (for such days) were eligible for medical assistance under a

State plan approved under subchapter XIX [the Medicaid program], but
who were not entitled to benefits under part A of this subchapter, and the
denominato¡ of which is the total number of the hospital's patient days for
such period.l I

4 See 42tJ.S.C. g l395ww(d)(5).
5 See 42v.s.c. $ l39sww(d)(s)(F)(i)(I); a2 C.F.R. $ 412.106.
6 See 42IJ.S.c. $$ 139sww(d)(s)(F)(iXl) and (dXs)(F)(v); 42 C.F.R. $ a12.Ì06(c)(l).
1See42U.S.C. 

$$ 139sww(d)(s)(F)(iv) and (vii){xiii); 42 C.F.R. $412.106(d).
I See 42\J.5.C. $ l39sww(d)(5)(F)(vi).
e Enrphasis added.
ro ,42 C.F.R. g .u 2.10ú(bX2)-(3).
ìr Emphasis added.
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The Medicare conûactor determines the number of the hospital's patient days of service for which

patients were eligible for Medicaid but not entitled to Medicare Part A, and divides that number by the

iotal number. of patient days in the same period'r2

Medicare Advantage Proqram

The Medicare program permits its beneficiaries to receive services from managed care entities. The

managed care statute implementing payments to health maintenance organizations ("HMOs") and

competirive medical plans ("CMPs") is found at 42U.5.C. $ 1395mm. The statute at 42 U.S.C. $

1395mm(a)(5) provides for "payment to the eligible organization under this section 1'or individuals

enrolled under this section with the organization and entitled to benefits under part A of this subchapter

and enrolled under part B of this subchapter . . ." Inpatient hospital days for Medicare beneficiaries

enrolled in HMOs and CMPs prior to 1999 are referred to as Medicare HMO patient care days.

In thc Scptcmbcr 4, 1990 Federal Registor, the Secretaryr3 stated that:

Based on the language of section 1886(dX5XFXvi) of the Act [42 U'S'C.

$ 1395ww(d)(5)(FXvÐ1, which states that the disproportionate share

adjustment computation should include "patients who were entitled to

benefits under Part 4," we believe it is appropriate to include the days

associated with Medicare patients who receive cate at 
^ 

qualified HMO.
Prior to Decemb er |,1987, ',¡,/e',vere not able to isolate the days of care

associated with Medicare patients in HMOs, and therefore, were unable to
fold this number into the calculation lof the DSH adjustment]. However,
as of December 1,1981, a field was included on the Medicare Provider
A,nalysis and Review (MEDPAR) filc that allows us to isolate those HMO
days that were associated with Medicare patients. Therefore, since that
time we have been including HMO days in the SSl/Medicare percentage

lof the DSH adjustment].ra

At that time Me{icare Part A paid for HMO services and paticnts continued to bc eligiblc for Part A.¡5

With the c¡eation of Medicare Part C jn 1997,¡ó Medicare beneficiaries who opted for managed care

coverage uncìer Medicare Part C were no longer entitled to have payrnent made for their care under Part

', 42 C.F.R. $ 412.106(bX4).
r3 of Health and Human Services.
ro 55 Fed. Reg. 35990, 39994 (Sept. 4, 1990).
t5 Id.
ìó The Medicare Part C program did not begin operating until January l,1999. See P.L. 105-33, 1997 llR 2015, codified as

42 U.S.C. g 1394w-21 Note (c) "Enrollment Transition Rule.- An indivjdual who is eruolled fin Medicare] on December 31

1998, with an eligible organization under. . . [42 U,S.C. l395mm] shall be considered to be erùolled with that organization

on January l, 1999, under part C of Title XVIII . . ifthat organization as a contract under thal paÍ for providing services

on Jannary l,l99g . . . ." This was also known as Medicare+Choice. The Medica¡e Prescription Drug, Improvement and

Modernization Act of 2003 (Pub.L. 108-173), enacted on lJecember 8, 2U03, replaced the Medrcare*Uhorce program with
ths nerv N4edica¡e Adv0ntag€ program urder Part C ofTitlß XVTTI
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A. Consistent with the statutory change, CMS did not include Medicare Part C days in the SSI ratios
used by the Medicare contractors to calculate DSH payments for the fiscal year 2001-2004.t7

No further guidance regarding the ûeatment of Part C days in the DSH calculation was provided until
the 2004Inpatient Prospective Payment System ("IPPS") proposed rules were published in the Federal
Register. In that notice the Secretary stated that:

[O]nce a beneficiary has elected to join an M+C plan, that beneficiary's
benefits are no longer administered under Part A . . . . once a beneficiary
elecß Medicare Part C, those pafient days altributable 1o the beneficíary
should not be included in the Medicare fraction of the DSH patieni
percentage. These patíent days should be included ín the count of total
patient days in the Medicaidfraction (the denorninator), and the patient's
days for th.e M+C benefi.ciary who ís al,so eli.gihle for Medica.id woltld be
included in the numerotor of the Medicaid fraction . . . . tE

The Secretary purportedly changed her position in the Federal fiscal year ("FFY") 2005 IPPS final rule,
by noting she was "revising our regulations at [42 C.F.R.] $ 412.106(bx2)(i) to include the days
associated with lPart C] beneficiaries in the Medicare fraction of the DSH calculation."le In response to
a comment regarding this change, the Secretary explained that:

We do agree that once Medicare beneficiaries elect Medicare Part C
coverage, they are still, in some sense, entitled to benefits under Medicare
Part A, We agree with the commenter that these days should be included
in the Medica¡e fraction of the DSH calculation. Therefore, we ate not
adopting as final our proposal stated in the May 19, 2003 proposed rule to
include the days associated wirh M+C benertciaries in the Medicaid
fraction. Instead, we are adopting a policy to include the patient days for
M+C bcnertciaries in the Medicare fracÍion . . . . if the benefioiary is also
an SSI recipien{, the patient days will be included in the numerator ofthe
Medicare fraction. We are revising our regulations at $ 412.106(bX2XD
to include the days associated with M+C beneficiaries in the Meclicare
fraction of the DSH calculation.20

This statement would require inclusion of Medicare Part C inpatient days in the Medicare fraction of the
DSH calculation.

Although the change in DSH policy regarding 42 C.F.R. $ 412.106(bx2)(i) was included in the August
I1,2004 Federal Register, no change to the regulatory language was published until August 22,2007
when the FFY 2008 IPPS final rule was issued.2r In that publication the Secretary noted that no
regulatory change had in fact occurred, and anrìounced that she had made "technical corrections" to the

r? 69 Fed. Reg. 48918, 49099 (Aug. I 1, 2004).
I8 68 Fed. Reg.2'l154,27208 (May 19,2003) (emphasis added).
re 69 Fed. Reg. at 49099.

'?o -¡¿ (emphasis added).
2t 72 Fed,. lleg. 47130,41384 (Ãug.22,2007).
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regulatory language consistent with the change adopted in the FFY 2005 IPPS final rule. These
..technical corrections" are.reflected at 42 C.F.R. $$ 412.106(bX2XiXB) and (bX2XiiÐ(B)." As a result

of these rulemakings, Part C days were required to be included in the Medicare fraction as of October 1,

2004 (the "Part C DSH policy"). Subsequently, as part of the FFY 201 I IPPS final rule published on

August 15, 2010, cMS made a minor revision to $$ 412.106(bX2)(i)(B) and (bx2xiiÐ(B) "to clarify"
the Part C DSH policy by replacing the word "or" with "including."23

The U.S. Circuit Court for the District of Columbia inl llína Healthcare Services v. Sebelius

(.,Attína I,),2a vacated borh rhe FFY 2005 IPPS final rule adopting the Part C DSH policy and the

iubsequent regulations issued in the FFY 2008 IPPS final rule codifyirg the Parl C DSH policy adopted

in FF 2005 IPPS ru1e.25 However, the Secretary has not acquiesced to that decision. More recently, in
Allína Health Services v. Price ("Altina Il'),26 the D.C. Circuit confirmed that the Secretary's 2004

attempt to change the standard to include Part C days in the Medicare fraction had been vacated in
Atl¡nà L21 Thc D.C. Circuit further fo:ulrrd in A ína II that the Sec¡etary failed to provide proper notice

ancl comment before including Part C days in the Medicare fractions published for FY 2012.2E Once

again, the Secretary has not acquiesced to this decision.

Providers' Request for EJR

The Providers explain that "[b]ecause the Secretary has not acquiesced to the decision in Allina [] , the

2004 regulation requiring Part C days be included in the Part A/SSI fraction and removed from the

Medicaid fraction remains in effect as set forth in 42 C.F.R-.^$$ 412.106(b)(2)(1)(B) and (bx2xiiÐ(B).
(The '2004 Rule') The Board is bound by The 2004 Rule."2e Accordingly, the Providers contend that

the Board should grant their request for EJR.

The Providers assert thatj pursuant to 42 U.S.C. $ 1395oo(f)(1), the Board must grant EJR if it lacks the

authority to decide a question of "law, regulation or CMS Ruling" raised by a provider. The Providers

maintain that the Board is bound by the regulation, there are not factual issues in dispute and the Board

does not have thc lcgal dutholity to decide the íssue. Furthcr, thc Providers believe they have satisfied

the jurisdictional requirements ofthe statute and the regttlations.

22 Ll. at 47411.
2i 75 Fed. Reg. 50042, 50285-50286, 50414 (Aug. 16, 2010). See also'75 Fed. Reg. 23852,24006-2400'l (May 4,2010)
(preamble to proposed rulemaking stating: "We are aware that there might be some confusion about our policy to include

MA days in the SSI fraction. . . . In order to fur1her clarifr our policy that Þatient days associated with MA beneficiaries are

to be included in the SSI ftactìon because they are still entitled to beneflls under Medicar€ Part A, we are proposing to

replace the v/ord 'or' with the word 'including' in $ a 12.106(b)(2)(i)(B) and $ 412.106(bX2XìiÐ(B)."); Allina Healthcare

Servs. v. Sebelius,904 F. Supp. 2d'15,82 n.5,95 (2012), aff'd in part and rev'd in pctrt,746 F . 3d 1 102 (D.C. Crt.2014)-
zo 746F.3d, Il02 (D.C. Cit.2014).
2s Id. at 11061.3,I t l1 (affirming portion of the district court decision vacating the FFY 2005 IPPS rule). See also Allinq
Health Sefls. v. Sebelius,904F. Supp. 2d 75, 89 (D.D.C. 2012) ("The Court concludes that the Secretary's interpretation of
the Íìactions in the DSH calculation, announced in 2004 and not added to the Code ofFederal Regulations until the summer

of2007, was not a "ìogical outgrowth" ofthe 2003 NPRM.')
26 863 F.3d 937 (D .C. Cir.2017).
21 Id. at 943.
1E I¿1. '¿,t 943-945.
2t EJR Request at I .
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Decision of the Board

Pursuant to 42U.5.C. $ 1395oo(f)(1) and the regulations at42 c.F.R.$ 405.1842(Ð(1) (2017), the Board

is required to grant an EJR request if it determines that: (i) the Board has jurisdiction to conduct a

hearing on the specific matter at issue; and (ii) the Board lacks the authority to decide a specific legal

question relevant to the specific matter at issue because the legal question is a challenge either to the

constitutionality of a provision of a statute or to tåe substantive or procedural validity of a regulation or

CMS Ruling.

Improper Inclusion ol Previouslv Dísmissed Provider on the Schedule of Províders

At the outset, the Board notes that the Schedule ofProviders for Case No. 15-3484GC, submitted by the

Provider Representative for this EJR requ est, improperly includes a Provider that the Board previously

de¡ied the transfer to this group appcal. Specifically, the Board denied the request to transfer the

Medica¡e Managed Care Part C days issue for f)eaconess Medical Center (Provider No. 50-0044, FYE
gl3O/2OOB). On February 23, 2016, the Board issued a decision in which it denied jurisdiction over the

sole issue the P¡ovider used to establish its individual appeal, Case No. 13-0041 and, therefore, found

that the Provider did not establish a jurisdictionally valid appeal to which issues could be properly or

timely added. As a result, the Board also denied the Provider's transfer requests, including the request

to tansfer the SSI Fraction Part C Days issue to this group. In response to the Provider's request for
reconsideration of this decision, the Board upheld its previous decision on June 17, 2016.

Accordingly, notwithstanding the Provider Representative's improper attempt to include the Provider on

the Schedule of Provider's, Deaconess Medical Center (Provider No. 50-0044, FYE 9/30/2008) is not '

currently part of Case No. I5-3484GC and, as such, the Board cann o¿ consider it as palt of this EJR

request for that appeal. The Board will address the Provider Representative's failure to comply with
Board Rules under separate cover pursuant to 42 C.F.R. $ 405 1868.

Jurisdiction for the Group Participgnls

The participants thaT currently comprise the group appeals within this EJR request have filed appeals

involving fiscal years 2005 through 2008, and 2011 through 2014.

For purposes of Board jurisdiction over a participant's appeals for cost reporl periods ending prior to
December 31, 2008, the participant may demonstrate dissatisfaction wrth the amount of Medicare
reimbursement for the appealed issue by claiming the SSVPart C issue as a "self-disallowed cost,"
pursuant to the Supreme Court's reasoning set out in Bethesda Hospital Association v. Bowen
(" B ethesda").30 ln that case, the Supreme Court concluded that a cost report submitted in full
compliance with the Secretary's rules a¡ìd regulations, does not bar a provider from claiming
dissatisfaction with the amount of reimbursement allowed by the regulations. Further, no staflite or
regulation expressly mandated that a challenge to the validity of a regulation be submitted first to the

Medicare Contractor \¡/here the conÍactor is without the power to award reimbursement.3l

r0 108 S. Ct. 1255 ( 1988). S¿e a/so CMS Ruling CMS-I727-R (in self-disallowing an item, the provider submits a cost report
that comphes with the Medicare payment policy for the item and then appeals lhe ilem to the Board. The Medicare
Contractor's NPR would not include any disallowance for thë item. The provider ëffectivèly self- dis¿lllowetl tlte itetll.).
3t Bcthesrin,108 S. Ct. 

^t 
1258-59.
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On Augnst 2I,2008, new regulations goveming the Boa¡d we¡e effective.32 Among the new regulations
implemented in Federal Register notice was 42 C.F.R. $ a05.1835(a)(1)(ii) which required for cost

report periods ending on or after December 31, 2008, providers who were self-disallowìng specific items
had tp do so by following the procedures for filing a cost report under protest. This regulatory
requirement was litigated in Banner Heart Hospítal v. Burwell ("Banner").33 In Banner, the provider
filed its cost report in accordance with the applìcable outlier regulations and did not protest the

atlditiolal outlier paynent .it was seeking. The provider's rcqucst for EJR was dcnicd bccause the Board
found that it lacked jurisdiction over the issue. The Dist¡ict Court concluded that, under Bethesda, The

2008 self-disallowance regulation could not be applied to appeals raising a legal challenge to a
regulation or other policy that the Medicare Contraotor could not address.3a

The Secretary did not appeal the decision in ,B anner and decided to apply the holding to certain similar
administrative appeals. Effective April23,2018, the CMS Administrator implemented CMS Ruling
CMS-1727-R which involves dissatisfaction with the Medicare Contractor determinations for cost report
periods ending on December 31, 2008 and which began before January 1, 2016, Under this ruling,
where the Board determines that the specific item under appeal was subject to a regulation or payment
policy that bound the Medicare Contracto¡ and left it ',vith no authority or discretion to make payment in
the marurer sought by the provider on appeal, the protest requirements of 42 C.F.R. $ a05.1835(aXlXiÐ
were no longer applicable. However, a provider could elect to self-disallow a specific item deemed non-
allowable by filing the matter under protest.

For any participant that files an appeal from a revised NPR issued after August 21, 2008, the Board only
has jurisdiction to hear that participant's appeal of matters that the Medicare conhactor specihcally
revised within the revised NPR.35 The Board notes that all participant revised NPR appeals included
r¡/ithin this EJR reqrrest were issue<l after August 21,2008.

A. Jurisdictional Determination On Certain Specific Ind

At the outset, the Boarcl notes that a Roar<l fin<ling ofjurisdiction is a prerequisile tn any review ofan
EJR request pursuant to 42 C.F.R. $ 405.1842 and the Board has the authority request "[a]ll ofthe
information and documents found necessary by the Board for issuing a[n EJR] decision,"36 including
documentation relaling to jurisdiction. Simila¡ly, the regulations governing group appeals specify that
jurisdiction "may be raised at any time."3?

32 73 Fed. Reg. 30190, 302a0 (May 23,2008).
33 201 F. Supp. 3d 131 (D.D.C.2016)
t4 Id. at 742-
35 See42C.F.R. $ 405.1889(bxl) (2008).
36 42 C.F.R. g 405. I 8a2(e)(2)(ii) (refer€ncing to the decision in subsection (f) which included a decision on both jurisdiction
and the EJR request).
37 42 C.F.R.405.1 837(e)(2) stat es: "The Board may make jurisdictional f.ndings under $ 405.1 840 ßt øny tinte, iîclvdiîg, b\f
not limited to, following a request by the providers for the jurisdictional findings. The providers may request jurisdictional
findings by notifling the Board in writing that the group appeal is fully formecl, or that the providers believe they have

' gatisficd r¡l ofthc rcquiÌcmcnts for a group appcal hcsring rcqucat, ûnd tlc Doard may procced to ruahe jru isdiutional
findings."
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3E (Emphasis added.)
re Scheduìe ol Providers rn Uase No. l'i -0555GC at Tab lD
a0 The group issue is whether Part C days shorrìd he excluded from thc SSI fraction

case No. I7-05 SGC-Participant 1, Deaconess Medical center, Provtder No. 50-0044,

FYE 12/31/2007

The Board finds that it does not have jurisdiction ovef Deaconess Medical center (FYE,

lz/3ll}}Oi) in Case No. 17-0555GC because the Provide¡ has appealed from a revised Notice of
Program Reimbursement CNPR') that did not adjust the SSI percentage'

The Code of Fsderal Regulations provides for an opportunity for a revised Notice ofProgram

Reimbursement. The principles from the ¡evised NPR regulations can be applied to appeals

from revised hospice cap deteminations, as well. 42 C.F.R. $ 405.1885 (2016) provides iu

relevant part:

(a) General. (i) A Secretary detemination, an intcrmediary determination, or a decision by

À reviewing entity (as described in g 405.1S01(a) of this subpart) may be reopened, for

findings on matterb at issue in a determination or decision, by cMS (iÃ/ith fespect to

Secretary determinations), by the intermediary (with respect to intermediary

determinations) or by the revìewing entity that made the decision (as described in $

405. 1885(c) of this subPart).

42 C.F.R. $ 405.18S9 (2016) exptains the effect ofa cost report revision:

(a) Ifa revision is made in a secretary or intermediary determination or a decision

by a reviewing entity after the determination of decision is reopened as provided in

$405. 1 885 of this subpart, the revision must be considered a separate and distinct
determination or dccision to which the provisions of 42 C.F.R. $$ 405.1811,

405. 1 834, 405. 1 835, 405.1837, 405.18'/ 5, 405 187 7 and 405. 1 885 of this subpaÍ

are applicable.

(b)(1) only those mattcrs that are specifically revised in a revised detemrination or

decision are within the scope ofany appeal of the revised determination or decision.

(2) Any matter that is nor specifically revised (including any matter that was

reopened but not revised) may not be considered in any appeal of the revised

deterrnination or decision.38

Adjnstment No. 5 on the Provider's audit adjustment report-is "To adjust the cost leport to

incjude the hospital's curent SSI percentage publication."3e llowever, there is no adjustment to

the SSI percentãge as the Provider's SSI percentage stays the same (8.63).40 Because the SSI

percent;ge was not "specifically" adjusted, the Board finds that, pursuant to $ 405.1889(bX2), it
àoes not have jurisdiction over Deaconess Medical Center's revrsed NPR appeal for FYE

12/3112007 in Case No. 17-055GC. Since Deaconess Medical Center is not a participant in Case
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No. 17-0555GC, the Board hereby denies Deaconess Medical Center's request for EJR as it
relates to Case No. 17-0555GC.

2. Case No. 17-05 5 SGC-Participant 3, Valley Hospital Medical Center, Provider No. 50-0019,
FYE 12/31/2006

The Board finds that it does not have jurisdiction over Vâlley Hospital Medical Center (FYE
12/31/2006) in Case No. 17-0555GC because the P¡ovider also appealed from a revised NPR
that did not specifically adjust the SSI percentage. Similar to Participant 1 discussed above,
Adjustrnent 5 on Valley Hospital Medical Center's audit adjustmerÍ reporl is "To adjust the cost
report to include the hospital's current SSI perc entage."at However, there is no adjustment to the
SSI percentage as the Provider's SSI percentage stays the same (4.09). Because the SSi
percentage was not "specifically'' adjusted, the Board finds that, pusuant to $ 405.1889(bX2), it
does not have jurisdiction over Valley Hospital Meclical Center's revised NPR appeal for FYE
12/31/2006 in Case No. 17-0555GC. Since Valley Hospital Medical Center is not a participant
in Case No. 17-0555GC, the Board hereby denies Valley Hospital Medical Center's request for
EJR as it relates to Case No. 17-0555GC.

3. Striking Issue Statement Lßted onthe Schedule ofProviders for CaseNos. 15-0794GC,
1 6-2596GC, and I 7-0959GC

As explained below, the Board finds that the DSH SSI Fraction/Part C issue is the only group
issue in Case Nos. l5-0794GC,l6-2596GC, and 17-0959GC and does not include or encompass
either the Inpatient Rehabilitation Facility ("lRF") Low Income Patient ("LIP") Part C Days
issue or an issue involving the Medicare Part A days. The issue statement on the Schedule of
Provide¡s for Case No. 17-0959GC submitted on March 18, 2019 with this EJR request
improperly reads as follows:

Whether the SSI percentages used in the Medicare DSH payment calcrìlation
tnder 42 CFR 412. 106(b)(2)(i), ancl the IRF LIP pa)¡rnent calculation under 42
CFP. 412'.624(e)(2), include the correct number of the Provider's SSl-entitled
Medicare Patt A patients and violates the applicable statutes and regulations
because the denominator includes inpatient days Medicare classifies as not
covered and/or not paid while the numerator is restricted to only paid days.

The same issue statement (almost verbatim) was included on the Schedule of Providers for
15-0'l94GC and 16-2596GC. There are several things to note regarding these issue statements.
First, the purported group issue statement contains two issues - Pan A SSI Percentage for DSII
and for LIP. PRRB Rule 13 states, "The matter at issue in a group appeal must involve a single
common question of fact or interpretation of law, regulation, or CMS policy or ruling." Second,
the issue statement is about Medicare Part A patients in the SSI percentage, and it does not
discuss or refer to Part C patients in the SSI percentage, which ¡s the issLLe stated in the group
appeal request. Third, the Board does not have jurisdiction over IRF LIP issues as confirmed by
the D.C. Circrit in Mercy Hosp., Inc. v. Azar,89l F.3d 1062 (June 8, 2018) ("Mercy").

ar Schedule ofProviders in Case No. 17-0555GC at Tab 3D.
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Accordingly, the Board hereby strikes the issue statement included on the Schedule ofProviders
for Case Nos. 15 0794GC,l6-2596GC, and 17-0959GC and references the original issue
statement included in the group appeal request which is consistent with the EJR request.

B. Jurisdictional Determination for Remaining Particip4qE li.q.,l¿ltb çxception of the nreviously
dismissed participant and the prffi

The Board has determined that the remaining participants' appeals involved with the instant EJR
Request are govemed by the decision in Betheida and CMS Ruling CMS-1727-R and that the
participant appeals filed from a reviset] NPR have the appropriate atlj usLment to the Part C days issue
within the revised NPR. In addition, the remaining participants' documentation shows that the estimated
amount in controversy exceeds $50,000, as required for a group appeala2 ând that the appeals were
timely filed. The estimated amount in controversy is subject to recalculation by the Medicare conhactor
for the acft¡al final amount in each case. Accordingly, the Board finds that it has jurisdiction for the
referenced group appeals and the underlying remaining participants.

Board's Analvsis Regarding the Appealed Issue

The appeals in these EJR requests involve the 2006 through 2013 cost reporting periods. Thus, the
appealed cost reþorting periods fall squarely within the lime frame applicable to the Secretary's Part.C
DSH policy being challenged which was adopted in the FFY 2005 IPPS final rule and later codified at
42 C.F.R. $$ 412.106(bX2)(ì)(B) and (hX2XiiÐ(B) as part of the FFY 2008 IPPS final rule (with,a
minor revision published in the FFY 2011 IPPS final rule). The Board recognizes that, for the time
period at issue in these requests, the D.C. Circuit in Allina I vacated this regulation. However, the
Secretary has not formally acquiesced to Lhat racaîur ànd, in this regard, has not published any guidance
on how the vacatur is being implemented (e.g., only circuit-wide versus nationwide).43 Moreover, the
D.C. Circuit is the only circuit to date that has vacated fhe regulation and, if the Board were to grant
EJR, the,Providers would have the right to bring suit in either the D.C. Circuit or the circuit \¡/ithin
which they are lncalecl.aa Basecl on the above, the Boarcl mùst conclude that it is otherwise bound by the
regulation for purposes of this EJR request.

Board's Decision Regp!!üLgjlhe EJ& Beques¡l

The Board finds that:

1) Deaconess Medical Center, Provider No. 50-0044, FyE 9/30/2008, is not part of the EJR
request as it relates to Case No. 15-3484GC because the Board has previously denied
jurisdiction over the Provider in its individual appeal ofFYE 913012008 and demed the
trans ler to this group;

2) It does not have jurisdiction to hear the appeals for: (a) Deaconess Medical Center
(FYE 12/3112007) in Case No. 17-0555GC, and (b) Valley Ilospital Medical Center

a2 See 42 C.F.R. $ 405.1837.
ar ,\ee generally Grnnt Mcd. Ctr v. Btrwcll, 2Q4 F, SuFF. 3(l 68,77 -82 (D,D,C, ?016), aff'rt,87 5 F.3d70t (D.C. Cir. 2017).
aa See 42\J.S.C. g 1395oo(f)(l).
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(12/31/2006) in Case No. 17-0555GC; and, thus, these participants are dismissed f¡om

Case No. l7-0555GC and from this EJR Determination;

3) It has jurisdiction over the matter for the subject years and that the remaining participants

in these group appeals are entitled to a hearing before the Board;

4) Based upon the participants' assertions regarding 42 C.F'R. $$ 412.106(bX2XiXB) and

(bX2XiiÐ(B), tler'e are nu findings of fact fot resolution by thc Board;

5) It is bound by the applicable existing Medicare law and regulation (42 C.F.R. $ 405.1867);

and

6) It is without the authority to decide the legal question of whether 42 C.F.R'

$$ 412.106(bX2XiXB) and (bX2XiiÐ(B) (201 1) codifying the Medicare Part C DSH policv
adopted in the FFY 2005 IPPS final rule are valid.

Accordingly, the Board finds that the question of the validity of 42 C.F.R. $ $ 412.106(bX2)(i)(B) and

(bX2XiiÐ(B) (2011) properly falls within the provisions of 42 U.S.C. $ 1395oo(f)(1) and hereby grants

the participants' request for EJR for the issue and the subject years, except for the partiçipants noted

above. The participants have. 60 days from the receipt of this decision to institute the appropriate action

for judicial review. Since this is the only issue under dispute in these cases, the Board hereby closes

those cases.

Board Members Participating:

Clal.ton J. Nix, Esq,
Charlotte F. Benson, CPA
Gregory H. Ziegler, CPA, CPC-A
Robert A. Evarts, Bsq.
Susan A. Tumer, Esq.

For the Board:

4/12/2019

X ctayton.t. trtix

Clayton J. ,Nix, Esq

chair
S¡gned by: Clayton .,. Nix -A

Enclosures: Schedules ofProviders

Byron Lamprecht, WPS Government Health Administrators
John Bloom, Noridian Heâlthcare Solutions
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Jeffery Reid
Sharp Healthcare
8695 Spectrum Center Blvd.
San Diego, CA92123

Lorraine Frewert
Noridian Healthcare Solutions
P.O. Box 6782
Fargo, ND 58108

Rt: Request to Consolídate Indívidual Appeals
Provider No. 05-0233
FYEs: 9/30/1 992, 9 /301 1993, 9130/ 1994
Case Nos.: 19-0573, 19-0572, 19-0570

Dear Mr. Reid and Ms. Frewert,

The Provider Reimbursement Review Board C'PRRB" or "Board") has reviewed the above
referenced appeals in response to the Shary Cabrillo Hospital's ("Sharp" or "Provider") Request
to Consolidate the individual appeals. The Board's decision is set forth below.

BACKGROUND:

The Provider was issued three separate revised Notice of Program Reimbursements ("NpR") for
each of the above cases on July 13,2018, fo¡ fiscal year end ("FYE") 9/30/1992,9/3011993, and
9/3011994. On December 26,2018, the Providcr filcd thrce separate appeal rcqucsts with the
Board that identified the following issue:

1) IPPS Base Year Transfer-Discharge Data - Provider claims the
federal Inpatient Prospective Payment Systcms (IPPS) base year
cost per discharge known as the "standardizcd amount' for
operating costs and capital costs was understated. Provider claims
the discharge count used to establish the "standardized amount"
included discharges that were considered "Transfer DRGs" and
should have excluded the Transfer DRG's from the discharge
count;i

The Provider further filed a Request to Consolidate the Individual Appeals for the same single
issue of the IPPS Base Year Transfer-Discharge Data listed above.

I Prrrvirìer's Request fnr Hearing, PRRB case No. l9-0570 (Dec. 26,2018); Providor's Requcst for Hcaring,.pRRB
Case No. l9-0572 (Dec. 26, 2018); Provider's Request lor Ftearing, PRRB Case No. t 9-0573 (Dec. 26, 20j 8).
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BOA,RD'S DECISION:

The Code of Federal Regulations provides for an opportunity for a revised NPR. 42 C.F.R.
$ 405. 1885 (201 1) provides in relevant part:

(a) General. (1) A Secretary determination, an intermediary
determination, or a decision by a reviewing entity (as described in
$ 405.1801(a) of this subpart) may be reopened, for findings on
matteß at issue in a determination or decision, by CMS (with
respect to Secretary determinations), by the intermediary (with
respect to intermediary determinations) or by the reviewing entity
that made the decision (as described in g 405. 1885(c) of this
subpart).

42 C.F.R. $ 405.1889 (201 1) explains the effect ofa cost report revision:

(a) If a revision is made in a Secretary or intermediary
determination or a decision by a reviewing entity after the
determination or decision is reopened as provided in $405.1885 of
this subpart, the revision must be considered a separate and distinct
determination or decision to which the provisions of 42 C.F.R. $$
405. 1 8 1 1, 40s.t834, 405. 1 835, 405.t831, 405. 1 87s, 405.1817 and,
405.1885 of this subpart are applicable.

(b)(l) Only those matters that are specifically revised in a revised
determination or decision are within the scope of any appeal ofthe
revised deternination or decision.

(2) Any mattcr that is not spccifically revised (including any marter.
that was rcopcncd but not rcvise<l) may not he considered in any
appeal of the revised determination or decisibn.

Finally,42 C.F.R. $ a05.1835(a)(1) provides:

...If a final contractor determination is reopened under $405. 1885,
any review by the Board must be limited solely to those matters
that are specifically revised in the contractor's revised final
determination ($9405.1887(d), 405.1889(b), and the "Exception"
in $40s. 1 873(c)(2)(i)).

The Board finds that it does not have jurisdiction over Sharp's appeals from their revised NPRs,
for the IPPS Base Year Transfer-Discharge Data because, as explained more fully below, the
IPPS rate was not specifically adjusted in the Provider's revised NPRs.



Sha¡p's revised NPR was issued as the result of the Board issuing a SSI remand ofearlier SSI
appeals.2 As such, the IPPS rate was not the subject ofthe revised NPR, and it was not a justed.
This bears out in the Adjustment Reports. As per the Adjustment Reports, tlie only adjustments
were to the Disproportìonate Share Adjustment (to incorporate the providers remand SSIolo

eÌection), and Total Capilal Payments Under l00oÁ Federal Rate (To adjust the capital payments
based on the SSI remand).3

Once the RNPR was issued, the Provider appealed the IPPS Base Year Transfer-Discharge Data
in all three cases.a As this issue was not part of the reopening appealed (no adjustments to these
components), and it is not related to the SSI Percentage or Capiial Payments ai adjusted, the
Board would lack jurisdiction from a revised NPR. Had the Provider wanted to preserve its
appeal rights ofIPPS Base Yèar Transfer-Discharge Data, it could have appealed those issues
from the original NPR.

The revised NPR regulations discussed above make cleai that a Provider can only appeal items
that are specifically adjusted from a revised NPR. The Provider has appealed IPPS Base Year
Transfer-Discharge Data, which was not adjusted in the revised NPR. Accordingly, the Board
dismisses the appeals in each ofthese three individual cases pursuant to 42 C.F.R. $ 405.1889.

Further, as the Board does not have jurisdiction for these cases, the Board hereby denies the
Request for Consolidation.

CONCLUSION:

The Board finds that it does not have jurisdiction over Sharp's appeals from their revised NPRs
and, thus, dismisses the IPPS Base Year T¡ansfer-Discharge Data issuc in cach ofthese three
individual cases. As the Board does not have jurisdiction for these cases, the Roard hereby
denies the Request for Consolidation. As there are ío other remaining issues in these cases, they
are now closed.

Review of this determination is available under the provisions of 42 U.S.C. $ 1395oo(f) and 42
C.F.R. $$ 405.1875 and405.1877.

Board Members Participatine: For the Board:

Provider Reimbursement Review Board
Sharp Cabrillo Flospital

Clayton J. Nix, Esq.
Charlotte F. Benson, CPA
Gregory H. Ziegler, CPA, CPC-A
Robert A. Evarts, Esq.
Susan A. Tumer, Esq.

Case Nos. 19-0573, 19-05'12, l9-0570
Page 3

4/18/2019

X clayton J. trtix

Clayton J. Nrx, Esq.

Chair
Signed by: Clayton.i. Nix A

2 See SSI Remand letter submitted by the Provider December 27,2018
ì AdjustDrcrìt Rcp'trr't flunr rNFR (Jul. 13, 201B).
a Supra, note 1 .
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Edward Lau, Esq., Federal Specialized Services
Wilson Leong, Federal Specialized Services
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Prov¡der Re¡mbursement Review Board
1508 Woodlawn Drive, Suite 100
Balt¡more, MD 27207
410-7A6-2677

Joshua Gilbert
Bricker & Eckler LLP
100 South Third Street
Columbus, OH 43215

Judith Cummings
CGS Audit & Reimbursement
P.O. Box 20020
Nashville, TN 37202

RE¡ Jurisdiclional Delerminat¡on/Dismissal for Untimcly Fìling
Wexner Heritage Village
Provider No. 36-5026
FYE t2/31/201s
Case No. l9- I 577

Dear Mr. Gilbeft and Ms. Cummings:

This case involves Wexner Heritage Village's ("Wexner's") appeal of its Notice of .Program
Reimbursement regarding fiscal yearending ("FYE") December 31,2015. Following review of
the request to establish an individual appeal, the Provider Reimbursement Review Board
("Board") finds that Wexner failed to file its request for hearing ("RFH") in a timely manner and
must dismiss its appeal, as explained below.

BACKCROIJNI)

By paper submission dated February ll ,2019, the group representative submitted a Request to
Form Mandalory Group Appeal ("RFH") in order to establish an individual appeal (PRRB Case
No. I9-1571. This appeal is based on a Notice of Program Reimbursement ("NPR") dated
November 15,2017. Accordingly, the appeal was filed 453 days after the issuance oftheNPR.r
On the same day it filed its RFH, the Provider filed a Request for Good Cause Extension w¡th the
Board regarding its untimely submission.

Bo¡.no's AN¡r-vsls n¡¡n Dnclslo¡,1

AppLtcABLE REcriLÄTroNs ÀND ArrrHoRrry

Under 42 C.F.R. $ 405.1835(a) (2015), a provider has a right to a Board hearing for specific
items claimed for a cost reporting period covered by a final contractor or Secretary determination
as long as the provider meets certain jurisdictional requirements. One ofthe requirements is that
the Board must receive the provider's RFH within I 80 days ofthe date of receipt of the
provider's final determination.2 With respect to the provider, the applicable regulation defines

¡ See Provider Request for Appeal, PRRB Case No. I 9- 1577
2 42 C.F.R. $ a05.183s(a)(3).
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the phrase "date ofreceipt" as the date a document or other material is received by the provider.
More specifically, the regulatory definition states that the date ofreceipt ofdocuments in
proceedings before a reviewing entity (such as the Board) is presumed to be 5 days after the date
of issuance of a contractor notice or a reviewing entity notice. This presumption, which is

otherwise conclusive, is rebuttable if tbe provider can show by a preponderance ofthe evidence
that the documents were received on¿ later date.3 With respect to the Board, the date ofreceipt
is defined as the date ofdelivery to the Board for documents transmitted by a nationally-
recognized next-day courier, as evidenced by the courier's tracking bill, or date stamped

"received" if submittcd by rcgular mail, hand or non-nationally recognizcd next-day couricr.4

In addition, the regulations permit that the Board may grant a provider a good cause extension of
the time limit for requesting a Board hearing if the provider can demonstrate in writing that it
could uot leasonatrly be expected to file timely due to circumstances beyond its control.s
f)therwise, the regulations specifically state that a provider's RFH that the Board receives after
the applicable 180-day time limit must be dismissed by the Board.6

ANALysts AND Junlso¡cl]roN¡l DETERMTNATIoN

As noted prior, the Medicare Contractor issued the Provider's NPR on November 15, 2017. The
Board received Wexner's RFH on February 11,2019,453 days after the date of issuance ofthe
NPR. The Federal Rules of Civil Procedure state that "if the last day is a Saturday, Sunday, or
legal holiday, the period continues to run until the end ofthe next day that is not a Saturday,
Sunday, or legal holiday."T Based on this procedure, the appeal was due to the Board on
Monday, May 14,2018. This exceeds the 180-day time frame (including the five day
presumption) for filing an appeal with the Board.

In its Request for Good Cause Extension, filed sirnultaneously with its RFH, the Provider
acknowledges that the RF'FI was not submitted within 180 days of its receipt of the NPR.8 'l'he

Provider states that the MAC's "refusal to correct its erroneous adjustment based on clear
evidence and its delay in responding to the Provider's reopening request has stripped the Provider
of its opportunity to timely appeal this issue."e ln an attached affidavit, the Provider adds the
following information to this explanation:

My communications with the MAC auditor led me to believe, and I
did so believe in good faith, that the MAC would reconsider its
disallowance ofthe Provider's bad debt when the Provider suppÌied
the MAC with documentation of the Provider's bad debts
collection policy. In good faith and reasonably relying upon the

3 42 C.F.R. $ 405.1801(a).
4 42 C.F.R. $ 4os. r 801(b).
5 42 c.F.R. g 405. r 836(b).
642 C.F.R. $ 405.1836(a).
7 FED.R.Crv.P. ó(aXl Xc).
8 Provider's Request for Good Cause Extension at I (Feb. I 1,2019).
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bèlief that the MAC would reconsider and reverse its disallowance,
we did not file an appeal with the Provider Reimbursement Review
Board while we waited for the MAC to reopen the Provider's FY
2015 cost report.ro

Discussions between the MAC and the Provider regarding reopening a NPR are outside ofthe
scope of Board jurisdiction and authority. The Board's Rules, in fact, provide the ability to
withdraw an appeal if the MAC has agreed to reopen an NPR,rl and the Reinstatement
procedures in Rule 47 permit preservation of the appeal for up to three years of the withdra.,4/al of
the appeal.l2

The Board finds that the Provider failed to demonstrate that it could not reasonably be expected
to file timely due to extraordinary circumstances beyond its control. hr this regard, the Boald
notes that the filing deadline was May 14,2018 and Wexner filed its RFH on February 11,2019,
nearly 9 months beyond thatfiling deadline. Further, it is the Provider's responsibility to
presenr'e its right to appeal, and it cannot rely on the MAC to accomplish a non-guaranteed
reopening or other modification of a NPR.

In summary, the Board finds that Wexner's RFH was filed untimely pursuant to 42 C.F.R.

$ 405.1835(a) (2015) and denies Wexner's request for a good cause extension under 42 C.F.R.

$ 405.1836. Accordingly, the Board hereby dismissesthis case. Review of this determination
may be available under the provisions of42 U.S.C. $ l395oo(f) and 42 C.F.R. gg 405.1875 and
405.1877 .

Board Members Paft icipating: |or the tsoard:

Clay.ton J. Nix, Esq.
Charlotte F. Benson, CPA
Gregory H. Zieglet, CPA, CPC-A
Robcrt A. Evarts, Esq.
Susan A. Turner, Esq.

X Clayton.I. trtix

clayton J. Nix, Êsq.

cha ir
Siqned by| Clayton J. N¡x -A

4/1An019

Enclosures: 42 U.S.C. $ l395oo(f) and 42 C.F.R. $$ 405.1875 and 405.1877

cc: Wilson Leong, Federal Specialized Services

t0 Id., Affidavit cf'lhomas McDermott at para. 16.
rr PRRB Board Rule 46 (Aug. 29,2018).
r21d, at Rrìle 47.
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4to-746-2671

James Ravindran
President

Quality Reimbursement Services, Inc.
150 N. Santa Ana Ave., Suite 5704
Arcadia, CA 91006

Byron Lamprecht
Supervisor - Cost Report Appeals
WPS Government Health Administrators
2525 N I l Tth Ave., Suite 200
Omaha, NE, 681 64

RE: Denial of Transfer and Dismissal of Appeal
Quorum Health CY 2006 DSH SSI Percentage CIRP Group
ProviderNos.:05-0194
FYE: 1/31/2006
PRRB Case No.: l8-l829GC

Dear Mr. Ravindran and Mr. Lamprecht:

On August 30,2018, Quonrm Health Corporation ("Quorum") filed a request to transfer
Watsonv.ille Community Hospital (Provider No. 05-0194) ("Watsonville"), and the case,s sole
issue (DSH Payment - SSI Percentage), from PRRB Case No. l8-0333 to a new group appeal
created based on a simultaneously filed Request to Form a Group Appeaì. PRRB Case No. l8-
l829GC was created in response to the Request to Form a Group Appeal with watsonville as its
sole member.

However', Case No. l8-0333 was dismissccl on January 23,2018 because the Request for Hearing
was received after the 180 day filing period had expired.l Furthermore, euorum,s Request for
Form a Group Appeal was filed on August 30, 2018, 447 days after the NPR was issued and well
after the applicable 180-day appeal period for this particular linal Determination2 had lapsed.
Accordingly, Quorum's Request to Form a Group Appcal was untimely filed pursuaut to 42 C.F.R.
$ aOs.l83s(a)(3).

Based on these facts, the Board denies Quorum's Request to Transfer Issue to a Group Appeal
because there was no valid provider nor existing issue following the dismissal of case No. l8-
0333. Further, the Board denies Quorum's Request to Form a Group Appeal for failure to timely
file the appeal. Finally, the Board hereby dismisses Watsonville from Case No l8-1829 and,
dismisses Case No l8-1829 because Watsonville was the only provider in this appeal.

I See PRRB Case No. I 8-03 33, Dism issal Letter (Jan. 23, 201 8) (Provider's RFH was due to the Board by
December I l, 20I 7, but was filed on December 14,2017, 183 days aÍÌer the presumed receipt of rhe NpR, and was
deemed filed untimely and dismissed).
2 NPR was issued on June 9, 20I 7, and any appeal was due \.vithin the statutorily provided 1 80 day window, and was
due to the Board on December 11,2017.
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Review ofthis determination may be available under the provisions of42 U.S.C. $ l395oo(f) and

42 C.F.R. $$ 405.1875 and405.1877.

Board Members Participatine: For the Board

Clayton J. Nix, Esq.
Charlotte F. Benson, CPA
Gregory H. Ziegler, CPA, CPC-A
Robert A. Evafts, Esq.
Susan A. Tumer, Esq.

cc: Wilson Leong, Federal Specialized Services

X Rob"rt A. Evarts, Esq.

4/1912019

Robert A. Evarts, Esq.

Board Member

Siqned by: Robert A. Evarts -S
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Eìectronic I)eliverv

James Ravindran, President

Quality Reimbusement Services
150 N. Santa Anita Avenue
Suite 5704
Arcadia, CA 91006

FfE: EJR Determinøtion
l3-2707GC - QRS TMH 2007 DSH Med.ica¡e Managed Care Part C Days Group
l4-41 1OGC - QRS Houston Methodist 2009 DSH SSI Fraction Medicare Mngd Care Part C Days

1441lgGC - QRS Houston Methodist 2008 DSH SSI Fraction Medicare Mngd Care Parl C Days

144127cC - QRS Houston Methodist 2008 DSH Medicaid Fraction Medicare Mngd Care Pafi C Days

14436lGC - QRS Houston Methodist 2009 DSH Medicaid F¡action Medicare Mngd Care Part C Days

15-2920GC - QRS Houston Methodist 2010 DSH SSI Fraction Medicare Mngd Care Part C Days

17-1078cC - QRS Houston Methodist 2005 DSH SSI Fraction Medicare Mngd Care Part C Days

l7-1079cC - QRS Houston Methodist 2005 DSH Medicaid Fraction Medicare Mngd Care Part C Days

Dear Mr. Ravind¡an

The P¡ovicler Reimbursement Review Board ("Board") has reviewed the Providers' April 1,

2019 request for expedite<l judicial review ('EJR') for the appeals referenced above. The
Board's determination regarding EJR is set forth below.

Issue in Dispute:

The issue in these appeals is

[W]hether Medicare Advantage Days ("Part C Days") should be

removed from the disproportionate share hospital adjustment
("DSH Adjustment") Medicare fraction and added to the Medicaid
Fraction.l

I Providc¡s' EJR rcqucat ût I
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$tatutorv and Requlatorv Backqround: Medicare I)SH Pavment

Part A of the Medicare Act covers "inpatient hospital setvices." Since 1983, the Medicare

program has paid most hospitals for tle operating costs ofinpatient hospital services under tfie

proipective paynent system ("PPS').2 Under PPS, Medicare pays predêtermined, standardized

àmounts peiaiicharge, subject to certain payment adjustments 3

The PPS statute contains a number ofprovisions that adjust reimbursement based on hospital-

specific factors.a These cases involve the hospital-specific DSH adjustment, which requires the

Secretary to provide increased PPS payments to hospitals that serrr'e a signifìcantly

disproportionate number of low-income patients.5

A hospital may qualify lor a DSH adjustment bascd on its disproportionate patient petcentage

(.,DPP'1.0 As a proxy for utilization by low-income patients, the f)PP determines a hospital's

qualification as a DSH, and it also determines the amount of the DSH payment to a qualifying

hospital.T The DPP is defined as the sum oftwo fractions expressed as percentages.s Those two

fraclions are referred to as the "Medicare/ssl" fraction and the "Medicaid" fraction. Both of
these fráctions consider whether a patient was "entitled to benefits under part 4."

The statute,42 U.S.C. 0 1395ww(dX5)(FXviXD, defines the Medica¡e/SSl fraction as:

the f¡action (expressed as a percentage), tÏe numerator of which is

the number of such hospital's patient days for such period which
were made up of patients who (for such days) were entitled to
benefits under part I of this subchapte¡ and were entitled to

supplemental security income benefits (excluding any State

supplementation) under subchapter XVI of this chapter, and the

denominator of which is the number of suoh hospital's patient <.lays

fbr such fiscal ycar which were made up of patients who (for such

days) were entitled to beneJits under part A of this
subchapter . . . .9

The Medicare/SSl fraction is computed annually by the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid
Services ('CMS'), and the Medicate contractors use CMS' calculation to compute a hospital's
DS H payment adjustment.ro

2 See 42lJ.S.C. $ l395ww(d)(l)-(5);42 C.F.R Part412.
3Id.
4 See 42tJ.S.C. $ l395ww(d)(s).
5 See 42IJ.S.C. $ l39sww(d)(5)(FXiXI); q2 C F.R. $ 412.106.
6 See 42rJ.s.c. $0 l39sww(d)(SXFXiXI) and (dX5XF)(v); 42 C F.R $ a12'106(c)(Ì)'
7 See 42tJ.S.C. $$ l395ww(dx5xF)(iv) and (vii)-(xiii); a2 c.F.R. $ 412.106(d)'
8 .9ee 42 LI.S,C, $ l395ww(rl)(5)(F)(vi).
e (Emphasis added.)
r0 42 C.t.'.1{. ti 412. r {Jó(bX2)-(3).
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The statute, 42U.5.C. $ 1395ww(d)(5)(FXviXII), defines the Medicaid f¡action as

the fraction (expressed as a percentage), the numerator of which is
the number of the hospital's patient days for such period which
consist of patients who (for such days) were eligible for medical
assistance under a State plan approved under subchapter XfX [the
Medicaid program], but who weÍe not entítled to benefits under
part A of this subchapter, and the denominato¡ of which is the total
number of the hospital's patient days for such period.lr

The Medicare conûacto¡ detemines the number of the hospital's patient days of service for
which patients were eligible for Mediiaid but not entitled to Medicare Part A, and divides that
number by the total number of patient days in the same period.12

Medicare Advantage Proffam

The Medicare program permits its beneficiaries to receive services from managed care entities.
The managed care statute implementing payments to health maintenance organizations
("HMOs") and competitive medical plans ("CMPs") is found at42U.S.C. $ 1395mm. The
sta.+:.tte aL 42 U.S.C. $ 1395mm(a)(5) provides for "payment to the eligible organization under
this section for indìviduals eruolled under this section with the organization and entitled to
benefits under part A of this subchapter and enrolled under part B of this subchapter . . ."
Inpatient hospital days for Medicare beneficiaries enrolled in HMOs and CMPs prior to 1999 are

referred to as Medicare HMO patient care days.

In the September' , l99O Federal Register, the Secretaryl3 stated that:

Based on the language of sectjon I 886(<1X5Xp)(vi) of the Act 142.

U.S.C. $ 1395ww(d)(5)(F)(vi)1, which states that the
disproportionate sha¡e adjustment computation should include
"patients who were entitled to benefits under Parl A," we believe
it is appropriate to include the days associated with Medicare
patients who receive care at a qualified HMO. Prior to December
l, 1987 , we were not able to isolate the days of ca¡e associated
with Medicare patients in HMOs, and therefore, were unable 1o

fold this number into the calculation [of the DSH adjustment].
However, as of December 1, 1987 , a fie1d was included on the
Medicare Provider Analysis and Review (MEDPAR) file that
allows us to isolate those HMO days that were associated with
Medicare patients. Therefore, since that time we have been

rr (Emphasis added.)
r2 42 c.-þ.1{. g 4l2.lo6(bx4).
ì3 of l-Ieallh and Hlman Scrvices.
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including HMO days in the SSVMedicare percentage [of the DSH
a-djustment]'la

At that time Medicare Part A paid for HMO services and patients continued to be eligible for

Part A.l5

With the creation of Medicare Part C in 1997,t6 Medicare beneficiaries who opted for managed

care coverage under Medicare Part C were no longer entitled to have payment made for their

care under Part A. Consistent with the statutory change, CMS did not include Medicare Part C

days in the SSI ratios used by the Medicare conhactors to calculate DSH pa)'rnents for the fiscal

year 2001-2004.11

No fiuther guidance rcgarding the treatment of Part C days in the DSH calculation was providecl

until the 20õ4 hpatient Prospective Payment System C'IPPS') proposed rules were published in

the Federal Register. In that notice the Secretary stated that:

. . . once a beneficiary has elected to join an M+C plan, that

benehciary's benefits are no longer administered under Paft A
. . . . once o beneficiary elects Medicare Part C, those patient days

attributable to the beneficíary should not be included in the

Medicare fractíon of the DSH patient percentage. These patient

days should be included ín the count of total patient days in the

. Medicaid fractíon (the denominûtor), and the patient's days for
the M+C benertcíary who is also eligible for Medicaid would be

includccl in thL numerator of the Medicaid fraction ' ' ' 18

The sécretary purportedly changed her position in the Federal fìscal year ("FFY") 2005 IPPS

final rule, by noting she was "revising oul regulations at [42 C.F.R.] $ a 12.106(b)(2)(i) to

includc thc days associated with lPart C] beneficiaries in the Meclicare fractinn of the DSH

calculation."ld In response to a comment regarding this change, the Secretary explainecl that:

. . . Ile do agree that once Medicare beneficiaries elect

Medicare Part C coverage, they are still, ín some sense,

r4 55 Fed. Reg. 35990,39994 (Sept.4, 1990)
t5 Id.
¡6 The Medicare part C program didnotbegin operating unlil January 1,1999. See P.L. 105-33, 1997HR2015.

codifiecl as 42lJ.S.C. $ 1394w-21 Note (c) "Enrollment Transition Rule.- An individual who is eruolled [in
Meáicarel on December 3l 1998, with an eligible organization under. . . [42 U.S.C. l395mm] shall be considered

to be en¡olled with that organization on January l, 1999, under part C of Title XVIII . if that organization as a

contract under that part for providing services on January 1,1999 " This was also known as

Medicare+Choice. The Me¿icare Prãscription Dmg, Improvement and Modemization Act of 2003 (Pub-L 108-

173), enacted on December 8,2003, replaced the Medicare+Choice program with the new Medicare Advantage

program under Part C ofTide XVIII
I7 69 Fcd Reg, 48918, 49099 (Aue ll,2004)
18 68 Fed. Reg.27154,27208 (May 19,2003) (emphasis added)'
re 69 t ed. Reg. at 49099.
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entítled to benefits under Medicare Part A" We agree with
the commenter that these days should be included in the

Medicare fraction of the DSH calculation' Therefore, ry'e are

not adopting as rtnal our proposal stated in the May 19' 2003

proposed rule to incluQe the days associated with M+C
beneficiaries ín the Medicaíd fractíoh. Instead, we are

adopting a poticy to ínclude the patient days for M+C
beneficíaries in the Medicare fractíon . ' ' . if the beneficiary

is also an SSI recipient, the patient days will be included in
the numerator of the Medicare fraction. We are revising our

regulations at $ 412.106(bx2)(i) to include the days

associated with M+C beneficiaries in the Medicare fraction
of thc DSH calculation.2o

This statement'¡/ould require inclusion of Medicare Part C inpatient days in the Medicare

fraction of the DSH calculation.

Although the change in DSH policy regarding 42 C.F.R. $ 412.106(bx2)(i) was included in the

Augusit 1, 2004 Federal Regìster, no change to the regulatory language was published'until

eu!rst.22, 2007 when the FÈY 2008 IPPS final rule was issued.2r In that publication the

Secietary noted that no regulatory change had in fact occurred, and announced that she had made

'lechnical cor¡ectionsl' to the regulatory language consistent with the change adopted in the FFY

2005 IPPS final rule. These "tech¡ical corrections" are reflected at 42 C.F'R.

$g 412.106(bX2)(i)(B) and (bX2XiiÐ(B)." As aresultof these rulemakings, Part C day3 were

requìred to be included in the Medicare fraction as ofOctober l, 2004 (the "Part C DSFI

poiicy,'1. Subsequently, as part of the FFY 20l l iPPS final rule pirblished on August 15,2010,
-clvlsmade 

a minor revision to $$ 412.106(bx2xÐ(B) and (b)(2)(iii)(B) "to clarify" the Part c
DSH policy by replacing the wor<l "or" with "including."23

Thc U.S. Circuit Court for the District of Columbia in Allina Health.care Services v, Sehelius

(AIIina I),2a vacated both the FFY 2005 IPPS final rule adopting the Part C DSH policy and the

subsequent regulations issued in the FFY 2008 IPPS final rule codifying the Part C DSFI policy

adopted in FFy 2005 IPPS rule.25 However, the Secretary has not acquiesced to that decision.

'?01d. (emphasis added). )

2t 72 Fed. Reg. 41130,4''1384 (Aug.22,2007).
22 72 Fed. Reg. ar 4741l.
21 75 Fed. Rei. soo+2, 50285-50286,50414 (Aug. l6,20l0). See qlso'15 Fed. Reg,23852,24006-24007 (May 4,

2010) (preamble to proposed rulemaking stating: "V/e are aware that there might be some conñrsion about our

policy io include MÀ dãys in the SSI Iiáction. . . . In order to ñrrther clarift our policy that patient days associated

with ii¡A beneficiaries are to be included in the SSI fraclion because they are still entitled to benefits under Medicare

PaIt A, we ale ploposing to replace the word .or, with the word.including, in $ at 2.106(b)(2)(i)(B) and

0 412. iO6(bx2j(ii¡ (B).;); Att¡na Heãtthcare Setys. v. Sebelius,964 F. Supp. 2d 75,82 n.5,95 (2012), off'd in part

and rev'cl in parí,746 F. 3d I t02 (D.C. Cir' 2014)
)o i46F.1d I t02 (D,c. cir.2ol4).
25746F.3dar 110àn.3, I 1 1 1 (affirming portion ofthe distdct court decision vacating the FFY2005 IPPS rule). See

also ÀlLLna \lealth Serrs. r. S¿b¿lius,904 F. Supp. 2d 7 5, 89 (D.D.C.2012) ("Thc Cout conoludes thot th€
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More recently, in Attina Health services v. Price ("Allina Il),26 TheD.c. circuit confirmed that

the Secretary's 2004 attempt to change the standard to include Part C days in the Medicare

fraction had been vacated in Allina 1.27 The D.C. Circuit firther found in Allina II that the

Secretary failed to provide proper notjce and comment before including Parl C days in the

Medìcarä fractions publisné¿ fàr fy 2012.28 Once again, the Secretary has not aiquiesced to

this decision.

Providers' Request for EJR

The p¡oviders explain that "[b]ecause the Secretary has not acquiesced to ltre decision in Allina

[I] , the 2004 regulation requiring Part C days be included in the Part A/SSI fraction and removed

irom rhe Medicàid fraction remains in effect as set forth in 42 c.F.R. $$ 412.106(bX2XiXB) and

(bX2XiiÐ(B). (The '2004 Rule') The Board is bound by the 2004 rltle "2e Accordingly, the

Proviclers contend that the Board should gÍant their request for EJR.

The Providers assert that, pursuant to 42 U.S.C. $ 1395oo(f)(1), the Board must gfant EJR if it
lacks the authority to decide a question of "law, regulation or CMS Ruling" raised by a provider'

The providers maintain that the Boa¡d is bound by the regulation, there are not facfual issues in

dispute and the Board does not have the legal authority to decide the issue. Further, the
próviders believe they have satisfied the jurisdictional requirements of the statute and the

regulations.

Decision of the Board

pursuant to 42 U.S.C. $ 1395oo(f)(1) and the regulations at 42 C.F.R.$ 405.1842(Ð(1) (2017), the

Board is required to €trant an EJR request if it determines that: (i) the Board has jurisdiction to

conduct a håaring on the specific matter at issue; and (ii) the Board lacks the authority to decide a

specific legal question ,ei"uunt to the specific matter at issue because the legal qtrestion is a

cialtet ge eìtheito the cons titutionality of a provision ofa statute or to the substantive orprocedural

validity of a regulation or CMS Ruling.

Jurisdiction

The participants that comprise the group appeals within thrs EJR request have fìled appeals

involving fiscal years 2005,2007,2008' 2009 and 2010.

For purposes of Board jurisdiction over a participant's appeals for cost report periods ending

pnoi to December 31, i008, the participant may demonstrate dissatisfaction with the amount of
Medicare reimbursement for the appealed issue by claiming the SSVPart C issue as a "self-

Secretary,s interpretation of the fractions in the DSH calculation, announced in 2004 and not added to the Code of
Federal ñ.egulations until the summer of2007, was not a "logical outgowth" ofthe 2003 NPRM ')
'z6 863 F.3d 937 Q.C. Cir.2017)

'1, Icl. at 943,
zE ld. at 943-945.jt Providers' EJR Rcqucsl at l.
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disallowed cost," pursuant to the Supreme Court's reasoning seT orÍ in Bethesda Hospital
Association v. Bowen ("Bethesda").30 In that case, the Supreme Court concluded that a cost

report submitted in fu1l compliance with the Secretary's rules and regulations, does not bar a

provider from claiming dissatisfaction with the amount of reimbursement allowed by the

regulations. Further, no statute or regulation expressly mandated that a challenge to the validity
of a regulation be submitted first to the Medicare Contractor where the contractor is without the

po'lver to award reimbursement.3l

On August 2I, 2008, new regulations goveming the Board were effective.32 Among the new

regulations implemented in Federal Register notice was 42 C.F'R. $ a05.1835(a)(l)(ii) which
required for cost report periods ending on or after December 31, 2008, providers who were self-

disallowing specific items had to do so by following the procedures for filing a cost report under
protest. This regulatory requiÍement was litigated in Bqntter Heart Hospítal v. Butwell
("Banner").33 \n Banner, the provider filed its cost re¡ort in accordance with the applicable

outlier regulations and did not protest tlìe additional outlier payment it was seeking. The
provider's request for EJR was denied because the Boa¡d found that it lacked jurisdiction over
the issue. The Dist¡ict Court concluded that, wdet Bethesda, the 2008 self-disallowance
regulation could not¡be applied to appeals raising a legal challenge to a regulation or other policy
th;t the Medicare Cont¡actor could not address.3a

The Secretary did not appeal the decision tn Banner and decided to apply the holding to certain

similar administrative appeals. Effective April 23, 2018, the CMS Administratol implemented

CMS Ruling CMS-1727-R which involves dissatisfaction with the Medicare Contractor
cleterminations for cost report perìods ending on December 31, 2008 and which began before

January 1,2016, Undcr this ruling, where the Board determines that the specific item under

appeal was strbject to a regulation or payment policy that bound the Medicare Contractor and left
it with no authority or discretion to make payment in the manner sought by the provider on

appeal, the protest requirements of42 C.F.R. $ a05.1835(a)(1)(ii) were no longer applicable.

IIowever, a provider could clcct to self-disallow a specific item deemed non-allowable by filing
the lnatter under protest.

For any participant that files an appeal from a revised NPR issued after Augrrst 21,2008,the
Board only has jurisdiction to hear that participant's appeal of matters that the Medicare
contractor specifically revised within the revised NPR.35 The Board notes that all particjpant

revised NPR appeals included within this EJR request were issued after August 21,2008-

30 108 S. Ct. 1255 (1988). See also CMS Ruling CMS-1727-R (in self-disallowing an item, the provider submits a

cost repofi that complies with the Medicarè payment policy for the item and then appeals th€ item to the Board. The

Medicare Contractor's NPR would not include any disallowance for the item. The provider effectively self-

disallowcd the itenr.).
3t Bethescla,l08 S- Ct. ar 1258-59.
12 73 Fed. Reg. 30190, 30240 (May 23, 2008).
B 201 F. Supp.3d l3l (D D C 2016)
)4 ld. at 142.
3' See 42 C.F.R. $ 405.1889(b)(l) (2008).
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The Board has determined that the participants involved with the instant EJR request are

govemed by the decision in Bethesda and CMS Ruling CMS-1727-R. The appeals of revised

NPRs have adjustments to the Pa¡t C Days issue as required by 42 C.F'R' $ 405'1889 In
addition, the participants' documentation shows that the estimated amount in controversy

exceeds $50,000, aJ required for a group appea1.36 The appeals were timely filed. Based on the

above, the Board finds that it has jurisdiction for the above.captioned appeals and the underlying

providers. The estimated amount in controversy is subject to recalculation by the Medicare

contractor for the actual final amount in each case.

Board's Analvsis Rega¡ding the Appealed Issue

The appeals in these EJR requests involve the 2005,200'7,2008,2009 and 2010 cost reporting

periods. Thus, the appealed cost reporting periods fall squæely within the time frame applicablc

io thc Sccretary's Part C DSH policy being challenged which was adopted in the FFY 2005 IPPS

finâl rule and later codified ar 42 c.F.R. $$ 4i2.106(bX2)(i)(B) and (bx2xiiÐ(B) as part of the

PFY 2008 IPPS final rule (with a minor revision published in the FFY 2011 IPPS final rule).

The Board recognizes that, for the time period at issue in these requests, the D.C. Circuit in

Allina I vacaled this regulation. However, the Sècretary has not formally acquiesced to that

vacatur and, in this regard, has not published any guidance on how the vacatur is being
implemented (e.g., oniy circuit-wide versus nationwide).37 Moreover, the D.C. Circuit is the

only circuit to date that has vacated the regulation and, if the Board were to gfant EJR, the
providers would have the right to bdng suit in either the D.C. Circuit or the circuit v/ithin which

they are located.38 Based on the above, the Board must conclude tbat it is otherwise bound by

the regulation for purposes of this EJR request.

Board's Decision Reeardine the EJR Request

The Board finds that:

1) It has jurisdiction ovcr the matter for the subject years and that thc participants in these

group appeals are entitled to a hearing before the Board;

2) Based upon the participants' assertions regarding 42 C.F.R. $$ 412 106(bX2Xi)(B) and

(bX2XiiÐ(B), there are no findings of fact for resolution by the Board;

3) It is bound by the applicable existing Medicare law and regrrlation (42 C.F.R

$ 405.1867); and

4) It is without the authority to decide the legal question of whether 42 C.F R.

$S 412.106(bX2)(i)(B) and (bx2)(iiÐ(B) (2011) codifving the Medicare Part C DSH

policy adopted in the FFY 2005 IPPS final rule are valid.

)6 See 42 C.F.R. ç 405.1837.
i1 sce gcncratþ, Grqnt 

^,Ía6t. 
ctr, t. Bun¡¡ell, 204 F Su¡¡ 1d 68,77 -82 (D.D,Ç,.2016), sll'd,875 F,3d 701 (D.c.

Ctr.2017).
38 See 42lJ.5.C. $ 1395oo(Ð(1).
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Accordingly, the Board fìnds that the qusstion of the validity of 42 C.F.R. S$ 412.i06(bX2XÐ(B)
and (b)(2)(iii)(B) (2011) properly falls within the provisions of42 U.S.C. $ 1395oo(f)(1) and

hereby grants the Providers' request for EJR for the issue and the subject years. The
Providers have 60 days from the receipt of this decision to institute the appropriate action for
judicial review. Since this is the only issue under dispute in these cases, the Board hereby closes

those cases.

Board Members Participating:

Clayton J. Nix, Esq.
Charlotte F. Benson, CPA
Gregory H. Ziegler, CPA, CPC-A
Robert A. Everts, Esq.
Susan A. Tumer, Esq.

FORTHE BOARD:

4/19/2019

X Clayton J. Nix

Clayton .1. Nix, Esq.

Cha¡r

Signed by Clayton J. Nix -A

Ellclosures: Schedules of Providel s

Justin Lattimore, Novitas (Electronic Mail rv/Schedules of Providers)
tVilson Leong, FSS (Electronic Mail rv/Schedr'rles of Providers)

cc



DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH & HUMAN SERVICES

{"& Provider Reimbursement Review Board
1508 Woodlawn D!'ive, Suite 100
Baltimore, MD 27207
470-786-2677

Electronig Mail

Isaac Blumberg
Blumberg Ribner, Inc.
3 15 South BeverlY Drive
Suite 505
Beverly Hills, C^ 90212-1925

1g-.0500c BRI Indepenclent Hosps 2006 Medicare HMO Part C Days Medicare Fraction Group

lg-0501G BRI Indeþendent Hosps 2006 Medicare HMO Part C Days Medicaid Fraction Group

lg-0515G BRI Independent Hosps 201I Medica¡e HMO Part C Days Medicare Fraction 2nd Group

1g-05i6G BRI Independent Hosps 2011 Medicare HMO Part C Days Medicaid Fraction 2nd Group

lg-05tj2c BRI Independent Hosps 2010 Medicare HMO Part C Days Medicare Fraction Group

1g-05g3c BRI Independent Hosps 2010 Medicare HMO Part C Days Medicaid Fraction Group

Dear Mr. Blumberg:

The Provider Reimbursement Review Board ("Board") has reviewed the Providers' April 1,

2019 request for expedited judicial review ('EJR') (received April 4, 2019), for the

above-réfe¡enced appeals. The Board's determination is set forth below'

Issuc in Dispute

The issue ín these aPPeals is:

Whethe¡ Medicare Advantage Days 1"Part C Days") should be

removed from the disproportionate share hospital adjustment

("DSH A justment") Medicare Fraction and added to the Medicaid

Fraction consistent with the decision of the United States Court of
Appeals for the District of Columbia in Allina Health Services v'

Sibelius,746F.3d 1102 (D.C. Cir' 2014)'1

Statutorv and Requlatorv Backeround: Medicare DSH Pavment

Part A of the Medicare Act covers "inpatient hospital services." Since 1983, the Medicare

program has paid most hospitals for the operating costs of inpâtient hospital services rulder the

I P¡ovide¡s' EIR reqttest at I
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prospective payment system ("PPS).'? Under PPS, Medicare pays predetermined, stândârdized

ät tounts peidiicha.ge, subject to cert3in paynent adjustments.3

The PPS statute contains a number ofprovisions that adjust reimbursement based on hospital-

specific factors.a These cases involve the hospital-specific DSH adjustment, which requires the

Secretary to provide increased PPS payments to hospitals that serve a sig4ificantly
disproportionate number of low-income patients.5

A hospital may qualify for a DSH adjustment based on its disproportionate patient pèrcentage

(,.Dnn'1.u As a proxy for utilization by low-income patients, the DPP determines a hospital's

qualification as a DSH, and it also determines the amount of the DSH payment to a qualifying

hospital.? The DPP is defined as the sum oftwo fractions expressed as percentages.s Those two

fractions are referred to as the "Medicare/SSl" fraction and the "Medicaid" fraction. Both of
these fractions consider whether a patient was "entitled to benefits under part 4."

The statute, 42U.S.C. $ 1395ww(dX5)(FXviXI), defines the Medicare/SSl fraction as:

the fraction (expressed as a percentage), the numerator of which is
the number of such hospital's patient days for such period which
were made up of patients who (for such days) were entitled to

benefits under part A of this subchapte¡ and were entitled to

supplemental security income benefits (excluding any State

supplementation) under subchapter XVI of this chapter, and the

denominator of which is the number of such hospital's patient days

for such fiscal year which were made up ofpatients who (for such

days) were entitled to heneJils under part A of this subchapter . . . .

(emphasis added)

The Medicare/SSl f¡action is cOmputed annually by the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid

Services ('CMS'), and the Medicare conffactors use CMS' calculation to compute a hospital's

DSH payrnent adjustment.e

The statute, 42 U.S.C. $ 1395ww(d)(5)(F)(vi)(I!, defines the Medicaid fraction as:

the fraction (expressed as a percentage), the nÙmerator of which is
the number of the hospital's patient days fo¡ such period which

2 See 42 \J .S.C. $ l395ww(d)(l)-(5): 42 C F R. Part 412.
3 Id.
a See 42\J.5.C. $ l395ww(d)(5).
5 See 42IJ.S.C. $ l39sww(d)(5)(F)(i)(I); a2 C.F R. $ 412 106'
6 see 42 rt.S.C. $$ 1395ww(d)(5XF)(iXl) and (dX5XF)(v); 42 c F R $ a l2 l06(c)(l)'
7 See 42U.5.c. $$ 139sww(d)(s)(F)(iv) and (vii)-(xiii); 42 C F R' $ 412 106(d)'
I J¿e 42 U.S.C. $ 1395 ww(tl)(5XFXvì).
e 42 C.F.R. ç 412.106(bx2)-(3).



consist of patients who (for such days) were eligible for medical

assistance under a State plan approved under subchapter XIX [the
Medicaid program], but who were not entitled to benefits under

. part A of ihis subchapter, and the denominator of which is the total

ìumber of the hospital's patient days for such period' (emphasis

added)

The Medicare cont¡actor determines the number of the hospital's patient days ofservice for

which patients were eligible for Medicaid but not entitled to Medica¡e Part A, and divides that

numbei by the total number of patient days in the same period'r0

Medicare Advantaqe Pro$am

The Medicare program permits its beneficiaries to receive services from managed cale entities'

The managed åu.Ãtutot" implementing pa)¡ments to health maintenance organizations

(..HMos')"ald competitive medical plans (.CMPs,') is found at 42U.5'C' $ 1395mm. The

ìtarute at 42 U.S.C. i 1395mm(a)(5) provides for "payment to the eligible organization under

this.section for individuals en¡olled under this section with the organization and entitled to

benefits under part A of this subchapter and enrolled under part B of this subchapter . . ."

Inpatient trospi'tal days for Medicaré beneficiaries enrolled in HMOs and cMPs prior to 1999 are

reier¡ed to as Medicare HMO patient care days'

In the September 4, 1990 Federal Register, the Secretaryll stated that:

Based on the language of section 1886(d)(5XFXvi) of the Act [42
U.S.C. $ 1395ww(d)(5)(F)(vi)1, which states that the

dispropõrtionate share adjustment compÙtation shoul<1 include

"patients who were entitled to benefits under Part 4," we believe

iiis appropriate to include the days associated with Medjcare

patients who receive çdre at a qualified HMO' Prior to December

t, tSSl,'¡r'e were not able to isolate the days ofcare associated

with Medicare patients in HMOs, and therefore, were unable to

fold this numbèr into the calculation [of the DSH adjustment]'

However, as of Decembe¡ 1,1987, a field was included on the

Medicare Provider Analysis and Review (MEDPAR) file that

allows us to isolate those HMO days that \¡/ere associated with

Medicare patients. Therefore, since that time we have been

including HMO days in the SSVMedicare percentage lof the DSH

adjustmentl.r2
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r0 42 C.F.R. $ 4r2.106(bx4).
rr of Health and Human Se¡vices.
r2 55 Fed. Reg. 15,990, 39,994 (Sept.4' 1990)'
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At that time Medicare Part A paid for HMO services and patients continued to be eligible for
Pafi A.l3

With the creation of Medicare Part C in 1997 ,ta Medicare beieficiaries who opted for managed

care coverage unde¡ Medicare Part C were no longer entitled to have payrnent made for their

care under Pa¡¡ A. Consistent with the statutory change, CMS did not include Medicare Part C

days in the SSI ratios used by the Medicare confractors to calculate DSH paynents for the fiscal

year 2001-2004.ts

No fuither guidance regarding the treatment of Part C days in the DSH calculation was provided

until the 20õ4 Inpatieni Prospective Payment System ("IPPS") proposed rules were published in
the Fecleral Register. In that notice the Secretary stated that:

. . . once a beneficiary has elected to join an M+C plan, that
beneficiary's benefits are no longer administered unde¡ Part A
. . . . once a beneficíary elecß Màdícare Fhrt C, those parient d(tys

attributable to the beneficiary should not be included in the

Medicare fraction of the DSH patient percentage. These patíent
days should\be íncluded in the count of total patient days in the

Medicarefraction (the denominator), and the patient's days for the

M+C beneficiary who ß also eligible for Medicaid would be

included in the numerator of the Medicaídfraction . ' ' (emphasis

added)r6

The Secretary purportedly changed her position in the Federal fiscal year ("FFY') 2005 IPPS

final rule, by noting she was 'Îevìsing our regulations at [42 C F R] $ a 12.106(b)(2)(i) to

include the days associated with [Par1 C] beneficiaries in the Medicare fraction of the DSH

calculation."lT In response to a comment regarding this change, the Secretary explainecì that:

. . . We do agree that once Medicare beneficiaries elect

Medicare Part C coverage, they are still, in some sense,

entitled to benefits under Medicare Part A, We agree with
the commenter that these days should be included in the

t3 Id.
i4 The Medicare Part C program did not b€gin op€raling until January 1,1999. See P.L. 105-33, 1997 tlR 2015,

codifiecl as 42lJ.S.C. g 1394w-21 Nore (c) "Enrollment Transition Rule.- An individual who is enrolled [in
Meáicarel on December 31 1998, with an eligible organization under. . . [42 U.S.C. l395mm] shall be considered

to be en¡o Ued -ith that organization on January I , 1999, under part C of Title XVIII - . if that organiza tion as a

contract under that part for providing serwices on January I ' 1999 . . ." This was also k¡ow¡ as

Medicare+Choice. the Medicare P¡escription Drug, Improvement and Modernization Act of2003 (Pub.L. 108-

173), enacted on December 8, 2003, replaced the Medicare+Choice program with the new Medicare Advantage

program under Part C oflitle XVIU.
1569 Fed. Reg. 48,918,49,099 (Aug. 11, 2004)
¡6 ó8 Fed. P..eg.27,154,21,208 (May 19,2003).
I7 69 Fed. Reg. at 49,099.
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Medicare fraction of the DSH calculation. Therefore, we are

not adopting as Jinal our proposal stated in the May 19' 2003

proposed rule to include the days associated with M+C
beneficiaries in the Medicaid fraction lnsîead, we are

adopting a policy to include the patient days for M+C
beneficiaries in the Medícare fracîion. . . . if the beneficiary

is álso an SSI recipient, the patient days will be included in
the numerator of tlre Medicare f¡action. We are revising our

regulations at $ 412.106(bx2)(i) to include the days

associated with M+C beneficiaries in the Medicare fraction

of the DSH calculation'18 (emphasis added)

This statement would require inclusion of Medicare Part C inpatient days in the Medicare

fraction of the DSH calculation.

Altlrough the change in DSH policy regarding 42 c.F.R. $ 412.106(b)(2)(i) was included in the

augusit t, 2004,Federal Register, no change to the regulatory lan^guage was published until

Aulrst 22,2007, when the FÈy ZOOS IPPS final rule was issued.re In that publication the

Secietary noted that no regulatory change had in fact occurred, and announced that she had

made "téchnical corrections" to the regulatory language consistent v/ith the change adopted in
the FFY 2005 IPPS final rule. These "technical corrections" are reflected at 42 c.F .R-

g0 412.106(bX2)(i)(B) and (bx2)(iiÐ(B).'?0 As a result of these rulemakings, Part C days were

required to be included in the Medicare fraction as of october 1,2004 (the "Part c DSH

poiicy"¡ Subsequently, as parr of the FFY 2011 IPPS final rule published on August 15,2010,
-cMSmade 

a minor ¡evision to $$ 412.106(bx2xixB) and (b)(2)(iii)(B) "to clarify" the Part c
DSH policy by replacing the word "or" with "including."2r

The U.S. Circuit Cou¡t for the District of Columbia in Allina Healthcare Sewices v. Sebclíus

(Attina I),22 vacared both rhe FFY 2005 IPPS final rule adopting the Part C DSH policy and the

subsequánt reg.rlations issued in the FFY 2008 IPPS final rule codifying the Part c DSH policy

adopted in FFV 2005 IPPS rule.23 Flowever, the Secretary has not acquiesced to that decision.

)8 Id.
te 72Fed. P:eg. 47130,47384 (Aug.22,2001)
)o 72 Fed. Reg. aL 47417.
2r 75 Fed. ne!. SOO+2,50285-50286,50414 (Aug. 16,2010). SeeqlsoT5 Fed. Reg.23852,24006-24007 (May 4,

2010) (preamile to proposed rulemaking stating: "We are aware that there might be some confusion about ow
poticy ìo inctude MÀ aãyr in the SSI fiaction. . . . In order to flrrther clarify oru policy that patient days associated

with ir¿A beneficiades are to be included in the SSI fraction because they are still entitled 1o benefits under Medicare

pa¡l A, we are proposing to replac€ the word 'o¡' with the wold 'including' in $ a 12.106(b)(2)(i)(B) and $

412.1O6(bX2XiiÐ(B).\: Attin; Heqtthcare Servs. v. Sebelius,gq4 F. Supp. 2d'15,82 n.5,95 (2012), aff'd in part

and rev'd in part,146F.3d 1102 (D.C. Cir' 2014).
22 '146 F. 3d I 102 (D.C. Cir. 2014).
.¿r 746F.3d at 1106 n.3, I I I I (aflìrming portion ôfthe district court dccisiorr vauatirtg llte FFY 2005 IFFS ntlc). See

also ,4llina ÍIaahh Sents. v. ]eheliu,s,904 F. SuPp. 2d 75, 89 (D.D.C. 2012) ("The Court concludes that the
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More recently, in Aflina Health services v. Príce ("Allina II',),2A The D.C. Circuit confirmed that

the Secretary's 2004 attempt to change the standard to include Palt C days in the Medicare

fraction hadbeen vaqate d in AIIina I.2s' The D.c. circuit further rot¡nd in Altina II that the

Secretary faited to provide proper notice and comment before including Part C days in the

Medicarè fractions published for FY 2012.26 Once again, the Secretary has not acquiesced to

this decision.

Providers' Request for E,IR

The Provide¡s assert that EJR is appropriate because the Secretary has not acquiesced to the

decision in Allína I. As a result, the 2004 rulemaking requiring Part C days be included in the

Part A,/SSI fraction and removed from the Medicaid fraction remains in effective as set forth in
42C.F.R.$$412.106(bX2XiXB)and(bx2)(iiixB). TheProvide¡spointoutthattheyhavemet
the timely filing requirements and the amount in controversy and believe that EJR is appropriate

since the Board is bound by the regulation.

Decision of the Board

Pursuant to 42 U.S.C. /$ 1395oo(f)(1) and the regulations at 42 c.F.R.$ 405.1S42(Ð(1) (2d17), the

Board is required to grant an EJR request if it determines that (i) the Board has jurisdiction to

conduct a hearing on the specific matter at issue; and (ii) the Board lacks the authority to decide a

specific legal question relevant to the specific matter at issue because the legal question is a
challenge either to the constitutionality ofa provision of a statute or to the substantive or procedural

validity of a regulation or CMS Ruling.

Jurisdictional Determination

The participants in this EJR reqÙest have filed an appeals involving fiscal years 2006,2010 aú
201t.

For purposes ofBoard jurisdiction over a participant's appeal for cost report periods ending prior
to Decembe¡ 31, 2008 the participant may demonstrate dissatisfaction with the amount of
Medicare reimbursement for the appealed issue by claiming the SSVPart C issue as a "self-
disallowed cost,,'pursuant to the supreme court's reasoning set out in Belhesda Hospital

Association v. Bowen (" B etheseda").27 In that case, the Supreme Court concluded that a cost

Secretary's interpretation ofthe fractions in the DSII calculation, announced in 2004 and not added to the Code of
Federal ñ.egulations until the summer of 2007, was not a "logical outgrowth" of lhe 2003 NPRM.").
24 863 F.3d 93'1 (D.c. cir. 2017).
2s ld. at 943.
76 ld. at 943-945.
2? l0g S. Ct. 1255 (1988). See also CMS Ruling CMS-i72?-R (in self-disallowing an item, the provider submits a

cosr report that complies with the Medicare pa1'rnent policy for the itcm and then appeals the item to the Board. The

Mcdi,¿åre Contractoi's NPR rvould not includc anl, disallo\À/anÊe for the item. The provirJer effectively self-

disallowed the item.).
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report submitted in full compliance with the Secretary's rules and regulations, does not bar a

provider from claiming dissatisfaction wìth the amount of reimbursement allowed by the

regulations. Further, no statute or regulation expressly mandated that a challenge to the validity
of a regulation be submitted first to the Medicare Contractor where the contractor is without the
power to award reimbursement.28

On August 21, 2008, new regulations goveming the Board were effective.2e Among the new
regulations implemented in Federal Register notice was 42 C.F.R. $ a05.1835(a)(1)(ii) which
required for cost report periods ending on or after December 31, 2008, providers who were self-
disallowing specific items had.to do so by following the procedures for filing a cost ¡eport under
protest. This regulatory requirement was litigated in Banner Heart Hospital v. Burwell
("Banner").30 In Banner, the provider fìled its cost report in accordance witll the applicable
outlier regulations and did not protest the additional outlier payment it was seeking. The
provider's request for EJR was denied beoause thc Boaril fcruntl that it laoked jurisdiction over
the issue. The District Court concluded Íhal, \rnder Bethesda, the 2008 self-disallowance
regulation could not be applied to appeals raising a legal challenge to a regulation or other policy
that the Medicare Contractor could not address.3t

The Secretary did not appeal the decision in Banner and decided to apply the holding to certain
similar administrative appeals. Effective April 23,2018, the CMS Administrator implemented
CMS Ruling CMS-1727-R which involves dissatisfaction with the Medicare Contracto¡
determinations for cost report periods ending on or after December 3 i, 2008 and which began

before January 1, 2016, Under this ruling, where the Board determines that the specific item
under appeal \¡/as subject to a regulation or payment policy that bound the Medicare Contractor
and lelt it with no authority or discretion to make payment in the marurer sought by the provider
ou appeal, the plotest requirements of42 C.F.R. $ 405.1835(a)(1)(ii) wcre no longer applicable.
I{owever, a provider could elect to self-disallow a specific item deemed non-allowable by hling
the matter under protest.

For any participant that files an appeal from a revised NPR iSsued after August 2I,2O08,the
Board only has jurisdiction to hear that participant's appeal of matters that the Medicare
contractor specifically revised within the revised NPR.32 The Board notes that all participant
revised NPR appeals included witlin this EJR request were issued after August 21,2008.

The Boa¡d has determined that jurisdiction over the participants involved with the instant EJR
request is govemed by the decision in Bethesda and CMS Ruling CMS-1727-R. The appeals of
revised NPRs have adjustments to the Part C issue as required by 42 C.F.R. $ 405.1889. In
addition, the participants' documentation shows that the estimated amount in controversy

28 Bethe.s¿la at I258-59.
2e 73 Fed,. Reg. 30190, 30240 (May 23, 2008).
3o 201 F. Supp.3d 131 (D.D.C.2016)
3t Banner al142,
r2 S€e 42 C.F.R. $ 405.I 889(bxl ) (2008).
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exceeds $50,000, as required for a group appea133 and the appeals were timely filed. The

estimated amount in controversy is subject to recalculation by the Medicare contractor for the

actual final amount in each case.

Board's Analvsis Resardine the Appealed Issue

The appeals in these EJR requests involve the2006,2010 and 2011 cost lepoÍing periods Thus,

the appealed cost reporting pêriods fall squarely within the time, frame applicable to the

S"".éiu.y,, part C DSH põlicy being challenged which was adopted in the FFY 2005 IPPS rule

and latei codified at 42 C.F.R. g$ 4r2.106(bX2XiXB) and (bX2XiiÐ(B) as part of the FFY 2008

IPPS final rule (wirh a minor revision published in the FFY 2011 IPPS final rule). The Boa¡d

i".ogoir"r that, ìor the time period at issue in these requests, the D C. circìit in Allina /vacated

this ågnlation. However, the Secretary has not formally acquiesced to lhaT vacatur and, in tlris

,egard]has not published any g'idance onhow the vacatur is being implemented (e.g , only

ciäuit-wide versus nationwid;).30 Moreover, the D.C. Circuit is the only circuit to date that has

vacated the regulation and, if the Board were to grant EJR, the Providers would have the right to

Uri"g r"it in either the D.i. Circuit or the circuit within which they are located.35 Based on t¡e

aborie, the Board must conclude that it is otherwise bound by the regulation for purposes of this

EJR request.

Board's Decision Regardins the EJR Request

The Board finds that:

1) It has jurisdiction over the matter for the subject years and that the Provide¡s are entitled

to a hearing before the Board;

2)Basedupontheparticiparrts,assertionsfcgarding42C.F.R.$$412.106(bX2XiXB)and
(bx2xii¡@), thàre are no findings of fact for resolution by the Board;

3)ItisboundbytheapplicableexistingMedicarelawandregulation(42C'F.R.
$ 405.1867); and

4) It is without the authority to decide the legal question of whetheÍ 42 c.F.R.

$ $ 412. 106(b)(2XÐ(B) and (bX2Xiii)(B) (201 I ) codifving the Medicare Part C DSH

iolicy adopted in the FFY 2005 IPPS final rule are valid'

Accordingly, the Boa¡d finds that the question of the validity of 42 c.F.R $$ 412 106(bx2xÐ(B)

and (bx2)"(iiixB) (2011) properly falls within the provisions of 42 u.s.c. $ 1395oo(f(l) and

33 See 42 C.F.R. $ 405.1837.
to Sn" glnnnro y örant Med. Crr. v. Burwell,204 F. Supp. 3d 68,'l-7-82 (D.D.C.2016), appealfled,No 16-5314

(D.C. Cir., Oct 31,2016).
It se¿ 42 U.S.c. $ l395oo(f)(l)
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hereby grants the Providers' reqùests for EJR for the issue and the subject years. The Provìde¡s

have 60 days from the receipt of this decision to institute the appropriate action forjudicial
review. Since there are no other issues under dispute in these cases, the cases are hereby closed.

Board Members ParticiPatins:

Clayton J. Nix, Esq.

Charlotte F. Benson, CPA
Gregory H. Zieglet, CP A, CP C- A
Robert A. Evarts, Esq.

Susan A. Tumer, Esq.
FOR THE BOARD

4/23/2019

X clayton.t. trtix

Clayton J. Nix, Esq.

Chair
S¡9ned by: Clayton J. N¡x -A

Enclosures: Schedules of Providers

cc: Pam VanArsclale (Electronic Mail w/ Schedules of Providers)

Wilson Leong, FSS (Electronic Mail w/Schedules of Providers)



DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH & HUMAN SERVIEES,X( Prov¡der Reimbursement Rev¡ew Board
1508 Woodlawn Dr¡ve, Suite 100
Balt¡more, MD 27207
470-746-2671

Electronic Deliverv

James Ravindran, President

Quálity Reimbursement Services
150 N. Santa Anita Avenue
Suite 5704
Arcadia, CA 91006

R-8,: EJR Determination
l5-292lcc - QRS/Houston Methodist 2010 DSH Medicaid Fraction Medicare Mngd Care Part C Days

l5-2924GC - QRS/Houston Methodist 201I DSH SSI Fraction Medicare Managed Care Part C Days

15-2928GC - QRS/Houston Methodist 201I DSH Medicaid Fraction Medica¡e Mngd Care Part C Days

16-0440cC - QRS/Houston Methodist 2012 DSH SSI Fraction Medicare Managed Care Part C Days

16-0448GC - QRSÆIouston Methodist 201 I DSH Medicaid Fraction Medicare Mngd Care Part C Days

15-2942cC - QRS/TMH Post 101112004,2005-2006 Medicare Mngd Care Medicaid Eligible Days

Dear Mr. Ravind¡an:

The Provider Reimbursement Review Board ("Board") has reviewed the Providers' April i,
2019 rcqucst for expedited judicial review ('EJR') for the appeals referenced above. t The
Board's determination regarding EJR is set forth below.

Issue in Dispute:

The issue in these appeals is

[W]hether Medicare Advantage Days ("Part C Days") should be

removed from the disproportionate share hospital adjustment
("DSH Adjustment") Medicare fraction and added to the Medicaid
Fraction.2

¡ The request for EJR also included case number l'1-0037GC. A decision in that case will be issued in sepatate

correspondence.
2 Providers' E.TR requesl at l.
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St¡tutorv and Rcgulatory Backqround: Medicare DSH P¿vmcnt

Part A of the Medicare Act covers "inpatient hospital services." Since 1983, the Medicarc
program has paid most hospitals for the operating costs of inpatient hospital services under the
prospective pal,rnent system ("Pf5'1.: Under PPS, Medicare pays predetermined, standardizcd
amounts per discharge, subject to certain paynent adjustments.4

ih" ppS statute contains a number of provisions that adjust reimbursement based on hospital-
specific factors.s These cases involve the hospital-specific DSH adjustment, which requires the
Secretary to provide increased PPS payments to hospitals that serve a signihcantly
disproportionate number of low-income patients.6

A hospital may qualify fo¡ a DSH adjustment based on'its disproportionate patient percentage
("Ofl'1't As a proxy lor utilization by low-incorne patierìts, the DPP detemrines a hospital's
qualification as a DSH, and it also deterrnines the amount of the DSH pa1'rnent to a qualifying
hospital.E The DPP is defined as the sum oftwo fraotions oxpressed as porcentagos.e Thoss two
ftactions are referred to as the "Medicare/SSl" fraction and the "Medicaid" fraction. Both of
these fractions.conside¡ whether a patient was "entitled to benefits under part A'."

The statute,42 U.S.C. $ 1395ww(d)(5)(pXviXD, defines the Medicare/SSl fraction as:

the fraction (expressed as a percentage), the numerator of which is
the number of such hospital's patient days for such period which
were made up of patients who (for such days) were entitled to
benefits under part A of tJ:'is subchapter and were entitled to
supplemental security income bcnchts (cxcluding any Statc

, supplementation) under subchapter Xr/1 of this chapter, anC the
denominator of which is the number of such hospital's patient days
for such fìscal year which were made up ofpatients who (for such
days) were entitled to beneJìn under part A of thís
subchapter . . . .lo

The Medicare/SSl fraction is computed annually by the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid
Services C'CMS'), and the Medicare contractors use CMS' calculation to compute a hospital's
DSH payment;adjustment. I I

3 See 421J.5.C. $ 1395ww(dXl)-(5);42 C.F.R.Part 412.
4 Id.
5 See 42U.5.C. $ l395ww(d)(5).
6 See 42\J.S.C. $ l395ww(dX5)(F)(i)(I); a2 C.F.R. $ 412.106.
7 See 4Zrt.S.C.0 $ l395ww(d)(5XFXiXI) and (dXs)(F)(v); 42 c.F.R. $ 412.106(c)(l).
I See 42U.5.c. $$ 139sww(d)(s\F)(iv) and (vii)-(xiii); 42 c.F.R. ç 412.106(d).
e See 42U.5.c. $ l39sww(d)(5)(F)(vi).
ro (Emphasis added.)

" .12 C.F.R. ç 412.106(UX2)-(3).

ll
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The statute, 42 U.S.C. $ 1395ww(d)(s)(FXviXD, defines the Medicaid fraction as:

the fraction (expressed as a percentage), the numerator of which is

the number of the hospital's patient days for such period which
consist of patients who (for such days) were eligible for medical
assistance under a State plan approved under subchapter XIX [the
Medicaid program], but who were not entitled to benefits under

part A of this subchapter, and the denominator of which is the total
number of the hospital's patient days for such period.r2

The Medicare contractor determines the number ofthe hospital's patient days ofservice for
which patients were eligible for Medicaid but not entitled to Medicare Part A, and divitles that

numbei by the total numbcr of patient days in the same period.13 '

Medicare Advantage Program

The Medicare program perrnits its beneficiaries to receive services from managed care entities.

The managed care statute implementing pa)¡rnents to health maintenance organizations

("HMOs") and competitive medical plans ("CMPs") is found at 42 U.S.C. $ 1395mm. The

staftrte at 42U.5.C. $ 1395mm(a)(5) provides for "pagnent to the eligible organization under

this section for individuals en¡olled under this section with the organization and entitled to
benefits under part A of this subchapter and enrolled under part B of this subchapter . . -"
Inpatient hospital days for Medicare beneficiarios en¡olled in HMOs and CMPs prior to 1999 are

¡eferred to as Medicare HMO patient cale days.

In the September 4, 1990 Federal Register, the Secretaryra stated that:

Based on the language of section 1886(d)(5)(F)(vi) of the Act [42
U.S.C. $ 1395ww(dx5xF)(vi)1, which states that the

disproportionate share adjustment computation should include
"patients who wére entitled to benefits under Part 4," we believe
it is appropriate to include the days associated with Medicare
patients who receive care at a qualified HMO. Prior to December

1,1987, we were not able to isolate the days ofcare associated

with Medicare patients in HMOs, and therefore, were r¡nable to

, fold this number into the calculation [of the DSH adjustment].
. However, as of December l, 1987 , a field was included on the

Medicare Provider Analysis and Review (MEDPAR) file that

allows us to isolate those HMO days that were associated with

Iz (Emphasis added )
rr 42 C.F.R. $ 412.106(bX4).
ra of Health and Human Services,
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Medicare prtients. Thcrcforc, sincc that timc wc havc bccn
including I{MO days in the SSVMedicare percentage [of the DSH
adjustment].r5

At that time Medicare Part A paid for HMO services and patients continued to be eligible for
. Part A.16

With the creation of Medicare Part C in 1997 ,r7 Medicare beneticiaries who opted ttrr managed
care coverage under Medicare Part C were no longer entitled to have pal,rnent made for tlieir
care unde¡ Part A. consistent with the statutory change, cMS did not include Medicare part c
days in the SSI ratios used by the Medicare contractors to calculate DSH paynents for the fiscal
year 2C0l-2004. r8

No fi.rther guidance regarding the treatment of Part C days in the DSH calculation was proviclecf
until the 2004 lepatient Prospective Pal,rnent System (.'IppS') proposed rules were published in
the Federal Register. In that notice tbe Secretary stated that:

. . . once a beneficiary has elected to join an M+C.plan, that
beneficiary's benefits are no longer administe¡ed under part A
. . . . once a beneJiciary elects Medicare Part C, those patient days
attributable to the benertciary should not be included in the

. Mediêarefraction of the DSH pa¡ient percentdge. These patient
days should be included in the count oftotal patient days in the
Medicaid fraction (the denominator)., and the patient,s days for
the M+Q þ¿ap.Ji.ciaryt who is also eligible for À[edicaid would be
included in the numerator of the Medicaid fraction . . . .re

The Secrctary purportedly changed her position in the Fede¡al fisoal year ("FFy') 2005 Ipps
final rule, by noting she was "revising our. regularit;ns at [42 C.F.R.] g 412.106(b)(2)(i) to
inclu<le the days associated with [Part c] benefrciaries in the Medioare fraction of the DSH
calculation."2o In response to a comment regarding this change, the secretary explained that:

¡5 55 Fed. Reg.35990,39994 (Sepr.4,.I990).
t6 Id.
r? The Medicare Part c program did nôt begin operating until January I, 1999. see p.i. 105-33, 1997 HR 2015,
codified øs 42U.5.C. $ 1394w-2 t, Note (c) "Enrollment Transition Rute.- An individual who is enrolled [in
Medicarel on December 3l 1998, with an eligible organization under . . . [42 U.S:C. l395mm] shalt be ãonsidered
to be en¡olled with that organization on January l, 1999, under part C ofTitle XVIII . . . if thaì organization as a
contract under that parr for providing services on January l, 1999 . . . ." This was also known as
Medicaret-Choice. The Medicare Prescription Drug, Improvement and Modemization Act of2003 (Pub.L. 108-
173), enacted on December 8, 2003, replaced the Medicare+Choice p¡ogram with the new Medicare Advantage
program under Part C of Title XVIIL
t8 69 Fed. Reg.48918,49099 (Aug. ll,2OO4).
re 68 Fed. Reg. 27154,27208 (May 19, 2003) (emphasis added).

'zo 
69 Fed. Reg. at 49099.
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. . . We do agree thût once Medicare beneficiaries elect Medicare
Parf C coverage, tJxey are still, in some sense, enÍitled to benefits
under Medicare Part A. We agree with the commenter that these

days should be included in the Medicare fraction of the DSH
calculation. Therefore, we are not adopting as final our proposal '

stated in the May 19, 2003 proposed rule to include the days
associated with M+C beneficiaries in the Medicaidfraction.
Instead, we are adopting a policy to include the patient days for
M+C benertciaries in the Medicare fraction. . . . if the beneficiary
is also an SS! recipient, the patient days will be included in the

numerator of the Medicare fraction. We are revising our
regulations at $ 412.106(bx2)(i) to include the days associated
with M+C beneficiaries in the Medicare fraction of the DSH
calculation.2l

This statement would require inclusion of Medica¡e Part C inpatient days in the Medicare
fraction of the DSH calculation.

Although the change in DSH policy regarding 42 C.F.R. $ 412.106(bX2XÐ was included in the

August 11, 2004 Federal Register, no change to the regulatory language was published until
AttgirsT 22,2007 when the FFY 2008 IPPS final rule was issued.22 In that publication the

Secretary noted that no regulatory change had in fact occurred, and amounced that she had made
"technical corrections" to the regulatory langtage consistent 'rç,ith the change adopted in the FFY
2005 IPPS final rule. These "technical corrections" are reflected at 42 C.F.R.

$$ 412.106(bX2)(i)(B) and (bx2xiiÐ(B).'?3 As aresult of these rulemakings, Part C days were

required to be included in the Meclicare fraction as of October 1, 2004 (the "Part C DSH
policy''). Súbsequently, as part of the FFY 2011 IPPS final rule published on August 15,2010,
CMS made a minor revision to $$ 412.106(bX2XÐ(B) an!.(bX2XiiÐ(B) "to clarify" the Part C

DSH policy by replacing the word "o¡" with "ìncluding."2a

The U.S. Circuit Court for the District of Columbia inlllina Healthcare Services v. Sebelius
(Atlina I),zs vacated both the FFY 2005 IPPS final rule adopting the Part C DSH policy and the

subsêquent regulations issued in the FFY 2008 IPPS final rule codifying the Part C DSH policy

2r 1d (emphasis added).
22 72 Fed. Reg. 47130, 47384 (Ãwg. 22,2007).
23 72 Fed. Reg. at 47411.
21-75 Fed. Reg. 50042,50285-50286, 50414 (Aug. 16,2010). See also 75 Fed. F!eg.23852,24006-24007 (May 4,

2010) þreambte to proposed rulemaking stating: "We are aware that there might be some confirsion about our
policy to include MA days in the SSI ftaction. . . . In order to ftuther clarifr our policy that patient days associated

with MA beneficia¡ies are to be included in the SSI fiaction because they are still entitled to benefits r.rnder Medicare
Part A, we are proposing to replace the word 'o¡' with the wo¡d 'including' in $ a I 2. 106(b)(2)(i)(B) and

$ 412.106(bX2Xiii)(B)."); Allina Healthcare Servs. v. Sebelius,904 F. Supp. 2d 75, 82 n.5 ,95 (201.2), aff'd in part
qad rev'd in pqrt,746 F.3d ll02 (D.C. Cir. 2014).
25 746F.3¡l I 102 (D.C. Çir, ?,0lr4).
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adopted in FFY 2005 IPPS ru1c.26 Howcver, the Secretary has not acquiesced to that decision.
Morc recently, in Attina Health ,let"vice-t v. Pri.ce ("Atlina. ¡¡:¡,27 the D.C. Circuit co¡rfrrrnecl that
thc Secretary's 2004 atternpt to change l.he standard to inr,lude Pirt C days in the Medicare
fraction had been vacated in Allina L28 The D.C. Circuit Íìuther folu;rd in Allina II that the
Secretary failed to provide proper notice and comment before including Part C days in the
Medicare fractions published for FY 2012.2e Once again, the Secretary has not acquiesced to
this decision.

Providerst Request for EJR

The Providers explain that "[b]ecause the Secretary has not acquiesced to the decision in Allina
ftl , the 2404 regulation recluiring Part C days be irrcluded in the P.aft A/SSI f¡action and removed
liom the Medicaid fraction remains in effect as set forth in 42 C.F.R. $$ 412.106(bX2)(i)(B) and
(bX2XiiD@). (The '2004 Rule') Thc Board is bt-rurrd by thc 2004 rulc."ro Acoortlingly, the
Providers contend that the Board should grant their request for EJR.

The Providers assert that, pwsuant to 42 U.S.C. $ 1395oo(f)(1), the Board must grant EJR if it
lacks the authority to decide a question of "law, regulation or CMS Ruling" raised by a provider
The Providers maintain that the Board is bound by the regulatior¡ there aro not factual issues in
dispute and the Board does not have the legal authority to decide the issue. Further, the
Providers believe tbey have satisfied the jurisclictional reqûirements of the statute and the
reg,rlations.

Decision of the Board

Pu¡suant to 42 U.S.C. $ I 395oo(Ð( 1) and thc rcgulations at 42 C.F.R.$ 405. i842(Ð(I) (2017), thc
Board is required to grant an EJR request if it determines that: (i) the Boa¡d has jurisdiction to
conduct a hearing on the specific matter at issue; and (ii) the Board lacks the authority to decide a

specific legal question relevant to the specif,rc matter at issue because the legal question is a
challenge eithei to the constitutionality ofa provision ofa statute or to the substantive or procedural
validity of a regulation or CMS Ruling.

26746F.3dat 1106 n3, I I l1 (afhrming portion of the district coult decision vacating the.FFY 2005 IPPS rule). ,See

aßo Allina Heqlth Set"vs. v. Sebelius,904 F. Supp. 2d75,89 (D.D.C.20t2) ("The Court concludes that the
Secretary's intorpretation oftho frections in the DSH calculotion, announcod in 2004 and not oddcd to thc Codc of
Federal Regulations until the summer of2007, was not a "logical outgrowth" ofthe 2003 NPRM.").

'z7 
863 F.3d 937 (D.C. C:r.2017).

28 I(t . aI 943 .
2e Id. st943-945.
ro lrovidels' DJR Rcqucst at l.
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Jurisdiction

The participants that comprise the group appeals within this EJR request have filed appeals

involving fiscal years l0 / I /2004, 2005 -2006, 20 1 0, 20 1 1 and 20 12.

For purposes of Board jurisdiction over a pafticipant's appeals for cost report periods ending

prioi to December 31, 2008, the participant may demonstrate dissatisfaction with the amount of
Medicare reimbursement for the appealed issue by claiming the SSyPaú C issue as a "self-
disallowed cost," pursuant to the Supreme Court's reasoning set oùt in Bethesda Hospital
Associatìon v. Bowen ("Bethesda").3t ln that case, the Supreme Court concluded that a cost

report submitted in fult compliance with the Secretary's rules and legulations, does not bâr a

provider from claiming dissatisfaction with the amount of reimbursement allowed by the

regulations. Further, no statute or regulation expressly ûrandated tltat a challenge to the validity
of a rcgulation be submitted first to the Medicare Contractor whers tho contractor is without the

power to award reimbursement.32

On August 21, 2008, new regulations governing the Board were effective.3? Among the new
regulations implemented in Federal Register notice was 42 C.F.R. $ 405.1835(a)( t)(ii) which
required for cost report periods ending on or after December 31, 2008, providers who were self-

disallowing specific items had to do so by f,ollowing the procedures for hling a cost report under

protest. This regulatory requirement was litigated in Banner Heart Hospitdl v: Burwell
("Banner").3a In Banner, the provider hled its cost report in accordance with the applicâble

outlier regulations and did not protest the additional outlier pa)'ment it was seeking. The
provider's request for EJR was denied because the Board found that it lacked jurisdiction over

the issue. The District Court concluded that, ]under Bethesda, the 2008 sclf-disallowancc
regulation could not be applied to appeals raising a legal challenge to a regulation or other policy
th;t the Medicare Contractor could not address.3s

The Secretary <lid not appeal the decision in B anner and decided to apply the holding to ccrtain

similar administrative appeals. Effective Aprìl 23,2018, the CMS Administrator implementcd
CMS Ruling CMS-1727-R which involves dissatisfaction with the Medicare Contractor

determinations for cost roport periods ending on December 31, 2008 and which began before

January L,2016, Under this ruling, where the Board determines that the specific item under

appeal was subject to a regulation or payrnent policy that o'ound the Medicare Contractor and left
it with no authority or discretion to make payment in the marurer sought by the provider on

appeal, the protest requirements of42 C.F.R. $ 405.1835(a)(1)(ii) were no longer applicable'

rl 108S.Ct. 1255(1988). See atso C.l¡y',.S Ruling CMS-1727-R (in self-disallowing an item, the provider submits a

cost report that coÀpties r¡'ith the Medicare payment policy for the item and then appeals the item to the Board. The

Medicare Óontractor's NPR would not include any disallowance for the item. The provider effectively self-
disaltowed the item.).
32 Bethesda, 108 S. Ct. at 1258-59.
r3 73 Fed. Reg. 30190, 30240 (May 23,2008).
ra 201 F. Supp. 3d l3l (D.D.C. 2016).
15 Id. at 142,
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Howevor, a provider could elect to self-disallow a spccific itcm dccmcd non-allowablc by ftling
the matter under protest.

A. Jurisdiclional Determinøtion on Certain Individual Protiders in Case No' 15-2942GC

In Case No. l5-2942GC (entitled QRS/TMI{ Post 10/1/2004, 2005-2006 Medicare Managed

Care Medicaid Eligible Days Group), the Board determined that it lacked jurisdiction over two
providers as explained below:

1. # 7 Methodist íl'illowbrook Hospital (Provider No. 45-0844) for FYE 12/3I/2005

The request for hearing ('RFH') submitted by #7 Methodist Willowbiook Hospital
("Witlowbrook') on November 7 ,2007 for iis FY l2/3l/2005 included the following
foul issues: (1) whether tlie adjustments for operating disproportionatc share were
coüect; (2) whether the adj ustments fur operating disproportionate share were

conect; (3) whethsr the adjustments for direct medical education were correct; and
(4) whether the adjustment to inpatient and outpatient bad debts were correct.
However, the RFH does not include the Part C Days issue as part of its appeal for
FYE 12t3U2005.36

Willowbrook filed its RFH ptior-to the implementation of the August 2i, 2008
revisions to the Board's goveming regulations.3T As a result of the 2008 revisions, 42
C.F.R. $ 405.1835(b) requires that the initial RFH contain a more detailed description
of the issues under dispute than tho ¡egulations it replaced. To that end, the Board
revised its rules38 to reqùire a concise description ofthe issues under dispute (Rule 7

(2008)). Fufher, the Board specifically noted in Rule 83e that some issues have

multiple components and, to comply with the refulatory requirements, providers must
separately identify the items in dispute, appealing the components ofan issue
separately. The Rule gave the DSH adjustment as a specific example of an issue with
multiple components. 'lheMay 23,2008 F'ederal Register, announcing the eflèctive
date of the revised regulations, stated that for appeals pending before the effective
date ofthe regulation providers would have 60 days after the effective date of the

16 In conûast, the Board notes that Willowbrook is participating in this gto]up for otherfßcal years asParticipant
##4 ând 11 atld rlitl specifìcally appeal or pr.operly add the Pârt C Days issues fot thesé othef f,tscal years.
r7,9ee 73 Fed. Reg. 30.190, 30,240 (May 23,2008).
38 The Board Rules car be found on the internet af https://www.cms.gov/Regulations-and-Guidance/Review-
Boards/PRRBReviedPRRB-42 C.F.R. $ a05. 1835(e) (2008)Instructions.html.
3e Board Rules 8.1 and 8.2 (2008) state:

8.1 - General
Some issues may have multiple components. To comply with the regulatory requiremenl to
specihcally identi$r the items in dispute, each contested component must be âppealed as a separate

issue and described as narrowly as possible using the applicable format outlined in Rule 7. See

cornmon examples below.
8.2 - Disproportionate Share Casos (o.g., dual eligiblo, general assistance, charity caro, HMO days,

etc,)
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regulation to add issues (1.e. until October 21, 2008 to add issues).4o Willowbrook did
not add the Part C Days issue, a specific component ofthe DSH issue, to its
individual appeal for FYE 12/31/2005 by the October 21, 2008 deadline as required.
Similarly, as the Part C Days issue was neither appealed nor properly added to
Willowbrook's individual appeal for FYE L2/3112005, the transfer request.dated
February 1, 201 I (but sent March 14,2011) attempting to transfer that issue from
Willowbrook's individual appeal for FYE 12/31/2005 to Case No. l5-2942GC is not
valid.

Based on the above, the Board hereby dismisses Willowbrook's FYE 12/31/2005
from Case No. Case No. 15-2942GC because Willowbrook did not appeal the Part C
Days issue as required for Board jurisdiction pursuant to 42 C.F.R. $ 405.1835(b)
(2008) and Board Rulcs 7 and 8 (2008). Since jurisdiction over an appeal is a
prerequisite to granting a request for EJR, Willowbrook's request for EJR as it
pertains to FYE 1213112005 is denied.ar

2. # 9 San Jacinto Methodist Hospital (Provider No.45-0424)for FYE 12/31/2006

The RFH submitted by #9 San Jacinto Methodist Hospital ("San Jacinto") for its FYE
12/31/2006 on November 2,2009 included the following seven issues: (1) whether
operating IME was calculated correctly; (2) whether DME was calculated comectly;
(3) whether operating DSH was determined correctly (the FI included only Medicaid
paid pays in determining the numerator of the Medicaid percentage portion of the
DSH calculation). The Provider disagreed with the calculation of the second
computation of the [DSH adjnstment] setforthat42 C.F.R. $a12.106þ)@). fhc
Províder alleges that the Intermediary faíled to include patienß eligíble þr Medicaid,
as well as patients eligiblefor general assistance days; (5) whether capital IME and
DSH were calculated correctly; (6) whether LIP was calculated correctly; (7). whether
the rehab ED amount was calculated coffectly.

As San Jacinto's NPR was issued after the August 21,2008 revisions to the Board
regulations (as discussed above), it is subject to those revisions and the Board Rules
implementing those revisions. In this rêgard, the Board notes that Board Rule 8

requires that each component of an issue be app,ealed as a separate issue. However,
San Jacinto did not include the Part C Days issue in its RFH for FYE 12/31/2006 as

required by Board Rule 8.a2 Further, pursuant to 42 C.F.R. $ 405.1835(e) (2008), the
Provider had 240 days after the issuance of the NPR to add issues to its appeal.
Specifically, the regulation,42 C.F.R. $ 405.1835(e) (2008) states that:

ao Fed. Reg. 30,240.
at See 42 C.F.R. g a05.1842(a).
a2 In contrast, the Board notes that San Jacinto is participating in thís group for other f,scal years as Participant ll42
and 6 and did specihcally appeal the Part C Days issues for these othe¡ ftscal yea¡s.
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(e) [ ] After filing a hearing teitruest in accordance with paragraphs
(a) aud (b), or paragraphs (c) and (d), of this section, a provider
may add specific Medicalo paynelt issues to the original hearing
request by submitting a wriften request to the Boarcl only if-

*++t<
(3) The Board receives the provider's request to add issues no later
than 60 days after the expiration of the applicable 180-day [appeal
periodl prescribed in paragrapir (a)(3) or paragraph (c)(2), of tltis
section.

However, San Jacinto did not add the Part C Days issue, a specific component of the
DSH issue, to its individual appeal within the 240 days required under $ 405.1835(e).
Similarly, as the Pätr C Days issue was neither appealed nor properly added to San
Jaci¡rto's in<lividual appeal for FYE 12/31/2006, the transfer request dated August 15,
201I attempting to Íansfer that issuc from San Jacinto's indiviclual appeal for FYE
12/31/2006 to Case No. I5-2942GC is not valid.

The Board hereby dismisses San Jacinto's FYE 12/31/2006 from Case No.
l5-2942GC because San Jacinto did not appeal the Part C Days issue as required for
Board jruisdiction pulsuant to 42 C.F.R. $ 405.1835(b) (2008) and Boarcl Rules 7 and
8 (2008). Since jwisdiction over an appeal is a prerequisite to granting a request for
EJR, San Jacinto's request for EJR as it pertains t¡r FYE 12/31/2006 isdenied.a3

B. Jurisdiction over the Remøining Providers

The Board has determined that the remaining participants involved with the instant EJR request
a¡e governed by the decision in.Bethesda and C}rIS Ruling CMS-1727-R. In addition, the
remaining participants' documentation shows that the estimated amount in controversy exceeds
$50,000, as required f'or a group appeal.aa The appeals were timely tiled. Based on the above, the
Board finds that it has jurisdiction for the above-captioned appeals and the.underlying remaining
providers. The estimated amount in controversy is subject to recalculation by the Medicare
contractor for the actual final amount in each case.

Board's Analvsis Regardine the Appealed Issue

The appeals in these EJR requests involve the l0/L/2004,2005-2006,2010,2011and 2012 cost
reporting periods. Thus, the appealed cost reporting periods fall squarely within the time frame
applicable to the Secretary's Part C DSH policy being ohallenged which was adopted in the FFY
2005 IPPS fiual rule and later codified at 42 C.F.R. $$ 412.106(bX2XiXB) and (bX2)(iii)(B) as

part of the FFY 2008 IPPS final rule (with a mìnor revision published in the F'F'Y 201 I IPPS

a3 See 42 C.F.R. $ 405.1842(a).
44 

Së.e 42 C.F.R. $ 405.I ô37.
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hnal rule). The Board recognizes that, for the time period at issue in these requests, the D.C.
Circuit in Allina l vacated this regulation. Ilowever, the Secretary has not formally acquiesced
to thar vacatur and, in this regard, has not published any guidance on how the vacatur is being
implemented (e.g., only circuit-wide versus nationwide).4s Moreover, the D.C. Circuit is the
only circuit to date that has vacated the regulation and, if the Board were to grant EJR, the
Providers would have the right to bring suit in either the D.C. Circuit or the circuit within which
they are located.a6 Based on the above, the Board must conclude that it is otherwise bound by
the regulation for purposes of this EJR request.

Board's Decision Regardinq the EJR Request

The Board finds that:

l) It does not have jurisdiction to hear the appeals for Participant ##7 and9, as set out
above, thus these participants are dismissed from their respective group appeals and from
this EJR Determination;

2) It has jurisdiction over the matter for the subject years and that the remaining pafticipants
in these group appeals are entitled to a hearing before the Board;

3) Based upon the remaining participants' assertions regarding 42 C.F.R.
gg 412.106(bX2)(i)(B) and (bX2XiiÐ(B), there are no findings offact for resolution by
the Board;

4) It is bouncl by thé applicable existing Medicare law and regulation (42 C.F.R

$ 405.1867); and

5) It is without the authority to dccidc the legal question of whcthcr 42 C.F.R.
gg 412.106(bx2)(i)(ß) an<l (bX2XiiiXB) (2011) codifying the Medicare Pâft C DSII
policy adopted in the FFY 2005 IPPS final rule are vâlid.

Accordingly, the Board finds that the question of the validity of 42 C.F.R. $$ 412.106(bX2XÐ(B)
and (bX2XiiiXB) (2011) properly falls within the provisions of 42 U.S.C. $ 1395oo(f)(1) and
hereby grants the remaining Providers' request for EJR for the issue and the subject years.

a5 See generally Grant Med. Ctr. v. BurvtelL,204 F. Supp. 3d 68,77 -82 (D.D.C.2Aß), øff'd,875 F.3d 701 (D.C.
Cir.2017).
46 See 42\).5.C. $ t395oo(0(l).
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The Providers have 60 days from the receipt of this decision to institute the appropriate action for
jttdicial review. Since this is the only issue under dispute in these cascs, thc Board hcrcby closes
those cases.

Board Members Participatins: For the Board:

Clayton J. Nix, Esq.
Charlotte F. Benson, CPA
Gregory H. Ziegler, CPA, CPC-A
Robert A. Evarts, Esq.
Susan A. Turner, Esq.

X al.u.on J. *i"

4/24/201

Clayton J. Nix, Esq.

Chair
5i9ned by: Clayton J. Nix -A

Enclosuies: Schedules of Providers

cc: Bill Tisdale, Novitas (Electronic Mail w/Schedules of Providers)
Wilson Leong, (Electronic Mail ØScheclules of Providers)



DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH & HUMAN SERVICES

Provider Re¡m bursement Review Board
1508 Woodlawn Drive, Su¡te 100
Baltimore, MD 27207
4t0-786-2677

Electronic Delivery

Laurence D. Getzoft Esq.
Hooper, Lundy and Bookman, P.C.
1875 Century Park East, Suite 1600
Los Angeles, CA 90067 -2517

R.Ìt EJR Detern¿inølion
I4-2I84GC Prospect 2009 DSH SSI Part C Days Group
l5-0089GC Prospect 2010 DSH SSI Part C Days Group
l4-40l7GC Prospect 201 I DSH SSI Part CDays Group

Dear Mr. Getzoff:

The Provider Reimbursement Revie\ü Board ("Board") has reviewed the Providers' April 5,
2019 request for expedited judicial review (.'EJR') for the appeals referenced above. The
Board's determination regarding EJR is set forth below.

Issue in Dispute:

The issue in tliese appeals is

[W]hether the Providers' DSH payments were understated because
they were calculated using a Medicare/SSl fraction that improperly
included inpatient hospital days attributable to Medicare Part C
enrollee patients.I

Statutorv and Requlatorv Background: Medicare DSH Pavment

Paft A of the Medicare Act covers "inpatient hospital services." Since 1983, the Medicare
program has paid most hospitals for the operating costs of inpatient hospital services under the
prospective pâ).ment system ("ff S'1.' Under PPS, Medicare pays predetermined, standardized
amounts per discharge, subject to certain pay,rnent adjustments.3

I P¡ovider's EJR Request at l.
2 See 42ll.S.C. $ l395ww(d)(l)-(5) t 42 C.F.R. Pzrt 412.
) Id.
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The PPS statute contains a number ofprovisions that adjust reimbursement based on hospital-
specific factors.a These cases involve the hospital-specific DSH adjustment, which requires the

Secretâry to provide increased PPS payments to hospitals that serve a significantly
disproportionatc number of low-income patients.r

A hospital may qualify for a DSH adjustment based on its disproportionate patient percentage

("Dll'1 a As a proxy for utilization by low-income patients, the DPP determines a hospital's
qualification as a DSH, and it also determines the amount of the DSH payment to a qualifying
hospital.? The DPP is defined as the sum of two fractions expressed as percentages.8 Those two
fractions are refe¡red to as the "Medicare/SSl" fraction and the "Medicaid" fraction. Both of
these fractions consider whether a patient was "entitled to benefits under part 4."

The statute,42 U.S.C. $ 1395ww(cl)(5)(F)(vi)[), defines the Medicare/SSl fraction as:

the fraction (expressed as a percentage), the numerator of which is
the number of such hospital's patient days for such period which
were made up of patients who (for such days) were entitled to
beneJìts under part A of this subchapter ancl were entitlecl to

supplemental security income benefits (excluding any State

supplementation) under subchapter XVI of this chapter, and the
denominator of which is the number of such hospital's patient days

for such fiscal year which were made up ofpatients who (for such
days) were entitled to benefin under part A of this subchapter . . . .

The Medicare/SSl fraction is computed annually by the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid
Services C'CMS'), and the Medicare contractors use CMS' calculation to compute a hospital's
DSH payment adjustment. lo

The stahrte,42 U.S.C. $ 1395ww(d)(5)@(viXtD, defines the Medicaid fraction as:

the fraction (expressed as a percentage), the numerator of which is
the number of the hospital's patient days for such period which
consist of patie,nts who i(for such days) were eligible for medical '
assistance under a State plan approved under subchapter XIX [the
Medicaid program], but who were not entitled to beneJits under

a See 42U.5.C. $ l395ww(d)(5).
5 See 42Il.S.C. $ l395ww(d)(5)(F)(i)(I); a2 C.F.R. $ 412.106. '
6 See 42IJ.S.C. $0 1395ww(d)(s)(F)(iXl) and (d)(sXF)(v); 42 c.F.R. $ 412.106(c)(l).
7 See 42IJ.S.Ç. $$ l39sww(d)(5)(F)(iv) and (vii)-(xiii); 42 C F.R $412.106(d).
I See 42U.5.C. $ l39sww(d)(s)(F)(vi).
e (Emphasis added.)
ro 42 C.F.R. $ 4r2.106(bx2)-(l)
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part A of this subchapter, and the denominator of which is the total
number of the hospital's patient days for such period.r I

The Medica¡e contractor determines the number of the hospital's patient days of service for
which patients were eligible for Medicaid but not entitled to Medicare Part A, and divides that
number by the total number ofpatient days in the same period.12

Medicare Advantaqe Program

The Medicare program permits its beneficiaries to receive services from managed care entities.

The managed care statute implementing payments to health maiirtenance organizations
("HMOs") and competitive medical plans ("CMPs") is found at 42 U.S.C. $ 1395mm. The
statute at 42 U.S.C. $ 1395mm(a)(5) provides for "payment to the eligible organization under
this section for individuals enrolled under this section with the organization and entitled to

benefits under part A of this subchapter and enrolled under part B of this subchapter . . ."
Inpatient hospital days for Medicare beneficiaries enrolled in HMOs and CMPs prior to 1999 are

¡eferred to as Medicare HMO patient care days.

In the September 4, 1990 Federal Register, the Secretaryr3 stated that:

Based on the language of section 1886(dX5XFXvi) ofthe Act [42
U.S.C. $ 1395ww(d)(5)(F)(vi)1, which states that the

disproportionate share adjustment computation should include
"patients who were entitled to benef,tts under Parl 4," we believe
it is appropriate to include the days associated with Medicare
patients who receive care at a qualified HMO. Prior to December
I, 1987, we were not able to isolate the days ofcate associated

with Medicare patients in HMOs, and therefore, were unable to
fold this number into the calculation [of the DSH adjustment].
However, as of December l, 1987 , a field was included on the
Medicare Provider Analysis and Review (MEDPAR) file that
allows us to isolate those HMO days that v/ere associated with
Medicare patients. Therefore, since that time we have been
including HMO days in the SSl/Medicare percentage lof the DSH
adjustment].ra

At that time Medicare Part A paid for HMO services and patients continued to be eligible for
Part A.ls

rr (Emphasis added.)
t2 42 C.F.R. $ 412.106(bX4).
rr of Health and Human Services.
Ia 55 Fed. Reg. 35990, 39994 (Sept.4,1990).
t5 ld.
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With the creation of Medicare Part C it 199'7,t6 Medicare beneficiaries who opted for managed

care coverage under Medìcare Part C were no longer entitled to have payrnent made for their
care under PaÉ A. Consistent with the statutory change, CMS did not include Medicare Part C
days in the SSI ratios used by the Medicæe conü'actors to calculate DSII payments for thê fiscal
year 200L-2004. t7

No further guidanoc rcgarding the treatment of Part C ilays in the DSH calculation was provided
until the 2004 Inpatient Prospective Pal,rnent System ("IPPS") proposed rules were published in
the Federal Register. In that notice the Secretary stated that:

. . . once a beneficiary has elected to join an M+C plan, that
beneficiary's benefits are no longer administered under Part A
. . . . once a beneficiary elects Medicare Part C, those patient days

ctttribu.table to the benertciary should not be included in the

Medicare fraction of the DSH patient percentage. These pdt¡ent
days should be included in the count of totdl patient days in the

Medicaid fraction (the denominator), and the patient's days for
the M+C beneficiary who is also eligible for Medicaid would be

included in the numerator of the Medicaid fraction . . . .18

The Secretary purportedly changed her position in the Federal fiscal year ("FFY') 2005 IPPS

final rule, by noting she was "revising our regulations at [42 C.F.R.] $ a12.106(bX2XÐ to
include the days associated with [Part C] beneficiaries in the Medicare fraction of the DSH
calculation."re In response to a comment regarding this change, the Secretary explained that:

. . . We do agree that once Medicare beneficiaries elect
Medicare Part C coverage, they are still, in some sense,

entitled to benefi.ts un.der Medicare Part A, We agree with
the commenter that these clays should be included in the

Medicare fraction of the DSH calculation. Therefore, we are

not adopting as final our proposal stated in the May 19, 2003
proposed rule to include the days associated with M+C
beneficiaries in the Medicaidfraction. Instead, we are
adopting a policy to include the patient days for M+C

16 The Medicare Part C program did not begin operating until January l, 1999. See P.L. 105-33, 1997 HR 2015,

codifiecl its 42LJ.S.C. g 1394w-21 Note (c) "Enrollment Transition Rule.- An individual who is enrolled fin
Medicarel on December 3l 1998, with an eligible organization under . . . [42 U.S.C. 1395mm] shall be considered

to be enrolled with that organization on January l, 1999,underpartCofTitleXVIÛ...ifthatorganizationasa
cgnhact under that part for providing services on January l, 1999 . . . " This was also known as

Medicare+Choice. The Medioare Prescription Dmg, Improvement and Modernization Act of2003 (Pub.L. 108-

173), enacted on December 8, 2003, replaced the Medica¡e+Choice program with the new Medicare Advantage

program under Part C of Title XVIIL
r7 69 Fed. Reg.48918,49099 (Aug. 11,2004). .

r8 68 Fed. Reg. 27154,27208 (May 19, 2003) (emphasis added).
re 69 Fcd. Rcg. ot 49099.
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beneftciaries in the Medicare f'action . . . . if the beneficiary
is also an SSI recipient, the patient days will be included in
the numerator of the Medicare fraction. We are revising our
regulations at $ 412.106(bx2)(i) to include the days

associated with M+C beneficiaries in the Medicare fraction
of the DSH calculation.20

This statement would require inclusion of Medicare Part C inpatient days in the Medicare

fraction of the DSH calculation.

Although the change in DSH policy regarding 42 C.F.R. $ 412. 106(bX2XÐ was included in the

August 11,.2004 Federal Register, no change to the regulatory language was published until
Atgttst 22,2007 when the FFY 2008 IPPS final rule was issued.2r In that publication the

Secretary noted that no regulatory change had in fact occurred, and announced that she had made

"technical coruections" to the tegulatory language consistent with the change adopted in the FFY
2005 IPPS final rule. These "technical corrections" are reflected at 42 C.F R.

S$ 412.106(bX2)(i)(B) and (bX2XiiÐ(B)." As a result of these rulemakings, Part C days were

required to be included in the Medicare fraction as of October 1 ,2004 (the "Part C DSH
policy"). Subsequently, as part of the FFY 2011 IPPS final rule published on August 15,2010,
CMS made a minor revision to $$ 412.106(bX2XÐ(B) and (bx2xiii)(B) "to clarify" the Part C

DSH policy by replacing the word "or" with "including."23

The U.S. Circuit Court for the District of Columbia in,4llina Healthcare Senices v. Sebelius
(Allina I),24 vacated both the FFY 2005 IPPS final rule adopting the Part C DSH policy and the

subsequent regulations issued in the FFY 2008 IPPS final rule codifying the Part C DSH policy
adopted in FFY 2005 IPPS ru1e.25 ltrowever, the Secretary has not acquiesced to that decision.

Moie recently, in Allina Health Services v. Price ("Attina Il'),26 theD.C. Circuit confirmed that
the Secretary's 2004 attempt to change the standard to include Part C days in the Medicare
fraction had been vacated inAllina 1.27 TheD.C. Circuit fuilher found in Allina II thaf the

20 Id (emphasis added).
2t 72 Fed. R.eg. 47130,4'7384 (Aue.22,2007).
22 72Fed.Reg. at 47411.
2r ?5 Fed. Reg. 50042,50285-50286, 50414 (Aug. 16,2010). SeealsoT5 Fed. Reg. 23852,24006-24007 (May 4,
2010) (preamble to proposed rulemaking stating: "We are aware that there might be some confusion about ow
policy to include MA days in the SSI fraction. . . . In order to further clarify our policy that patient days associated

with MA benefrcia¡ies are to be included in the SSI fraction because they are still entitled to benehts under Medicare
Parl A, we are proposing to replace the word'or' with the word 'including' in $ a 12.106(b)(2)(i)(B) and

$ 412.106(bx2xiiÐ (B);'); Allina Healthcare Servs. v. Sebelius,904 F. Supp. 2d 75, 82 n.5, 95 Q0l2), aff'd in part
ønd rev'd in pørt,746 F. 3d 1102 (D.C. Cit.2014).
24 746 F.3d I lo2 (D.c. cn.2ol4).
25 746F.3dat 1106n.3, 1111 (affirming portion of the district court decision vacating the FFY 2005 IPPS rule). Se¿

also Allina Heølth Servs. v. Sebelius,904 F. Supp. 2d 75, 89 (D.D.C. 2012) ("The Court concludes that the
Secretary's interpretation ofthe fractions in the DSH calculation, announced in 2004 and not added to the Code of
Federal Regulations until the summer of2007, was not a "logical outgrowth" ofthe 2003 NPRM.').
26 8$ F.3d,937 (D.C. Cir.2017).
27 ld ar 941
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Secretary failed to provide proper notice and comment before including Parr C days in the
Medicare fractions published for FY 2012.28 Once again, the Secretary has not acquiesced to
this decision.

Providers' Request for EJR

The Providers believe that by virtue of the statute, Medicare Part C days should not be included
in either the numerator or denominator of the Medicare/SSl fraction. The Providers point out
that in accordance wifh 42 U.S.C. $ 1395ww(d)(5)(F)(vi)(I), hospital inpatients who are "entitled
to benefits under Part A" are to be included in the Medicare/SSl fraction, with all such patients in
the denominator and those who are also entitled to SSI in the numerator. Patients enrolled in a
Medicare Part C plan may be "eligible" for Part A, but are not "entitled" to Part A benefits
during the months when they have given up their Part A entitlement to enroll in Part C. As a

result, the Providers assert, inpatient days associated with these patients do not' belong in the
Medicare/SSI fraction.

The Providers believe that EJR is appropriate because they have met thejurisdiction
requirements for a group appeal because the Providers' appeal was timely filecl and the $50,000
amount in controversy for a group appeal has been met. Further, the Providers assert, EJR is
appropriate because the Board lacks the authority to invalidate the 2004 rulemaking for the Part
C DSH policy as codified at 42 C.F.R. S$ 412.106(bX2XiXB) and (bX2XiiiXB).

Decision of fhe Board

Pursuant to 42 U.S.C. $ 1395oq(fx1) and the regulations at 42 C.F.R.$ 405.1842(Ð(1) (2017),the
Board is required to grant an EJR request if it determines thal (i) the Bôard has jurisdiction to
conduct a hearing on the specific matter at issue; and (ii) the Board lacks the authority to decide a

specific legal question relevant to the specit'ic matfer al issue because the legal question is a

challenge either to the constitutionality ofa provision ofa stah¡te or to the s bstantive or proceclural
validity of a regulation or CMS Ruling.

Jurisdiction

The participants that comprise the group appeals within this EJR request have filed appeals
involving fiscal years 2009,2010 and 201 1.

For purposes of Board jurisdiction over a participant's appeals for cost repoft periods ending
prior to December 31, 2008, the paficipant may demonstrate dissatisfaction with the amount of
Medioare ¡eimbursement for the appealed issue by claiming the SSI/Part C issue as a "self-
disallowed cost," pursuant to the Supreme Court's reasoning set out in Bethesda Hospital
Associatìon v. Bowen (" B ethesf,¿").2s In that case, the Supreme Court concluded that a cost

2E Id. aÌ 943-945.

'?e 108 S. Ct. 1255 (1988). ,9¿¿ ¿/so CMS Ruling CMS-1727-R (in self-disallowing an item, the provider submits a
cost report that complies with the \4edicare payment policy for th€ item and then appeals thc item to the Board. The
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report submitted in full compliance with the Secretary's rules and regulations, does not bar a

provider from claiming dissatisfaction with the amount of reimbursement allowed by the

regulations. Further, no statute or regulation expressly mandated that a challenge to the validity
of a regulation be submitted first to the Medicare Contractor where the contractor is withôut the

power to award reimbursement.3o

On August 21, 2008, new regulations governing the Board were effective.3l Among the new

regulations implemented in Federal Register notice was 42 C.F.R. $ a05.1835(a)(1)(ii) which
required for cost report periods ending on or after December 3 1, 2008, providers who were self-
disallowing specific items had to do so by following the procedures for filing a cost report under
protest. This regulatory requirement was litigated in Banner Heart Hospital v. Burwell
("Bannef').32 In Banner, the provider filed its cost repoft in accordance with the applicable
outlier regulations and did not protest the additional outlier payment it was seeking. The
provider's request for EJR was denied because the Board found that it lacked jurisdiction over
the issue. The District Cout concluded that, :¡¡:lder Bethesda, the 2008 self-disallowance
regulation could not be applied to appeals raising a legal challenge to a regulation or other policy
that the Medicare Contrâctor could not address.33

The Secretary did not appeal the decision in Banner and decided to apply the holding to certain

similar administrative appeals. Effective April23,20 18, the CMS Administrator implemented
CMS Ruling CMS-I727-R which involves dissatisfaction with the Medicare Contractor
determinations for cost repoft periods ending on December 31, 2008 and which began before
January 1, 2016, Under this ruling, where the Board detemines that the specific item under
appeal was subject to a regulation or payment policy that bound the Medicare Contractor and left
it with no authority or discretion to make pagnent in the manner sought by the provider on
appeal, the protest requirements of 42 C.F.R. $ a05.1835(aX1)(ii) were no longer applicable.
However, a provider could eleot to self-dìsallow a specific item deerned non-allowable by filing
the mattor under protest.

The Board has determined that the participants involved with the instant EJR request are

govemed by CMS Ruling CMS-1727-R. In addition, the participants' documentation shows
that the estimated amount in controversy exceeds $50,000, as required for a group appeal.3a The
appeals were timely filed: Based on the above, the Board finds that it has jurisdiction for the
above-captioned appeals and the underlying providers. The estimated amount in controversy is
subj ect to recalculation by the Medicare contractor for the actual final amount in each case.

Medicare Contractor's NPR would not include any disallowance for the item. The provider effectively self-
disallowed the item.).
ro Bethesda,108 S. Ct. at 1258-59.
3t 73 Fed. Reg. 30190, 30240 (May 23,2008).
32 201 F. Supp.3d t3l (D.D.C.2016).
33 Id. ar 142.
3a See 42 C.F.R. $ 405.1 837.
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Board's Analysis Reqarding the Appealed Issue

The appeals in these EJR requests involve the 2009, 2010 and 2011cost reporting periods. Thus,
the appcaletl oost reporting periods fall squarely within the time frame applicable to the
secretary's Paft c DSH policy being challenged which was adopted in the FFY 2005 IppS final
rule and later codified ât 42 C.F.R. gg 412.106(bX2)(i)(B) anct (b)(2XiiiXB) as parr of the FFy
2008 IPPS frnal rule (with a minor revision published in the Þ-F'Y 2011 IPPS final rule). The
Board recognizes that, for the time period at issue in these requests, the D.c. circ,'nt in Allina I
vacated this regulation. However, the Secretary has not formally acquiesced to that vacatur and,
in this regard, has not published any guidance on how the vacatur is being implement ed (e.g.,
only circuit-wide versus nationwicle).3s Moreover, the D.C. Circuit is the only circuit to date that
has vacated the regulation and, if the Board weie to grant EJR, the Providers would have the
right to bring suit in either the lJ.C. Circuit or the circuit within which they are located.36 Based
on the above, the Boa¡d must conclude that it is otherwise bound by the regulation for purposes
of this EJR request.

Board's Decision Reqarding the EJR Request

The Board finds that:

1) It has jurisdiction over the matter for the subject years and that the participants in these
group appeals are èntitled to a hearing before the Board;

2) Based upon the participants' assertions regarding 42 C.F.R. $g a 12. 106(b)(2)(i)(B) and
(b)(2xiiÐ(B), there are no findings of fact fo¡ resolution by rhe Board;

3) It is bound by the applicable existing Medicare law and regulation (42 C.F.R.
$ 405.1867); and

4) It is without the authority to decide the legal question of whethe¡ 42 C.F.R.
$0 412.106(bX2)(i)(B) and (b)(2xiiÐ(B) (201 l) codifying the Medicare Parr C DSH
policy adopted in the FFY 2005 IPPS final rule are valid.

Accordingly, the Board finds that the question of the validily of 42 C.F.R. gg 4i2.106(bX2)(Ð(B)
and (b)(2)(iii)(B) (2011) properly falls within the provisions of42 U.S.C. g 1395oo(f)(1) and
hereby grants the Providers' request for EJR for the issue and the subject years.

3s See generally Grant Med. Ct. v, BurwelL,204 F. Supp. 3d68,'t7-82 (D.D.C.2Ot6), aff'd,875 F.3d 701 (D.C.
Cir. 2017).
16,tca 42 U.S.C. $ l395oo(f)(1).
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The Providers have 60 days from the receipt of this decision to institute the appropriate action for
judicial review. Since this is the only issue under dispute in these cases, the Board hereby closes
those cases.

Board Membe¡s Participating:

Clayton J. Nix, Esq.
Charlotte F. Benson, CPA
Gregory H. Ziegler, CP A, CPC-A
Robert A. Everts, Esq.
Susan A. Tumer, Esq.

FORTHE BOARD:

4n4/2019

X J. Nix

Clayton J. Nix, Esq,

Chair
Signed by Clayton J Nix -A

Enclosures: Schedules of Providers

Lo¡r¿rine Frewert, Noridian(Elcctronic Mail w/Sclrcdulcs of Providers)
Wilson Loong, F-SS (Electronic Maì1 w/Soheclulcs of Providers)



DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH & HUMAN SERVICES

{.(( Prov¡der Reimbursement Review Board
1508 Woodlawn Drive, Su¡te 100
Balt¡more, MD 27207
470-786-267I

Electronic Delivery

Laurence D. Getzoff, Esq.
Hooper, Lundy and Bookman, P.C.
1875 Century Park East, Suite 1600
Los Angeles, CA 90067 -251'7

RE: E"/R Determination
L3-1I24GC INTEGRIS Health 2008 DSH SSI Part C Days Group
l3-l120GC INTEGRIS Health 2007 DSH SSI Part C Days Group
l4-0828GC INTEGRIS Health 2009 DSH SSI Part C Days Group

Dear Mr. Getzoff:

The Provider Reimbursement Review Board ("Board") has reviewed the Providers' April 5,

2019 request for expedited judicial review ('EJR) for the appeals referenced above. The
Board's determination regarding EJR is set forth below.

Issue in Dispute:

The issue in these appeals is:

[W]hether the Provide¡s' DSH payments were understated because
they were calculated using a Medicare/SSl fraction that improperly
included inpatient hospital days attributable to Medicare Part C
enrollee patients

Statutorv and Regulatory Background: Medicare DSH Pavment

Part A of the Medicare Act covers "inpatient hospital seryices." Since 1983, the Medicare
program has paid most hospitals for the operating costs of inpatient hospital services under the
prospective paynent system ("PfS'1.2 Under PPS, Medicare pays predetermined, standardized
amounts per discharge, subject to certain payment adjustments.3

I Provider's EJR Request at l.
2 See 42V.5.C. $ 1395ww(d)(l)-(5);42 C.F.R. Part 412.
3 Id.
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The PPS stâtute contains a number ofprovisions that adjust reimbursement based on hospital-
specific factors.a These cases involve the hospital-specific DSH adjustment, which requires the
Secretary to provide increased PPS payments to hospitals that serve a significantly
disproportionate number of low-income patients.5

A hospital may qualify for a DSH adjustment based on its disproportionate patient percentage
("Onl'1 e As a proxy for utilization by low-income patients, the DPP determines a hospital's
qualification as a DSH, and it also determines the amount of the DSH payment to a qualifying
hospital.T The DPP is defined as the sum of two fractions expressed as percentages.s Those two
fractions are referred to as the "Medicare/SSl" fraction and the "Medicaid" fraction. Both of
these fractions consider whether a patient was "entitled to benefits under part 4."

The statute,42 U.S.C. $ 1395ww(d)(5)(F)(vi)(!, defines the Medica¡e/SSl fraction as:

the fraction (expressed as a percentage), the numerator of which is

the number of such hospital's patient days for such period which
were made up of patients who (for such days) were e,xtitled to
benefits under pdrt A of this subchapter and were entitled to

supplemental security income benefits (excluding any State

supplementation) under subchapter XVI of this chapter, and the
denominator of which is the number ofsuch hospital's patient days

for such fiscal year which were made up ofpatients who (for such

days) were entitled to benefits under part A of this subchapter . . . .

The Medicare/SSl fraction is computed annually by the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid
Services C'CMS'), and the Medicare contractors use CMS' calculation to compute a hospital's
DSH payment adjustment. ro

The statute, 42 U.S.C. $ 1395ww(dX5)(F)(vi)QI). defines the Medicaid fraction as:

the fraction (expressed as a percentage), the numerator of which is
the number of the hospital's patient days for such period which
consist ofpatients who (for such days) were eligible for medical
assistance under a State plan approved under subchapter XIX [the
Medicaid program], but who were not entitled to benefits under

a Sac 42ÍLS.C. g 1395ww(d)(5).
s See 42IJ.S.C. $ 139sww(d)(s)(F)(i)(I); a2 C.F.R. $ 412.106.
6 see 42 U.S.C. $$ l395ww(dX5XFXiXI) and (dXs)(F)(v); 42 C.F.R. $ al2.106(c)(l).
7 See 42U.5.C. $$ 139sww(d)(s)(F)(iv) and (vii)-(xiii); 42 C.F.R. $412.106(d).
E See 42U.5.C. $ 139sww(d)(s)(F)(vi).
e (Emphasis added.)

'o 42 C.F.R. $ 412.106(bX2)-(3).

tt
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part A of this subchapter, and the denominator of which is the total
number of the hospital's patient days for such period.r I

The Medicare contractor determines the number of the hospital's patient days of service for
which patients were eligible for Medicaid but not entitled to Medicare Part A, and divides that
number by the total number of patient days in the same period.12

Medicare Advantaqe Program

The Medicare program permits its beneficiaries to ¡eceive services from managed care entities.
The managed care statute implementing payrnents to health maintenance organizations
("HMOs") and competitive medical plans ("CMPs") is found at 42 U.S.C. $ 1395mm. The
stature at 42 U.S.C. $ 1395mm(a)(5) provides for "payment to the eligible organization under

this section for individuals enrolled under this section with the organization and entitled to
benefits under part A of this subchapter and enrolled under part B of this subchapter. . ."
Inpatient hospital days for Medicare beneficiaries en¡olied in HMOs and CMPs prior to 1999 are

refer¡ed to as Medicare HMO patient care days.

In the Septembe r 4,I99|Federal Register, the Secretaryt3 stated that:

Based on the language ofsection 18 86(d)(5)(F)(vi) of the Act [42
U.S.C. $ I395ww(d)(5)(F)(vi)1, which states that the
disproportionate share adjustment computation should include
"patients who were entitled to benefits under Part ,A.," we believe
it is appropriate to include the days associated with Medicare
patients who receive care at a qualifìed HMO. Prior to December
1, 1987, we were not able to isolate the days ofcare associated

with Medicare patients in HMOs, and therefore, were unable to
fold this number into the calculation [of the DSH adjustment].
However, as of December 1, 1987, a field was included on the
Medicare Provider Analysis and Review (MEDPAR) file that
allows us to isolate those HMO days that were associated with
Medicare patients. Therefore, since that time we have been
including HMO days in the SSlMedicare percentage [of the DSH
adjustment].la

At that time Medicare Part A paid for HMO services and patients continued to be eligible for
PaÍ A.ls

'r (Emphasis added.)
12 42 c.F.R. $ 412.106(bX4).
13 of Health and Human Se¡vices.
ra 55 Fed. Reg. 35990,39994 (Sept. 4, 1990).
ts Id
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With tlre creation of Medicare Part C in 1997 ,t6 Medicare beneficiaries who opted for managed
care coverage under Medicare Part C were no longer entitled to have pay,rnent made for their
care under Part A. Consistent with the statutory change, CMS did not include Medicare Part C
days in the SSI ratios used by the Medicare contractors to calculate DSH payments for the fiscal
year 2001-2004.I7

No further guidance regarding the treatment of Part C days in the DSH calculation was provided
until the 2004 Inpatient Prospective Pa),rnent System ("IPPS") proposed rules were published in
the Federal Register. In that notice the Secretary stated that:

. . . once a beneficiary has olected to join an M+C plan, that
beneficiary's benefits are no longer administered under Part A
. . . . once a beneficiary elecfs Medicare Pdrt C, rhose patient days
attributable to thè beneficiaiy should not be i¡tcluded in tl¡e
Medicare fraction of the DSH patient percentege. Thes.e patient
days shoutd be included in the coìtnt of total patient ddys in the
Medicaid fi'action (the denominatol, and the patient's days for
the M+C beneficÌ.ary who is also eligible for Medicaid would be
included in the numerator of the Medicaid fraction . . . .tE

The Secretary purportedly changed her position in the Federal fiscal year ("FFY') 2005 IPPS

final rule, by noting she was "revising our regulations at [42 C.F.R.] $ 412.106(bX2Xi) to
include the days associated with [Part C] beneficiaries in the Medicare fraction of the DSH
calculation."re ln response to a comment regarding this change, the Secretary explained that:

. . . We do agree that once Medicare beneficiaries elect
Medicare Part C coverage, they are still, in some sense,

entitled to bcnefits undcr Mcdicare Part A, We agree with
the commenter that these days should be included in the
Medicare fraction of the DSH calculation. Therefore, we are

not adopting as final our proposal stated in the May 19, 2003
proposed rule to include the days dssociated with M+C
beneficiaries in the Medicaid fraction. Instead, we are
adopting a policy to include the patient days for M+C

¡6 The Medicare Part C program did not begin operating until January l, 1999. See P.L. 105-33, 1997 HR 2015,

codífied as 42lJ.S.C. g 1394w-21 Note (c) "Enrollment Transition Rule.- An individual who is enrolled [in
Medicarel on December 3l 1998, with an eligible organization under . . . [42 U.S.C. l395mm] shall be considered
to be enrolled with that organization on January 1, 1999, under part C ofTitle XVIII . . if that organization as a

contract under that part for providing services on January I,1999 . . . ." This was also known as

Medicare+Choice. The Medicare Prescription Drug, Improvement and Modernization Act of2003 (Pub.L. 108-

173), enacted on December 8, 2003,.replaced the Medica¡e+Choice program with the new Medicare Advantage
prografu."-under Part C of Title XVIII.
17 69 Fed. Reg. 48918, 49099 (Aug.11,2004).
rE 68 Fed. Reg. 27I54,27208 {vlay 19, 2003) (emphasis added).
re 69 Fed. Reg. ät 49099.
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beneficiaries in the Medicare fraction . . . . if the beneficiary
is also an SSI recipient, the patient days will be included in
the numerator of the Medicare f¡action. We are revising our
regrlations at S 412.106(bx2)(i) to include the days

associated with M+C beneficiaries in the Medicare fraction
of the DSH calculation.20

This statement would require inclusion of Medicare Part C inpatient days in the Medicare
fraction of the DSH calculation.

Although the change in DSH policy regarding 42 C.F.R. $ 412.106(bx2)(i) was included in the

August 11, 2004 Federal Register, no change to the regulatory langrage was published until
August 22, 2007 when the FFY 2008 IPPS final rule was issued.2r ln that publication the

Secretary noted that no regulatory change had in fact occurred, and amounced that she had made

"technical corrections" to the regulatory language consistent with the change adopted in the FFY
2005 IPPS final rule. These "technical corrections" are reflected at 42 C.F.R.

$$ 412.106(bX2)(i)(B) and (bX2XiiÐ(B)." As a result of these rulemakings, Part C days were
required to be included in the Medicare fraction as ofOctober 1, 2004 (the "Part C DSH
poticy"). Subsequently, as part of the FFY 201 I IPPS final rule published on August 15,2010,
CMS made a minor revision to $$ 412.106(bX2XiXB) and (bX2XiiiXB) "to clarify" the Part C
DSH policy by replacing the word "or" with "including."23

The U.S. Circuit Court for the District of Columbia in Allina Healthcare Services v. Sebelius
(Allina I),za vacated both the FFY 2005 IPPS final rule adopting the Part C DSH policy and the
subsequent regulations issued in the FFY 2008 IPPS final rule codifying the Part C DSH policy
adopted in FFY 2005 IPPS rule.2s However, the Secretary has not acquiesced to that decision.
More recently, in Altina Health Services v. Price ("Atlina Il'),16 tIrc D.C. Circuit con{inned that
the Secretary's 2004 attempt to change the standard to include Part C days in the Medicare
fraction had been vacated inAllina L21 TheD.C. Circuit further found in Allina II that the

20 Id (emphasis added).
2.t-72Fed.Reg. 47130, 47384 (Aug. 22,2007).
22 72 F ed. Reg. at 47 41 | .

'z3 
75 Fed. Re;. 50042,50285-50286, 50414 (Aug. 16,2010). see also T5 Fed. Reg. 23852, 240ö6-24007 (May 4,

2010) (preamble to proposed rulemaking stating: "We are aware that there might be some confusion about our
policy to include MA days in the SSI fraction. . . . In order to further clari$r our policy that patient days associated

with MA beneficia¡ies are to be included in the SSI ÍÌaction because they are still entitled to benefits under Medioare
Part A, we are proposing to replace the word 'or' with the word 'including' in $ a12.106(b)(2)(i)(B) and

$ 412.106(bx2xiiÐ (B);'); Allinø Healthcare Servs. v. Sebelius,904 F. Supp. 2d 75, 82 n.5, 95 (2012), lfÍ'd in pdrt
and rev'rl in part,7 46 F. 3d I 102 (D.C . Cír.2014).
24 746F.3d 1102 (D.C. Cir.2014).
2s 746F.3d,at 1106n.3, 1111 (affrrming portion of the district court decision vacating the FFY 2005 IPPS rule). ,lee

also Allina Health Servs. v. Sebelius,904 F. Supp. 2d75,89 (D.D.C.2012) ("The Court concludes that the
Secretary's interpretalion ofthe fractions in the DSH calculation, announced in 2004 and not added to the Code of
Federal Regulations until the summer of2007, was not a "Iogical outgrowth" ofthe 2003 NPRM.').

'?6 
8$ F.3d937 (D.C. Cír.2017).

z7 Id. af 941
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Secretary failed to provide proper notice and comment before including Part C days in the
Medicare fractions published for FY 2012.28 Once again, the Secretary has not acquiesced to
this decision. .

Providers' Request for EJR

The Providers believe that by virh¡e of the statute, Medicare Parl C days should not be included
in either the numerator or dgnominator of the Medicare/SSl fraction. The Provide¡s point out
that in accordance with 42 U.S.C. $ 1395ww(d)(5)(F)(vi)(I), hospital inpatients who are "entitled
to benefits under Part A" are to be included in the Medicare/SSl fraction, with all such patients in
the denominator and those who are also entitled to SSI in the numerator. Patients enrolled in a
Medicare Part C plan may be "eligible" for Part A, but are not "entitled" to Part A benefits
during the months when they have given up their Part A entitlement to enroll in Part C. As a
result, the Providers assert, inpatieni days associated witli these patients do not belong in the

Medicare/SSI fraction.

The Providers believe that EJR is appropriate because they liave met the jurisdiction
requirements for a group appeal because the Providers' appeal was timely filed and the $50,000
amount in controversy for a group appeal has been met. Further, the Providers assert, EJR is
appropriate because the Board lacks the authority to invalidate the 2004 rulemaking for the Part
C DSH policy as codified in the 2005 regulation at 42 C,F.R. $$ 412.106(b)(2)(i)(B) and
(bx2xii¡xB).

Decision of the Board

Pursuant to 42 U.S.C. $ 1395oo(fl(1) and the regulations at 42 C.F.R.$ 405.1842(Ð(1) (2017), the

Board is required to grant an EJR request if it determines that: (i) the Board has jurisdiction to
conduct a hearing on the specific matter at issuc; and (ii) thc Board lacks thc authority to decide a

specific legal c¡restion relevant to the specific matter at issue becausc thc lcgal qucstion is a
challenge either to the constitutionality ofa provision ofa statrìto or to the substanfive or procedural

validity of a regulation or CMS Ruling.

Jurisdiction

The participants that óo¡nprise the group appeals within this EJR request have filed appeals

involving fiscal years 2007 ,2008 and 2009.

For purposes of Board jurisdiction over a participant's appeals for cost repdrt periods ending
prior to December 31, 2008, the participant may demonsffate dissatisfaction with the amount of
Medicare reimbursement for the appealed issue by claiming the SSVPart C issue as a "self-
disallowed cost," pgrsuant to the Supreme Court's reasonin g seÍ onf iî Bethesda Hospital

28 Id. at943-945
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Association v. Bowen ("Bethesda").2e In that case, the Supreme Court concluded that a cost
report submitted in full compliance with the Secretary's rules and regulations, does not bar a

provider from claiming dissatisfaction with the amount of reimbursement allowed by the
regulations. Further, no stahrte or regulation expressly mandatsd that a challenge to the validity
of a regulation be'submitted first to the Medicare Contractor where the contractor is without the
powor to award reimbursement.3o 

ì

On August 21, 2008, new regulations governing the Board were effective.3 I Among the new
regulations implemented in Federal Register notice was 42 C.F.R. $ a05.1835(a)(1)(ii) which
required for cost report periods ending on.or after December 31, 2008, providers who were self-
disallowing specific items had to do so by following the procedures for filing a cost report under
protest. This regulatory requirement was litigated in Banner Heart Hospital v. Burwell
("Banner").32 ln Banner, the provider filed its cost report in accordance with the applicable
outlier regulations and did not protest the additional outlier payrnent it was seeking. The
provider's request for EJR was denied because the Board found that it lacked jurisdiction over
the issue. The District Court concluded that, under Bethesda, The 2008 self-disallowance
regulation could not be applied to appeals raising a legal challenge to a regulation or other policy
that the Medicare Contractor could not address.33

The Secretary did not appeal the decision in Banner and decided to apply the holding to ceftain
similar administrative appeals. Effective April 23,2018, the CMS Administrator implemented
CMS Ruling CMS-1727-R which involves dissatisfaction with the Medicare Contractor
determinations for cost report periods ending on December 31, 2008 and which began before
January 1, 2016, Under this ruling, where the Board determines that the specific item under
appeal was subject to a regulation or payment policy that bound the Medicare Contractor and left
if with no authórity or disõretion to mãke payment in the manner sought by the provider on
appeal, the protest requirements of42 C.F.R. $ a05.1835(a)(1)(ii) were no longer applicable.
However, a provider could elect to self-disallow a specific item deemed non-allowâble by filing
the matter under protest.

For any participant that files an appeal from a revised NPR issued after August 2I,2008,¡f'e
Board only has jwisdiction to hsar that participant's appeal of matters that the Medicare
contractor specifically revised within the revised NPR.34 The Board notes that all participant
revised NPR appeals included within this EJR request were issued after August 21,2008.

2e 108 S. Ct. 1255 (1988). ,!¿¿ a/so CMS Rrrling CMS-1727-R (in self-disallowing an item, the provider submits a
cost report that complies with the Medicare payment policy for the item and then appeals the item to the Board. The
Medicare Contractor's NPR would not include any disallowance for the item. The provider effectively self-
disallowed the item.).
30 Bethescla,108 S. Ct. at 1258-59.
3t 73Fed. Rég. 30190, 30240 (May 23,2008).
12 201 F. Supp.3d 131 (D.D.C.2016).
13 Id. ar 142.
3a See 42 Ç,F.R. $ 405.1889(bxt) (2008).
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The Board has determined that the participants involved with the instant EJR request are

govemed by the decision in Bethesda and CMS Ruling CMS-1727-R. The appeals of revised
NPRs have adjustments to the Part C Days issue as required by 42 C.F.R. S 405.1889. In
addition, the pârticipants' documentation shows that the estimated amount in controversy
excceds $50,000, as required for a group appeal.3s The appeals were timely filed. Based on the

above, the Boarcl finds that it has jurisdiction for the above-captioned appeals and the unclerlying
providers. The estimated amount in controversy is subject to recalculation by the Medicare
contractor for the actual final amount in each case.

Board's Analysis Resardine the Appealed Issue

The appeals in these EJR requests involve the 2007,2008, and 2009 cost reporting periods.

Thus, the appealed cost reporting periods fall squarely within the time frame applicable to the

Secretary's Part C DSH policy being chalienged which was adopted-in the FFY 2005 IPPS final
rule and later codified at 42 C.F.R. $$ 412.106(bX2)(i)(B) and (bX2XiiÐ(B) as part of the FFY
2008 IPPS final rule (with a minor revision published in the FFY 2011 IPPS frnal rule). The

Board recognizes that, for the tirne period at issue in these requests, the D.C. Circuit in Allina I
vacated this regulation. However, the Secretary has not formally acquiesced to fhal vacatur and,

in this regard,.has not published any guidance on how the vacatur is being implemented (e.g.,

only circuit-wide versus nationwide).36 Moreover, the D.C. Circuit is the only circuit to date that
has vacated the regulation and, if the Board were to grant EJR, the Providers would have the

right to bring suit in either the D.C. Circuit or the circuit within which they are located.3T Based

on the above, the Board must conclude that it is otherwise bound by the regulation for purposes

of this EJR request.

BSafd's Decision Resardi

The Board finds that:

1) It has jurisdiction over the matter for the subject years and that the participants in these

grouþ appeals are entitled to a hearing before the Board;

2) Based upon the participants' assertions regarding 42 C.F.R. $$ 412. 106(bX2)(i)(B) ancl

(bX2XiiÐ(B), there are no findings offact for resolution by the Board;

3) It is bound by the applicable existing Medicare law and regulation (42 C.F.R.

$ 405.1867); and

3s See 42 C.F.R. $ 405.1837.
36 See generalLy Grant Med. Ct. v. Burwell,204 F. Supp.3d 68,77-82 (D.D C.2016), aff'd,875 F.3d 701 (D.C.

Cir.2017).
t1 Siee 4'2 U.S.l.0 lJ95oo(fxl). ..''l
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4) It is without the authority to decide the legal question of whether 42 C.F.R.

$$ 412.106(bX2XiXB) and (bX2XiiÐ(B) (2011) codifying the Medicare Part C DSH
policy adopted in the FFY 2005 IPPS final rule are valid.

Accordingly, the Board finds that the question of the validity of 42 C.F.R. $$ 412.106(bX2XÐ(B)
and (b)(2)(iii)(B) (2011) properly falls within the provisions of42 U.S.C. $ 1395oo(f)(1) and
hereby grants the Providers' request for EJR fo¡ the issue and the subject years. The
Providers have 60 days from the receipt of this decision to institute the appropriate action for
judicial review. Since this is the only issue under dispute in these cases, the Board hereby closes
those cases.

Board Members Participatine:

Clayon J. Nix, Esq.
Charlotte F. Benson, CPA
Gregory H. Ziegler, CPA, CPC-A
Robert A. Everts, Esq.
Susan A. Tumer, Esq.

FOR THE BOARD

4/24/2019

X atuy,on r. *,*
Cl¿yton J. Nix, Esq.

Chair
Signed by: Clayton ,. Nix -A

Enclosures : Schedules of Providers

cc: Justin Lattimore, Novitas (Electronic Mail ilSchedules of Proviclers)
Wilson Leong, FSS (Electronic Mail ivlSchedules of Proviclers)



DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH & HUMAN SERVICES,,,x( Prov¡der Re¡mbursement Rev¡ew Board
1508 Woodlawn Drive, Su¡te 100
Balt¡more, ¡4D 27207
470-746-2677

Electronic Deliverv

Laurence D. Getzoff, Esq.
Hooper, Lundy and Bookman, P.C.

1875 Century Park East, Suite 1600
Los Angeles, CA 90067 -2517

R.E: EJR Deternínation
l4-0222GC Emory University Hospital 2008 DSH SSI Part C Days Group
l4-0570GC Emory University Hospital 2007 DSH SSI Pa¡t C Days Group
l4-0553GC Emory Univcrsity Hospital 2009 DSH SSI Part C Days Group

Dear Mr. Getzoff:

The Provider Reimbursement Review Board ("Board") has reviewed the Providers' April 5,

2019 request for expedited judicial review ('EJRI') for the appeafs referenced above. The

Boa¡d's determination regarding EJR is set forth below.

Issue in Dispute:

The issue in these appeals is

[W]hether the Providers' DSH payments were understated because

they were calculated using a Medicare/SSl fraction that improperly
included inpatient hospital days attributable to Medicare Part C
enrollee patients.l

Statutory 4nd Regulatorv Background: Medicare DSH Pavment '

Part A of the Medicare Act covers "inpatient hospital services." Since 1983, the Medicare
prográm has paid most hospitals for the operating costs of inpatient hospital services under the
prosþective payment system ("ffS'1.2 Under PPS, Medicare pays predetermined, standardized
amounts per discharge, subject to certain payment adjustments.3

I Provider's EJR Request at 1.
2 See 42lJ.S.C. $ 1395ww(d)(l)-(5); 42 C.F.R.Pa¡ 412.
1 Id.
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The PPS statute contains a number ofprovisions that adjust reimbursement based on hospital-
speoifio fäctors.4 These cases involve the hospital-specific DSH adjustment, which requires the
Secretary to provide increased PPS pafnents to hospitals that serve a significantly
disproportionate number of low-income patients.5

A hospital may qualify for a DSH adjustment based on its disproportionate patient percentage
("nfl'1.0 As a proxy for utilization by low-income patients, the DPP determines a hospital's
qualification as a DSI-I, and it also determines the amount of the DSH payment to a qualifying
hospital.? The DPP is defined as the sum of two fractions expressed as percentages.8 Those two
fractions are refened to as the "Medicare/SSl" fiaction and the "Medicaid" fiaction. Both of
these fractions consider whether a patient was "entitled to benefits under part 4."

The statute,42 U.S.C. $ 1395ww(dX5)(F)(vi)(I), defines the Medicare/SSl fraction as:

the fraction (expressed as a percentage), the numerator of which is
tåe number of such hospital's patient days for such period which
were made up of patients who (for such days) were entitled to
benefits under paft A of this subchapter and were entitled to
supplemental security income benefits (excluding any State
supplementation) under subchapter XVI of this chapter, and the
denominator of which is the number of such hospital's patient days
for such fiscal year which were made up ofpatients who (for such
days) were entitled to benefits under part A of this subchapter . . .

The Medicare/SSl fraction is computed annually by the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid
Services ('CMS'), and the Medicare contractors use CMS' calculation to compute a hospital's
DSH payment adjustment. 10

The statute, 42U.5.C.$ l395ww(d)(5)(fXvi)00, defines the Medicaid fraction as:

the fraction (expressed as a percentage), the numerator of which is
the number ofthe hospital's patient days for such period which
consist of patients who (for such days) were eligible for medical
assistance under a State plan approved under subchapter XIX [the
Medicaid pro$âûl1, but who wëtë not ent¡tled to beneJìts under

a .5øs 42 U.S.C.
s See 42lJ.S.C.
6 Seë 42lJ.S.C.
1 See 42V.5.C.
I See 42[J-S-C.
e (Emphasis added.)
In 42 C.F.R. $.+12.10ú(trx2)-(3).

$ l395ww(dx5).
g 139sww(d)(s)(F)(iXl); a2 C.F.R. $ 412.106.
gg 13gsww(dXSXFXiXI) and (d)(sXF)(v); 42 C.F.R, $ al2.l06(c)(l).
gg 139sww(d)(s)(F)(iv) and (vii)-(xiii); 42 C.F.R. $ 412.106(d).
g l39sww(d)(s)(F)(vi).
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part A of this subchapter, and the denominator of which is the total
number of the hospital's patient days for such period.rr

The Medica¡e contractor determines the number of the hospital's patient days of service for
which patients were eligible for Medicaid but not entitled to Medicare Part A, and divides that
number by the total number of patient days in the same period.12

Medicare Advantaqe Proqram

The Medicare program permits its beneficiaries to receive services from managed care entities.
The managed care statute implementing payments to health maintenance organizations
("HMOs") and competitive medical plans ("CMPs") is found at 42 U.S.C. $ 1395mm. The
slaf:Te aI42 U.S.C. $ 1395mm(a)(5) þrovides for "payment to the eligible organization under
this section for individuals enrolled under this section with the organization and entitled to
benefits under part A of this subchapter and enrolled under part B of this subchapter . . ."
Inpatient hospital days for Medicare beneficiaries enrolled in HMOs and CMPs prior to 1999 are
referred to as Medicare HMO patient care days.

In the September 4, l99O Federal Register, the Secretaryl3 stated that:

Based on the language of section 1SS6(d)(5XFXvi) of the Act [42
U.S.C. $ 1395ww(d)(5)(F)(vi)1, which states that the
disproportionate share adjustment computation should include
"patients who were entitled to benefits under Part ,A'," we believe
it is appropriate to include the days associated with Medicare
patients who receive care at a qualified HMO. Prior to December
i, 1987, we were not able to isolate the days of care associated
with Medicare patients in HMOs, and therefore, were unable to
fold this number into the calculation [of the DSH adjustment].
However, as of December l, 1987, a tield was included on the
Medicare Provider Analysis and Review (MEDPAR) file that
allows us to isolate those HMO days that were associated with
Medicare patients. Therefore, since that time we have been
including HMO days in the SSlMedicare percentage [of the DSH
adjustment].ra

At that time Medicare Part A paid for HMO services and patients continued to be eligible for
Pañ4.r5

'r (Emphasis added.)
t2 42 c.F.R. $ 412.r06(bX4).
rr of Health and Human Seryices.
14 55 Fed. Reg.35990,39994 (Sept.4, 1990).
t5 Id.
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With the creation of Medicare Part C in 1997,16 Medicare beneficiaries who opted for managed
cate coverage under Medicare Part C were no longer entitled to have payment made for their
care under Part A. Consistent with the statutory change, CMS did not include Medicarc Part C
days in the SSI ratios used by the Medicare contractors to calculate DSH payrnents for the fiscal
year 2001-2004. t7

No ñrther guidance regarding the treatment ofPart C days in the DSH calculation was provided
until the 2004 Inpatient Prospective Payment System C'IPPS') proposed rules were published in
the Federal Register. In that notice the Secretary stâted that:

. . . once a beneficiary has elected to join an M*C plan, that
beneficiaryts benefits are no longer a.dministered under Part A
. . . . once a beneJiciary elects Medicare Part C, those patient days
attributdble tô the benejìciary should not be included in the
Médicare fraciion of the DSH þatient percentage. These patient
days should be included ín the count of total patient days in the
Medicaid fraction (the denominator), and the patient's days for
the M+C beneficiary who is also eligible for Medicaid would be
included in the numerator of the Medicaid fraction . . . .t8

The Secretary purportedly changed her position in the Federal fiscal year ("FFY') 2005 IPPS
final rule, by noting she was "revising our regulations at [42 C.F.R.] $ a12.106(bX2XÐ to
include the days associated with [Part C] benefrciaries in the Medicare f¡action of the DSH
calculation."le Il response to a comment regarding this change, the Secretary explained that:

. . . We do agree that once Medicare beneficiaries elect
Medicare Part C coverage, they are still, in some sense,

entitled to benefits under Medicare Part A, We agree with
the commenter that these days should be included in the
Medicare fraction of the DSH calculation. Therefore, we are

not adopting as.final our proposal stated in the May 19, 2003
proposed rule to include the days associated wíth M*C
beneficiaries in the Medicaid fraction. Instead, we are
adoptìng a policy to include the patient days for M+C

16 The Medicare Part C program did not begin operating until January 1, 1999. See P.L. 105-33, 1997 HR 2015,
codfiecl as 42U.5.C. $ 1394w-21 Note (c) "Enrollment Transition Rule.- An individual who is enrolled [in
Medicarel on December 31 1998, with an eligible organization under . . . [42U.S.C. l395mm] shall be considered
to be effolled with that organization on January 1, 1999, under part C ofTitle XVIII . . ifthat organization as a
contract under thât part for providing services on January I,1999 . . . ." This was also known as

Medicare+Choice. The Medioare Prescription Drug, Improvement and Modernization Act of 2003 (Pub.L. 108-
173), enacted on December 8, 2003, replaced the Medicare+Choice program with the new Medicare Advantage
program under Part C ofTitle XVIIL
'7 69 Fed. Reg. 48918,49099 (Aug.11,2004).
IU 68 F€d. Reg. 27154,27208 (May 19,2003) (emphasis added).
re 6t Fcd. Rcg. ot 49099.
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benefciaries in the Medicare frdction . . . . if the beneficiary
is also an SSI recipíent, the patient days will be included in
the numerator of the Medica¡e fraction. We are revising our
regulations at $ 412.106(b)(2)(i) to include the days
associated with M+C beneficiaries in the Medicare fraction
of the DSH calculation.20

This statement would require inclusion of Medicare Part C inpatient days in the Medicare
fraction of the l)SH calculation.

Although the change in DSH policy regarding 42 C.F.R. $ 412.106(bX2Xi) was included in the
August 11, 2004 Federal Register, no change to the regulatory language was published rurtil
Atgost 22,2007 when the FFY 2008 IPPS final rule was issued.2r In that publication the
Secretary noted that no regulatory change had in 1'act occurred, and announced that she had made
"technical corrections" to the regulatory language consistent with the change adopted in the FF Y
2005 IPPS final rule. These "technical corrections" are reflected at 42 C.F.R.

$$ 412.106(bX2XiXB) and (bx2)(iiÐ(B)." As a result of these rulemakings, Part C days were
required to be included in the Medicare f¡action as of October 1,2004 (the "Part C DSH
policy"). Subsequently, as part of the FFY 2011 IPPS finat rule published on August 15, 2010,
CMS made a minor revision to $$ 412.106(bX2XÐ(B) and (b)(2)(iii)(B) "to clarify" the Part C
DSH policy by replacing the word "or" with "including."23

The U.S. Circuit Court for the District of Columbia in Allina Healthcare Services v. Sebelius
(Altina I),24 vacated both the FFY 2005 IPPS final rule adopting the Part C DSH policy and the
subsequent regulations issued in the FFY 2008 IPPS final rule codifying the Part C DSH policy
adopted in FFY 2005 IPPS rule.?s However, the Secretary has not acquiesced to that decision.
More recently, in Atlina Health Services v. Price ("Allina Il'),26 theD.C. Circuit confirmed that
the Secreta¡y's 2004 attempt to change the standard to include Part C days in the Medicare
fraction had been vacated in Altina L21 The D.C. Circuit further found in Atlina II that the

20 Id (emphasis added).
2t 72 Fed.. Reg. 47130, 47384 (Aug. 22,2007).
22 72Fed. Reg. at 47411.
23 75 Fed. Reg. 50042,50285-5028ó, 504 t4 (Aug. 16,2010). SeealsoT5 Fed. Reg. 23852,24006-24007 (May 4,
2010) (preamble to proposed rulemaking stating: "We are aware that there might be some confusion about our
policy to include MA days in the SSI ftaction. . . . In order to further clarify our polioy that patient dâys associated
with MA benefrcia¡ies are to be included in the SSI fraction because they are still entitled to benefits under Medicare
Part A, we are proposing to replace the word 'or' rvith the word 'including' in g a 12. 106(b)(2)(i)(B) and

$ 412.106(bX2Xiii)(B)."); Allina Healthcare Servs. v. Sebelius,904 F. Supp. 2d 75,82 î.5,95 (2012), aff'cl in part
and rev'd in part,746 F. 3d 1102 (D.C. Cir.2014).
24 746F.3d,1102 (D.C. Cir.2014).
2s 746F.3d,at 1106n.3, 1l l1 (affirming portion of the dist¡iot court decisión vacating fhe FFY 2005 IPPS rule). See
also Allina Health Servs. v. Sebelius,904 F. Supp. 2d 75, 89 (D.D.C. 2012) ("The Court concludes that the
Secr€tary's interpretation ofthe fractions in the DSH calculation, announced in 2004 and not added to the Code of
Federal Regulations until the summer of2007, was not a "logical outgrowth" ofthe 2003 NPRM.').

'?6 
863 F.3d 937 (D .C. Cir.2017).

21 l.l. ¿;tg43.
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Secretary failed to provide proper notice and comment before including Part C days in the
Medicare fractions published îor FY 2012.78 Once again, the Secretary has not acquiesced to
this decision.

Providers' Request for EJR

The Providers believe that, by virtue ofthe statute, Medicare Part C days should not be included
in either the numerator or denominator of the Medicare/SSl fraction. The Providers point out
that, in accordance with 42 U.S.C. $ 1395ww(d)(5)(F)(vi)(I), hospitat inpatients who are

"entitled to bene{its under Part A" are to be included in the Medicare/SSl fraction, with all such
patients in the denominator and those who are also entitled to SSI in the numerator. Patients

enrolled in a Medicare Part C plan may be "eligible" for Part A, but are not "entitled" to Part A
benefits during the months when they have given up their Part A entitlement to enroll in Part C:
As a result, the Providers assert, inpatient days associatecl with these patients do not belong in the
Medicare/S S I fraction.

The Providers believe that EJR is appropriate because they have met the jurisdiction
requirements for a group appeal because the Providcrs' appcal was timcly filcd and the $50,000
amount in controversy for a group appeal has been met. Further, the Providers assert, EJR is

appropriate because the Board lacks the authority to invalidate the 2004 rulemaking for the Part
C DSH policy as codified in the regulations at 42 C.F.R. $$ 412.106(bX2XiXB) and
(b)(2xiiÐ(B).

Decision of the Board

Pursuant to 42 U.S.C. $ l395oo(f)(1) and the regulations at 42 C.F.R.$ 405.1842(Ð(1) (2017),the
Board is requiied to grant an EJR request if it determines that: (i) the Board has jurisdiction to
conduct a hearing on the specific matter at issue; and (ii) the Boa¡d lacks the authority to decide a

specific legal question relevant to the specific matter at issue because the legal question is a
challenge either to the constitutionality ofa provision ofa statute or to the substantive or procedural
validity of a regulation or CMS Ruling.

Iuus4islipn

The participants that comprise the gfoup appeals within thìs EJR request have fìled appeals

involving fiscal years 2007 ,2008 and 2009.

For purposes of Board jurisdiction over a participant's appeals for cost report periods ending
prior to December 31, 2008, the participant may demonstrate dissatisfaction with the amount of
Medicare reimbursement for the appealed issue by claiming the SSVPart C issue as a "self-
disallowed cost," pursuant to the Supreme Court's reasoning set orú in Bethesda Hospital

28 Id. at943-945.
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Association v. Bowen ("Bethesda").2e In that case, the Supreme Court concluded that a cost

report submitted in full compliance with the Secretary's rules and regulations, does not bar a

,provider from claiming dissatisfaction with the amount of reimbursement allowed by the

regulations. Further, no stahtte or regulation expressly mandated that a challenge to the validity
of a regulation be submitted first to the Medicare Contractor where the contractor is without the

po\Mer to award reimbursement.3o

On August 21,2008, new regulations governing the Board were effective.3r Among the new

regulations implemented in Federal Register notice was 42 C.F.R, $  0-5.1835(a)(1)(ii) which
required for cost report periods ending on or after December 31, 2008, providers who were self-
disallowing specific items had to do so by following the procedures for filing a cost report under
protest. This regulatory requirement was litigated in Banner Heart Hospital v. Burwell
("Banner").32 In Banner, the provider filed its cost report in accordance with the applicable
outlier regulations and did not protest the additional outlier payment it was seeking. The
provider's request 1'or EJR was denied because the tsoard t'ound that it lacked jurisdiction over
the issue. Tlre District Court concluded tbat, u;rtder Bethesda, the 2008 self-disallowance
regllation could not be applied to appeals raising a legal challenge to a regulation or other policy
that the Medicare Conftactor could not address.33

The Secretary did not appeal the decision in Bqnner and decided to apply the holding to certain

similar administrative appeals. Effective April 23, 2018, the CMS Administrator implemented
CMS Ruling CMS-1727-R which involves dissatisfaction with the Medicare Contractor
determinations for cost report periods ending on December 3I, 2008 and which began before
January 1, 2016, Under this ruling, where the Board determines that the specific item under
appeal was subject to a regulation or payment policy that bound the Medicare Contractor and left
it with no authority or discretion to make paynent in the man¡er sought by the provider on
appeal, the protest requirements of42 C.F.R. $ a05.1835(a)(1)(ii) were no longer applicable.
However, a provider could elect to self-disallow a specific item deemed non-allowable by filing
the matter under protest.

For any participant that files an appeal from a revised NPR issued after August 21, 2008, the
Board only has jurisdiction to hear that participant's appeal of matters that the Medicare
contractor specifically revised within the revised NPR.34 The Board notes that all participaat
revised NPR appeals included within this EJR request were issued after August 21, 2008.

2e 108 S. Ct. 1255 (1988). ,See ø/so CMS Ruling CMS-1727-R (in self-disallowing an item, the provider submits a

cost report that compliès with the Medicare payrnent policy for the item and then appeals the item to the Board. The
Medicare Contractor's NPR would not include any disallowance fo¡ the item. The provider effeotively self-
disatlowed the item.).
30 Bethesda,108 S. Ct. at 1258-59.
3' 73 Fed. Reg.30190,30240 (May 23,2008).
3'z201 F. Supp.3d 131 (D.D.C.2016).
t3 lcl. at 142.
34 see42 C,F,R, $ 405,1889(bX1) (2008).
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The Board has determined that the participants involved with the instant EJR request are
govcmetl by the decision in Bethesda ând CMS Ruling CMS-I727-R. The appeals of revised
NPRs have adjustments to the Part C Days issue as required by 42 C.F.R. $ 405.1889, ln
addition, the participants' documentation shows that the estimated amount in controversy
exceeds $50,000, as required for a group appeal.35 The appeals were timely filed. Based on the
above, the Board finds that it has jurisdiction for the above-captioned appeals and the underlying
providers. The estimated amount in controversy is subj ect to recalculation by the Medicare
contractor for the actual final amount in eách case.

Board's Analysis Regardins the Appeaþd ISSUe

The appeals in these EJR requests involve the 2001 ,2008, and 2009 cost reporting periods.
Thus, the appealed cost reporting periods fall squarely within the time frame applicable to the
Secretaly's Part C DSH policy being challenged which was adopted in thc FFY 2005 IPPS final
mle and later codifìed at 42 C.F.R. $$ 412,106(bX2)(i)(B) and (bX2XiiÐ(B) as part of the FFY
2008 IPPS final rule (with a minor revision published in the FFY 2011 IPPS final rule). The
Board recognizes that, for the time period at issue in these requests, the D.C. CircttiT in Allina I
vacated this regulation. However, the Secretary has not formally acquicsccd to That vacatur and,
in this regard, has not published any guidance on how the vacatur is being implemented (e.g.,
only circuit-wide versus nationwide).36 Moreover, the D.C. Circuit ib the only circuit to date that
has vacated the regulation and, if the Board were to grant EJR, the Providers would have the
right to bring suit in either the D.C. Circuit or the circuit within which they are located.3T Based
on the above, the Board must conclude that it is otherwise bound by the regulation for purposes
of this EJR request.

Boa¡d's Decision Reqarding the EJR Request

The Bciard finds that:

1) It has jurisdiction over the matter for the subject years and that the participants il these

. 
group appeals. are entitled to a hearing before the Board;

2) Based upon the participants' assertions regrding 42 C.F.R. $$ 412.106(b)(2)(i)(B) and
(bX2XiiÐ(B), there are no findings offact for resolution by the Board;

3) It is bound by the applicable existing Medicare law and regulation (42 C.F.R.

$ 405.1867); and

35 ,ts¿ 42 C.F.R. S 405.1837.
36 See genera y ërant Med. Ctr. v. Bw"weLl, ZO4 i. Supp. 3d 68,77 -82 (D.D.C.2016), øfJ"d, E75 F.3d 701 (D.C.
Ctr.2017).
r? .Sec 42 U.S.C. g l395oo(fxl).
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4) It is without the authority to decide the legal question of whether 42 C.F.R.

$$ 412.106(bX2)(i)(B) and (bX2Xiiù(B) (2011) codifying the Medicare Part C DSH
policy adopted in the FFY 2005 IPPS final rule are valid.

Accordingly, the Board finds that the question of the validity of 42 C.F.R. $$ 412.i06(bX2XÐ(B)
and (bX2XiiiXB) (2011) properly falls within the provisions of 42 U.S.C. $ 1395oo(f)(1) and
hereby grants the Providers' request for EJR for the issue and the subject years. The
Providers have 60 days fi'om the receipt ofthis decision to institute the appropriate action for
judicial review. Since this is the only issue under dispute in these cases, the Boarcl hereby clnses

those cases.

Board Members Participatin g:

Clayton J. Nix, Esq.
Charlotte F. Benson, CPA
Gregory H. Ziegler, CPA, CPC-A
Robert A. Everts, Esq.
Susan A. Tumer, Esq.

FORTHE BOARD

4/24/2019

X Clayton.t. trtix

Clayton J, Nix, Esq.

Chair
Signed by: Clayton J. Nix -A

Enclosu¡es: Schedules of Providers

cc: Clecile Huggins, Palmetto GBA (Electronic Mail rv/Schedules of Providers)
Wilson Leong, FSS (Electronic Mail w/Schedules of Providers)



DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH & HUMAN SERVICES

Prov¡der Reìmbursement Rev¡ew Board
1508 Woodlawn Drive, Suite 100
Balt¡more, l,4D 21207
470-786-2677

Electronic Deliverv

Laurence D. Getzoff, Esq.
Hooper, Lundy and Bookman, P.C.
1875 Century Park East, Suite 1600

Los Angeles, CA 90067 -2517

RE: EJR Determination
13-0364GC Community Medical Centers 2007 DSH SSI Part C Days Group
\3-274ZGC Community Medical Centers 2008 DSH SSI Part C Days Croup
l3-3769GC Community Medical Centers 2009 DSH SSI Part C Days Gioup
l4-2340GC Community Medical Centers 2010 DSH SSi Part C Days Group
I5-2228GC Community Medical Centers 2011 DSH SSI Part C Days Group
l5-2413GC CIlrlC 2012 DSH SSI Part C Days Group

' l6-1393GC CMC 2013 DSH SSI Part C Days Group

Dear Mr. Getzoff:

The Provider Reimbursement Review Board ("Board") has reviewed the Providers' April 9,

2019 request for expedited judicial review ('EJR') for the appeals referenced above. The

Board's determination regarding EJR is set forth below.

Issue in Dispute:

The issue in these appeals is

[W]hether the Providers' DSH payments were understated because

they were calculated using a Medicare/SSI fraction that improperly
included inpatient hospital days attributable to Medicare Part C
effollee patients.r

Statutorv and Regulatorv Background: Medicare DSII Pavment

Part A of the Medicare Act covers "inpatient hospital services." Since 1983, the Medicare
program has paid most hospitals for the operating oosts of inpatient hospital services under the
prospective payment system ("PPS").2 Under PPS, Medicare pays predetermined, standardized
amounts per discharge, subject to certain payrnent adjustments.3

I Provider's EJR
2 See 42 U.S.C. $
r Id.

Request at 1.

l39sww(d)(l)-(5); 42 C.F .R. Part 412.
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The PPS statute contains a number ofprovisions that adjust reimbursement based on hospital-
specific factors.a These cases involve the hospital-specific DSH adjustment, which requires the
Secretary to provide increased PPS payments to hospitals that serve a signilicantly
disproportionate number of low-income patients.5

A hospital may qualify for a DSH adjustment based on its disproportionate patient percentage
("Ofl'1.0 As a proxy for utilization by low-income patients, the DPP determines a hospital's
qualilication as a DSH, and it also determines the amount of the DSH payment to a qualifying
hospital.T The DPP is defined as the sum of two fractions expressecl as percentages.8 Those two
fractions are referred to as the "Medicare/SSl" fraction and the "Medicaid" fraction. Both of
these fractions consider whether a patient was "entitled to benefits under part 4."

The statute,42 U.S.C. $ l395ww(d)(5)GX"D(I), defines the Medicare/SSl fraction as:

the fraction (expressed as a percentage), the numelator of which is
the numbe¡ of such hospital's patient days for such period which
were made up of patients who (for such days) were entitled to
benefits undcr part A of this subchapter and were entitled to
supplemental security income benefits (excluding any State
supplcmentation) under subchapter XVI of this chapter, and the
denominator of which is the number of such hospital's patient days
for such fiscal year which were made up ofpatients who (for such
da¡rs) úere entitled to benefits under part A of this subchapter. . . .e

The Medicare/SSl fraction is computed annually by the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid
Services C'CMS'), arid the Medicare contractors use CMS' câlculation to compute a hospital's
DSH payment adjustment. ro

The statute, 42 U.S,C. $ 1395ww(d)(5)(F)(vi)Ql), defines the Medicaid fraction as:

the fraction (expressed as a percentage), the numerator of \efiich is
the number of the hospital's patient days for such period which
cônsist ofpatients who (for such days) were eligible for medical
assistance under a State plan approved under subchapter XIX [ttre
Medicaid progranr], but who wcrc not ënt¡lled to benefits under
part A of this subchapter, and the denominator of which is the total
number of the hospital's patient days for such period.l I

a See 42U.5.C. g l395ww(dX5).
5 See 42rJ.S.C. $ 1395ww(d)(s)(F)(i)(!; a2 C.F.R. $ 412.106.
6 See 42IJ.S.C. $$ l39sww(d)(s)(F)(i)O and (d)(s)(F)(v); 42 C.F.R. $ 412.106(c)(l).
7 See 42IJ.S.C. $$ l395ww(dX5)0)(iv) and (vii)-(xiii); 42 C.F.R. $ 412.106(d).
8 .t€e 42 U.S,C. $ l395ww(d)(s)(F)(vi).
e (Emphasis added.)
ro 42 c.F.R. g 412.106(bX2)-(3).
I¡ (Emphasis added.)
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The Medicare contractor determines the number of the hospital's patient days of service for
which patients were eligible for Medicaid but not entitled to Medicare Part A, and divides that
number by the total number of patient days in the same period.12

Medicare Advantage Program

The Medicæe program pennits its benef,roiaries to reoeive servioes lrom managed care entities.
The managed care statute implementing pa)'ments to health maintenance organizations
("HMOs") and competitive medical plans ("CMPs") is found at 42 U.S.C. $ 1395mm. The
søtate at 42 U.S.C. $ 1395mm(a)(5) provides for "payment to the eligible organization under
this section for individuals enrolled under this section with the organization and entitled to
benefits under paft A of this subchapter and enrolled under part B of this subchapter . . ."
Inpatient hospital days for Medicare beneficiaries enrolled in HMOs and CMPs prior to 1999 are

referred to as Medicare HMO patient care days.

In the September 4, 1990 Federal Register, the Secretaryr3 stated that:

Based on the language of section 1886(d)(5)(F)(vi) of the Act [42
U.S.C. $ 1395ww(d)(5)(F)(vi)1, which states that the
disproportionate share adjustment computation should include
'þatients who were entitled to benefits under Part 4," we believe
it is appropriate to include the days associated with Medicare
patients who receive care at a qualifìed HMO. Prior to December
l, 1987, we were not able to isolate the days of care associated
with Medicare patients in HMOs, and therefore, were unable to
fold this numbe¡ into the calculation [of the DSH adjustment].
However, as of December l, 1987 , a field was included on the
Medicare Provider Analysis and Review (MEDPAR) file that
allows us to isolate those HMO days that were associated with
Medicare patients. Therefore, since that time we have been
including HMO days in the SSVMedicare percentage [of the DSH
adjustment].ra

At that time Medicale Part A paid for HMO services and patients corìtinued to be eligible for'
Part 4.15

With the creation of Medicare Part C in 1997,t6 Medicare beneficiaries who opted for managed
care coverage under Medicare Part C were no longer entitled to have payrnent made for their

ì2 42 C.F.R. $ 412.106(bX4).
13 ofllealth and Iluman Services.
14 55 Fed. Re|..35990,39994 (Sepr.4, 1990).
ts Id.
ró The Medicare Part C program did not begin operating until January 1, 1999. See P.L. 105-33, 1997 HR 2015,
coclified as 42U.5.C. $ 1394w-21 Note (c) "Enrollment Transition Rule.- An individual who is enrolled [in
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care under Part A. Consistent with the statutory change, CMS did not include Medicare Part C
days in the SSI ratios used by the Medicare contractors to calculate DSH payments for the fiscal
year 20Lll-2004, t7

No further guiclance regarding the treatment of Part C days in the DSH calculation was provided
until the 2004 Inpatient Prospective Pa)¡rnent System ("IPPS") proposed rules were published in
the Federal Register. In that notice the Secretary stated that:

. . . once a beneficiary has elected to join an M+C plan, that
beneficiary's benefits are no longer administered under Part A
. . . . once a beneficiary elects Medicare Part C, those patient days
dttributable to the benertciary should not be included in the
Medicare fraction of the DSH patient percentage. These patient
duys slu;uld be included in lhe coun! of btul patient ¿ays in lhe
Medicaid fraction (the denominator), and the patient's days for
the M+C benertciary who is also eligiblefor Medicaid would be

included in the numerator of the Medicaid fraction . . . .tB

The Secretary purportedly changed her position in the Federal fiscal year ("FFY') 2005 IPPS

final rule, by noting she was "revising our regulations at [42 C.F.R.] $ 4i2.106(b)(2)(i) to

include the days associated with [Part C] beneficiaries in the Medicare fraction of the DSH
calculation."le ln response to a cornment regarding this change, the Secretary explained that:

. . . l\e do agree that once Medicare beneficiaries elect
Medicare Part C coverage, they are still, in some sense,

entitled to benefits under Medicare Part A. We agree with
the commenter that these days should be included in the
Medicare fraction of the DSH calculation. Therefore, we are

not adopting as final out proposal stated in the May 19, 2003
proposed rule to include the days associated with M+C
beneficiaries in the Medicaid fraction. Instead, we are
adopting a policy to include the patient days for M+C
beneficiaries in the Medicare.fraction . . . . if the beneficiary
is also an SSI recipient, the patieit days will be included in
the rrunrerutor of the Medioare fraotion. We are revising our
regulations at $ 412.106(bx2)(i) to include the days

Medicarel on Decembe¡ 31 1998, with an eligible organization under . . . [42 U.S.C. 1395mm] shall be considered
to be enrolted with that organization on January 1, 1999, under part C ofTitle XVIIL . . ifthat orgàllization as a

oontract under that part for providing services on January 1,1999 . . . ." This was also known as

Medicare+Choice. The Medicarc Plescriptiólr Dmg, Irryrövetfléflt and Mödefllizätiofl Act of 2003 (Pub.L. 108-

173), enäoted on December 8, 2003, replaoed the Metlicars+Choioe prugräm with the new Medioale Adv¿nl.ägc

program under Part C of Title XVII.
r7 69 Fed. Reg.48918,49099 (Aug. 11,2004).
I8 68 Fed. Reg. 27154,27208 (May 19, 2003) (emphasis added).
re 69 Fed. Reg. at 49099.

/a^"
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associated with M+C beneficiaries in the Medicare fraction
of the DSH calculation.20

This statement would require inclusion of Medicare Part C inpatient days in the Medicare
fraction of the DSH calculation.

Although the change in DSH poticy regarding 42 C.F.R. $ 412.106(bX2Xi) was included in the

August 11, 2004 Fcdc¡al Rcgistcr, no changc to the regrlatory language was published until
Augrrst 22, 2007 when the FFY 2008 TPPS final rule was issued.2r In that publication the
Secretary noted that no regulatory change had in fact occurred, and announced that she had made
"technical corrections" to ths regulatory language consistent with the change adopted in the FFY
2005 IPPS final rule. These "technical corrections" are reflected at 42 C.F.R.

$$ 412.106(bX2XiXB) and (bX2XiiÐ(B)." As a result of these rulemakings, Part C days were
required to be included in the Medicare fraction as of October 1, 2004 (the "Part C DSH
policy"). Subsequently, as part of the FFY 201 1 IPPS final rule published on August 15,2010,
CMS made a minor revision to $$ 412.106(bX2XÐ(B) and (bX2XiiiXB) "to clarify" the Part C

DSH policy by replacing the word "or" with "including."23

The U.S. Circuit Court for the District of Columbia in Allina Healthcare Services v. Sebelius
(Atlina I),24 vacated both the FFY 2005 IPPS final rule adopting the Part C DSH policy and the
subsequent regulations issued in the FFY 2008 IPPS final rule codifying the Part C DSH policy
adopted in FFY 2005 IPPS ru1e.25 However, the Secretary has not acquiesced to that decision.
More recently, in Altina Health Set'vices v. Price ("Altina Il'),26 the D.C. Circuit confirmed that
the Secretary's 2004 attempt to change the standard to include Part C days in the Medicare
fraction lrad been vacated in Allina L27 The D.C. Circuit further foundin Allina II fhatthe
Secretary failed to provide proper notice and comment before including Part C days in the
Medicare fractions published for FY 2012.28 Once again, the Secretary has not acquiesced to
this decision.

20 -Id (emphasis added).
2t 72 Feð..Reg. 47130, 47384 (Ãug.22,2007).
2? 72 Fed,. F:eg. at 4'1411.

'z3 75 Fed. Reg. 50042, 50285-50286, 50414 (Aug. 16, 2010). See dlso'75 Fed. Reg. 23852,24006-24007 (May 4,
2010) (preamble to proposed rulemaking stating: "We are aware that there might be some confusion about our
policy to include MA days in the SSI fraction. . . . In order to further clari$ our policy that patient days associated
with MA beneficia¡ies are to be included in the SSI ftaction because they are still entitled to benefits under Medicare
Part A, we are proposing to replace the word 'or' with the word 'including' in $ a12.106(b)(2)(i)(B) and

$ 412,106(bX2Xiii)(B)."); Allina Healthcare Servs. v. Sebelius,904 F. Supp. 2d 75, 82 n.5,95 (2012), aff'd in pørt
ønd rev'd in part,746 F. 3d 1102 (D.C. Cir.2014).
24 

7 46 F . 3d troz (D.c- cir. 2ot4).
25 746F.3dat 1106n.3, 1 111 (affirming portion of the district court decision vacating the FFY 2005 IPPS rule). See
qlso Allína Health Servs. v. Sebelius,904 F. Supp. 2d 75, 89 (D.D.C. 2012) ("The Court concludes that the
Secretary's interpretation of the fractions in the DSH calculation, anñounced in 2004 and not added to the Code of
Federal Regulations until the summer of2007, was not a "logical outgrov.th" ofthe 2003 NPRM.').
'6 8$ F.3d 937 (D.C. Cír.2017).
27 lcl. at 943.
28 Id. ar 943-945-
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Providers' Request for EJR

The Pfoviders believe that by virtue ofthe statute, Medicare Part C days should not be inclucled
in either the numerator or denominator of the Medicare/SSl fraction. The Providers point out
that in accordanc e with 42 U.S.C. $ 1395ww(d)(5)(F)(vi)(I), hospital inpatients who are "entitled
to beneflts under Part A" are to be included in the Medicare/SSl fraction, with all such patients in
the denominator and those who are also entitled to SSI in the numerator. Patients enrolled in a
Medicare Part C plan may be "eligible" for Part A, but are not "entitled" to Part A bcncfits
during the months when they have given up their Part A entiilement to enroll in Part C. As a
result, the Providers assert, inpatient days associated with these patients do not belong in the
Medicare/SSI lraction.

The Providers believe that EJR is appiopriate because they have met the jurisdiction
requirements for a group appeal because the Providers' appeal was timely filed and the $50,000
amount in controversy for a group appeal has been met. Fruther, the Providers assert, EJR is
appropriate because the Board lacks the authority to invalidate the {004 rule for the Medicare
Part C DSH policy as codirled at 42 C.F.R. ö$ 412.106(bX2XiXB) and (bX2Xiiù(B).

Decision of the Board

Pursuant to 42 U.S.C. $ 1395oo(f)(1) and the regulations at 42 C.F.R.$ 405.1842(Ð(1) (2017), the
Board is required to grant an EJR request if it determines that: (i) the Board has jurisdiction to
conduct a hearing on the speoifio matter at. issue; and (ii) the Board lacks the authority to decide a

specific legal question relevant to the specifìc matLter aT issue because the legal question is a

challenge either to the constitutionality ofa provision ofa statute or to the substantive or procedural
validity of a regulation or CMS Ruling.

Jurisdiction

The participants that comprise the group appeals within this EJR request have filed appeals
involving fiscal years 2007 -2013.

For purposes of Board jurisdiction over a participant's appeals for cost report periods ending
prior to December 31, 2008, the participant may demonstrate dissatisfàction with the amount of
Mcdicarc rcimbulscment for the appealed issue by claiming the SSlPart C issue as a "selfl-
disallowed cost," pursuant to the Supreme Court's reasoning set out in Bethesda Hospital
Association v. Bowen ("Bethesdn").2e úr that case, the Supreme Court concluded that a cost
report submitted in fulI compliance with the Secretary's rules and regulations, does not bar a
provider from claiming dissatisfaction with the amount of reimbursement allowed by the
regulations, Further, no statute or regrrlation expressly mandated that a challenge to the validity

2e l08 S. Ct. 1255(1988). Se¿ a/so CMS Ruling CMS-1727-R (in self-disallowing an item, the provider submits a

cost report that complies with the Medicare payment policy for the item and then appeals the item to the Board. The
Medicare Contractor's NPR would not include any disallowance for the item. The provider effectively self-
disallowed the item.).
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of a regulation be submitted first to the Medicare Contractor where the contractor is without the
power to award ¡eimbursement.30

On August 21, 2008, new regulations goveming the Board were effective.3l Among the new
regulations implemented in Federal Register notice was 42 C.F.R. $ 405.1835(a)(1)(ii) which
required for cost report periods ending on or after December 3i, 2008, providers who were self-
disallowing specific items had to do so by following the procedures for filing a cost report under
protest. This regulatory requirement was litigated in Banner Heart Hospital v. Burwell
(" Banner").32 ln Banner, the provider filed its cost report in accordance with the applicable
outlier regulations a¡d did not protest the additional outlier payment it was seeking. The
provider's request for EJR was denied because the Board found that it lacked jurisdiction over
the issue. The District Court concluded that, tnder Bethesda, Ihe 2008 self-disallowance
regulation could not be applied to appeals raising a legal challenge to a regulation or other policy
that the Medicare Contractor could not address.3l

The Secretary did not appeal the decision in Banner ard decided to apply the holding to ceftain
similar administrative appeals. Effective April 23,2018, the CMS Administrator implemented
CMS Ruling CMS-1727-R which involves dissatisfaction with the Medicare Contractor
determinations for cost report periods ending on December 31, 2008 and which began before
January 1, 2016, Under this ruling, where the Board determines that the specific item under
appeal was subject to a regulation or payment policy that bound the Medicare Contractor and léft
it with no authority or discretion to make payment in the manner sought by the provider on
appeal, the protest requirements of42 C.F.R. $ 405.1835(a)(1)(ii) were no longer applicable.
However, a provider could elect to self-disallow a specific item deemed non-allowable by filing
the matter under protest.

For any participant that frles an appeal from a revised NPR issued after August 2I,2008,the
Board only has jurisdiction to hear that participant's appeal of matters that the Medicare
contractor specifically revised within the revised NPR.34 The Board notes that all participant
revised NPR appeals included within this EJR request were issued after August 2i, 2008.

The Board has determined that the participants involved with the instant EJR request are
govemed by the decision in Bethesda and CMS Ruling CMS-1727-R. The appeals of revised
NPRs have adjustments to the Parl C Days issue as ret¡uired by 42 C.F.R. $ 405.1889. In
addition, the participants' documentation shows that the estimated amount in conhoversy
exceeds $50,ô00, as required for a group appeal.3s The appeals were timely filed. Based on the
above, the Board finds that it has jurisdiction for the above-captioned appeals and the underllng
providers. The estimated amount in controversy is subj ect to recalculation by the Medicare
contractor for the actual {inal amount in each case.

30 Bethesdø,108 S. Ct. at 1258-59.
3r 73 Fed. Reg. 30190,30240 (May 23, 2008).
32 201 F. Supp. 3d 13l (D.D.C. 2016).
31 Lcl. at l4z.
34 See 42 C.F.R. $ 405.1889(bxl) (2008).
3r See 42 C.F.R. $ 405.1837.
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Board's Analvsis Reeardinq the Appealed Issue

The appeals in these EJR requests involve the 2007 -2013 cost reporting periods. Thus, the
appealed cost reporting periods fall squarely within the time frame applicable to the Secretary's
Part C DSH policy being challenged which was adopted in the FFY 2005 IPPS final rule and
later codified at 42 C.F.R. $$ 412.106(bX2)(i)(B) and (b)(2)(iii)(B) as part of the FFY 2008 IPPS
linal rule (with a minor revision published in the FFY 2011 IPPS hnal rule). The Board
recogrrizes tlrat, for the tirrre period at issue in these requests, dre D.C. Circuit il Allinu 1 vaoated
this regulation. However, the Secretary has not formally acquiesced to that vdcatur and, in this
regard, has not published any guidance on how the vacatur is being implemented (e.g., only
circuit-wide versus nationwide).36 Morèover, the D.C. Circuit is the only circuit to date that has

vaoated the regulatiÌrn and, if the Board were to grant EJR, the Providers would have the right to
bring suit in cither the D.C. Circuit or the circuit within which they are located.3? Based on the
above, the Boarcl must conch¡de that it is otherwise bound by the regulation for purposes of this
EJR request.

Board's Decision Resardinq the EJR Request

The Board finds that:

1) It has jurisdiction over the matter for the subject years and that the participants in these
group appeals are entitled to a hearing before the Board;

2) Based upon the participants' assertions rcgarding 42 C.F.R. 0$ 412.106(b)(2)(i)(B) and
(bX2XiiÐ(B), there are no findings offact for resolution by the Board;

3) It is bound by the applicable existing Medicare law and regulation (42 C.F.R.

$ 405.1867); and

4) It is without the authority to decide the legal question of whether 42 C.F.R.

$$ a12:106(b)(2)(i)(B) and (bX2XiiÐ(B) (2011) codifying the Medicare Part C DSH
policy adopted in the FFY 2005 IPPS final rule are valid.

Accordingly, the Board finds that the question of the validity of 42 C.F.R. $$ 412,106(bX2XÐ(B)
and (bX2XiiiXB) (2011) properly falls within the provisions of 42 U.S.C. $ 1395oo(f)(1) and
hereby grants the Providers' request for EJR for the issue and the subject years.

36 See generally Grant Med. Ctr. v. Burwell,204 F. Supp. 3d 68, ?7-82 (D.D.C.2016), aff'd,875 F.3d 701 (D.C.
Cír.2017).
37 Scc 42 U.S.C. $ l395oo(Ð(l).
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The Providers have 60 days from the receipt of this decision to institute the appropriate action for
judicial review. Since this is the only issue under dispute in these cases, the Board hereby closes
those cases.

Board Members Participatins:

Clayton J. Nix, Esq.
Charlotte F. Benson, CPA
Gregory II. Ziegler, CPA, CPC-A
Robert A. Everts, Esq.
Susan A. Tumer, Esq.

FORTHE BOARD:

4/24/2019

X Clayton J. trtix

Clayton J. N¡x, Esq.

Chair

Signed by: Clayton J. Nix -A

Enclosures: Schedules of Providers

I.orraine Frewert, Noridian Health Care Solutions c/o Ciahaba Safeguard
Administratols (Electronic Mail w/Schcdul.es of Providers)

Wilson Leong. FSS (Electronic Mail rvlSchedules of. Proviclers)



DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH & HUMAN SERVICES

{,^{(
Provider Reimbursement Rev¡ew Board
1508 Woodlawn Dr¡ve, Suite 100
Balt¡more, MD 7I2O7
470-786-2677

Electronic Delivery

James Ravindran

Quality Reimbursement Services, Inc.
150 N. Santa Anita Avenue, Suite 5704
Arcadia, CA 9 1006

l3-3822GC, QRS VCHS 2008 DSH Medicaid Fraction Medicare Managed Care Part C Days

I3-3823GC, QRS VCHS 2008 DSH SSI Fraction Medicare Managed Care Part C Days

l4-0635GC, QRS VCHS 2009 DSH SSI Fraction Medicare Managed Care Part C Days

l4-0636GC, QRS VCHS 2009 DSH Medicaid Fraction Medicare Managed Care Part C Days

l5-1393GC, QRS VCH 2010 DSH SSI lraction Medicare Managed Care Part C Days

l5-1395GC, QRS VCH 2010 DSH Medicaid Fraction Medicare Managed Care Part C Days

l5-2329GC, QRS VCH 201 I DSH SSI Fraction Medicare Managed Care Part C Days

l5-2330GC, QRS VCH20l I DSH Medicaid Fraction Medicare Managed Care Part C Days

16-1473GC, QRS VCH 2013 DSH SSI Fraction Medicare Managed Care Part C Days

l6-1474CC, QRS VCH 2013 DSH Medicaid Fmction Medicâre Managed Care Part C Days

Dear Mr. Ravindran:

The Provider Reimbursement Review Board C'PRRB" or "Board") has reviewed the Providers'
April 5, 2019 request for expedited judiciai review ('EJR') of the above-referenced appeals.

The Board's jurisdictional determination and decision regarding the EJR request is set forth
below-

Issue in Disputc

The issue in these appeals is:

[W]hether "enrollees in Medicare Part C are 'entitled to benefits'
unde¡ Part A, such that they should be counted in the Medicare

[Part A/SS! fraction, or whether, ifnot regarded as 'entitled to
benefits under Part A,' they should instead be included in the

Medicaid fraction" of the DSH adiustment.r

Statutorv and Reeulatory Background: Medicare DSH Pavment

Part A of the Medicare Act covers "inpatient hospital services." Since 1983, the Medicare
program has paid most hospitals for the operating costs of inpatient hospital services under the

I Providers'EJR request at 10.
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prospective payment system ("PPS").2 Under PPS, Medicare pays predetermined, standardized

àmounts p"iais"ttutg", subject to ceúain paynent adjustments:3

The ppS statute contains a numbcr ofprovisions that a-djust reimbursement based on hospital-

specific factors.a These cases involve the hospital-specific DSH adjustment, which requires the

Secretary to provide increased PPS payments to hospitals that serve a significantly
disþroportionate number of low-income patients.5

A hospital r¡ay tlualify for a DSII adjustmcnt based on its dispioportionate patient percentage

(..DpÞ').6 As a proxy for utilization by low-income patients, the DPP determines a hospital's

qualification as a DSH, and it also determines the amount of the DSH payment to a qualifying

hospital.t The DPP is de{ined as the sum oftwo fractions expressed as percentages.s Those two

fractions are referred to as the "Medicare/SSl" fraction and the "Medicaid" fraction. Both of
these fractions consider whether a patient was "entitled to benefits under part 4."

The statute, 42U.5.C. $ 1395ww(d)(5)(FXviXI), defines the Medicare/SSl fraction as:

the fraction (expressed as a percentage), the numerator of which is
the number of such hospital's patient days for such period which
were made up of patients who (for such days) werc entitled to

benefi.ts under part A of this subchapter and were entitled to

supplemental security income benefits (excluding any State

supplementation) under subchapter XVI of this chapter, and the

denominator of which is the number of such hospital's patient days

for such fiscal year which were made up of patients who (for such

days) were entitled to benefits under part A of fhis subchapter.. .

The Medicare/SSl fraction is computed annually by the Centels for Medicare & Medicaid

Services (.'CMS'), and the Medicare contÍactors use CMS' calculation to compute a hospital's

DSH payment adjustment. ro

The statute, 42U.5.C. $ 1395ww(d)(5)f)(vi)(f , defines the Medicaid fraction as:

, the f¡action (expressed as a percentâge), the numerator of which is
the number of the hospital's patient days fol such period which
consist of patients who (for such days) were eligible for meclical

assistance under a State plan approved under subchapter XIX [the
Medicaid program], but who were not entitled to benefits under

2 See 42IJ.S.C. $ 1395ww(d)(l)-(5);42 C.F.R Part412.
'ta.
a .lee 42 U.S.C. ô l395ww(dX5).
5,See 42 U.S.C. ö l395ww(dl(5)(F)liXl); 42 C.F.R. $ 412 106
(i ,Scc 42 U.S.C. $ 6 l395rvw(d)(5)(F)(i)(l) and (d)(s)(l-)(v); 42 tì F R ' $ a I 2 lori(cxl)
7 See 42rJ.S.C. $$ l395ww(d)(s)(F)(iv) and (vii)-(xiii); 42 C F R $ 412 106(d)'
E See 42v.5,c. $ 1395ww(d)(s)(F)(vi)
e Emphasis added.
,o 42 C.F.R. $ 412.106(bx2)-(3).
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part A of this subchapter, and the denominator of which is the total
number of the hospital's patient days for such period.r I

The Medicare contractor determines the number of the hospital's patient days of service for

which patients were eligible for Medicaid but not entitled to Medicare Part A, and divides that

numbei by the total number of patient days in the same period.12

Medicare Advantage Program

The Medicare program permits its beneficiaries to receive services from managed care entities.

The managed care statute implementing palments to health maintenance organizations
("HMOs") and competitive medical plans ("CMPs") is found at 42 U.S C. $ l395mm. The

sratute at 42 Ú.S.C. ç 1395mm(a)(5) provides for "payment to the eligible organization under

this section for individuals effÒlled under this section with the organization and entitled to

benefits under part A of this subchapter and en¡olled under part B of this subchapter . . ."
Inpatient hospital days for Medicare beneficiaries enrolled in IIMOs and CMPs prior to 1999 are

¡eferred to as Medicare HMO patient care days'

In the September 4, 1990 Federal Register, the Secretary13 stated that:

Based on the language of section 1886(d)(5)(F)(vi) of the AcT [42 U .5.C.

$ 1395ww(d)(5)(F)(vi)1, which states that the disproportionate share adjustment

computation should include 'þatients who were entitled to benefits under Part A," we

believe it is appropriate to include the days associated with Medica¡e patients who

receive care at a qualified HMO. Prior fo December t, 1987, we were not able to isolate

the days of care aisociated with Medicare patients in HMOs, and therefore, were unable

to fold this number into the calculation [of the DSH adjustment]. I-Iowever, as of
December 1,1987, a field was included on the Medicare Provider Analysis and Review
(MEDPAR) file that allows us to isolate those HMO days that were associated with
Medicare patients. Therefore, since that time we have been including HMo days in the

SSVMedicare percentage [of the DSH adjustment] 'a

At that time Medicare Part A paid for HMO services and patients continued to be eligibie for
Part A.'5

with the creatio[ of Medicare Part c in 1997,16 Medicare beneltciaries who opted for managed

care coverage under Medicare Part C were no longer sntitled to have payment made for their

rr Emphasis added.
1,42 C.F.R. $ 412.106(bx4).
rr of Health and Human Services.
r4 55 Fed. Reg. 35990,39994 (Sept.4, 1990).
t5 Id.
ìó The Medicare Part C program did not begin operating until January l,1999. See P L. 105-33, 1997 HR 2015,

codified as 42IJ.S.C. ç 1394w-21 Note (c) "Enrollment Transition Rule .- An indivith¡al who is enrolled [in
Meãicare] on December 3l 1998, with an eligible organization under . . . [42 U.S.C. l395min] shall be considered

to be eûolled with that organization on January l, 1999, under part C of Title XVIII . . ifthat organization as a

contrßct tÌnder that part for providing services on January l, 1999 . . ." This was also known as

Meclicare*Choice. ilre Meãi"a¡e P¡"scription Drug, Improvement and Modernization Act of2003 (Pub.L. 108-
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care under Part A. Consistent with the statutory change, CMS did not include Medicare Part C

days in the SSI ratios used by the Medicare contractors to calculate DSH payments for the fiscal

year 2001-2004.t7

No further guidance regarding the treatment of Part C days in the DSH-calculation was provided

until the 2004 Inpatient ProspcLrtive Paynrent System ("IPPS") proposed mles were publishcd in
the Federal Register. ln that notice the Secretary stated that:

. . . once a beneficiary has elected to join an M+C plan, that

beneficiary's benefits are no longer administered under Part A . . . .

once a beneficiary elects Medicare Part C, those pdtient days

attributable to the beneficiary should not be included in the

Medicare fraction of the DSH patient percentage. These patient
days should be included in the count of total patient days in the

Medicaid fraction (the denominator), and the patient's days for the

M+C beneficiaty who is also eligiblefor Medicaid would be

included in the numerator of the Medicaid fraction . . . .tE

The Secretary purportedly changed her position in the Federal fiscal year ("FFY') 2005 fPPS

frnal rule, by noting she was "revising our regulations at [42 C.F R.] $ a 12.106(b)(2)(i) to
include the days assÒciated with [Part C] beneficiaries in the Medicare fraction of the DSH
calculation."le In response to a comment regarding this change, the Secretary explained that:

. . . We do agree that once Medicare beneficiaries elect

Medicare Part C coverage, they are still, itt some sense,

entitled to benefits under Medicare Part A, We agree with
the commenter that these days should be inclùded in the

Medicare fraction of the DSH calculation. Therefore, we are

not adopting as final our proposal stated in the May 19, 2003

proposed rule to includ.e th.e days associate.d with MtC
benef.ciaries in the Medicaid fraction. Instead, we (tre

adopting a policy to include the patient days for M+C '

beneJìciaries in the Medicarefraction. . . . if the beneficiary
is also an SST recipient, the paticnt days will be included in
the numerator of the Medicare fraction. We are revising our

regulations at $ 412.106(b)(2)(i) to include the days

associated with M+C beneficiaries in the Medicare fraction
of the DSH calculation.20

173), enacted on December 8, 2003, replaced the Me dicare+Clìoice program wjth the new Medicare Advantage

program under Part C of Title XVIIL
'7 69 Fed. Reg. 48918,49099 (Aug. I l,2004).
'E óE l,ed. Reg.2'1154,27208 (May 19,2003) (elrphasis acftled).
re 69 Fed. Reg. at 49099.
20 .ld. (emphasrs added).
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This statement would require inclusion of Medicare Part C inpatient days in the Medicare

fraction of the DSH calculation.

Although the change in DSH policy r egarding 42 c.F.R. $ 412. 106(bX2Xi) was included in the

August 11, 2004 Federal Register, no change to the legulatory la-nguage was published until

Aulust 22,2007 whenthe FFY 2008 IPPS final rule was issued.2r ln that publication the

Secietary noted that no regulatory change had in fact occurred, and announced that she had made

'technical co¡rections" to the regulatory language consistent with the change adopted in the FFY

2005 IPPS final mle. These "technical corections" are reflected at 42 C.F.R

$$ 4 1 2. I 06(b)(2)(i)(B) and (bX2XiiiXR)." As a result of these rulemakings, Part C days were

required to be included in the Medicare fraction as of october 1, 2004 (the "Part c DSH

poiicy,'). Subsequently, as part ofthe FFY 2011 IPPS f,rnal rule published on August 15, 2010,

CMS made a minor revision to $$ 412.106(bX2XiXB) and (bX2XiiiXB) "to clarify" the Part C

DSH policy by replacing the word "or" with "including."23

The U.S. Circuit Court for the District of Columbia in Atlina Healthcare Services v. Sebelius

(AIIina I),2a vacated both the FFY 2005 IPPS final rule adopting the Part C DSH policy and the

subsequenr regulations issued in the FFY 2008 IPPS final rule codifying the Part c DSH policy

adopted in FFY 2005 IPPS n¡1e.25 However, the Secretary h-as not acquiesced to that decision.

Moie recently, in Attina Health Services v. Price (Atlina II),26 the D.C. Circuit conf,rrmed that the

Secretary's 2004 attempt to change the standard to include Part C days in the Medicare. fraction

had been vacate d in Attina 1.27 'lheD.C. Circuit further fotj¡i,d in Allina II that the Secretary

failed to provide proper notice and comment before including Part c days in the Medicare

fractions published for FY 2012.2E Once again, the Secretary has not acquiesced to this decision.

Providers' Request for EJR

The Providers explain that "[b]ecause the Secretary has not acquiesced to the decision in Allina

[IJ, the 2004 regulation requiring Part C days be included in the Part A./SSI fraction and removed

irom the Medicaid fraction remains in effect as set forth in 42 c.F.R. $$ 412.106(bx2)(i)(B) and

2t '12 Fed.. Reg. 47130,47384 (Aug.22,2007).

'1z 
Id. at 474l l.

21 75 Fed. Reg. 50042, 50285-50286, 50414 (Aug. 16,2010). Seealso'15 Fed. Rcg.23852,24006-24007 (May 4,

2010) (preamble to proposed n¡lemaking stating: "We are awa¡e that there might be some confusion about ou¡

policy ìo include MÀ aãys in ttre SSI fiaction. . . . In order to fufher clarify our policy that patient days associated

with i4e beneficiaries aie to be included in the SSI fraction because they are still entitled to benehts under Medicare
parr A, we are proposing to replace the wo¡d 'or'with the word 'including' in $ al2.106(b)(2)(i)(B) and

$ 412. iO6(bx2iiii 1n¡.;¡; .aUina HeaUhcare Servs. v. Sebelius,904 F. Supp. 2d 75,82 tt.5,95 (20t2), aIf'd in pqrt

,and rev'd in part,746 F - 3d ll02 (D.C. Cit.2014).
24 746 F.3d,I 102 (D.C. Ctr.2014).
,5 Id. ar 1106 î.3, i I l l laffrrming portion of the district court decision vacating the FFY 2005 IPPS rule). ,lee a/so

AIIìna Heqlth Servs. v. Sebelius, gO+ f. Supp. 2d75,59 (D.D.C.2012) ("The Court concludes that the S€cretary's

interprctation ofthe fractions in the DSH Çalculation, announced in 2004 and not added to lhe Code of Federal

Regulations until the summer of2007, was not a "logical outglowth" ofthe 2003 NPRM ")

'z6 
863 F.3d 937 (D.C. Cír.2017).

21 lcl. at 943.
28 Id. at943-945.
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(bX2XiiiXB). (The '2004 Rule') The Board is bound bv the 2004 Rule "2e Accordingly, the

Providers contend that the Board should grant their request for EJR'

The Providers assert that, pufsuant to 42 U. S.C. $ l395oo(f)( I ), the Board must grant EJR if it
lacks the authority to decide a question of ."law, regulation or CMS Ruling" raised by a provider

The providers máintain that the Board is bound by the regulation, there are not factual issues in

dispute and the Board does not have the legal authority to decide the issue. Further, the
próviders believe they have satisfied the jurisdictional requirements of the statute and the

regulations.

Decision of the Board

pursuantto 42U.5.C. $ 1395oo(f)(1) and theregulationsat42 C.F.R.S 405.1842(Ð(l)(2017),

the Boa¡d is required to grant an EJR request if it determines that: (i) the Board has jurisdiction

to conduct a hearing on the speciflc matter at issue; and (ii) the Board lacks the authority to

decide a specific leÀal qucstion rclcvant to the specific mâtter at issue because the legal question

is a chaltenge either to the constitutionality of a provision of a starute or to the substantive or

procedural validity of a regulation or CMS Ruling.

Jurisdiction

The participants that comprise the group appeals within this EJR request have filed appeals

involving fiscal years 2008-2011 and20l3-

For purposeÈ of Board jurisdiction over a participant's appeals for cost report periods ending

prioi to-December 31, t008, the participant may demonstrate dissatisfaction with the amount of
iledicare reimbu¡sement for the appealed issue by claiming the SSVPart C issue as a "self-

disallowed cost," pursuant to the Supreme Court's reasoning set out ín Bethesda HospiÍal

Association v. Bowen ("Bethesda").30 In that case, the Supreme Court concluded that a cost

repoft submitted in full compliance with the Secretary's rules aud regulatious, does not bar a

provider from claiming dissatisfaction with the amount of reimbursement allowed by the

regulations. Further, no statute or regulation expressly mandated that a challenge to the validity

ofã regulation be submitted first to the Medicare Contractor where the coitractor is without the

power to award reinlbursernent.3l

on August 21, 2008, new regulations goveming the Board were effective.32 Among.the new

regulati-ons implemented in Federal Register notice was 42 C.F.R. $ 405.1835(a)(1)(ii) which

re[uired for cost report periods ending on or after December 31, 2008, providers who were self-

disallowing specifiõ items had to do so by following the procedures for filing a cost report under

2e P¡qvidçrs' EJR request at l.
30 lOg S. Ct. 1255 (1i88). ,See ø/so CMS Ruling CMS-1727-R (in self-disallowing aû item, the provider submits a

cost report that coÀplies with the Medicare payment policy for the item and then appeals the item to the Board. The

Medicåre Contractoi's NPR would not incluãe any disallowance for the item. The provider effectively self-

disallowed the item.).
3t Bcthesda,l0S S. Ct. at 1258-59.
32 73 Fed. Reg. 30190, 30240 (May 23,2008).
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protest. This regulatory requirement was litigated in Banner Heart Hospital v. Burwell
("Banner").33 In Banner, the provider f,rled its cost report in accordance with the applicable

outlier regulations and did not protest the additional outlier payment it was seeking. The

provider's request for EJR was denied because the Board found that it lacked jurisdiction over

the issue. The District Court concluded tha|, tnder Bethesda, the 2008 self-disallowance
regulation could not be applied to appeals raisin-g a legal challenge to a regulation or other policy

that the Medicare Contractor could not address.3a

Thc Sccrctary did not appeal the decision in Banner and decided to apply the holding to certain

similar administrative appeals. Effective April 23,2018. the CMS Administrator implemented

CMS Ruling CMS-1727-R which involves dissatisfaction with the Medicare Contractor
determinations for cost report periods ending on December 3 i, 2008 and which began before

January 1,2016, Under this ruling, where the Board determines that the specific item under

appeal '"ùas subject to a regulation or payment policy that bound the Medica¡e Contractor and left
it with no authority or discretion to make payment in the manner sought by the provider on

appeal, the protest requirements of42 C.F.R. 0 405.1835(a)(l)(ii) were no longer applicable.

Howcvcr, a provider could elect to self-disallow a specific item deemed non-allowable by filing
the matter under protest.

Jurisdictional Determination for the Participants

The Board has determined that the participants' appeals involved with the instant EJR Request

are governed by the decision in Bethesda and CMS Ruling CMS-I727 -F.. In addition, the

paÉrcipants' documentation shows that the estimated amount in controversy exceeds $50,000, as

iequirea for a group appeal35 and that the appeals were timely filed. The estimated amount in
controve"rsy is subject to recalculation by the Medicare contrâctor for the aclual final amount in
each casä. Accordingly, the Board finds that it has jurisdiction for the above-captioned appeals

and the remaining participants.

The appeals in these EJR requests involve the 2008-2011 and 2013 cost reporting periods. Thus,

the appealed cost reporting periods fall squarely within the time frame applicable to the

Secretary's Part C DSH poiicy being chailenged which was adopted in the FFY 2005 IPPS final
rule all<l later codified at 42 c.F.R. $$ 412.106(b)(2)(i)(B) and (bx2xiiÐ(B) as part of the FFY
2008 IPPS final rule (with a minor revision published in the FFY 2011 IPPS final rule). The

Board recognizes that, for the time period at issue in these requests, the D.C. Circùil iî Allina I
vacated this regrrlation. However, the Secretary has not formally acquiesced to fhaT vacatur and,

in this regard, has not published any guidance on how the vacatur is being implemented (e.g.,

only circuit-wide versus nationwide).36 Moreover, the D.C. Circuit is the only circuit to date that

has vacated the regulation and, if the Board were to grant EJR, the Providers would have the

! 201 F. Supp.3d 131 (D.D.C.2016)
34 Id. ar 142.
35 See 42 C.F.R. $ 405.1837.
36 See generally Granr Med. Ctr. v. BurwelL, 204 F. Supp. 3d 68,7'l -82 (D.D.C. 2016), aff'd, 875 F.3d 701 (D.C.

Cir.2017).
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right to bring suit in either the D.C. Circuit or the circuit within which they are located.sT Based

on the above, the Board must conclude that it is otherwise bound by the regulation for putposes

of this EJR request.3s

Board's Decision Regardins the EJR Request!

The Board hnds that:

1) It has jurisdiction over the matter for the subject years and that the participants in these

group appeals are entitled to a hearing before the Board;

2) Based upon the participants' assertions regarding 42 C.F.R. $$ 412.106(bX2)(i)(B) and

(bX2XiiÐ(B), there are no findings offact for resolution by the Board;

3) It is bound by the applicable existing Medicare law and regulation (42 C.F.R.

$ 405.1867); and

4) It is without the authority to decide the legal question of whether 42 C.F.R.

$$ 412.106(bX2XiXB) and (bX2XiiiXB) (2011) codifying the Medicare Patt C DSH
policy adopted in the FFY 2005 IPPS final rule are valid.

Accordingly, the Board finds that the question of the validity of 42 C.F.R $$ 412.106(bX2XÐ(B)
and (bX2XiiiXB) (2011) properly falls within the provisions of 42 U.S.C. $ 1395oo(f)(1) and

hereby grants the participants' request for EJR for the issue and the subject years. The
participants have 60 days.from the receipt of this decision to institute the appropriate action for
judicial review. Since this is the only issue unde¡ dispute in these cases, the Board hereby closes

those cases.

Board Mcmbcrs Participating: For the Boa¡d:

Clayton J. Nix, Esq.
Charlotte F. Benson, CPA
Gregory H. Ziegler, CPA, CPC-A
Robert A. Evarts, Esq,
Susan A. Tumer, Esq. Clayton J. Nix, Esq.

Chair
Signed by: cla\,4on J. Nix -A

Enclosures: Schedules of Providers

cc: Byron Lamprecht, officeofh earin ss ohcdms(dç!!&htEgQv

r7 See 42rJ.S.C. g l395oo(Ð(l).
rE On April 10, 2019, V/isconsin Physicians Service ("WPS") filed an objection to the instant EJRrequest- In its

filing, WeS a¡gues that the Board should deny the EJR request as the Board has the authority to decide the issue

undeì appeal since it is not bound by the Secretary's regulation that the federal district cotrrt vâcated inAllina The
Board's explanation of its authority regarding this issue'addresses the arguments set out in WPS' challenge.

4/24/2019

X Clayton -r. Nix
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Electronlc Delivery

James Ravindran, President

Quality Reimbursement Services
150 N. Santa Anita Avenue
Suite 5704
Arcadia, CA 91006

NE: EJR Deternrination
14-3265GC QRS Health First 2009 DSH SSI Fraction Medicare Managed Care Part C Days Group

14-3266GC QRS Health First 2009 DSH Medicare Fraction Medicare Managed Care Part C Days Grp

16-0588GC QRS Health First 2012 DSH SSI Fraction Medicare Managed Care Part C Days Group

l6-0589GC QRS Health First 2012 DSH Medicaid Fraction Medicare Managed Care Pari C Days Grp

Dear Mr. Ravindran

The Provider Reimbursement Review Board ("Board") has reviewed the Providers' April 10,

2019 request for expedited judicial review C'EJR') for the appeals referenced above. The
Board's determination regarding EJR is set forth below.

Issue in Dispute:

The issue in these appeals is:

[W]hether Medicare Advantage Days ("Part C Days") should be
removed from the disproportionate share hospital adjustment
("DSH Adjustment") Medicare fraction and added to the Medicaid
F¡action.l

Statutorv and Regulatory Background: Medicare DSH Pavment

Part A of the Medicare Act covers "inpatient hospital sewices." Since 1983, the Medicare
program has paid most hospitals for the operating costs ofinpatient hospital services under the
prospective payment system ("fnS"¡ z Under PPS, Medicare pays predetermined, standardized
amounts per discharge, subject to certain payment adjustments.3

I P¡oviders' EJR request at 1

2 See 42lJ.S.C. $ l395ww(d)(l)-(5);42 C.F.R. Part 412.
3 Id.
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The PPS statute contains a number ofprovisions that adjust reimbrusement based on hospital-
specific factors.a These cases involve the hospital-specific DSH adjustment, which requires the

Secretary to provide increased PPS payments to hospitals that serve a significantly
disproportionate number of low-income patients.)

A hospital may qualify for a DSH adjustment based on its disproportionate patient percentage

("Dnf'1.0 As a proxy for utilization by low-inoome patients, the DPP determines a hospital's
qualification as a DSH, and it also determines the amount of the DSH payment to a qualifying
hospital.T The DPP is defined as the sum of fwo fractions expressed as percentages.8 Those two
fractions are referred to as the "Medicare/SSl" fraction and the "Medicaid" fraction. Both of
these fractions consider whether a patient was "entitled to benefits under part A."

The statute, 42U.5.C. $ 1395ww(d)(5)(F)(vi)(!, defines the Medicare/SSl fraction as:

the fraction (expressed as a percentage), the numerator of which is
the number of such hospitai's patient days for such period which
were made up of patients who (for such days) were entitled to

benefits under part A oî this subchapter and were entitled to
supplemental security income benefits (excluding any State

supplementation) under subchapter XVI of this chapter, and the
denominator of which is the number of such hospital's patient days

for such fiscal year which were made up ofpatients who (for such
days) were entitled to benefits under part A oî this subchapter . . . .

The Medicare/SSl fraction is compufed annually by the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid
Services C'CMS'), ancl the Medicare contractorc use CMS' calculation to compute a hospital's
DSH payment adjustment. 1o

The statute, 42U.5.C. $ 1395ww(d)(5)(FXviXD, defines the Medicaid fraction as:

the fraction (expressed as a percentage), the numerator of which is
the number ofthe hospital's patient days for such period which
consist ofpatients who (for such days) were eligible for medical
assistance under a State plan approved under subchapter XIX [the
Medicaid program], but who were not entitled to benefits under

4 See 42U.5.C. $ 1395ww(d)(5).
5 See 42IJ.S.C. $ 1395ww(dX5XF)(i)(I); a2 c.F.R. $ 412.106.
6 See 421J.5.C. $$ 1395ww(d)(s)(FXiXl) and (d)(5XF)(v); 42 C.F.R. $ 412.106(c)(l).
7 See 42U.s.c. $$ l395ww(dX5)(F)(iv) and (vii)-(xiìi); 42 c.F.R. $ 412.106(d).
8.!ee 42 U.S.C. $ 139sww(d)(s)(F)(vi).
e (Emphasis added.)

'o 42 C.F.R. ô 412.106(bX2)-(3).
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part A of this subchapter, and the denominator of which is the total
number of the hospital's patient days for such period.rl

The Medicare contractor determines the number of the hospital's patient days ofservice for
which patients were eligible for Medicaid but not entitled to Medicare Part A, and divides that
numbei by the total number of patient days in the same period.12

Medicare Adv¿rntage Pro gram

The Medicare program permits its beneficiaries to receive services from managed care entities.
The managed care statute implementing pa)¡rnents to health maintenance organizations
("HMOs") and competitive medical plans ("CMPs") is found at 42 U.S.C. $ 1395mm. The

statvte at 42 U.S.C. $ 1395mm(a)(5) provides for "payment to the eligible organization under
this section for individuals enrolled under this section with the organization. and entitled to
benefits under part A of this subchapter and enrolled under part B of this subchapter . . ."
Inpatient hospital days for Medicare beneficiaries enrolled in HMOs and CMPs prior to 1999 are

referred to as Medica¡e HMO patient care days.

In the September 4, 1990 Federal Register, the Secretaryr3 stated that:

Based on the language of section 1886(dX5XFXvi) ofthe Act [42
U.S.C. $ 1395ww(d)(5)(F)(vi)1, which states that the
disproportionate share adjustment computation should include
"patients who were entitled to benefits under Part A,:' we believe
it is appropriate to include the days associated with Medicare
patients who receive care at a qualified HMO. Prior to December
1, 1987, we were not able to isolate the days ofcare associated

with Medicare patients in HMOs, and therefore, were unable to
fold this numbe¡ into the calculation [of the DSH adjustment].
However, as of December I, 1987 , a field was included on the
Medicare Provider Analysis and Review (MEDPAR) file that
allows us to isolate those HMO days that were associated with
Medicare patients. Therefore, since that time we have been

including HMO days in the SSVMedicare percentage [of the DSH
adjustment].ra

At that time Medica¡e Part A paid for HMO services and patients continued tp be eligible for
Paft A.rs

I I (Emphasis added.)
r2 42 C.F.R. $ 412.106(bX4).
rl of Health and Human Services.
I4 55 Fed. P.eg.35990,39994 (Sept. 4, 1990)
t5 Id.
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With the creation of Medicare Part C in 1997 ,16 Medicare beneficiaries who opted for managed
care coverage under Medicare Pa¡t C were no longer entitled to have pa1'rnent made for their
care under Part A. Consistent with the statutory change, CMS did not include Medicare Part C

days in the SSI ratios used by the Medicare contractors to calculate DSH payrnents for the fiscal
year 2001-2004.t1

No further guidance regarding the treatment of Part C days in the DSH calculation was provided
until the 2004 Inpatient Prospective Payrnent System ("IPPS") proposed rules were published irr
the Federal Register. In that notice the Secretary stated that:

. . . once a beneficiary has elected to join an M+C plan, that
beneficiary's benefits are no longer administered under Part A
. . . . once a beneficiary elects Medicare Part C, those patient days

attributable to the beneficiary should not be íncluded ín the
Medicare fraction of the DSH patient percentage. These patient
days should be included in the count of total patient days in the
Medícaíd fraction (the denominator), and the patíent's days for
the M+C beneficiary who ß also eligible for Medicaid would be

íncluded in the numerator of the Medicaidfraction . . . .t8

The Secretary purportedly changed her position in the Federal fiscal year ("FFY) 2005 IPPS

final rule, by noting she was "revising our regulations at [42 C.F.R.] $ a 12.106(b)(2)(i) to
include the days associated with [Part C] beneficiaries in the Medicare fraction of the DSH
calculation."le In response to a comment regarding this change, the Secretary explained that:

. . . Ile do agree th¿tt once Medicare beneficíaries elect
Medicare Part C coverage, they are still, in some sense,

entítled to benefits under Medicare Part A, We agree with
the commenter that these days should be included in the
Medicare fraction of the DSH calculation. Therefore, we are

not adopting as final our propos(tl stated in the May 19, 2003
proposed rule to include the days associated with M+C
beneficiaries in the Medicaid fraclion. Instead, we øre
adopting a policy to include the p1tient days for M+C

16 The Medicare Part C program did not begin operating until January 1, 1999. See P.L. 105-33, 1997 HP.2015,
codiJied as 42IJ.S.C. g 1394w-21 Note (c) "Enrollment Transition Rule.- An individual who is enrolled [in
Medicqrel on December 3l 1998, with an eligible organization under. . . [42 U.S.C. l395mm] shall be considered
to be enrolled with that organization on January I, 1999, under part C ofTitle XVIII . . ifthat organization as a

contract under that part for providing services on January l, 1999 . . . ." This was also known as

Medicare+Choice. The Medicare Prescription Drug, Improvement and Modemization Act of2003 (Pub.L. 108-

173), enacted on December 8, 2003, replaced the Medicare*Choice program with the new Medicare Advantage
program under Part C of Title XVIII.
'7 69 Fed. Reg.48918,49099 (Aug. 11,2004).
18 68 Fed. Reg.27154,27208 (May 19,2003) (emphasis added).
re 69 Fçd. Reg. at 49099.
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beneficiaríes in the Medicare fraction. . . . if the beneficiary
is also an SSI recipient, the patient days will be included in
the numerator of the Medicare fraction. We are revising our
regulations at $ 412.106(bx2)(i) to include the days

associated with MfC benefìciaries in the Medicare fraction
of the DSH calculàtion.20

This statement would require inclusion of Medicale Part C inpatient days in the Medicare
fraction ofthe DSH calculation.

Although the change in DSH policy regarding 42 C.F.R. $ 412.106(bx2)(i) was included in the

August 11, 2004 Federal Register, no change to the regulatory language was published until
Augtst 22,2007 when the FFY 2008 IPPS final rule was issued.21 In that publication the

Secretary noted that no regulatory change had in fact occurred, and announced that she had made
"technical conections" to the regulatory language consistent with the change adopted in the FFY
2005 IPPS final rule. These "tech¡ical corrections" are reflected at 42 C.F.R.

$$ 412.106(bX2)(i)(B) and (bX2XiiÐ(B)." As a result of these rulemakings, Part C days were

required to be included in the Medicare fraction as of October 1,2004 (the "Part C DSH
policy"). Subsequently, as part of the FFY 2011 IPPS frnal rule published on August 15,2010,
CMS made a minor revision to $$ 412.106(bX2XÐ(B) and (b)(2)(iii)(B) "to clarify" the Part C
DSH policy by replacing the word "or" with "including."23

The U.S. Circuit Court for the Dlstrict of Columbia in Allina Healthcare Services v. Sebelius
(Attina I),24 vacated both the FFY 2005 IPPS final rule adopting the Part C DSH policy and the

subsequent regulations issued in the FFY 2008 IPPS final rule codifying the Part C DSH policy
adopted in FFY 2005 IPPS ru1e.25 Flowever, the Secretary has lot acquiesced fo that decision.
Moie recently, in Atlina Health Services v. Price ("Atlín.a If),26 theD.C. Circuit confirmecl that
the Secretary's 2004 attempt to change the standard to include Part C days in the Medicare
fraction had been vacate d in Attina 1.21 The D.C. Circuit fuither fotnd in Allina II rhat the

20 1d (emphasis added).
2t 72 Fed. Reg.47.1.30,47384 (Au5.22,2007).
22 72 Fed,. Reg. at 4741 I .

2r 75 Fed. Reg. 50042, 50285-50286,50414 (Aug. 16,2010). See also '75led. P.eg.23852,24006-24007 (May 4,

2010) (preamble to proposed rulemaking stating: "We are awa¡e that there might be some confusion about our
policy to include MA days in the SSI ftaction. . . . In order to further clarify our policy that patient days associated

with MA beneficiaries are to be included in the SSI fraction because they are still entitled to benefits under Medicare
Part A, we are proposing to replace the word 'or' with the word 'including' in $ a 12.106(b)(2)(i)(B) and

ç 412.1O6(bX2Xiii)(B);'); Allina Heølthcare Servs. v. Sebelìus,904F. Supp 2d 75, 82 n.5,95 (2012), qff'd in part
and rev'd in part,746 F.3d ll02 (D.C. Cir. 2014).
24 746 F.3d l l02 (D.C. Cif.20t4).
25746F.3dat 1106n.3, llll (affirming portion of the district court decision vacating the FFY 2005 IPPS rule). See

also ALlina Heahh Set'vs. v. Sebelius,904 F. Supp.2d 75, 89 (D D C 20l2) ("The Court concludes that the

Secretary's interpretation ofthe frâctions in the DSH calculation, announced in 2004 and not added to the Code of
Federal Regulations until the summer of2007, was not a "logical outgrowth" ofthe 2003 NPRM.').

'zó 
863 F.3d 937 (D.C. Cir.20l7).

'11 lcl. aT 943.
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Providers' Request for EJR

The Providers explain that "[b]ecause the Secretary has not acquiesced to the decision in Allina

IIJ, the 2OO4 teg]lation requiring Part C days be included in,the Part A/SSI fraction and removed

from the Medicaid fraction remains in effect as set forth in 42 C.F'R' $$ a12.106(bX2XiXB) and

(bX2XiiÐ(B). (The '2004 Rule') The Board is bound by the 2004 rule."2e Acco¡dingly, the

Providers contend that the Board should grant their request for EJR.

The Providers assert that, pursuant to 42 U.S.C. $ 1395oo(f)(1), the Boa¡d must grant EJR if it
lacks the authority to decide a question of "law, regulation or CMS Ruling" raised by a provider.

The Providers maintain that the Board is bound by the regulation, there are not factual issues in
dispute and the Board does not have the legal authority to decide the issue. Further, the

Providers believe they have satisfied the jurisdictional requirements ofthe statute and the

regulations.

I)ecision of the Board

Pusuantto 42U.5.C. $ 1395oo(f)(1) andtheregulations at42 C.F.R.$ 405.1842(Ð(l) (2017),the
Board is required to grant an EJR request if it determines that: (i) the Board has jurisdiction to
conduct a hearing on the specific matter at issue; and (ii) the Board lacks the authority to decide a

specific legal question relevant to the specific matter at issue because the legal question is a
challenge either to the constitutionality of a provision ofa statute or to the substantive or procedural

validity of a regulation or CMS Ruling.

Jurisdiction

The paficipants that comprise the group appeals within this EJR request have filed appeals

involving fiscal years 2009 and2012.

For purposes of Board jurisdiction over a participant's appeals for cost report periods ending
prior to December 31, 2008, the participant may demonstrate dissatisfaction with the amount of
Medicare reimbursement for the appealed issue by claiming the SSVPart C issue as a "self-
disallowed cost," pursuant to the Supreme Court's reasoning set out in Bethesda Hospital
Assocíation v. Bowen ("Bethesda").30 In that case, the Supreme Court concluded that a cost

secretary failed to provide proper notice and comment before including Part c days in the

Medica¡e fractions published for FY 2012.28 Once again, the Secretary has not acquiesced to

this decision.

28 Id. at 943-945.
2e Provide¡s' EJR Request at 1.
i0 108 S. ct. 125 5 (19¡8). .!e¿ ¿/so CMS Ruling CMS- 1727-R (in self-disallowing an item, the provider submits a

cost report that complies with the Medicare payrnent policy for the item and then appeals the item to the Board. The

Medicåre Cont¡actoi's NPR would not include any disallowance for the item. The Provider eff€ctively self-

disallowed the item.).
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report submitted in full compliance with the Secretary's rules and regulations, does not bar a
provider from claiming dissatisfaction with the amount of reimbursement allowed by the
regulations. Further, no statute or regulation expressly mandated that a challenge to the validity
of a regulation be submitted first to the Medicare Contractor where the cont¡actor is without the
po*". io award reimbwsement.3l

On August 21, 2008, new regulations goveming the Board were effective.32 Among the new
regulati,ons implemanted in Èederal Register noìice was 42 C.F.R. $ a05.1835(a)(1)(ii) which
required for cost report periods ending on or after December 31, 2008, providers who were self-
disallowing specific items had to do so by following the procedures for filing a cost report under
protest. This regulatory requirement was litigated in Banner Heart Hospital v. Burwell
("Banner").33 In Banner, the provider filed its cost report in accordance with ths applicable
outlier regulations and did not protest the additional outlier payment it was seeking. The
provider's request for EJR was denied because the Board found that it lacked jurisdiction over
the issue. The District Court concluded that, londer Bethesda, the 2008 self-disallowance
regulation could not be applied to appeals raising a legal challenge to a regulation or other policy
that the Medicare Contmctor could not address.3a

The Secretary did not appeal the decision in Banner and decided to apply the holding to certain
similar administ¡ative appeals. Effective April 23,2018, the CMS Administrator implemented
CMS Ruling CMS-1727-R which involves dissatisfaction with the Medicare Contracto¡
determinations for cost report periods ending on December 31, 2008 and which began before
January 1, 2016, Under this ruling, where the Board determines that the specific item under
appeal was subject to a regulation or payment policy that bound the Medicare Contractor and left
it with no authority or discretion to make payment in the man¡er sought by the provider on
appeal, the protest requirements of 42 C.F.R. $ a05. 183 5(a)( l)(ii) were no longer applicable.
However, a provider could elect to self-disallow a specific item deemed non-allowable by filing
the matter under protest.

For any participant that files an appeal from a revised NPR issued after August 2I,2008,the
Board only has jurisdiction to hear that participant's appeal of matters that the Medicare
contractor specifically revised within the revised NPR.35 The Board notes that al1 participant
revised NPR appeals included within this EJR request were issued after August 2I,2008.

The Board has determined that the participants involved with the instant EJR request are
governed by CMS Ruling CMS-1727-R. The appeals of revised NPRs have adjustinents to the
Part C Days issue as required by 42 C.F.R. $ 405.1889. ln addition, the participants'
documentation shows that the estimated amount in controversy exceeds $50,000, as required for

3t Bethexla, 108 S. Ct. at 1258-59.
12 73 Fcd. Rcg. 30 I 90,.30240 (May 23, 2008)ì 201 F. Supp.3d lll (D.D.C.2016).
34 Id. at 142.
35 See 42 C.F.R. $ 405.1889(bxl) (2008).
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a group appeal.36 The appeals were timely filed. Based on the above, the Board finds that it has
jurisdiction for the above-captioned appeals and the underlying providers. The estimated amount
in controversy is subject to recalculation by the Medicare contractor for the actual final amount
in each case.

Board's Anal.'¡sis Reeardine the Appeaþd I!!ue

The appeals in these EJR requests involve the 2009 ãnJ 2072 cost Teporting periods. Thus, the

appealed cost reporting periods fall squarely within the timê frame applicable to the Secretary's
Part C DSH policy being challenged which was adopted in the FFY 2005 IPPS final rule and

later codified at 42 C.F.R. $$ 412.106(bX2)(i)(B) and (bX2XiiÐ(B) as part of the FFY 2008 IPPS

final'rule (with a minor revision published in the FFY 2011 IPPS final rule). The Board
recognizes that, for the time period at issue in these requests, the D.C. Cirotit in Allina l vacated
this regulation. However, the Secretary has not formally acquiesced to that vacatur and, in fhis
regard, has not published any guidance onhow fhe vacatur is being implemented (e.g., only
circuit-wide versus nationwide).37 Moreover, the D.C. Circuit is the only circuit to date that has

vacated the regulation and, if the Board were to grant EJR, the Providers would have the right to
bring suit in either the D.C. Circuit or the circuit within which they are located.38 Based on the

above, the Board must conclude that it is otherwise bound by the regulation for purposes of this
EJR request.

Board's Decision Resarding the EJR Requçq!

The Board finds that:

1) It has jurisdiction over the matter for the subject years and that the participants in these

group appeals are entitled to a hearing before the Board;

2) Based upon the participants' assertions regarding 42 C.F.R. $$ 412.106(bX2)(i)(B) and
(bX2XiiÐ(B), there are no findings of fact for resolution by the Board;

3) It is bound by the applicable existing Medicare law and regulation (42 C.F.R.
g 4Ò5.1867); and

4) It is without the authority to decide the legal question of whether 42 C.F.R.

$$ 412.106(bX2)(i)(B) and (bX2XiiÐ(B) (2011) codifying the Medicare Part C DSH
policy adopted in the FFY 2005 IPPS final rule are valid.

36 See 42 C.F.R. $ 405.1837.
37 See generølly Gt'ant Med. Ctr. v. Burwell,204 F. Supp. 3d 68,'77-82 (D.D.C 2AlQ, aff'd, 875 F.3d 701 (D;C.

Cir.2017).
3E See 421J.5.C. g l395oo(f)(1).
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Accordingly, the Board finds that the question of the validity of 42 C.F.R. S$ 412.106(bX2XÐ@)
and (bX2XiiiXB) (2011) properly falls within the provisions of 42 U.S.C. $ 1395oo(f)(1) and

hereby grants the Providers' request for EJR fo¡ the issue and the subject years. The

Providers have 60 days from the receipt of this decision to institute the appropriate action for
judicial review. Since this is the only issue under dispute in these cases, the Board he¡eby closes

those cases.

Board Membe¡s Participatine:

Clayton J. Nix, Esq. .

Charlotte F. Benson, CPA
Gregory H. Ziegler, CP A, CPC-A
Robert A. Everts, Esq.
Susan A. Tumer, Esq.

FOR THE BOARD:

X at.y,on r. *i,
Clayton J. Nix, Esq.

Chair

Signed by: Clayton J. N¡x -A

Enclosures: Schedules of Providers

cc: Geoff Pike, First Coast Service Options (Electronic Mail rv/Schedules ofProviders)
WiÌson Leong, FSS (Electronic Mail w/Schedules of Providers)

4/30/201
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I Providers' EJR Request at 4.
2 See 42tJ.S.C. $ l395ww(d)(l)-(5); 42 C.F.R Part4l2'
t Id.

RJE. EJR Detenninatíon
15-0317GC Conemaugh 201 1 DSH SSI Fraction Part C Days Group

15-03 i 8GC Conemaugh 201i DSH Medicaid Fraction Part C Days Group

15-lgl23c SwC Ein;tein 2012 DSH Medicaid Fraction Part C Days Group

15-19l4GC SWC Einstein Health 2012 DSH SSI Fraction Part C Days Group

Dear Mr. Newell:

The Provider Reimbursement Review Board ("Board") has reviewed the Providers'April 11,

2019 request for expedited judicial review C'EJR') for the appeals ¡eferenced above. The

Boa¡d'sãetermination regarding EJR is set forth below'

Issue in DisÞute:

The issue in these aPPeals is:

[W]hether Medicare Part C patients are 'entitled to beneñts' under

Þa.t a, sucn that they should be counted in the Medica¡e Part

A/SSI [Supplemental Security Income] fraction and excluded from

tåe Medicaid fraction numerator or vice-versa'l

Statutorv and Regulatorv Background: Medicare DSH Pavment

Part A ofthe Medicare Act covers "inpatient hospital services." Since 1983, the Medicare

program has paid most hospitals for the operating costs ofinpatient hospital services under the

prospective payment system ("PPS").2 Undel PPS, Medicare pays predetermined, standardized

àrno*rt. p"iais"ttu.g", subjeòt to certain pa;'rnent adjustments'3
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The PPS statute contains a number ofprovisions that adjust reimbursement based on hospital-

.pr"ifi" f*tot .a These cases involveìhe hospital-specific DSH adjustment, which requires the

i'""ret*y to provide increased PPS payments to hospitals that serve a significantly

disproportionate number of low-income patients

A hospital may qualify for a DSH adjustment based on its disproportionate patient pelcentage

i;npp','l 
u er u pto*y fot utilization by low-income patients, the DPP determines a hospital's

à*liã"íi* u. å nSíf, unà it ulro detómines the amount of the DSH payme't to a qualifying

úÀ.p*f .t The DPP is ¿clinecl as the sum of two fractions oxpressed as percentages.E {hose two

fractiorr. are referred to as the "Medicare/SSl" fraction and the "Medicaid" fraction Both of

these fractions consider whether a patient was "entitled to benefits under part A "

The srarure, 42U.5.C. $ 1395ww(d)(5)(F)(vi)(f , defines the Medicare/sSl fraction as:

the fraction (expressed as a percentage), the numerator of which is

the number of zuch hospìtal's patient days for such period which

were made up of patients who (for such days) were entitled to

benefits undir pafi A of this subchapter and were entitled to

supplemental security income benefits (excluding any State

supplementation) under subchapter XVI of this chapter, and the

denominator of which is the number of such hospital's patient days

for such fiscal year wþich were made up of patients who (for such 
^

days) were entitted ro benefits under part A of lhis subchapter ' ' ' 'v

The Medicare/ssI fraction is computed annually by the centers for Medicare & Medicaid

Services C'CMS'), and the Medic;re contractors use CMS' calculation to compute a hospital's

DSH payment adjustmenl.ro

The sratute, 42U.5.C. $ 1395ww(d)(5)(FXviXD, defines the Medicaid fraction as:

the fraction (expressed as a percentage), the numelator of which is

the number of the hospital's patient days for such period which

consist ofpatients who (for such days) were eligible for medical

assistance under a State plan approved under subchapter XIX [the
Medicaid program], but 

"vho 
wert- nol enliLled to benefits under

a See 42Il.S.C. $ l395ww(d)(5).
5 See 42v.5.C. $ 1395ww(d)(5)(FXiXi); ¿2 C F R $ 412 106
6 See 42U.5.C. $$ 1395ww(dX5XF)(iXI) and (dXs)(F)(v); a2 C F R $ a12 106(c)(l)'
7 See 42U.s.C. $$ r ¡ss**(¿)(sxF)(iv) and (vii)-(xiii); a2 c'F'R $ 412 106(d)'
E See 42V.5.C. g l39sww(d)(s)(F)(vi).
e (Emphasis added.)
ro 42 C.F.R. $ 412.106(bx2)-(3).
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part A oJ this subchapter, and the denominator of which is the total

, ""mbe¡ 
ofthe hospital's patient days for such period'll

The Medicare contractor determines the number of the hospital's patient days ofservice for

which patients were eligible for Medicaid but not entitled to Medicare Part A, and divides that

numbei by the total number of patient days in the same period'12

Medicare Advantage Progranl

The Medicare program permits its beneficiaries to receive services from managed care entities'

The managed óa¡e statuie implementing payments to health maintenance organiáations

(,.HMOs"tand competitive medical plans ("CMPs") is found at 42 U.S.C. $ 1395mm. The

ìtatute at 42 U.S.C. ¡ 1395mm(a)(5) provides for 'þa1'rnent to the eligible organization under

this section for individuals enrolled under this section with the organization and entitled to

benefits under part A of this subchapter and enrolled under parl B of this subchapter . . ."

Inpatient hospiial days for Medicare beneficiaries enrolled in HMOs and CMPs prior to 1999 are

¡eferred to as Medicare HMO patient care days.

In the September 4, 1990 Federal Register, the Secretaryr3 stated that:

Based on the language ofsection 1886(dX5XFXvi) ofthe Act [42
U.S.C. $ 1395ww(d)(5)(F)(vi)l' which states that the

disproportionate share adjustment computation should include

"pátients who were entitled to benefits under Part 4," we believe

it is appropriate to include the days associated with Medicare

patients who receive care at 
^ 

qualified HMO. Prior to December

I,1987,we were not able to isolate the days of care associated

with Medicare patients in HMOs, and therefore, were unable to

fold this number into the calculation [of the DSH adjustment]'

However, as of December 1, 1987 , a field was included on the

Medicare Provider Analysis and Review (MEDPAR) file that

allows us to isolate fhose HMO days that were associated with
Medicare patients. Therefore, since that time we have been

including HMO days in the SSVMedicale percentage [of the DSH

adjustment].ra

At that time Medicare Part A paid fo¡ HMO ser-vices and patients continued to be eligible for

Part A.l5 .

¡ì (Emphasis added.)
r2 42 C.F.R. $ 412.106(bx4).
rl ofHealth and Human Services.
r4 55 Fed. Reg. 35990, 39994 (Sept. 4, 1990).
ts Id.
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With the creation of Medicare Part C in 7997 ,t6 Medicare beneficiaries who opted for managed

care coverage under Medica¡e Part C were no longel entitled to have payment made for theil
care under Part A. Consistent with the statutory change, CMS did not include Medicare Part C

days in the SSI ratios used by the Medicare contractors to calculate DSH payments for the fiscal
year 2001-2004.17

No further guidance regarding the treatment of Part C days in the DSH calculation was provided

until the 2004 Inpatìent Prospective Pa)T nent System ("IPPS") proposecl rules were published in

the Federal Register. In that notice the Secretary stated that:

. . . once a beneticiary has elected to join an M+C plan, that

beneficiary's benefits are no longer administered under Part A
. . . . once a beneficiary elects Medicare Part C, those patient days

attributable 1o the beneficíary should not be included in the

Medicare fractíon of the DSH patienl percentage. These patient ,

days shoutd be included in the count of total patient days in the

Medícaid fraction (the denominator), and the patient's days for
the M+C benertciary who ís also eligiblefor Medícaíd would be

included in the numerator of the Medicaid fraction ' . . .t8

The Secretary pu{portedly changed her position in the Federal fiscal year ("FFY') 2005 IPPS

final rule, by noting she was "revising our regulations at [42 C'F R.] $ 412.106(bX2Xi) to

include the àays asiociated with [Part C] beneficiaries in the Medicare fraction of the DSH
calculation."le In response to a comment regarding this change, the Secretary explained that:

. . . Ile do agree that once Medicare beneficiaries elect

Medicare Part C coverage, they are still, in some sense,

entitled Ío benefits under Medicare Part A, We agree with
the commenter that these days should be included in the

Medicare fraction of the DSH calculation. Therefore, we are

not adopting as final our proposal stated in the May 19, 2003
proposed rule to include the days associated with M+C
beneficiaries in the Medicaid fraction. Instead, we are
udopting a policy to include the patietxt days for M+C

ró The Medicare Part C program did not begin operating until January 1,1999. See P.L. 105-33, 1997 HR 2015,

codifiett øs 42|J.5.C. Ê 1394w-21Note (c) "Enrollment Transition Rule.- An individual who is enrolled [in
Medicarel on December 3l 1998, with an eligible organization under . . . [42 U.S.C. l395mm] shall be co¡sidered

to be €ffolled with that organization on January l, 1999, under part C ofTitle XVIII . . ifthat organization as a

contract under that part for providing services on January l,1999 . , . " This was also knowl as

Medicare+Choice. The Medicare Prescription Drug, Improvement and Modemization Act of2003 (Pub.L. 108-

173), enacted on December 8, 2003, replacad the Medica¡e+Choice proglam vith the new Medicare Advantage

program under Part C of Title XVIII.
¡7 69 Fed. Reg. 48918, 49099 (Aug. I l, 2004).
rE 68 Fed. Reg. 27154,27208 (May 19,2003) (emphasis added)
re 69 Fed. Reg. at 49099.
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beneficiaries in the Medicare fraction. . . . ifthe beneficiary
' is also an SSI recipient, the patient days will be included in

the numerator of the Medicare fraction. We are revising our

regulations at $ 412.106(bx2)(i) to ìnclude the days

associated with M+C beneficiaries in the Medicare fraction

of the DSH calculation 20

This statement \ ould require inclusion of Metìicare Part C inpatient days in the Medicare

f¡action ofthe DSH calculation.

Although rhe change in DsH policy regarding 42 c.F.R. $ 412.106(bX2Xi) was included in the

August 11, 2004 F ederal Register, no change to the legulatory language was published until
A|,it:st 22',2007 when the FFY 2008 IPPS final rule was issued.2l In that publication the

Secietary noted that no regulatory change had in fact occurred, and announced that she had made

"technicâl corlections" to the regulatory language consistent with tlie change adopted in the FFY

2005 IPPS final rule. These "technical corrections" a¡e reflected at 42 C.F R.

$$ 412.106(bX2)(i)(B) and (b)(2xiiÐ(B)." As a result of these rulemakings, Part C days \'r'ere

required to be included in the Medicare fraction as of October 1,2004 (the "Pan C DSH

poiicy"). Subsequenrly, as parr ofthe FFY 2011 IPPS frnal rule published on August 15,2010,

cMS made a mino¡ revision to $$ 412.106(bX2XÐ(B) and (bX2XiiixB) "to clarify" the Part c
DSH policy by replacing the word "or" with "including."23

The U.S. Circuit Court for the Dist¡ict of Columbia inAllina Healthcare Services v. Sebelius

(,4ttína I),2a vacated both the FFY 2005 IPPS final rule adopting the Part C DSH policy and the

subsequent regulations issued in the FFY 2008 IPPS final rule codifying the Part c DSH policy

adopted in FFy 2005 IPPS rule.25 However, the Secretary has-not acquiesced to that decision.

Moie recently, in Allina Health Services v. Price ("Atlina /1'),26 theD.C. Circuit confirmed that

the secretary,s 2004 altempt to change the standa¡d to include Part c days in the Medicare

fraction had been vacated in Allina 1.21 The D.C. Circuit further found in Allina II thaT the

20'Id (emphasis added).
2f 72 Fed. Reg. 41130,47384 (Aug.22,200'7).
22 72 F ed,. F.eg. at 47 41 1 .

23 75 Fed. Reg. 50042,50285-50286, 50414 (Aug. 16,2010). See also 75 Fed. Reg.23852.24006-24007 (May 4,

2010) (preamble to proposed rulemaking stating: "\ry'e are aì/vare thal lhere might be some confusion aboul our

policy to include MÀ dãys in the SSt fraction. . . . In order to fufher clarify our policy thât pâtient days associatcd

with MA beneficiaries are to be included in the SSI fraction because they are still entitled to benefits under Medicare

Part A, we are proposing to replace the wo¡d 'or' with the word 'including' in $ a 12.106(b)(2)(i)(B) and

$ 412.106(bx2xiii) @)."); Allina Healthcare Servs. v. Sebelius,904F. Supp 2d 75,82n.5,95 (2012)' aff d inpart
and rev'd in part,746F.3d ll02 (D.C. Cir.2014).
24 746 F.3d.l l02 (D.c. cir.2ot4).
25746F.3dar 1106 n.3, I I I I ,(affirming portion of the dislrict court decision vacating th€ FFY 2005 IPPS rule) Jee

also Allina Health Serys. v. Sebelius,904 F. Supp. 2d75,89 (D.D.C.2012) ("The Coult concludes that thc

Secretary's interprelation ofthe fractions in the DSH calculation, announced in 2004 and not added to the Code of
Federal Regulations until the sumlner of2007, was not a "logical outgrowth" ofthe 2003 f'{PRM ')
,6 8$ F .3d 937 (D .C. Ctr . 2017) .
21 I(t. ar 943.
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Secretary failed to provide prope¡ notice and comment before including Part C days in the

Medicare fractions published for FY 2012.28 Once again, the Secretary has not acquiesced to
this decision.

Providers' Request for EJR

The Providers explain that "[b]ecause the Secretary has not acquiesced to ihe decision in Attina

[I] , t}re 2004 regulation requiring Part C days be includcd in thc Part A,/SSI fraction and removed

from the Medicaid fraction remains in effect as set forth in 42 C.F.R $$ 412.106(hX2XiXB) and

(bX2XiiÐ(B). (The '2004 Rule') The Boa¡d is bound by the 2004 rule;'2e Accordingly, the

Providers contend that the Board should grant their request for EJR'

The Providers asserr that, pwsuant to 42 U.S.C. $ 1395oo(f)(1), the Board must grant EJR if it
lacks the authority to decide a question of "law, regulation or CMS Ruling" raised by a provider
The Providers maintain that the Board is bound by the regulation, there are not factual issues in
dispute and the Board does not have the legal authority to decide the issue. Further, the

Providers believe they have satisfied the jurisdictional requirements ofthe statute and the

regulations.

Decision of the Board

Pursuant to 42 U.S.C. $ 1395oo(f)(1) and the regulations at42 C.F.R'$ 405.1842(Ð(I) (2017),¡he
Board is required to grant an EJR request if it determines that: (i) the Boa¡d has jurisdiction to
conduct a hearing on the specific matter at issue; and (iì) the Board lacks the authority to decide a

specific legal question relevant to the specific matter at issue because the legal question is a

challenge either to the constitutionality ofa provision ofa stahrte or to the substantive or procedural

validity of a regulation or CMS Ruling.

Jurisdiction

The participants that comprise the group appeals within this EJR request have filed appeals

involving fiscal years 20lI-2012.

For purposes of Board jurisdiction over a participant's appeals for r:ost report periods ending
prior to Decemb cr 31,2008, the padicipant may demonstrate dissatisfaction with the amount of
Medicare reimbursement for the appealed issue by claiming the SSVPart C issue as a "self-
disallowed cost," pursuant to the Supreme Couf's reasoning set out in Bethesda Hospital
Association v. Bowen ("Bethesda").30 In that case, the Supreme Court concluded that a cost

2E Id. at 943-945.
2e Providers' EJR Request at L
30 108 S. Ct. 1255 (1988). ,lee a/so CMS Ruling CMS-1727-R (in self-disallowing an item, the provider submits a
cost report that complies Ì,r'ith the M€dicare payment policy for the itern and then appeals the item to the Board. The
Medicare Contractor's NPR would not include any disallowance for the item. The provider effectively self-
disallowed the item.).
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report submitted in full compliance with the secretary's rules and regulations, does not bar a

provider from claiming dissatisfactìon with the amount of reimbursement allowed by the

regulations. Further, no stahrte or regulation expressly mandated that a challenge to ihe validity

ofã regulation be submitted first to the Medicare Contractor where tle conkactor is without the

power to award reimbursement.3l

On August 2l , 2008, new regulations governing the Board were effective.32 Among the new

regulati-o1s implemented in Federal Rcgister notice was 42 C.F.R' $ a05.1835(aXl)(ii) which

required for coìt report periods encìing on or after December 31 , 2008, providers who were sêlf-

disallowing specific items had to do so by following the procedures for filing a cost report undel

protest. Thisìegulatory requirement was litigated in Banner Heart Hospiîal v. Burwell

i,,Banner,').33 In Banner, the provider filed its cost report in accordance with the applicable

outlier regulations and did not protest the additional outlier payment it \tas seeking. The

provider'i request for EJR was denied because the Board found that it lacked jurisdiction over

ih" iss,re. The District Courr concluded that, tnder Bethesda, the 2008 self-disallowance

regulation could not be applied to appeals raisin^g a legal challenge to a regulatioi or other policy

thãt the Medicare Contractor could not address.3a

The Secretary did not appeal the decision in B anner and decided to apply the holding to certain

similar administrative appeals. Effective April 23,2018, the CMS Administrator implemented

CMS Ruling CMS-1727-R which involves dissatisfaction with the Medicare Contractor

determinatiõns for cost report periods ending on December 3 1, 2008 and which began before

January 1, 2016, Under this ruling, where the Board determines that the specific item under

appeal-was subject to a regulation or payrnent policy that bound the Medicare Contractor and left

ìiwith no authority or discretion to make palment in the manner sought by the provider on

appeal, the protest requiremenrs of42 C.F.R. $ 405.1835(a)(1)(ii) were no longer applicable.

Éó*".rr"., a provider could elect to self-disallow a specific item deemed non-allowable by filing
the matter under Protest.

For any participant that files an appeal from a revised NPR issued after August 21, 2008, the

Board only has jurisdiction to hear that participant's ap-peal of matters that the Medicare

contractoispecihcally revised within the revised NPR.35 The Board notes that all participant

revised NPR appeals included within this EJR request were issued after August 21, 2008.

The Board has detcrmincd that the participants involved with the instant EJR request are

govemed by CMS Ruling CMS-1727-R. The appeal of the revised NPR contained an

ãdjustment to part C Days as required for Board jurisdiction. ln addition, the participants'

doiumentation shows that the estimated amount in controversy exceeds $50,000, as required for

1t Bethesda,l0S S. Ct. at 1258-59.
32 73 Fed. Reg.30190,30240 (May 23,2008)
r3 201 F. Supp.3d 131 (D.D.C.2016).
34 Id. at 142.
r5 See42 C.F.R. $ 405.1889(bxl) (2008).
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a group appeal.36 The appeals were timely filed. Based on the above, the Board finds that it has

jurisdiction for the above-captioned appeals and the underlying providers. The estimated amount

in controversy is subject to recalculation by the Medicare contractor for the actual final amount

in each case.

Board's Anal)¡sis Reeardins the Appealgd I!!ue

The appeals in these EJR rcqucsts involve the20ll-2012 cost repofting periods. Thus, the

upp"aéa cost reporting periocls fall squarely within the time frame applicable to the Secretary's

fart C OSU policy being challenged which was adopted in the FFY 2005 IPPS final rule and

later codified ùt 4i c.F.R. $ $ 412.106(bx2)(i)(B) and (bx2xiiÐ(B) as part of the FFY 2008 IPPS

final rule (with a minor revision published in the FFY 2011 IPPS final rule). The Board

recognizei that, for the time period at issue in these requests, the D.C. CircuiT in Allina I vacated

this iegulation. However, the Secretary has not formally acquiesced to thaf vacatur utd, int}ris
regard, has not published any guidance on how the vacatur is being implemented.(e.9., only

circuit-wide versus nationwidé).37 Moreover, the D.C. Circuit is the only circuit tô date that has

vacâted the regulation and, if the Board were to gIant EJR, the Provide¡s would irave the right to

bring suit in either the D.C. Circuit or the circuit within which they are located.38 Based on the

above, the Board must conclude that it is otherwise bound by the regulation for purposes ofthis
EJR request.

Board's Decision Regardine the EJR Request

The Board finds that:

1) It has jurisdiction over the matter for the subject years and that the participants in these

group appeals are entitled to a hearing before the Board;

2) Based upon the participants' assertions regarding 42 C.F.R. $$ 412.106(bX2XiXB) and

(bX2XiiÐ(B), there are no findings offact for resolution by the Board;

3) It is bound by the applicable existing Medicare law and regulation (42 C.F R.

$ 40s.1867); and

4) It is without the authority to decide the legal question of whether 42 C F R.

$$ 412.106(bX2)(iXB) and (bX2XiiÐ(B) (2011) qodifying the Medicare Part C DSH
' policy adopted in the FFY 2005 IPPS final ntle are valid.

36 ,!¿e 42 C.F.R. $ 405.1837.
37 See generølly Grant Mecl. Ctr. v. Burwell, 204 F. Supp 3d 68,77 -82 (D.D C 2016)' ctfJ'4 875 F.3d 701 (D C.

Cir.2017).
)B See 42tJ.S.C. S l395oo(Ð(l).
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Accordingly, the Board finds that the question ofthe validity of42 C F.R' 5$ 412.106(bX2XÐ(B)

and (bX2XiiiXB) (2011) properly falls within the provisions of 42 U.S'C. $ i395oo(f)(1) and

hereby grants the Providers' request for EJR for the issue and the subject years. The

Providers have 60 days from the receipt of this decision to institute the appropriate action for
judicial review. Since this is the only issue under dispute in these cases, the Board hereby closes

those cases.

Board Members Participating:

Clayton J. Nix, Esq.
Charlotte F. Benson, ÇPA
Gregory H. Ziegler, CPA, CPC-A
Robert A. Everts, Esq.
Susan A. Turner, Esq.

FOR THE BOARD:

4/30/2019

X clayton J. Nix

Clayton J. N¡x, Esq.

Ch a¡r

signed by: Cla),ton J. N¡x -A

Enclosures : Schedules of Providers

cc: Bruce Snycler, Novrtas (Electronic Mail r.v/Schedules of Providers)

Wilson Leong, FSS (Electronic Mail w/Schedr'rles of P¡oviders)



DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH & HUMAN SERVICES

Provider Re¡mbursement Rev¡ew Board
1508 Woodlawn Drive, Suite 100
Baltimore, l4D 27207
470-746-2671

Electronic Delivery

James Ravindran, President

Quality Reimbwsement S ervices
150 N. Santa Anita Avenue
Suite 5704
Arcadia, CA 91006

FfE: EJR Deterntination
14-3269GC QRSÆrovidence 2006 DSH Medicare Part C Days Group
15-1295GC QRS/Providence 2010 SSI Fraction Part C Days Group
l5-0937GC QRS/Providence 2011 SSI Part C Group
15-0927GC QRSÆrovidence 2012 SSI Part C Group
15-0934cC QRS/Providence 2012 DSH Medicare Part C Days Group
16-II32GC QRSÆrovidence 2013 SSI Fraction Part C Days Group

Dear Mr. Ravindran:

The Provider Reimbursement Review Board ("Board") has reviewed the Providers' April 3,
2019 request for expedited judicial review (.'EJR') for the appeals referenced above. The
Board's detprmination regarding EJR is set forth below.

Issue in Dispute:

The issue in these appeals is

[W]hether Medicare Advantage Days ("Part C Days") should be
removed fiom the disproportionate share hospital adjustment
("DSH Adjustment") Medicare fraction and added to the Medicaid
Fraction.l

Statutory and Regulatorv Backqround: Medicare DSH Pavment

Part A of the Medicare Act covers "inpatient hospital services." Since 1983, the Medicare
program has paid most hospitals for the operating costs of inpatient hospital services under the

I Providers' EJR request at I
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prospective payment system ("ef S'1.2 Under PPS, Medicare pays predetermined, standardized

amounts per discharge, subject to cefain payment adjustments.3

The PPS statute contains a number ofprovisions that adjust reimbursement based on hospital-
specific factors.a These cases involve the hospital-specific DSH adjustment, which requires the

Secretary to provide inc¡eased PPS payments to hospitals that serve a significantly
disproportionate number of low-income patients.5

A hospital may qualify for a DSH adjustment based on its disproportionate patient percentage

("Off'1.0 As a proxy for utilization by low-income patients, the DPP determines a hospital's
qualification as a DSH, and it also determines the amount of the DSH payment to a qualifying
hospital.? The DPP is defined as the sum oftwo fractions expressed as percentages.s Those two
fractions are referred to as the "Medicare/SSl" fraction and the "Medicaid" fraction. Both of
these fractions consider whether a patient was "entitled to benefits under part 4."

The statute,42 U.S.C. $ 1395ww(d)(5)(FXviXD, defines the Medicare/SSl fraction as:

the fraction (expressed as a percentage), the numerator of which is

the number of such hospital's patient days for such period which
were made up of patients who (for such days) werc entitled to
benefits under paú A of This subchapter and were entitled to
supplemental secuity income benefits (excluding any State

supplementation) under subchapter XVI of this chapter, and the

denominator of which is the number of such hospital's patient days

for such fiscal year which were made up ofpatients who (for such

days) were entitled to benefits under part A of this subchapter . . . .

The Medicare/SSl fraction is computed annually by the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid
Services C'CMS'), and the Medicare contractors use CMS' calculation to compute a hospital's
DSH payment adjustment. ro

The statute, 42 U.S.C. $ 1395ww(d)(5)(F)(vi)(Il), defines the Medicaid fraction as:

the fraction (expressed as a percentage), the numerator of which is

the number of the hospital's patient days fo¡ such period which
consist ofpatients who (for such days) were eligible for medical
assistance under a State plan approved under subchapter XIX [the

2 See 42IJ.5.C. $ 1395w,ù/(dxl)-(5):42 C.F.R. Part412.
1Id.
a See 42IJ.S.C. $ l395ww(d)(5).
5 See 42IJ.S.C. $ 139sww(d)(s)(F)(iXl); 42 C.F.R. $ 412.106.
6 See 42U.5.Ç. $$ l39sww(d)(s)(FXiXl) and (dXsXF)(v); 42 c.F.R. $ al2.lo(t(cxl),
7 See 42v.5.c. gg 139sww(d)(s)(F)(iv) and (vii)-(xiii); 42 C.F.R. $412.106(d).
I See 42V.5.C. $ l39sww(d)(s)(F)(vi).
e (Emphasis added.)
ro 42 c.F. R. S 4 r2. r o6(bx2)-(3).
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Medìcaid program], but who were not entítled to benefiß under
part A of this subchapter, and the denominator of which is the total
number of the hospital's patient days for such period.ll

The Medicare contractor determines the number ofthe hospital's patient days ofservice for
which patients were eligible for Medicaid but not entitled to Medicare Part A, and divides that
number by the total number of patient days in the same period.12

Medicare Advantase PrÖgram

The Medicare program permits its beneficiaries to receive services from managed care entities.
The managed care statute implementing payments to health maintenance organizations
("HMOs") and competitive medical plans ("CMPs") is found at 42 U.S.C. $ l395mm. The
stattÌte aT 42 U.S.C. $ 1395mm(a)(5) provides for "payment to the eligible organization under
this section for individualb en¡olled under this section with the organization and entitled to
benefits under part A of this subchapter and enrolled under part B of this subchapter . . ."
Inpatient hospital days for Medicare beneficiaries en¡olled in HMOs and CMPs prior to 1999 are

refer¡ed to as Medica¡e HMO patient care days.

In the September 4, 1990 Federal Register, the Secretaryr3 stated that:

Based on the language ofsection 1886(d)(5)(F)(vi) ofthe Act [42
U.S.C. $ 1395ww(d)(s)(F)(vi)1, which states that the
disproportionate share adjustment computation should include
"patients who were entitled to benefits under Part 4," we believe
it is appropriate to include the days associated with Medicare
patients who receive care at a qualifred HMO. Prior to December
1, 1987, we were not able to isolate the days of care associated
with Medicare patients in HMOs, and therefore, were unable to
fold this number into the calculation [of the DSH adjustment].
However, as of December 1, 1987 , a field was included on the
Medica¡e Provider Analysis and Review (MEDPAR) file that
allows us to isolate those HMO days that were associated with
Medicare patients. Therefore, since that time we have been
including HMO days in the SSVMedicare percentage [of the DSH
adjustment].ra

At that time Medicare Part A paid for HMO se¡vices and patients continued to be eligible for
Part A.l5

'r (Emphasis added.)
t2 42 C.F.R. $ 412.10ó(bX4).
l3 ofHealth and Human Services.
¡4 55 Fed. Reg. 35990,39994 (Sepr..4,1990\.
ts Id.
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With the creation of Medicare P at C in 1997 ,t6 Medicare beneficiaries who opted for managed

care coverage under Medicare Part C were no longer entitled to have payment made for their
care under Paft A. Consistent with the statutory change, CMS did not include Medicare Part C
days in the SSI ratios used by the Medicare contractors to calculate DSH payments for the fiscal
year 2001-2004. t7

No further guidance regarding the treatment of Part C days in the DSH calculation was provided
until the 2004 Inpatient Prospective Payment System ("IPPS") proposed rules were published in
the Federal Register. In that notice the Secretary stated that:

. . . once a beneficiary has elected to join an M+C pl¿1, 1þ¿1

beneficiary's benefits are no longer administered under Part A
. . . . once a beneficiary elecß Medícare Part C, those patient days
attributable to the beneficiary should not be included in the
Medicare fraction of the DSH patient percentage. These patient
days should be included in the count of total patient days in the
Medicaid fraction (the denominator), and the patient's days for
the M+C benefrciary who is also eligible for Medicaid would be
included in the numerator of the Medicaidfraction . . . .tB

The Secretary purportedly changed her position in the Federal fiscal year C'FFY') 2005 IPPS

final rule, by noting she was "revising our regulations at [42 C.F.R.] $ 412.106(b)(2)(i) to
include the days associated with [Part C] beneficiaries in the Medicare fraction of the DSH
calculation."re In response to a comment regarding this change, the Secretary explained that:

. . . We do agree that once Medicare beneficíaries elect
Medicare Part C coverage, they are still, in some sense,

entitled to benefits under Medicare Part A, We agree with
the commenter that these days should be included in the
Medicare fraction of the DSH calculation. Therefore, we are

not adopting es frnal our proposal stated in the May 19, 2003
proposed rule to include the days assocfuted with M+C
beneficiaries in the Medicaid,fraction. Instead, we are
adopting a policy to include the patient days for M+p
beneficiaries in. the Medicarè Jraction . . . . if the beneficiary

Ió The Medicare Pæt C program did not begin operating uniil January 1,1999. See P.L. 105-33, 199'¡ HP.2Ol5,
codified as 42 U.5.C. $ 1394w-21 Note (c) "Enrollment Transition Rule.- An individual who is enrolled [in
Medicarel on December 3 I 1998, with an eligible organization under . . . [42 U.S.C. l395mm] shall be conside¡ed
to be enrolled with that organization on January 1, 1999, under part C ofTitle XVIII . . ifthat organization as a
contract under that part for providing services on January I, 1999 . . . ." This was also known as

Medicare+Choice. The Medicare P¡escription Drug, Improvement and Modemization Act of2003 (Pub.L. 108-
173), enacted on December 8, 2003, replaced the Medicare+Choice program $,ith the new Medicare Advantage
ploglarn under Par( C ofTitle XVIII.
r7 69 Fed. Reg.48918,49099 (Aug. 11,2004).
lE 68 Fed. Reg. 27154,27208 (May 19,2003) (emphasis added).
ìe 69 Fed. Reg. at 49099.
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is also an SSI recipient, the patient days will be included in
the numerator of the Medicare fraction. We are revising our
regulations at $ 412. 106(bx2)(i) to include the days
associated with M+C beneficiaries in the Medicare fraction
of the DSH calculation.20

This statement \rould require inclusion of Medicare Part C inpatient days in the Medicare
fraction of the DSH calculation.

Although the change in DSH policy regañing 42 C.F.R. $ 412.106(bX2XÐ was included in the
August 11, 2004 Federal Register, no change to the regulatory language was published until
Atgsr22;2007 when the FFY 2008 IPPS final rule was issued.2r In that publication the

Secretary noted tlat no regulatory change had in fact occur¡ed, and announced that she had made
"technical cor¡ections" to the regulatory language consistent with the change adopted in the FFY
2005 IPPS final rule. These "technical corrections" are reflected at 42 C.F.R.

$$ 412.106(bX2)(i)(B) and (bX2XiiÐ(B)." As a result of these rulemakings, Part C days were
required to be included in the Medicare fraction as of October 1, 2004 (the "Part C DSH
policy"). Subsequently, as part ofthe FFY 2011 IPPS final rule published on August 15,2010,
CMS made a minor revision to $$ a12.106(b)(2XÐ(B) and (b)(2)(iii)(B) "to clarify" the Part C
DSH policy by replacing the word "or" with "including."z:

The U.S. Circuit Court for the District of Columbia in lilina Healthcare Services v. Sebelius
(Allina I),24 vacated both the FFY 2005 IPPS final rule adopting the Part C DSH policy and the
subsequent regulations issued in the FFY 2008 IPPS final rule codifying the Part C DSH policy
adopted in FFY 2005 IPPS ru1e.25 However, the Secretary has not acquiesced to that decision.
More recently, in Allina Heatth Services v. Príce ("Allina IÌ'),26 rheD.C. Circuit confirmed that
the Secretary's 2004 attempt to change the standard to include Part C days in the Medicare
fraction had been vacated in Allina 1.21 TheD.C. Circuit further found in Allina II thal the
Secretary failed to provide proper notice and comment before including Part C days in the

20 1d. (emphasis added).
2r 72 Fed. Reg. 47130,47384 (4tug.22,200'l).
22'1 2 F ed.. P.eg. at 4'7 4 l L

23 75 Fed. Reg. 50042,50285-50286, 50414 (Aug. 16, 2010). See also 75 Fed. Reg. 23852,24006-24007 (May 4,
2010) (preamble to proposed rulemaking stating: "We are av,/are that there might besome confusion about our
policy to include MA days in the SSI fraction. . . . In order to further clarifu our policy that patient days associated
with MA beneficiaries are to be included in the SSI fraction because they are still entitled to benefits under Medicare
Part A, we are proposing to replace the word 'or' with the word 'including' in $ 412.106(b)(2)(i)(B) and

$ 412.106(bX2XiiD(B)."); Allinø Heahhcare Servs. v. Sebelius,904 F . Supp. 2d 75, 82 n.5, 95 (2012), aff'd in part
and rev'd ín part,746 F. 3d I 102 (D.C. Cir. 2014).
2o 746 F. 3d, I r 02 (r).c. cn.2o14).
2s 146 F.3d, at I 106 n.3, I I I I (affirming portion ofthe district coult decision vacating the FFY 2005 IPPS rule), Se€
also Allinq HeaLth Servs. v. Sebelius,904 F. Supp.2d 75, 89 (D.D.C.2012) ("The Court concludes that the
S€cretary's interpretation of lhe fractions in lhe DSH çalculation, announoed in 2004 and not added to the Code of
Federal Regulations until the summer of2007, was not a "logical outgrowth" ofthe 2003 NPRM.).
'16 8$F.3d937 (D.C. Cir.2017).
21 Id. at 943.
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Medicare fractions published for FY 2012.28 Once again, the Secretary has not acquiesced to
this decision.

Providers' Request for EJR

The Provide¡s explain that "[b]ecause the Secretary has not acquiesced to the decision in AUina

[I] , the 2004 regulation requiring Part C days be included in the Part A/SSI fraction and removed
from the Medicaid fraction remains in effect as set forth in 42 C.F.R. $$ 412.106(bX2)(i)(B) and

(bX2XiiÐ(B). (The '2004 Rule') The Board is bound by the20Q4 rule;'2e Accordingly, the

Providers contend that the Board should grant their request for EJR.

The Providers assert that, pursuant to 42U.S,C. $ 1395oo(Ð(1), the Board must grant EJR if rt
lacks the authority to decide a question of "law, regulation or CMS Ruling" raised by a provider
The Providers maintain that the Board is bound by the regulation, there are not factual issues in
dispute and the Board does not have the legal authority to decide the issue. Further, the
Providers believe they have satisfied the jurisdictional requi¡ements of the statûte and the
regulations.

Decision of the Board

Pursuant to 42 U.S.C. $ 1395oo(f)(1) and the regulations at 42 C.F.R.$ 405.1842(Ð(1) (2017), the
Board is required to gÍant an EJR request if it determines that: (i) the Board has jurisdiction to
conduct a heanng on the specific matter at issue; and (ii) the Board lacks the authority to decide a

specific legal question relevant to the specific matter at issue because the legal question is a
challenge either to the constitutionality ofa provision ofa statute or to the substantive or procedural
validity of a regulation or CMS Ruling.

De./¿-cienc¡l¿s in the Schedule of Providers and Supporting Documentation

As explained below, the Board reminds the Group Representative to accurately enter the
information required by the Board's ru1es, furnish complete documentation, and fumish Schedules
ofProviders in type that is at least 10 point and to leave space between each entry on the Schedule
of Providers.

The font that the Group Representative used tor the maj ority ot Schedules ofProviders is ¡oo
small. For example, when it is scan¡ed as an attachment to the EJR decision, it becomes

, unreadable. Accordingly, the Board remínds the Groap Representøtive to furnish Schedules of
Providers in type that is øt least 10 point antl to leave space between eøch entry on the
Schedule of Provùlers.

Pursuant to 42 C.F.R. $ 405.1801(a)(2), the date ofreceipt ofan appeal is the date of delivery by
a next day carrier (FedEx, USPS, UPS, etc.) or the date stamp "received" by the Board. In
addition, Board Rule 21.3 requires that for appeals filed after August 21, 2008, the jurisdictional

2E Id. at943-945.
2e Providers' EJR Request at 1
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documents are to include the proofofdelivery (i.e.,rhe overnight carriers delivery receipt). For
the Schedule ofProviders, the Group Representative must: (l) enter in Column B the date the

Board received the hearing request based on the carrier's delivery date; and (2) enter the number

of days in Column C based on the date of receipt of the hearing request. In these cases, the

Group Representative failed to enter The correct date that the Board received the hearing request

in Column B, as evidenced by the ovemight carriers' receipts (in some cases the Medicare

Contractor's receipt was included, not the receipt for delivery to the Board). ln somecases, the

date ofreceipt was entered did not match either the ovemight carriers receipt or the date

"received" in the Boards ¡ecords. Further, where the Group Representative filed a copy of the

original group hearing request used to establish the group appeal, in many instances, the Provider
did not include the original documentation (usually a preliminary Schedule) to demonstrate that
the Provider(s) had been included in the original appeal and, as a courtesy, the Board was able to
review the original hearing request in the case file to establish the date that the hearing request

was stamped as received. Accordingly, the Board reminds the Group Reprcsentatíve to ensure

thøt: (l) ít øccuralelv enters ínformation ín the Schedale of Providers bøsed on the
docunìentution heing øttøched to the Schedute of Providers ín support therelo; ønd (2) it
includes the copies of the requßite proof-of-delivery docantentation behind the appropriate
tah.

Notwithstanding the above deficiencies, the Board did process the EJR request as a courtesy
rather than retum them to the Group Representative for correction. If these become a recurring
issue with the Group Representative's filings in other cases, the Board may take remedial action
such as retuming defìcient filings for correction and refiling.

Jurisdiction

The participants tlrat comprise the group appeals within this EJR request have filed appeals

involving fiscal years 2006 and 2010-2013.

For purposes ofBoard jurisdrction over a participant's appeals for cost report periods ending
prior to December 3i, 2008, the participant may demonstrate dissatisfaction with the amount of
Medicare reimbursement for the appealed issue by claiming the SSVPart C issue as a "self-
disallowed cost," pursuant to the Supreme Court's reasoning set out in Bethesda Hospital
Association v. Bowen (" B ethes da").3o In that case, the Supreme Court concluded that a cost
report submitted in full compliance with the Secretary's rules and regulations, does not bar a
provider from claiming dissatisfaction with the amount of reimbursement allowed by the
regulations. Further, no stanlte or regulation expressly mandated that a challenge to the validity
of a regulation be submitted first to the Medicare Contracto¡ where the contractor is without the

power to award reimbursement.3l

r0 108 S. Ct. 1255 (1988). S¿¿ a/so CMS Ruling CMS-1727-R (in self-disallowing an item, the provider submits a

cost repoft that complies with the Medicaie payrnent policy for [he item antl then appeals the item to the Boa¡d. The
Medicare Contractor's NPR would not include any disallowance for the item. The provider effectively self-
disallowed the item.).
3t Bethesda,l08 S. Ct. at 1258-59.
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On August 21, 2008, new regulations goveming the Board were effective.32 Among the new

regrlations implemented in Federal Register notice was 42 C.F.R. $ a05.1835(aX1)(ii) which
required for cost report periods ending on or after December 31, 2008, providers who were self-
disallowing specific items had to do so by following the procedures for filing a cost report under

protest. This regulatory requiremont was litigated in Banner Heart Hospital v. Burwell
("Bannev"¡.tt In Banner, the provider filed its cost report in accordance with the applicable

outlier regulations and did not protest the additional outlier payment it was seeking. The
provider's request for EJR was denied because the Board found that it lacked jurisdiction over

the issue. The District Court concluded that, unrJcr Bethesdu. the 2008 self-disallowarlce
regulation could not be applied to appeals raising a legal challenge to a regulation or other policy
that the Medicare ConÍactor could not address.3a

The Secretary did not appeal the decision in Banner and decided to apply the holding to certain

similar administrative appeals. Effective April 23,2018, the CMS Administrator implemented

CMS Ruling CMS-1727-R which involves dissatisfaction with the Medicare Contractor
determinations for cost report periods ending on December 31, 2008 and which began before

January 1, 2016, Under this ruling, where the Board determines that the specific item under
appeal was subject to a regulation or payment policy that bound the Medicare Contractor and left
it v/ith no authority or discretion to make payment in the mamer sought by the provider on

appeal, the protest requirements of42 C.F.R. $ 405.1835(a)(1)(ii) were no longer applicable.

However, a provider could elect to self-disallow a specific item deemed non-allowable by filing
the matter under protest.

For any participant that files an appeal from a revised NPR issued after August 21, 2008, the

Board only has jurisdiction to hear that partrcipant's appeal of matters that the Medicare
contractor specifically revised within the revised NPR.35 The Board notes that all participant
revised NPR appeais included within this EJR request were issued after August 21,2008.

The Board has determined that the participants involved with the instant EJR request are

govemed by the decision in Bethesda and CMS Ruling CMS-I727-R. The appeals ofrevised
NPRs have adjustments to the Part C Days issue as required by 42 C.F.R. $ 405.1889 for
jurisdiction.

In addition, the pa¡ticipants' documentation shows that the estimated amount in controversy
exceeds $50,000, as required f'or a group appeal.3ó Notwithstanding the inøccurate summøry of
the proof-of-delívery information farnished in the Schedule of Províders øs 1@;;s!L!þe!9,
the Board's review of the supporting proof-of-delivery documentation confirms that the appeals

were timely filed. Based on the above, the Board frnds that it has jurisdiction for the above-
captioned appeals and the underlying providers. The estimated amount in controversy is subj ect

to recalculation by the Medicare contractor for the actual final amount in each case.

12 73 Fed. Reg.30190,30240 (May 23,2008).
rr 201 F. Supp.3d 131 (D.D.C.2016).
34 Id. at 142.
15 See 42 C.F.R. $ 405.1889(bX1) (2008).
)6 See 42 C.F.R. $ 405.1837.
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Board's Analysis Reqarding the Appealed Issue

The appeals in these EJR requests involve the 2006 and 2010-2013 cost reporting periods. Thus,

the appealed cost reporting periods fall squarely within the time frame applicable to the

Secretary's Part C DSH policy being challenged which was adopted iri the FFY 2005 IPPS final
rule and later codified at 42 C.F.R. $$ 412.106(bX2XiXB) and (bX2XiiÐ(B) as part of the FFY
2008 IPPS final rule (with a minor revision published in the FFY 20i 1 IPPS final rule). The

Board recognizes that, for the time period at issue in these requests, the D.C. Circtit in Allina I
vacated this regulation. However, the Secretary has not formally acquiesced to that vacatur and,

in this regard, has not published any guidance on how ¡he vacatur isbeing implemented (e.g.,

only circuitwide versus nationwide).3? Moreover, the D.C. Circuit is the only circuit to date that

has vacated the regulation and, if the Board were to grant EJR, the Providers would have the

right to bring suit in either the D.C. Circuit or the circuit within which they are iocated.3s Based

on the above, the Board must conclude that it is otherwise bound by the regulation for purposes

of this EJR request.

Board's Decision Regarding the EJR Request

The Board finds that:

1) It has jurisdiction over the matter for the subj ect years and that the participants in these

group appeals are entitled to a hearing before the Board;

2) Based upon the participants' assertions regarding 42 C.F.R. $$ a12.106(bX2XiXB) and

(bX2XiiD(B), there are no findings of fact for resolution by the Board;

3) It is bound by the applicable existing Medicare law and regulation (42 C.F.R.

$ 405.1867); and

4) It is without the authority to decide the legal question of whether 42 C.F.R.

$$ 412.106(bX2)(i)(B) and (bX2XiiÐ(B) (2011) codifying the Medicare Part C DSH
policy adopted in the FFY 2005 IPPS final rule are valid.

Accordingly, the tsoard lìnds that the question of the validity of 42 C.F.R. $$ 412.106(bX2XÐ(B)
and (bX2XiiiXB) (201 1) properly falls wrthin the provisions of 42 U.S.C. $ 1395oo(f)(1) and

hereby grants the Providers' request for EJR for the issue and the subject years. The
Providers have 60 days from the receipt of this decision to institute the appropriate action for
judicial review. Since this is the only issue under dispute in these cases, the Board hereby closes

those cases.

r7 See generally Grant Med. Ctr. v. Burwell,204 F. Supp. 3d 68, 77-82 (D.D.C.2016), ctff'd,875 F.3d 701 (D.C.
Cir. 2017).
r8 .See 4 2 U.S.C. $ I395oo(l)(l).
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH & HUMAN SERV¡CES

Provider Reìmbursement Review Board
1508 Woodlawn Drive, Suite 100
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470-7A6-267r

Electronic Delivery

James Ravindran, President

Quality Reimbursement Services
150 N. Santa Anita Avenue
Suite 5704
Arcadia, CA 91006

RF.: EJR Determination

14-1308GC
r4-1334GC
14-2383CC

14-2386GC
14-2420GC
t4-2434GC

QRS DCH 2007 DSH SSI Fraction Medicare Managed Care Part C Days Group

QRS DCH 2007 DSH Medicaid Fraction Medicare Managed Care Part C Days Group

QRS DCH 2008 DSH SSI F¡action Medicare Managed Care Part C Days Group

QRS DCH 2008 DSH Medicaid Fraction Medicare Managed Care Part C Days Group

QRS DCH 2009 Medicaid Fraction Medicare Managed Care Part C Days Group

QRS DCH 2009 DSH SSI Fraction Medicare Managed Care Part C Days Group

Dear Mr. Ravindran:

The Provider Reimbursement Review Board ("Board') has reviewed the Providers' April 10,

2019 request for expedited judicial review ("EJR") for.the appeals refelenced above.l The

Board's determination regarding EJR is set forth below'

Issue in Dispute:

The issue in these appeals is:

[Wlhether Medicare Advantage Days ("Part C Days") should be

removed from the disproportionate share hospital adjustment

("DSH Adjustment") Medicare fraction and added to the Medrcaid

Fraction.2

I The EJR request also included case number 12-0280GC. A response to the request for EJR in that case will be senl

under separate cover,
2 Providers' EJR request at l.
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Statutory and Reiulatorv Backeround: Medicare I)SII Pavment

Part A of the Medicare Act covers "inpatient hospital services." Since 1983, the Medicæe

program has paid most hospitals for the operating costs ofinpatient hospital services under the

prospective payment system ("PPS').3 Under PPS, Medicare pays predetermined, standardized

ãorount. pei.liictrarge, subj ect to certaitì payrnert adjustments. a

The PPS stâtute contains a lumber ofprovisions that adjust reimburscmcnt bascd on hospital-

specific factors.s These cases involve the hospital-specific DSH acljrrstment, which requires the

Secretary to provide increased PPS payments to hospitals that serve a significantly
disproportionate number of low-income patients.6

A hospital may qualify for a DSH adjustment based on its disproportionate patient percentage

(,,Def,,¡.t As a proxy for utilization by low-income patìents, the DPP determines a hospital's

qualification as a DSH, and it also determines the amount of the DSH payment to a qualifying

hospital.8 The DPP is defined as the sum oftwo fractions expressed as percentages.e Those two

fractions are referred to as the "Medicare/SSl" fraction and the "Medicaid" fraction. Both of
these fractions conside¡ whether a patient was "entitled to benefits under part A "

The statute, 42 U.S.C. $ 1395ww(dX5)(FXviXD, defines the Medicare/SSl fraction as:

the fraction (expressed as a percentage), the numerator of which is
t}re number of such hospital's patient days for such period which
were made up of patients who (for such days) were entitled to

benefits under part A of tlris subchapter and were entitled to

sìrpplemental security income benefits (excluding any State

supplementation) under subchapter XVI of this chapter, and the

denominator of which is the number of such hospital's patient days

for such fiscal year which were made up ofpatients who (for such

days) were entitled to beneJits under part A of this subchapter . . . .

The Medicare/SSl fraction is computed arurually by the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid

Services C'CMS), and the Medicare contractors use CMS' calculation to compute a hospital's

DSH payment adjustment. I I

The statute, 42 U.S.C. $ 1395ww(d)(5)(FXvÐ(IÐ, defines the Medicaid fraction as:

3 See 421J.5.C. $ 1395ww(d)(l)-(5);42 C.F.R. Part4l2.
4ld.
t See 42tJ.S.C. g 1395ww(d)(5).
6 See 42 \t.s.C. $ I 395ww(d)(5)(F)(i)(I); a2 C.F.R. $ 412 106.
1 See 42 U.5.C. $$ l39sww(d)(s)(FXiXl) and (dXsXF)(v); 42 C.F R. $ 412.106(c)(l)
8,se€ 42 U.S.C. $$ 139sww(d)(s)(F)(iv) and (vii)-(xiii); 42 c.F.R. $ 412.106(d)
e See 42U.5.C. $ 1395ww(d)(5)(F)(vi).
¡o (Emphasis added.)
Ir 42 C.F.R. $ 4l2. r o6(bx2)-(3).
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the fraction (expressed as a percentage), the numerator of which is
the number of the hospital's patient days for such period which
consist ofpatients who (for such days) were eligible for medical

assistance under a State plan approved under subchapter XIX [the
Medicaid program], but who werc not entiLled to beneJin under
part A of thß subchapter, and the denominator of which is the total

number ofthe hospital's patient days for such period.12

The Medicare còntractor determines the number of the hospital's patient days of sewice for

which patients were eligible for Medicaid but not entitled to Medicare Part A, and divides that

numbei by the total number of patient days in the same period.r3

Mcdrçq{ç Adrjûacç-B{Q

The Medicare program permits its beneficiaries to receive services from managed care entities.

The managed care statute implementing pa)rynents to health maintenance organizations

("HMOs") and competitive medical plans ("CMPS") is found at42U S.C. $ 1395mm. The

starute at 42 U.S.C. $ 1395mm(a)(5) provides for "palnnent to the eligible organization under

this section for individuals en¡olled under this section with the organization and entitled to

benefits under part A of this subchapter and enrolled under part B of this subchapter . . ."
Inpatient hospital days for Medicare beneficia¡ies enrolled in HMOs and CMPs prior to 1999 are

referred to as Medicare HMO patient care days.

In the September 4, l99Q Federal Register, the Secretaryr4 stated that:

Based on the language of section 1886(dX5XFXvi) of the Act [42
U.S.C. S 1395ww(dX5XF)(vi)1, which states that the

disproportionate share adjustment computation should include

"patients who were entitled to benefits under Part 4," we believe
it is appropriate to include the days associated with Medlcare

. patients who receive care at a qualified HMO. Prior to December
1, 1987, we were not able to isolate the days ofcare associated

with Medicare patients in HMOs, and therefore, were unable to
fold this number into the calculation lof the DSH atljustmert].
However, as of December 1,1987, a field was included on the

Medica¡e Provider Analysis and Review (MEDPAR) file that
allows us to isolate those HMO days that were associated with
Medicare patients. Therefore, since that time we have been

r' (Emphasis added.)
,r 42 C.F.R. $ 412.106(bx4).
ìa of Health and Iluman Services.
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' including HMO days in the SSVMedicare percentage [of the DSH

adjustmentl.r5

At that time Medicare Part A paid for HMO sewices and patients continued to be eligible for

Part A.l6

{ith the creation of Medicare Part C in 1997,t7 Medicare beneficiaries who opted for managed

care coverage under Medicare Part C were rlo longer entitled to have payment madc for their

carc under Part r\. Consistent with the statutory change, CMS did not incltcÌe Meclicare Part C

days in the SSI ratios used by the Medicare contractors to calculate DSII payments for the fiscal

year 2001-2004. tB

No further guidance regarding the treatment of Part C days in the DSH calculation was provided

until the 2004 Inpatient Prospective Payment System ("IPPS") proposed rules were published in

the Federal Register. In that notice the Secretary stated that:

. . . once a beneficiary has olected to join an M+C plan, that

beneficiary's benefits are no longer administered under Par't A
. . . . once a beneficiary èlects Medicare Part C, those patient days

attributable to îhe beneficiary should not be included in the

Medicare fraction of the DSH pqtíent percentage. These patient
days should be included in the count of total patient days in the

Medícaid fractíon (the denotninator), and the patient's days for
the M+C beneficíary who is also eligíble for Medicaid would be

included in the numìeratol of the Medicaid fraction \e

The secretary purportedly changed her'position in the Federal fiscal year ("FFY") 2005 IPPS

final rule. by noting she was "revising our regulations at [42 C.F.R.] $ al2.106(b)(2)(i) to

include the days associated with [Part C] beneficiaries in the Medicare fraction of the DSH

calculation."2o In response to a comment regarding this change, the Secretary explained that:

)5 55 Fed. Reg. 35990, 39994 (Sept. 4, 1990).
)6 Id.
r? The Medicare part C piogram did not begin operating until January 1, 1999. See P.L. 1 05-33, 1997 HR 2015,

coclifiect as 42IJ.S.C. g 1394w-21 Note (c) "Enrollment Transition Rule.- An individual who is enrolled [in
Meáicarel onDecembãr3l 1998, with an eligible organization under. . .[42U.S.C. 1395mm] shall be cousjdered

to be eûolled with that organization on January 1, 1999, under part C ofTitle XVIII . . ifthat organization as a

contract under that part for providing sewices on January l, 1999 . . ." This u/as also known as

Medicare+Choice. The Medicare Prescription Drug, Improvement and Modemizalion Act of2003 (Pub.L. 108-

173), cnactcd on December 8, 2003, replacsd tbe Medicare+Choice program with lbe new Medicare Advantage

progranr under Part C of Title XVTU.
r8 69 Fed. Reg.48918,49099 (Aug. 11,2004).
re 68 Ired. F.eg.27154,2'l2t)B (May 19,2003) (emphasis added).
20 69 Fed. Reg. at 49099.
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. . . Ile do agree that once Medícare beneficiaries eLect

Medicare Part C coverage, they are still, ìn some sense,

entitled to benefits under Medicare Part A. We agree with
the commenter that these days should be included in the

Medicare fraction of the DSH calculation. Therefore, we are

not adopt¡ng as final our proposal stated in the May 19' 2003

proposed rule to include the days associated with MrC
. beneficiaries in the luledicaid lraction lnstead, we are

adoptfug a policy to ínclude the patient dalts for M+C
beneficíaries in the Medicare fraction. '.. if the beneficiary

is also an SSI recipient, the patient days will be included in
. the numerator of the Medicare fraction' We are revising our

regulations at $ 412.106(bx2)(i) to include the days

associated with M+C beneficiaries in the Medicare fraction
of the DSH calculation.2r

This statement would require inclusion of Medicare Fart c inpatient days in the Medicare

fraction of the DSH calculation.

Although the change in DSH policy regarding42 C.F.R. $ 412.106(bx2xÐ was included in the

augusil t, 2004 Fàderal Register, no change to the regulatory lan^guage was published until

au!1st ZZ, 2007 when the FFY 2008 IPPS final rule was issued.22 In that publication the

Secietary noted that no regulatory change had in fact occurred, and announced that she had made

"technicàl cor¡ections" to the regulatory language consistent with the change adopted in the FFY

2005 IPPS final mle. These "technical cor¡ections" are reflected dt 42 C.F.R'

$g 412.106(bX2)(i)(B) and (bX2XiiÐ(B).r3 As a result of these rulemakings, Part C days were

required to be included in the Medicare fraction as of October 1, 2004 (the "Part C DSH

poiicy"). Subsequently, as part of the FFY 2011 IPPS final ru1e published on August 15,2010,

bMsmade a minor revision to gg 412.106(bX2XiXB) and (bX2XiiiXB) "to clarify" the Part C

DSH policy by replacing the word "or" with "includìng "2a

The U.S. Circuit Court for the District of Columbia in Allina Healthcare Services v. Sebelius

(Altina I),2s vacated both the FFY 2005 IPPS final rule adopting the Part C DSH policy and the

iubsequent regulations issued in the FF-Y 2008 IPPS finàl rule codifying the Part C DSH poliðy

'r 1d (emphasis added).
22 72Fed. PÑeg. 47130,47384 (Au%.22,2A0'7)
21 '12 Feð,. Reg. at 4741 l.
2n 't5 Fed.. Re!. sOO+2, 50295-50286,50414 (Aug. 16,2010). See qlso '7 5 Fed. Reg. 23852, 24006-24001 (May 4,

2010) (preamLle to propose d rulemaking stating: "We a¡e aware that lhere might be some confusion about ou¡

policy io include MÀ days in the SSI fraction. . . . In order to further clarify our policy that patient days associated

with i4a beneficiaries are to be included in the SSI fraction because they are still entitled to benefits under Medicare

Part A, we are proposing to replace tbe word 'or' with the word 'including' in $ a l2' 106(b)(2)(i)(B) and

0 412.1O6(bx2)(iii (B)."); Àttina Heatthcare Servs. v. Sebelius,904 F. Supp. 2d 75, 82 n.5,95 (2012), aJJ'd in part
and rev'd in part,746 F.3d 1102 (D.C. Cir. 20la).

'z5 
746 F. 3d I 102 (D.C. Cir. 20 l4).
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adopted in FFy 2005 IPPS ru1e.26 However, the Secretary has-not acquiesced to that decision.

Moie recently, in Allina Health services v' Príce ("Allina IÌ'),27 t}.,e D'c circuit confirmed that

the Secretary's 2004 attempt to change the standard to include Part C days in the Medicæe

fraction had beenvacatedin Allina L28 TheD.c. circuit further fotnd in Allina II thatthe

Secretary failed to provide proper notice ànd comment before including Part C days in the

Medicarê fractions published for FY 2072.2e Once again, the Secretary has not acquiesced to

this decision.

Providers' Request for EJR

The P¡oviders explain that "[b]ecause the Secretary has not acquiesced to the decision hAllina

[I], the 2004 regulation requiring Part C days be included in the Part A"/SSI fraction and removed

irom the Medìcaid fraction remains in effect as set forth in 42 C.F.R. $$ a12.106(b)(2)(i)(B) and

(bX2XiiÐ(B). (The '20Q4 Rule') The Board is bound by the 2004 rule'"3o Accordingly, the

Providers contend that the Board should grant their request for EJR'

The Providers assert that, pußuant to 42U.5.C. $ 1395oo(f)(1), the Board must grant EJR if it
lacks the authority to decide a question of "law, regulation or CMS Ruling" raised by a provider

The p¡oviders maintaìn that the Board is bound by the regulation, there are not factual issues in

dispute and the Board does not have the legal authority to decide the issue. Further, the

Providers believe they have satisfied the jurisdictional requirements ofthe statute and the

regulations.

Decision of the Board

Pursuant to 42 U.S.C. $ 1395oo(f)(1) and the regulations at 42 c.F.R.$ 405.1842(Ð(1) (2017), the

Board is required to grant an EJR request if it determines that: (i) the Board has jurisdiction to

conduct a hearing on the specific matter at issue; and (ii) the Board lacks the authority to decide a

specific legal question relevant to the specific matter at issue because the legal question is a
c-hallenge eìthei to the constitutionality of a provision ofa statute or to the substantive or procedural

validity of a regrlation or CMS Ruling.

Jurisd iction

The participants that ooürprise tlìe gl'oup appeals within this EJR rcquest have fìled appeals

involving fiscal years 2007 ,2008 and 2009.

26 746 F.3d at I 106 n.3, t 1 I I (afhrming portion of the district court decision vacating the FFY 2005 IPPS nrle). See

also Allinq Health ser-vs. v. sebelius,904 F. Supp.2d ?5, 89 (D.D.C. 2012) ("The Court concludes tlrat the

Secretary's interpretation ofthe ftactions jn the DSH calculation, announced in 2004 and not added to the Code of
Fede'al h.egulations until thc summ"' of2007, was not a "logical outgrowth" of the 2003 NPRM.').
27 863 F.3d 937 (D.C. Cir. 2017).
2E I.l. at 943.
)e Id. at 943-945.
ro Providers' EJR Request at I .
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For purposes of Board jurisdiction over a participant's appeals for cost report periods ending

prior to December 31, 2008, the participant may demonstrate dissatisfaction with the amount of
Medicare reimbursement for the appealed issue by claiming the SSVPart C issue as a "self-

disallowed cost," pursuant to the Supreme Court's reasoning set out in Beîhesda Hospital
Association v. Bowen (" B ethesda").31 In that case, the Supreme Court concluded that a cost

report sùbmitted in full compliance with the Secretary's rules and regulations, does not bar a

provider ftom claiming dissâtisfâction with the amount of reimbursenlent allowed by the

rcgulations. Further, no statute or règulation expressly mandated that a challenge to the validity
of a regulation be submitted first to the Medicarè Contractor where the contractor is without the

power to award reimburs ement.32

On August 21,2008, new regulations governing the Board were effective.33 Among the new

regulations implemenred in Federal Register notice was 42 C.F.R. $ a05.1835(a)(1)(ii) which

required for cost report periods ending on or aftel December 31, 2008, providers who were self-

disallowing specific items had to do so by following the procedures for filing a cost report under

protest. This regulatory requirement was litigated in Banner Heart Hospital v. Burwell
("Banner").3a In Banner, the provider filed its cost report in accordance with the applicable

outlier regulatìons and did not protest the additional outliei payment it was seeking. The

provider's request for EJR was denied because the Board found that it lacked jurisdiction over

the issue. The District court concluded thai, vnder Bethesda, the 2008 self-disallowance
regulation could not be applied to appeals raising a legal challenge to a regulation or other policy
thát the Medicare Contractor could not address.

The Secretary did not appeal the decision in Banner and decided to apply the holding to certain

similar administrative appeals. Effective April 23,2018, the CMS Administrator implemented

CMS Ruling CMS-1727-R which involves dissatisfaction with the Medicare Contractor
determinations for cost repoft periods ending on December 31, 2008 and which began before

January 1,2016, Under this ruling, where the Board determines that the specific rtem under

appeal was subject to a regulation or payment policy that bound the Medicare Contractor and left
it \¡/ith no autho ty or discretion to make payment in the manner sought by the provider on

appeal, the protest requirements of 42 C.F.R. $ a05.1835(a)(1)(ii) were no longer applicable

Flowever, a provider could elect to self-disallow a specific item deemed non-allowable by filing
the matter under protest.

I 108 S. Cr. 1255 (1988). Ss¿ ø/so CMS Ruling CMS-1727-R (in self-disallowing an item, the provider submits a

cost r€port that complies with the Medicare payment policy for the jtem and then appeals the item to the Board. The

Medicare Contractor's NPR would not include any disallowance for the item. The provider effeclively self-
disallowed the item.).
'2 Bethestla,l08 S. Ct. al 1258-59.
rr 73 Fed. Reg. 30190,30240 (May 23,2008).
ra 201 F. Supp. 3d 131 (D.D.C.2016).
15 ld. aL 142.
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The Board has determined that the participants involved with the instant EJR request are
govemed by the decision in Bethesda and CMS Ruling CMS-1727-R. In addition, the
participants' documentation shows that the estimated amount in controversy exceeds $50,000, as

required for a group appeal.36 The appeals were timely filed. Based on the above, the Board finds
that it has jùdsdiction for the above-captioned appeals and the underlfng providers. The
estimated âmount in controversy is subject to recalculation by the Medicare contractor for the
actual final amount in each case.

Board's Analysis Regardins the Appçalç(U[Sq!ç

The appeals in these EJR requests involve the 2007 ,2008 and 2009cost reporting periods. Thus,
the appealed cost reporting periods fall squarely within the time frame applicable to the
Secretary's Part C DSH policy being challenged which was adopted in the FFY 2005 IPPS final
rule and later codified at 42 C.F.R. $$ 412.106(bX2)(i)(B) and (bX2XiiÐ(B) as part of the FFY
2008 IPPS final rule (with a minor revision published in the FFY 2011 IPPS final rule). The
Board recognizes that, for the time period at issue in these requests, the D.C. Ctrcuit in Allina I
vacated this regulation. However, the Secretary has not formally acquiesced to that vacatur and,
in this regard, has not published any guidance on how the v¿c¿ tur isbeing implemented (e.9.,
only circuit-wide versus nationwide).37 Moreover, the D.C. Circuit is the only circùit to date that
has vacated the regulation and, if the Board were to grant EJR, the Providers would have the
right to bring suit in eithe¡ the D.C. Circuit or the circuit within which they are located.38 Based
on the above, the Board must conclude that it is otherwise bound by the regulation for purposes
of this EJR request.

Board's Decision Reqarding the EJR Request

The Board finds that:

1) It has jurisdiction over tÌle matter for the subject years and that the participants in these
group appeals are entitled to a hearing before the tsoard;

2) Based upon the participants' assertions regarding 42 C.F.R. $$ 412.106(bX2)(i)(B) and
(bX2XiiÐ(B), there are no frndings offact for resolution by the Board;

3) It is bound by the applicable existing Medicare law and regulation (42 C.F.R.

$ 405.1867); and

4) It is without the authority to decide the legal question of whether 42 C.F.R.

S$ 412.106(b)(2)(i)(B) and (bX2XiiÐ(B) (2011) codifying the Medicare Part C DSH
policy adopted in the FFY 2005 IPPS final rule are valid.

16 See 42 C.F.R. 0 405.1837.
)t See generalþ Grant Med. Ct. v. Burwell,204 F. Supp. 3d 68,77 -82 (D.D.C.2016), a/f'd,875 F.3d 701 (D.C.
Cir.2017).
38 See 42IJ.5.C. g l395oo(f)(1).
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Accordingly, the Board finds that the question of the validity of 42 C.F.R. $g 412.106(bX2XÐ(B)
and (b)(2)(iii)(B) (2011) properly falls within the provisions of42 U.S.C. $ 1395oo(f)(1) and
hereby grants the Providers' request for EJR for the issue and the subject years. The
Providers have 60 days from the receipt of this decision to institute the appropriate âction for
judicial review. Since this is the only issue under dispute in these cases, the Board hereby closes
those cases.

Board Members Partici pati ng:

Clalton J. Nix, Esq.
Charlotte F. Benson, CPA
Gregory H. Ziegler, CPA, CPC-A
Robert A. Everts, Esq.
Susan A. Tumer, Esq.

FORTHE BOARD:

4/30/2019

X Clayton.t. trtix

clayton J. Nix, Esq.

Chair
signed by Clayton J. N¡x -A

Enolosures: Schedules of Providers

cc: Cecile Huggins, Palmetto GBA (Electronic Mail w/Schedules of Providers)
Wilson Leong, FSS (Electronic Mail rvlSchedules of Providers)
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